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I
THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STAI{DARDS

The National Bureau of Standardsl provides, measurement and technical information gerviceg

essential to the efficiency and efiectivenesJ of thd' work of the Nation's scientists and engineers. The
Bureau serves also as a focal point in the Federal Government for assuring maximum application o.f
the physical and engineering sciences to the advancement of technology fn industry and commerce. To
accomplish this mission, the Bureau is organized into three institutes covering broad program areas of
research and services:

THE INSTITUTE FOR BASIC STN\IDARDS . . . provides the central basis within the United
States for a complete and consistent system of physical measurements, coordinates that system with the
measurement systems of other nations, and furnishes essential services leading to accurate and uniform
physical measurements throughout the Nation's scientific community, industry, and commerce. This
Institute comprises a series of divisions, each serving a classical subject matter area:

-Applied Mathematics-Electricity-Metrology-Mechanics-Heat-Atomic Physics-Physical
Chemistry-Radiation Physics--Laboratory Astrophysics2-Radio Standards Laboratory,2 which
includes Radio Standards Physics and Radio Standards Engineering-Office of Standard Refer-
ence Data.

TIIE INSTITUTE FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH . . . conducts materials research and provides
associated materials services including mainly reference materials and data on the properties of ma-
terials. Beyond its direct interest to the Nation's scientists and engineers, this Institute yields services
which are essential to the advancement of technology in industry and commerce. This Institute is or-
ganized primarily by technical fields:

-Analytical 
Chemistry-Metallurgy-Reactor Radiations-Polymers-Inorganic Materials-Cry-

ogenics'-Office of Standard Reference Materials.

THE INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED TECHNOLOGY . . . provides technical services to promote the
use of available technology and to facilitate technological innovation in industry and government. The
principal elements of this Institute are:

-Building 
Research-Electronic Instrumentation-Technical Analysis-Center for Computer Sci-

ences and Technology-Textile and Apparel Technology Center-Office of Weights and Measures

-Office 
of Engineering Standards Services-Office of Invention and Innovation-Office of Vehicle

Systems Research-Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information3-Materials
Evaluation Laboratory-NBS/GSA Testing Laboratory.

lHeadquarters and Laboratories at Gaithersburg, Maryland, unless otherwise noted; mailing address Washington, D. C.,
20234.

2 Located at Boulder, Colorado, 80302.
3 Located at 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22151. I
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wAsHrNcToNr D.C. :tO:tta

May 31, 1968

ti itrt Y iETfi Tor

42 r .00

Mr. Thomas F. Rogers
Director, 0fflce of Urban

Technology and Research
Department of Houslng and

Urban DevelopmenE
1626 K StreeE, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20410

Dear Tom:

In Ehe next few pages of thls reporE you will flnd a sumnary of whaE
Ehe National Bureau of Standards and i-t,s consultanEs have done as a
result, of our joinc efforEs with HUD ln sEudylng the avallabillty of
adcquate performance sEandards for housing for low-lncome families.
Thls sunrmary reflecEs Ehe cenEral thrust, of our response Eo the work
statemcnt whlch accompanied your memorandum of agreement,, the conclu-
slons we have reached, and our recomrnendatlons for further rescarch.
Some of the thinking presenEed in the main body of our reporE, the
Eechnical appendices and Ehe supplementary documcnts is complex
enough thaE iE will reguire a more thorough reading than can be
galned from Ehe summary. I have attenpted, therefore, to key the
sunmary to ot,her porEions of these document,s ln order that, you, and
ot,hers who wiII read thls report, can flnd your way lnto Ehe larger
body of the reporE.

Five xerox coples of the final report (Volume I) are transmitEed
herewiEh ln compllance with Ehe June 3, 1968 deadline. As per our
agreement an addlEional 25 copies, reproduced by a more suitable
means, wiII be furnished to you ln approxiuately one week. The
Appendlces w111 be furnished shortly Ehereafter as Volume II, and
will contaln:

NBS INSTITUTETI FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
INTTI.rUTE FOi AAIIC 

'TANDARDg 
IN9TITUTE rOR MATERIAIJ iESEAiCH

INTTITUTE FOi APPLIEO TECHNOI.OOY

a
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Appendix A.
Appendix B.

Appendix C.
Appendix D.
Appendix E.

-z

Needs of the Rural Poor in Low-Cost Houslng
Housing of Indians on Reservat,ions and of Alaekan
Na E ives
Conceptual Structure of Low Cost/Low trncome Houelng
Nature of the Problem
Perforrnance Concept and Buildlng Code Implementation

A final volurne (III) nlade up of supplementary documents from contrac-
tors will be Eransmitted prior to the June 30th termination date of
our agreement. This volume will contain:

4.

The American Housing Production System
Performance-Based Space Criteria for Low-Cost Houslng
The Role of Social Needs of the Urban Poor ln Formulating
Perfornrance S tandarde
A Pilot Study of the Economiee of Scale ReIaEed to Residen-
tial ConsEruction

I.Ie believe we have nrade a constructive beginning and that in sonre
cases $re are presenting reports and ideas not previously available.
We appreciate the oupport, of, IIUD in this important undertaking.

S c Ei,

1.
2.
3.

Jo
Natlona Bureau of Scendardr
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C. CONTENTS OF VOLUMES II AND III
The nain body of this study of performance standards for
low-income housing is contained in Volume I. However, two
more volumes (Appendices and Supplementary Documents) com-
plete this study. Their contents are as follows:

Volume II - Appendices

Needs of the Rural Poor in Low-cost Housing
Housing of Indians on Reservations and of Alaskan Natives
Conceptual Structure of Low Cost/Low Income Housing
Nature of the Problem
Performance Concept and Building Code Implementation

Volume III - Supplementary Docunents

The American Housing Production System
Performance-Based Space Criteria for Low-Cost Housing
The Role of Social Needs of the Urban Poor in Fornrul,ating
Performance Standards
A Pilot Study of the Economies of Scale Related to
Residential Construction

A
B

C

D

E

I
2
3

4
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AN EXECUTIVE SUIUMARY

A. Background

Performance standards are not a substitute for sound
judgment, but a guide and supplement to such judgment.
They therefore recluire a context of reasonable and intel -
ligent men, backed by institutional rneans which adapt to
their use, for their efficacy. Performance standards can
provide a basis for making sound decisions on research
directed at neh/ product development; they can be used in
codified form to provide for public health, safety anC
other environmental requirements; and they can assure the
nation that the quality of its future hor-rsing inventory
is worthy of a great nation. But they provide no magic
formula that will surely and of themselves unleash the
innovative forces of society to solve the problems of
housing for low-income fanilies. They can provide a
means of removing one of the major constraints identified
by all with whom we spoke--narrowly drawn building codes,
regulations or specif ications. ltte have found insuf f icient
evidence to warrant optimism in orrr ability to produce a
comprehensive performance document for housing for low-
income families. Those docurnents which have been prepared
in the recent past based on the performance concept fall
short of the mark, not because their writers were insincere,
but because the sum of knowledge now available is not
sufficient for the task.

The nation will continue to invest in ner\, housing and in
the rehabilitation of existing housine in ever greater
numbers. This administration has promised to provide six
million housing units for lol-income families in the next
decade. This enormous task is always publicly acknowledged
as one of providing adequate housing- -not just cheap housing.
This comnitment, therefore, implies an intention to rneasure
the adequacy of such housing by standards of performance
which do not sacrifice housing features necessary to the
preservation of health, the provision of a safe environment
and providing for the housing usersr needs. There
is also the need to assure ourselves that this investrnent
is a prudent use of our resources, so that we invest no
more in the cost of providing slrch hotrsing tl'ran is cont-
mensurate with the benefits to be gained. This ratio
of costs to benefits is an extremely complex one, which
we explore in more detail in Section 8.5 of this report.
It is clear that in housing a penny savecl is not always a
penny earned, however it is not always clear where the
trade-offs are best made.

-1-



trle believe that it is also important that all concerned
understancl that the nature of the "prob1em" to which we
address ourselves is capable of being understood at
various levels of definition. In Section A of the report
we develop our line of reasoning in some detail:

- The problem in its simplest form states that
the goal is to reduce the costs of dwelling units
(including their operating and maintenance costs)
to bring them within the affordable range of low-
income famil ies .

- The next level of complexity says that the costs
cannot be lowered sufficiently to bring them within
the incone range of poor families, so that some
adjustnrent in the transaction mechanisms (1ike rent
subsidy or low interest, long term loans) is required.

- We may then complicate the goal by desiring better
housing generally (a quality concern) as measured by
benefit returned per unit of investment. Tiris deals
with more clearly articulated user requirernents
which in turn concerns the material and manufac-
turing factors involved in housing.

- The goals would also be seen differently if it
was clear that low-income families in fact have
special needs that aren't normally considered in
performance requirements for housing (for instance
they might want to provide space for indigent
relatives as well as the nuclear family)--nostly
we lack the data to support these needs.

- Our goals become elevated if we say that even if
we were al-lle to find a fit between the needs of
1ow-incone families and the cost of housing we
should not be satisfied with the system for pro-
ducing housing in this country. Systems improve-
ments in the production of housing could go beyond
the immediate problems to providing an opportunity
for more effective resource utilization or increased
performance of the total urban environrnent for all
of us - - including 1ow- income fami 1 ies .

- Finally we might want to be cautious about solving
the problems of housing alone (a sub-optimization)
if by doing so we were to cause dislocations in other
urban systems. This has certainly been the case in
our past attempts at solving urban traffic problems

-?-
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by plunging highways right through our housing
inventory with little or no concern for the
social impact of the decisions.

The work statement which accompanied the agreement
between the Department of tlousing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
which initiated this study contained the following
hypothesis:

"ft is hypothesized that, if adequate
perfornance standards for low-cost housing

. could be developed; and if they were broadly
usedr itr inportant end fundamental way could
have been opened to acconnodate the introduc-
tion of cost-reducing innovations into the
design of low-cost housing."

We have found that this hypothesis is true on
but subject to careful evaluation in terms of
cations. In the main body of the report we de
some of these inplications and respond to the
specific objectives of our agreement. The summary which
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'Within the constraints of available time and
funding, ild with recognition that the goal of
this agreement is one of assessment and defini-
tion of needed future research to test the
hypothesis that emphasizes low-cost housing,
the broadest professional view should be adopted.
The major emphasis will be on scientific knowl-
edge and technology availability and the resul-
tant effect of their epplication on cost reduction;
however, administrative, social financial, 1egal,
employment, transportation, production, and hunan
factors will be identified to the extent that they
appear to apply in an inportant way to the goal of
using performance standards to reduce the cost of
housing for low-income fanilies."
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ts. Response to Objectives of Study

B-1. "To document in very brief narrative
form a description and definition of
the performance concept and the
hierarchy of performance statements
as related to low-cost housing and
the social needs of low-income fami-
lies, using examples and references."

The performance concept is an organized procedure or
framework within which it is possible to state the
desired attributes of a material, component or system
in order to fulfill the requirements of the intended
user without regard to the specific means to be
employed in achieving the results. In this report
we are concerned with the performance concept as it
relates to the housing needs of low-income families
that live in urban areas. We refer in Appendix A
(Volume II) to a brief review of the needs of low-
income farnilies in rural areas (a potentially larger
need, but not as politically visible or organized)
and in Appendix B (Volume II) to the needs of low-
income families who live on Indian reservations.

The performance considerations with which we deal
flow from two directions of emphasis:

- Tf" performance of housing comp_onents,
equipment and systems in terms of those
properties which affect their safety
durability, operating efficiency, main-
tainability and quality.

- The performance expected of housing in
order to respond to the reasonably intended
use of the housing units by families to
carry out such activities as eating, sleep-
ing, playing, entertaining, etc.

These two directions are not mutually exclusive, but
in fact are interdependent. They have not historically
received equal attention by the research community nor
have their interdependencies been well established in
practice. We attempt in Section 8.2 to trace their
relationships.

,
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The performance concept consists of a hierarchical
set of statements which are more or less sequentially
developed and which normally become more rigorous at
each stage of their development. These statements,
in order of their development are:

Perfornance requirements
Performance criteria
Evaluative techniques
Performance specifications
Performance standards
Performance codes

Each of these terms is defined more fully in the main
body of the report and an exanple is given of the
application of this hierarchy to the area of waste
disposal needs of farnilies. The dominant current
technological solution in this area is plumbing and
Section 8.3 contains a detailed analysis of the
current availability of performance statements for
plumbing systems.

ItJe also want to emphasize the value of the performance
concept to another important intellectual tool--the
systems approach. The systems approach depends on a
statement of objectives in performance language in
order that alternative solutions can be rationally
compared. The systems approach enables us then to
trace out the effects of any set of choices and deci-
sions. The use of the performance concept for such
systens studies as those envisioned under the HUD
(RFP 22-68) rIn-Cit E rimental Housin Res earch
and Develo pment rogram so o v ous ut ty.

-5-



B-2. "To delineate the important performance
requirements that relate to such goals
as health, safety, and low costs for the
dwelling and the site and off-site
improvements. "

It is important to recognize that this objective refers
to perfornance requirements, not specifications or
standards. A t the fundamenta 1 level such requirements
are derived from the characteristics of users which
housing can effect such as:

Physiological needs--the life processes
Psychological needs--the mental processes
Sociological needs--the interactions between

peoP
held

Ie and groups and the effects of comnonly
beliefs.

Needs are not dependent on particular materials, devices
or systems, it is the other way around. Housing compo-
nents are developed in response to the needs of the user.
Once such components for a house have been developed in
response to needs we also require that they serve us
well over time. We are therefore concerned with the
structural soundness of housing components, their dura-
bility to withstand wear and weather, and their ability
to continue to operate with a minimum of naintenance.

Since the housing users needs become the guiding force
to requirements, w€ need first to examine the range of
potential users. We find four characteristics useful in
defining the USER:

1. RESOURCES: income, level of ownership
Z. CULTURE: Spanish, Negro, Asian, Indian, etc.
3. LOCATION: urban, rural, etc .
4. UNIT SIZE: individuals, couples, families,

communities.

For the development of the total range of perfornance
requirements for housing, it is acknowledged that for
each function and activity, requirements must be described
for each user. We have attempted
fUNCEJffi' FOOD PREPARATION ANd thE

to illustrate only one
physiological needs

as soc 1 ated wlth it for fam ilies. The full range of
functions would include entertaining, playing, studying,
sleeping, etc. These functions in turn would have re-
quirements developed from the needs of the various kinds
of users. The needs of the
not been studied sufficientl

ow-income urban poor have
to identify

idence there
Pi
otential ly

1

v
veunique requirements. What

that their rising expectat
any statement of their uni
than middle-income famiLies,

ions would cause then t
que requirements as bei

s woul d suggest
o resent
ng less
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In order for houses to reasonably accommodate such
activities as sleeping and food preparation the interior
environment of the house needs:

conditioned air, adequate illumination, controlled
acoustical properties, stability and strength,
protection against dangers to health or safety,
adequate space to allow activity to occur (in three
dimensions), an orderly arrangement of such spaces,
an acceptable esthetic content, and e capability of
being reasonably maintained.

These interior spaces need to be enclosed within
a shell which:

. provides adequate protection against climatic
conditions, Md reasonable protection against
unusual but possible catastrophes such es hai1,
earthquakes, fires in adjacent buildings,
baseballs, etc.

. provides visual, access from the interior
spaces to the exterior in reasonable amounts

. provides acoustical privacy from adjacent
dwelling units

. is esthetically acceptable

. has surface properties whic
easy maintenance over the 1if

ha
eo

re capable of
f the building
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B-3. "To determine what performance specifica-
tions are satisfactorily in hand to meet
the performance requirements identified
in Item B.2."

The largest part of our effort has been devoted to this
objective. We have used consultants in some areas, we
have studied existing "performance type" codes and
specifications, we have looked at the FHA Minimum
Property Standards, and we have looked at what is being
done in other countr ies. Our general conclusion is that
we are a long way from having adequate performance
specifications. The obvious needs of individuals and
fanilies that live in houses have not been explicitly
stated or systematically identified. The art of planning
houses for meeting humans' physiological, psychological
and sociological needs is largely one of intuition and
perpetuation of existing solution patterns which have
apparently been satisfactory. This apparent satisfaction
has resulted in a lack of motivation to support research
which made these needs more explicit (hence the so-called
social sciences are not very well equipped to provide
measurement techniques) and has tended to concentrate
measurement techniques and specifications on the physical
properties of housing elements. This concentration on
physical properties has been further narrowed by competi-
tive interests in the producer sector of the industry in
order to protect the narket position of particular
materials and products. A heavy orientation toward
assuring the financial community that houses were a
sound investment has further concentrated specifica-
tions and codes on the performance of the house as a
product to be preserved against the forces of nature
and the deterioration from use by humans.

One illustration of this disparity exists in the
provision of fire safety codes for houses. The
emphasis in such documents is in the specification
of the fire resistance of the materials and compo-
nents rather than provision of safety for the
occupants. They are not independent variables,
but one's vielv of the need for performance standards
will cause a bias in one direction or the other.
Under recent legislation the National Bureau of
Standards is authorized to mount a major national fire
research program. We do not anticipate financial
support from tlUD at this time in this program area.

- 8-



Another example is in the area of the visual environment
(or illumination). Our consultant, Mr. William Lam,
reports:

"None of the nineteen existing industry or
national standards, Federal or other published
specifications, or foreign standards, that were
exanined have any useful perfornance tests for
existing natural or artificial lighting systems
Pe
ho

rtinent to recommendations for use in low-cost
us ing .

Among building codes in the U.S., those that
have daylight requirements (some do not) express
them in terms of window area, rather than per-
fornance with regard to view or light. The
objectives of the requirenents are not described.
For artificial lighting the
requirements at all to desc
should have lighting; e few
ments. None of these provi
to the purpose and qual.itat
requirements. "

ange is from no
bing what rooms
ist quantity require-
useful guidance as

e aspects of the

r
ri
t

de
iv

The state-of-the
the structural f
building technol
be expected. tlo
are filled with
design parameter
rials (like stee

art of specifications and standards in
eld after some three thousand years of
gy is in relatively good shape, as would
ever, the documents used in this area
pecifications that describe specific
for known structural systems and mate-
beams) rather than perfornance statements

i
o
w
s
s
I

of what is expected. The performance requirements which
exist are often outdated (the loads inposed on apartment
floors by furniture and people are probably overstated in
terms of todayrs styles, for example) and sonetinres based
on rules of thumb which have not be scientifically
exanined. The National Swedish Institute for Building
Research, 8s an example, reports:

"According to Swedish building norms (standards)
the snow load on roofs with an incline of 45" is
half as great as the load on flat roofs. Re-
cordings made by the Institute for Building
Research during two winters just past show that
the situation is more or less the opposite."

(perfornance requirements were 100? in error
because they were based on a rule of thumb, rather
than scientific investigation.)
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When new structural concepts are introduced (such as
the Mitchell system proposed for the Phoenix Project
in Detroit) existing measurenent techniques are
inadequate to recognize the performance potential.
New innovations can thus be stifled even in an area
which has a long history of research. We propose as
one method of helping to ease the transition to
performance specifications during the next few years,
that ad hoc test development programs to measure the
performance of specific innovations be implemented,just as we have done on the Phoenix project.
There are some areas of performance requirements
related to safety that are essentially ignored by
existing codes, probably because they are not related
directly to any specific product attribute. One of
these areas is the provision of protection against
accidental falls. Falls constitute the single greatest
life hazard in the hone, causing about 40 percent of
the fatalities, and also contributing about a third of
the accidental injuries. The annual tolI of casualties
resulting from all home accidents is ZB to 50 thousand
fatalities and 4 to 2L million serious injuries
(depending on definition). Congress has seen fit to
require safety requirenents of autonobile manufacturers,
but i.n the area of housing thcre is no single industry
on whom to place the responsibility. It would appear,
therefore, that the performance of the house as a total
system designed to help prevent accidents is e govern-
mental concern. We recommend the developnent of a
better accident data base through HEW and the development
of perfornance standards in this area by HUD as a model
for state and local governnents.

Durability is the time dimension of performance. It
describes the ability of a material, component or
system to resist deterioration and destruction for a
"normal" period of tine, with "normal" usage. The
key measurement parameter is a definition of "normal.'l
Because of the competitive nature of the industry a
large amount of information is available on the
requirements for materials and products on an indi-
vidual basis. In spite of this wealth of information,
few, if any, test methods or specifications exist that
will predict accurately, at the time of construction,
the useful life or rate of deterioration of building
material s .

One special provision of durability is the controlled
transnission of air, moisture and water through the
exterior of the building including the components
such as doors and windows.

-10-



a controlled acoustical environment
be a luxury and therefore not

ow-cost housing. This is one of

of
to

rl
The provision
uray be thought
appropriate fo

ct on
hous ing .
ena
to be

our areas of sociological and psychological ignorance,
however, since we have no evidence of the impa
families and individuals of poor acoustics in
We do know that poor acoustical control has be
factor in the turn-over of apartments designed
rented to families whose incone gives them some dis-
cretion. There is also evidence that a suitably
comfortable acoustical environnent can be obtained
at 1itt1e, or no, additional construction cost if
acoustical performance is incorporated initially as
part of the total housing performance concept.

The presence of clean air and the absence of odors in
a building are dependent, anong other things, oD the
equipnent available, the size of the building, the
occupancy, and the ventilation. The problem is there-
fore conplex. Presently available air-cleaning
equipnent includes mechanical types, composed of air
filter devices, and electrostatic types. Odor renoval
devices are presently linited to adsorption devices
such as activated charcoal panels. The performance of
this equipment is reasonably uell understood, and it
is probable that the same equipment, or variations of
the same will be used for the next 25 years. A new
approach should be taken that enphasizes air cleanliness
in the occupied space and its effect on health (bronchial
ailments) and cost of maintenance caused by soiling.
The inter-relationship between the size of the building,
the nunber of occupants and the ventilation is not so
well understood, however, and a careful appraisal of
the performance requirements and necessary research
in this direction is needed. We include work in this
area under our program for psycho-physical measurement.

between first cost and operating costs of b
are not adequately covered by existing spec
If a building provides good thermal insulat
interior against differing outside temperat
size, the initial costs and operating expen
heating or cooling systems can be considera
and the satisfaction of the user needs may
more effectively at lower long-term cost.
area in our psycho-physical program.
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The standards and codes currently available for plumbing
systems, components and fixtures are largely specification-
type. Even those aspects which are performance related
are useful only for comparing sinilar products like bath-
tubs or pipes independent of their materials. We lack any
body of knowledge that would enable us to evaluate com-
pletely new concepts of providing for human cleansing and
waste disposal functions. Because plumbing is such a
major portion of the cost of present high-rise dwelling
units (estirnated to be about 18 percent of the cost), and
because the field is presently very competitive due to an
attenpt to market components made of plastics, we recom-
mend an effort be undertaken to develop performance
criteria and evaluative techniques for plumbing systems
which are independent of the materials used.

The performance requirements for individual food service
facilities such as cooking facilities, food preparation
surfaces, storage of utensils, food storage, etc., are
considered under a sub-section of the report entitled
Food Services. These requirements relate directly to
tE-e-moE general user needs identified under the exanple
of physiological requirements--food preparation of
Section B-2. Our study indicates that practically no
realistic performance requirements for these necessary
facilities exist, with the exception of limited informa-
tion on preferred space arrangements.

We have a natural tendency to think of sources of energy
like gas, oi1, electricity, solar energy, etc., as equal
alternatives to be evaluated exclusively on the basis of
costs. The costs per unit of energy however are neaningless
unless we properly measure the performance of conversion
devices utilized to convert the energy into useful pur-
poses for peoples' needs. In addition questions of safety,
controllabil
sat is fied.
relate direc
is needed to
energy needs

ity,
Only
tly
hel
of

cleanliness, etc., are requirements to be
a few specifications currently in hand

to the energy source or form. Research
p establish optinun usage based on total
multi-story buildings like apartments.

Because electricity is the nost widely used source of
energy in housirg, and because it represents a complex
sub-system of the house we nade a special study of
performance specifications in this fie1d. The National
Electrical Code provides an almost universally adopted
instrument which helps by providing the benefits of
mass production through interchangeabLe standardized
parts, but which inhibits major new innovations which
would not be compatible with its standards. The increased
use of electricity and the proliferation of electrically-
powered equipment in the home pose new questions regarding
diversity of loads within buildings and among buildings,
as well as a reexamination of the nost effective system
for convenience outlets and other distribution conponents.

-L2-



Mechanical systems are, per s€ r solutions for user needs,
but the performance requirements usually described for
such systeurs do not, in fact, relate directly to the
primary user need but instead relate directly to some
selected solution. For example the requirement that e
heating systen have a capacity of x BTU per hour, is a
specification based on some previous determination that
x BTU per hour is needed to provide a "comfortable"
environnent for the occupant. We can measure the BTU
capacity accurately, but we are not very good at neasur-
ing "comfort." This is an example of the tendency to
measure what it is possible to measure nhen it is too
difficult to measure what is desired. Performance
standards should be developed which would enable us to
relate mechanical systems performance directly to user
satisfactions. Work in this field, however, can be
accelerated greatly by the further development of
criteria of human comfort.

Building transportation systens pernit the movement of
people and objects into and within buildings. They are
of two basic types:

a. systems which are static but permit the
movement of people and objects along then
(entrances, halls and stairs).
b. systems which are dynanic and thus transport
people and objects (elevators, escalators).
These systems can represent 15 to Z0 percent of
the cost of a high-rise building.

Perfornance requirements for such systems Iike their
ability to evacuate occupants in emergencies, their
size in order to
refrigerators), t

page
migh
base
for

seful information to other o
xploring the current availab
ifications and standards. I
e that HUD might wish to nak

izations who
y of performance

suggested
innediately

h them in
also believe

onvert sections

provide for nornally used objects (1ike
heir adaptation to handicapped and elderly

people, their protection against vandalism, etc.,
appear to be conspicuous by their absense in existing
codes and standards. Research on user needs might
well reveal ways to modify the performance of such
systerns, and would certainly be needed for evaluating
new innovations related to vertical transportation in
tall buildings.

This section of the report contains alnost two hundred
rgan
ilit
tis
eit
wit

We
toc

:
available to the firms who are workin
various experimental housing programs
much of the information could be used

sofu
tbee
d spec
exampl

of the FHA MPS document to perfornance language.
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B-4. "To estimate the costs and time to
develop those performance specifications
that do not now exist in order to meet the
spectrum of performance requirements identi-
fied in Item 8.2."

It should be clear to the reader by this time that the
vacuun in this field is so enormous that this objective
is like asking in 1958 how much will it take to get a
man to the moon. Estimates were nade then which sub-
sequently turned out to be orders of magnitude off.
In many ways the problem of getting a man to the moon
was easier to estimate, because there were few sociologi-
ca1 or institutional constraints. We believe the cost
will be closer to multi-hundred million dollars than it
will be to multi-millions if we are to develop all of the
fundamental information which will eventually be needed
to relate man's needs to his built environment. Whole
new sciences, new kinds of research personnel who practice
within the science, and new institutions to utilize their
talents will be required. The National Bureau of
Standards is not the only institution to which HUD
will have to turn for this major effort. We would
recommend that NBS be asked to manage and coordinate
all research in this area.

What we are proposing is an approach to this area
which provides HUD with a series of phased steps
that will move us in the right direction. We have
suggested some specific research prograns to be
undertaken in the next six months, and some indica-
tion of how they fit into a longer term phased
program. We believe a phased program offers the
opportunity for a rational approach in the absence
of sufficient time or sufficient funds to nake a
more detailed analysis. We also believe a phased
program will provide us with a broader base of
intelligence with regard to the utility of longer
term research programs and will be more adaptable
changing policies at the national level regarding
goals of HUD's programs.

to
the

- 14-



We are recommending a total research effort of $1,425,000
in this area for fiscal year 1969. Sone of this work
would be contracted out to other organizations, but all

would be managed by NBS in HtlDrs behalf . The nine
ms we are recommending develop from four different
of enphasis:

-Our programs
Framework For

on Psycho-physical Criteria and A
User Needs are designed to open areas

fit
rogra
inds

o
p
k

of-ExFTora.io
concepts and
Psycho-physic
roundings ins
hearing, smel
as vibration,
motion. The
the prelimina
report to dev
those "satisf

n vi-hich are now limited by usable
only a few professional workers.
al studies relate man to his sur-
ide a building by his senses of vision,
1 and touch through such physical effects
temperature, noise, humidity, and air

progran on users needs will expand in
ry work of Section B.2:3 and 4 of this
elop a full framework for identifying
actions" the user needs from housing.

-Our programs on Structural Design Requirements, Per-
formance Specific d-
Safety Requirements for llousing are designed to fill

methods in thesein the gaps in knowledge and test
three important areas of housing systems performance.
Our discussion with the professional conmunity have
identified these three areas as ones of high priority.
-Our programs in a Continuing Service for Evaluating
Hous iirg innovations
from Exasting Informat i on are Soth designed to pro duce
immediate results and to trans late them into acceptable
forms for the current programs of tlUD. The work which
we have done with IIUD on project Phoenix serves as a
mode1.

-Our recommended development of a Technical Information
Network i
researc

s intended to provide a
community who address th

special tool for the
emselves to the
ncept for buildings.
an the larger program
in the "urban" area.

nt effort by all
rch in building

developrnent of the perfornance co
This is a more limited service th
HUD is planning for those working
It is proposed that this be a joi
Federal Agencies supporting resea
performance concepts.
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B-5. "To rank order those performance
standards to be developed in terms
of their impact upon construction."

We understand the intent of this objective, but we wish
to point out that the rank-ordering techniques u
both t{UD and NBS perhaps should not be linited t
statement. We suggest in this section that ther
at least five primary techniques:

sed
ot
ea

by
his
re

I
z

3

4
5

Ranked in order of II,.{PORTANCE T0 SOCIETY
Ranked in order of MAXII{UI{ COST-REDUCTI0N
OPPORTUN ITY
Ranked in order of II{AXIMUM INCREASED BENEFITS
TO USERS (Iow-income urban consumers)
Ranked in order of SOCIO-POLITICAL VISIBILITY
Ranked in order of SMOOTIINESS OF TRANSITION
(frorn one system of procuring residential
environment to another)

and that each of the techniques is in turn capable of
being evaluated against the costs of doing and applying
the iesearch; the feasibility-o-I-doing the research,
finding the personnEl-neecled, and applying the results;
and the time required to complete the research and apply
it. It fr5[fd be desirable for any rank-ordering technique
we used to reflect all of these considerations. However,
the problems and limitations associated with each possible
technique limit us at the present to a decision of priori-
ties based on professional judgrnent and the available
capabilities of research institutions.
We include in this section of our report a discussion
of techniques for measuring the costs and benefits of
using the performance concept, but we have not been
able to quantify this analysis. The logic of our
discussion may be summarized as follows:

- The specification of the performance expected
of an object (like a door o
the procurement potential o
alternatives than specifyin
This opens the possibility
tion which is more efficien

athtub) allows
arger number of
articular object.
ceiving a solu-
lower in cost.

rab
fa1
gap
of re
tor
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- If this kind of performance statenent is linked
to a systems approach some evaluation of the
overall efficiency of the object as a part of a
larger context can be nrade. Larger benefits may
accrue thereby, since systems costs are known
not just object costs. An additional benefit
nay come because the performance specification
suggests new ideas and concepts that would have
been overlooked, e.9., the trade off between exit
requirenents and fire detection equipment.

- If perfornance specifications are developed
for functional spaces like bedrooms (as is done
in FHA Minimum Property Standards) a larger
nunber of alternatives can be evaluated, but t,he
linitation is still the accepted pattern of
houses, so that it is most desirable (wi1l produce
the most benefits for the least cost), but also
most difficult, to specify the users needs inde-
pendent of any form of solution.

benefits and costs associated with rank-
ring objectives uere clear it would be
ible to evaluate alternative sets of perfor-
e specifications, even before evaluating the

products which result fron their use.

- Perhaps nost democratic of all, and hence most
beneficial, would be a mechanism for choosing
goals that allowed users to nake their own needs
statenents and evaluate alternatives for thenselves.
Some of the attempts now going on at advocacy
planning are testing this possiblity.
- Because we have not yet learned to "model"
in appropriately complex terms (sinplicity is
not a virtue here) the relationships between
nan and his environment, vre are not yet in a
position to measure the true costs to indi-
viduals or societies of our alternatives nor
to indicate in a positive way the benefits
which would derive from our investments.

We hope that the Urban Institute will devote a major
share of its resources to this.

- rf
orde
Poss
manc
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A. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

A.1. THE NATURE OF THE REQUEST

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AI{D URBA}I DEVELOPMENT
Washington, D. C. 20410

Office of the Assistant Secretary
For Administration

February 23, 1968
(as revised April 4, 1968)

U. S. Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards
Institute of Applied Technology
Washington, D. C. 20234

Attention: Mr. John P. Eberhard

Gentlemen:

subject' lf8t:Ii"Sfl,if,l$:i"il:ll"l*l;l-14-68
Standards for Low-Cost Housing"

In accordance with discussions and understandings of our respective
staffs, this Memorandum of Agreement, including Attachment A,
Statement of Work and Special Conditions, provides for the parti-
cipation of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
with the National Bureau of Standards, Institute of Applied
Technology (NBS-IAT), in the subject project to be conducted

T in accordance with more specific agreements between
t v

he Technical Representatives designated under Clause II,
Attachment A.

It is estimated that the total cost of the project to NBS-IAT
and to HUD will not exceed $170,000. The fiscal obligation of
HUD for all work performed under this Memorandum of Agreement
shall be limited to $120,000. The NBS-IAT shalL provide
$50,000 in support of this project.

The NBS-IAT will inforn HUD if and when the tot

b NBS. IA

In Reply Refer To:
ASA.1

No. IAA-H-14-68

cost of the
70,000; in
uork here-
Memorandurn

pro
suc

j
h
ect approaches the total estimated cost of
event HUD will have the choice of having t

a1
$r
he
isunder cease on behalf of HUD, or of anending th

of Agreement to increase the HUD maximum obligation of $f20,000
to participate with NBS-IAT in payment for continued performance
of the work.
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NBS-IAT will bill HUD for advance of funds on Standard Form 1080
in the anount of $120,000, citing agreement IAA-H-14-68 appro-
priation 86x4070.

t

The work to be
studies under 1
of the Housing
and is payable
Housing Adninis

pe
z
Ac
ou
tr

rformed for HUD is in furtherance of technical
U. S. C. 1701 et. seq., and section 502(1)(2)
t of 1948, as anended (LZ U. S. C. 1701c(b) (2)),
t of appropriation available to the Federal
ation under P.L. 90-121.

If you accept this Menorandum of Agreement please indicate your
acceptance bel.ow and on two copies enclosed, and return to the
Departnent of Housing and Urban Developrnent, Contracts and
Agreements Division, L626 K Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20410.
For accounting purposes, please cite Memorandum of Agreement No.
IAA-H-14-68.

Sincerely yours,

W. J. Prine, Director
Contracts and Agreenents Division

(Contracting Officer)

Enclosure

-1 9-



Attachnent A to
IAA-H- 14 -68

I STATEMENT OF WORK AtiD SPECIAL CONDITIONS

A. BACKGROUND: It is now reasonabl y clear thst the nation
1s about to undertake the enormous task of providin adequate

I ionshousin
of fam

, 8t a relatively early monent, for those nri
lies who are now poorly housed. This inplies a truly

EIg
1 q

enormous Federal expendituro. It is of great importance,
therefore, that without sacrificing housing features nccessary
to health, safety and other inrportant sociaL goals, this
housing must be produced at the lowest possible cost.

It is hypothesized that,
for low-cost housing coul
broadly used, atr importan
been opened to acconnodat
innovations into the desi

if adequate performance standards
d be developed, and if they were
t and fundamental way would have
e the introduction of cost-reducing
gn of low-cost housing.

Effective application of perfortnance standards for low-
cost housing will occur, however, only if (a) the standards
8re practical, (b) they reduce design and construction
costs, (c) they provide an expeditious, practical and im-
partial basis for determining the relative acceptability
of innovative designs, (d) they provide adequate health and
safety protection, and (e) they assist in meeting the im-
portant social needs of low-incone families.
B. OBJECTIVE: The objective of this study is to examine,
in
pre
the

sently available
prehen
fornan ce standards, to estimate

an organlze d and com sive Yay r the adequacy of

time and cost of veloping the additional standards
per

de
required, and to rank order those that need to be developed
in terms of their impact upon construction costs of low-
cost housing.

Specifically this agreement wil,l seek:

1. To document in very brief narrative forn
tion and definition of the performance concep
hierarchy of perfornance statements as relate
low-cost housing and the social needs of low-
families, using examples and references.

Z. To delineate the inportant performance requirements
that relate to such goals as health, safety, and low-
costs for the dwelling and the site and off-site
improvements.

a
t
d
in

d
de
an
to

scrl.p-
the

come
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Attachment A to
IAA-H-14 -68

3. To determine what performance specifications are
satisfactorily in hand to meet the performance re-
quirenents identified in Item B.?,.

4. To estinate the costs and time to develop those
performance specifications that do not now exist in
order to meet the spectrum of performance require-
ments identified in Item 8.2.

5. To rank order those performance standards to be
developed in terms of their impact upon construction.

C. SCOPE: Itlithin the constraint
fundii!,-and with recognition tha
ment is one of assessment and def
research to test the hypothesis t
housing, the broadest professiona
The major emphasis will be on sci

f available time and
he goal of this agree-
tion of needed future
emphasizes low-cost

iew should be adopted,
ific knowledge and

ultant effect of thei
ver, administrative,

so
tt
ini
hat
1v
ent

technology availability and the res
application on cost reduction; howe
financial, legal, employnent, trans
and human factors will be identifie

ortation, product
to the extent th

p
d

r
soc ial
,

us ing

10n
at
of
or

they appear to apply in an important way to the goal
performance standards to reduce the cost of housing f
low-income families.

In the study, enphasis will be placed on identifying poten-
tial cost-saving features that show promise of being inple-
nented, in a practical way in the next year or two on the
basis of performance, by taking an integrated systens view
for supplying 1ow-cost housing for low-income consumer
groups including site and off-site improvements.

The five specific items to be sought in this s
given in the Objective, and they will be enpha
may be reordered or modified as the study prog
arrangenent between HUD, and the Institute for

tudy are
sized. They
resses by
Appl ied

Technology of the National Bureau of Standards of the
Department of Commerce.

The professional workers conducting this study are expected
to draw upon not onLy the fulI experience of both Departments,
but relevant experience in other Federal Departnents and
Agencies, the nationts universities, and in the housing
construction industry as wel1. The broadest national base
of data, information, experience and juctgment w
from within and without the Governnent.

-21-
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Attachernent A to
IAA-H-14-6I

D. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: The first phase of the pro
will 1968, and a first draft of'a

j ect
final
fport
tet

rlr
Nr,on-

report will be submitted by May 1, 1968, with a final
to be submitted on June 5, 1968. Progress review meet
will be held on or about March 1, April 1, May I and
June 1, 1968, final review of the results will be held
soon after June 3, 1968.

r
i

E. EFFORT: The effort shall include at least seven fu
timeEltT members of the Institute of Applied Technolo
and such other NBS staff, outside consultants, and subc
tracting assistance as needed.

I I . PERIOD OF AGREEMENT

All work hereunder will be conpleted by June 30, 1968.

I I I . TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES

A. The Technical Representative for liaison with the Bufeau
as to the conduct of work hereunder shall be designated by
letter; at a later date, from the HUD Contracting Officet.
B. The Project Director for the National Bureau of
Standards, Institute of Applied Technology shal1 be
Mr. John Eberhard.

IV. PUBLICATION

The Departnent of Housing and Urban Development will nake] th
results of the study conducted under this agreement availabl
to the public by means of j

b

e
e

1

upon. Any other Bureau
study conducted under th

pu
is

oint releases as mutua
lication of the result
agreement shalL carry

1ly agrepd
s of the
the nota!
by the
the Natifna
ogy. t'

tion "Data from a special study jointly financed
Departnent of Housing and Urban Development, and
Bureau of Standards, Institute of Applied Technol

The Department of Housing and Urban Development shal1 ha
the full right to publish and disseninate all or part of
the data collected hereunder after initial joint release.
If the National Bureau of Standards, Institute
Technology in its transmission of reports to th
qualifies identified data, the Department in an
tion it may nake of the identified data will in
NBS-IAT qualification or will agree with NBS-IA
stitute statement qualifying the identified dat

Appl iedof
e
v
c1
T
4.

Dep
pub
ude

ve

artment
lica- 1

such l
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A.? THE NATURE OF TIIE PROBLEM

In order to know whether or not the development of perfor-
mance statements are capable of helping to solve the
"problem" of low-cost housing, we need to be clear on
what we nean by the "problem." Problem solving efforts
generally suffer from an inaccurate, unclear, or overly
simplistic view of the problem itself. Therefore, the
nature of the "Prob1em" should be a key element for dis-
cussion.

Since housing itself occurs within the context of complex
relationships, it should be no surprise that the system for
providing it is also a conplex and cornplicated one, and
that some clear and reasonably simple views of the problem
may, in fact, be misleading.

Wef
ship
re so
fol 1

eel that it is possible
s within the housing sys
lving various system dis
owing pages is a descri

to lay out the complex relation-
ten and to work fruitfully at
-functions. Presented on the
tion of linked (not alternative)
eliefs about how understanding
ructure our longer tern efforts
ng and Urban Development.

problem statements and our
these statements can help s
with the Department of Hous

p
b
t
i
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STUDY PROCEDURE:

In developing these problem statements, we established
certain Operating Rules to help us focus on central iss
(rather than ancillary ones) and to ensure a certain le
of clarity and rigor to the process of development. Th
are:

SIX OPERATING RULES FOR RESEARCH STUDY

JU'
vel
dru

J

Rule 1.
56-EUrl
tions.
1 imited
though
speci fi
sions o

Rule 4. The cont
ilTITT-e firmly to
responses to the
Accordingly it wi
"not possible" or
answers are well

purpose of study and research e
or dis-qualify various possib
and issues that are identifie

I
d
t

The various aspects of the "housing problem" s
stated p1io1 to selecting specific research di
roblem tdfiilition should-not be artificially
y current administrative limits of responsibil
will be useful at a later stage to select

research projects whiEh-il6- reflect such divi-
responsibility.

ho
r']e

uld
c-v

P
b

it
c
f

ity,

Rule Z. In a problem context nhere so much is unknown,
ffeel it is a valid technique sinply to identify funda
mental questions which need to be answered: whether or
not such answers are known to be presently avilfIEE[E.-
Rule 3. There are three distinct categories into which
iSffi can fall:

technical - whether some course of action is possi
operational - whether it is practical and feasable
"political" - whether it is acceptable from the

point-of-view of policy
We will examine these three categories on their own meri
and not, for example, limit in advance a technical dis-
cussion by a presently existT-ng:of6?I-fional constraint.

t 1e

ro1 1 in
qual i

g
fy

[,

frorts
I
r

p
1
roblems
1 be perfectly acceptable to arrive aI'no fit" answers provided that such

documented.

Rule 5. (a) At certain points sone forn of ter5E[iiEion" may be made mandatory to prove the
between a speti f ic technical re3of[tfon-an?l-ie

chnical
incompatibility
al istic, "real -

"re-cyc
sh to re
re, solu
lly as
1 procee
e the is
east ob-
e, makin
ion crit

world" action. These cases will be indicated by
loops within the progran. (b) We wi
the various issues that are identified. Therefo
at the operational and political levels are equa
desirable as technical leveI solutions. We shal
as conventionally as possible in order to resolv
Faced with an impasse we will proceed from the 1
jectionable concepts towards the least acceptabl
only the mininum changes necessary to meet solut

l ett
$o1ve

] 
ions

d

fues .

I
dria.
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t

RuIe 6. In this program maximun use will be made of
aIE-iTE'b1e information and research. Additional research
should be generated (a) only when needed answers are not
otherwise obtainable and (b) only in relation to the over-
all structure produced in response to Rule 1.

These principles should guide not only the initial genera-
tion of the problem model, but the way it is used operationally,
i. e. , in the process of specifying and carrying out needed
research. This use will become increasingly apparent as
specific research tasks are developed.

In view of Rule No. I all possible points of view have been
called out first before any particular direction is fixed.
This leads to "structural" comparisons. We have described
four of these:

Starting with the fact that there is a gap between
what housing costs and what some people can afford to
pay for it, one can either (1) seek to lower the cost
of housing or (2) improve the consumerrs capacity to
pay for it. Although the specific research activity
may be quite different (and may involve entirely
different types of research teams) the basic ob-
jective is the same in both cases: to improve the
consumer's position relative to the cost of the
housing he needs.

1

it
s
ss
T
lt

2 In another approach
(1) with the house a
the factors or proce
If (1) is the PRODUC
PROCESS which "makes

is possible to deal either
a physical "thing" (Z) with
es which produce the "thing."
then (2) is the production
the product, but conceived

3

more broadly than merely manufacturing or con-
struction processes.

A third contrast involves the basic premises of
alternative housing studies. The housing problem
can be approached either (1) by looking at the house
as a physical thing, BS an agglomeration of building
naterials which is part of larger connunity systems
that are also physical in nature or (2) by looking
first at people who, as residents have a series of
nEtlE, some of which are met in the home, others
of which are met elsewhere. In the one case success
is neasured by the efficiency with which physical
materials are combined with one another, in the
other, by the efficiency by which the total needs of
residents are met. (Since this third pair of con-
trasts raises such intricate issues, it is useful
here to point out that no value judgements about
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I research are being made by this listing. r\i s
mply an attempt to get the rang
before us. A rational selecti

e of considera
on Process can

a
ng
or-

4

come only after this groundwork has been laid.)
Finally there is the basic contrast between (1)
specifically problen-oriented approach to housi
(Z) the comrnitment to working out positive perf
mance of the housing systen on a continuing bas
The first is essentially limited in tiure, assoc
with particular dis-functions, and is designed
go out of existence with the resolution of the
ticular problems at issue. The second is certa
involved with various current problems but with
the context of future-oriented "preventive main
for the housing system.

ced"

is.
iat
to
par
inl
in
ten

qnd

gd

\

These four sets of contrasts are not mutually exclusive.
They have inter-relationships.

SIX ASPECTS OF PROBLEM MODEL

By applying the six "Operating Rules" to the structure of
contrasting issues we can generate a workable and practic
ble problen mode1. In order, this model would contain
the six aspects shonn in Figure 0.

To convert this basic problem definition model into a
structure that is directly useful for research involves
careful study and decisions. Rarely before has there bee
an opportunity to give this link in the problem-solving
process the attention it deserves. We felt it was
extremely important to do exactly this.
Accordingly the problen model was followed into its
next several levels of detail.
A PHYSICAL APPROACH

LOWEST COST HOUSING is really the physical approach to th
problem of housing. It states, in effect, that for some
people there is a gap between the resources they have and
the cost of the housing they need. The response to this
situation is to attack the "house" side of the problem.

Various kinds of research have been done on the problem
of housing costs. Some research is actually re-examining
the basic relationships in housing that have gained tradi
tional acceptance, while there is a body of research alon

P-

1'

J

J
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Definition of what
type of housing has
the lowest absolute
costs

Identification of how
housing can be afford-
ed by those who need
it

Identification of what
technical nethods it is
possible to use in order
to obtain generally
better housing per unit
of investment

Definition of the char-
acteristics of housing
for low income people

Identification of what
procedures can be used
actual 1y to provide the
kind of housing that 1S
needed to those who need
it

Given the fact that
housing is 9n1y one-
among rnany inter-related
parts of the fully func-
tioning community, iden-
tification of what require-
ments this interdependence
may exert on housing per se

FIGURE 0. SIMILAR CONTRASTING ELEMENTS IN SIX ASPECTS OF
PROBLEM MODEL
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close-to-conventional lines that attempts to rid the housq
of superfluous and unnecessary costs through more completq
knowledge of actual engineering requirements. The physi-
cal ap
can he

roach asks to what extent output from this researclpp
1p resolve the problem now identified.

B. ECONOMIC/FINAI,TCIAL APPRoACH

An effort directed to enable people to afford the housing
they need is, in effect, an economic or financial a roac

ost -e ffect ive iEse-aEhAi-t e s
may not be able to produce sav
e gap between consumer resource

and housing costs. In fact, one housing economist has
made the point that even if the costs of the physical
itself could be reduced to zero, the overall reduction
cost to the consumer would still not be enough to make
housing truly affordable.

h A

ful to identify the possibilitie
for one reason or another, do no
of the present problem-solving e

to the sane problem. C

cal aspects of housing
sufficient to remove th

thing from "Iow
that make it re
these are imned
of low-income g
that to approac
housing in the
housing problem
measures of "10

ngs
s

y (measur{ed
15 a COn-l

The

f
fls
9ns)

P
1

the problem from the consumerrs

It would be a liability, then, for a realistic effort at
solving the housing problem to rely solely on identifyin
physical cost savings. There are a nunber of different
strategies that could be investigated in order to solve

some of then
thin the mandite

C. PERFORMANCE DESIGN APPROACH

sl

eof view. It is uspoint
s even
t fall
ffort.

if
wi

A concern with achieving better housing generall
by the benefit returned per unit of investnent)
cern that goes beyond particular problem areas.
performance desisn aoproach deal+
ma t=Tfrifn fmaffi f A'E@ f a c t

s with all the user,
ors that are involved in

housing. Using this approach, various competing constrailnts
and benefits can be measured not simply against one another
but against a standard for overa11 oerfo rmance and servide
in meeting the valid needs of hous consumers.

Even though the terms are often used interchangeably
"housing for low income people" may be quite a different

cost housing." There are several factor
levant to raise this question. Two of
iately obvious; the first is that the nee
roups are so different (for whatever reas
h the problem of getting them low cost
conventional sense will not at all solve
. The second possibility is that convent
west cost" are not very well related to t
ing cost that various low income groups
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have. It is conceivable, certainlY, that the cost of housing
ihouta not be measured by physical costs alone. It is also
.o"i"ivable that it is n6t- possible to measure the true cost
oi f,outi"g at the point of i'consumption" alone. If there
is a single strong point that stands out fto4 systems

"n"iyiit"techt iqu6s'it is that the most significant indica-
tors of system Performance and cost are overall measures
(assumin
levels o
componen
larger s

all components perform at or above threshold
value satisfaction). But to take measures of
performance as proxies for the service of the

stem is clearly nisleading.

D. SOCIAL APPROACH

g
f
t
v

The challenge t
then, is basica
housing. But i
the rational ac
This elevates w
with the social
plane of discus
social values c
their actual in

and IF economic and financial
the housing consuner.

o define "housing for low income people, "lly a social approach to the problem of
t is a social approact that is based in
counting procedure of performance design.
hat has becone a more-or-less popular concern
role of housing to an entirely different

sion. At this level competing and conflicting
an be compared and resolved on the basis of
fluence on a total concept of performance.

E. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS APPROACH

This aspect implies that it is not enough to identify the
kind of housing that best reflects valid perfornance con-
ElEpEs. It is still necessary to consider-how such housing
can actually be made available to those wh6T-eed it. As
a result, the question is raised about alternative ways
of organizing dtre entire process that generates residLntial
environment. Are there alternative ways it could be organ-
ized, which would effect significant cost savings or make
for a better application of investment in housing?

F. OPERATIONAL APPROACH

This final aspect is specifically concerned with the
functional connection between housing and the other
operating parts or sub-systens of a community, and is
evolved through the following questions:

IF the physical costs of housing were mininized.

factors were adjusted to aid

and IF general benefits fron various
in housing were maximized. .

-?o-,

levels of investnent



and IF the specia
reflected

and IF the process which
were coordinated

1 needs of particular consumers were
fu1ly in design requirements for-Ii6Esing

generates residential
for maximum efficiency

environnent
and cost

savings. .

one relationship critical to the solution of the housing
oroblem would still remain to be examlned.

Clearly the implementation of research based on
(A through E) of the problem model will affect
both

and other
neceESffi

the approFc
either or

hes

(1) physical housing conditions considered to be
a problem

(?) low income people needing adequate housing

Darts of any siven community as4to ask what the ettect would be
welI. It is
of completely

"so1ving" the housing problem.

Some urban analysts feel that the use of recommendations j

suggested by these approaches (A through E) would actual|y
occasion additional, perhaps still more severe problems 

lin the conmunity. A system responds systematically to 
l

change introduced at any point within it and transmits tfrat
change throughout all connections within the system. Th[s
holds true for that especially complex organism, the coml-
munity, 8S well as for other systems whose workings are l

better understood. l

The sub-system for "housing" is one sub-system among rnanX
in the overall community system. It is mandatory to
know how this larger syitern will react in the fate of wtia
will be major and"significant changes -in the housing .o4-
ponent of that system. We know now only that this larggr
system is not particularly well organized to mend the i

massive dis-function that we call the housing problem.
On this basis alone we should expect that solution of t
"housing problen" will precipitate the potential for ot
changes. In order actually to solve the housing proble
it seems of the highest inportance to know the nature,
direction, and magnitude of these related changes.

t

Ie
her
in,
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This is the gencral domain for cach of the
approaches to the problen. The next step i
this conceptual organization can be transla
operational structure for research.

USE OF PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

six
st
ted

inter-related
o determine how
into an

The problen structure is to be used not sinply for naking
decisions about research (the most inmediate need) but is
to be used as well for evaluating and later applying workable
research output. This extended application is derived
from incorporating not one or two approaches to the housing
problem but the six most fundanental aspects which adequately
define the total scope of concern.

DESCRIPTION OF BASIC RESEARCH STRUCTURE

The six aspects in the problen nodel are given in the left
column below as they were originally stated. Paired vith
them in the right column is the "short-hand" term which
will now be used to represent these aspects.
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Definition of what
type of housing has
the lowest aboslute
costs

Identification of how
housing can be afforded
by those who need it

Identification of what
technical methods it is
possible to use in order
to obtain generally
better housing per unit
of investment

Definition of the char-
acteristics of housing
for low incone people

Identification of what
procedures can be used
actual 1y to provide the
kind of hous ing that 1S
needed to those who need
it

Given the fact that
housing is only one
among many inter-related
parts of the fully func-
tioning conmunity, iden-
tification of what require-
ments this interdependence
nay exert on housing per se

PHYSICAL APPROACH

ECONOMI C / TTNANCIAL APPROACI+I

PERFORI,IANCE DESIGN AP

SOCIAL APPROACH

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS APPROACH

FTJNCTIONAL OR OPERATIONAL
APPROACH

PRoAci{

Figure 1 depicts the most basic operational relationshi
that link our concern to actual areas of application us
this program structure.

Ps
ing
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ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN PROBTEM

The next step in noving toward actual research efforts is
to determine how issues are actually related to one another
within each of thffil5ix aspects. What are the najor 'rblocks"
of considerations? For exarnple there are nany detailed ques-
tions about the use of different rnaterials, yet all of thesp
tend to be grouped together in relation to other major
blocks - for instance, "user requirenents" or "environmental
factos" or "locational characteristics of the housing problem."
If these najor blocks can be identified and related properly
to one another, then we can feel confident about the
various detailed issues and questions on which our judgene4ts
about research will be based.

Figure 2 (A through E) presents these rnajor blocks for the
six aspects of the progrem structures.

As we noted above, the nex
expand these major blocks

ep in the sequence is to
the fully developed rogram

structure.
and is con

Thi next leve detail
ta s o ume 2

conta nst e n 1CgS. . .WOr c ss ned and complete
for this study, but deemed either too bulky, t(Dunuieldy,
or too detailed for inclusion in Volume 1.

tst
into
1of

There are already answers for sone of the questions raised
in this series--sone available frosr previous research, oth
fron practical experience. For certain other questions,
specific studies wcre undertaken where they fel1 within
the six problem definitions and the requirenents of this
study. They are referenced here:

rs

PHYSICAL APPROACH: Available performance specifications
(B.5:1 through B.3:5) are tools to reduce costs of housingl
through the involvement of industry who can develop innova-
tive hardware responses to such specifications. Perfornanbe
Requirenents for Housing (Section B.Z) is a framework for
uraking changes in the "conventional" house while still
maintaining acceptable levels of health, safety and social
welfare.

ECONOMIC/FINAI,ICIAL APPROACH: The Measurement of Costs 
"naBenefits (Section 8.5:2) links the resources of the consuder

to the "thing" consuned-housing in this case. In general
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many questions raised here were outside the scope of the
original request for the study and are not developed here.

PERF0RMANCE DESIGN APPROACH: The Performance Concept
(Section 8.1) is a direct response to the first question.
The Perfornance Requirements for Housing (Section 8.2)
explores qqer influences on performance, while Available
PerformanEETpecif ications (Section B.5i are in most cases
direct ly concerned with the environnental influences on
Performance. The User Needs (Sectl6n Bl5: 0) describes
the availability of such work in the development of this
approach.

S0CIAL APPROACH: This is an area deliberately eschewed in
our study for two reesons: the conpressed time frame for
the st,udy precluded it. . .and the exceedingly complex
competing social "visions'f of the problen. A separate
study was commissioned for this topic area and will be
available as a supplenentary document (Vo1ume III).
DEVELOPIGNT PROCESS APPROACH: A discussion of how costs
are accrued in this process is in The Measurenent of
Costs and Benefits (Section 8.5:2). A study of how scale
alters costs in this process was commissioned and is-TEFferred
to in the Executive Sunmary.

FUNCTIONAL OR OPERATIONAL APPROACH: Since this approach
deals with the links between olher operating subsystems of
the community (transportationJiltrcation, wiste rlmoval,
food supply, etc.) and housing, it is outside the scope of
the inmediate study. Techniques for Rank-0rdering (Sec-
tion B.5:1) and Measurement of Costs and Benefits (Section
8.5:3) are both concerned with how we can make decisions
within such a complex approach

We have addressed ourselves to certain elements within
these six problem definitions in the study which follows.
Obviously, not all of the problems have been explored
and remain as the basis for further research.
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3. IIOI.J TiIE STUDY WAS ORGANIZEI)

The study was organized to respond to the questions:

1. What is the Performance Concept?
2. What Performance-based information is available

for use, or could easily be made available?
5. How much tine and money would it take to research

and develop "the rest"?
4. llow can we establish priorities for such research

and development?

The basic definition of the performance concept yielded
a franework in which to develop answers to these questions.

"The performance concept is an organized procedure
or framework within which it is possible to state
the clesired attributes of a material, component or
system in order to fu1fi11 the requirenents of
the intended user without regard to the specific
means to be employed in achieving the results."

From the questions and the definition, the study was then
structured in three major sections:

Data Gathering

Concepts, Costs, and Tactics

State-of-the-Art

Data Gathering gave support to answers to questions 2, 3,
ffided such activities as:

Contact and liaison with university and non-profit
research comrnunity for (1) reports of available
research, (2) areas of research related to per-
formance requirements and test methods they
have interest in exploring because they have
special ski11s or facilities.

Liaison and contact with professional societies
and standards and test methods in the housing
fie1d.

3 Contact with foreign countries that already employ
the performance concept.

Conce ts Cos ts and Tactics was
men o se r- e r ormanc

I
)

3

t

)

responsible for the develop-
e Requirements, the dis-

cussion of
techniques

the Problem's complexity, and the rank-ordering
in an attempt to address questions 3 and 4.
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Studies were also made of Space Requirements, the effects
of construction scale on costs, costs in general, and
the Social needs of low-income housing users.

State-of-the-Art dealt mainly with perfornance requirements
that currently can be measured in varying degrees by
scientific and engineering nethods. Major subject areas
included were:

1. Structural

Safety

Durab i1 ity
Environmental characteristics

Service systens

These studies were a direct response to question Z, and the
research proposals in Section B.4. (Research Recommendations)
respond to question 3 and 4.

Individual analysts addressed the problems of the American
Indian Poor and the Rural Poor. The major enphasis else-
where was on the urban poor.

)

5

4

5

The study
Housing Ern

Standards
respons ibl

was
dU
and
ef

deemed important by both the Departnent of
rban Development and the National Bureau of
therefore financed jointly. HUD was

or LZ/L7 of the costs and NBS for S/L7.
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B. THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY AND THE

8.1. THE PERFORMANCE CONCEPT

I. WHAT IS TIIE PERFORMANCE CONCEPT

The perfornance concept is an organized procedure or framework
within which it is possible to state the desired attributes
of a material, component or system in order to fulfill the
requirenents of the intended user without regard to the speci-
fic means to be employed in achieving the results. This is true
of any product or system produced for use by hunans from shelter
to weapons. We are concerned in this report with the develop-
ment of performance statements for the systems and sub-systems
of a house, a dwelling unit, a collection of dwelling units in
a high rise building, or a comnunity of units in low rise
buildings, but not with systems of the city or beyond the
concerns of a conmunity development. We are concerned with
comrnunity systems and services (onIy as they interact with
our prine considerations listed above.

Itle are not directly concerned with measuring or specifying
the performance of those engaged in the processes of designing,
making, conveying or removing houses except as these are nec-
essary to consider in allocating financial resources.

itte are not directly concerned in this report with devices or
materials in terms of their performance when divorced from
their contribution to user based systens performance. (A1-
though NBS is involved in other research related to such con-
cerns. )

E. t we are not concerned with plastics or even
astic pipe, but with the perfornance of plumbing
stems without regard to the materials of
ich they are made.

e.
p1
sy
wh

lVithin the range of
interested in those
reasonably intended

our perfornance considerations we are
performance requirements related to
use.

doorstop,
use . rl

e. g. , - a screwdriver may be used as a
but that is not a "reasonably intended

The range of our performance considerations g
the activities for which a dwelling unit is i
include:

- the thermal properties of exterior walls are
important, but may not be for interior wa1Is.

row out of
ntended. These

entry, reception and delivery
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social entertaining and entertainment

p1 ay

communications

learning and study

bus ine s s

s 1 eep ing

sex

dre s s ing

s torage

grooming

washing

bathing

metabol ic
food preparation and storage

eating and drinking

an unusual event

maintenance, cleaning and renewal

in which these activities occur needsThe interior environnent
the following:

conditoned air, adequate illunination, controlled acoustical
properties, stability and strength, protection against
dangers to health or safety, adequate space to allow
activity to occur (in three dimensions), an orderly arrange-
ment of such spaces, dil acceptable esthetic content, and a
capability of being reasonably maintained.

These interior spaces need to be enclosed within a sheIl which:

.provides adequate protection against climatic
and reasonable protection against unusual but
catastrophes such as hail, earthquakes, fires
buildings, baseballs, etc.

conditions,
poss ible
in adj acent

.provides visual access from the interior spaces to the
exterior in reasonable amounts
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.provides acoustical privacy from adjacent dwelling units

.is esthetically acceptable

.has surface properties which are capable of easy mainte-
nance over the life of the building

.acts to selectively filter and nodify the external
cl imate

These functions and attributes of a hous
needs of the user. The user, however, i
by four characteristics (any and all of
needs), these are:

e are
s capa
which

elated to the
le of being defined
ay effect his

r
b
m

a. Resources

b.

income, level of ownership

Culture

Spanish, Southern White, Negro, Indian, etc.

Locationc

urban, rura1, other

l'1odule/ Rol e

1 individual: infant
chil d
teen-ager
adult
guest

a couple

nuclear family

extended family

the neighbors

nodding acquaintances

the community

We have in this report concentrated our efforts on studies
related to the needs of urban low-income families, and we have
assumed their concentration to be in high-rise housing. (In

d

z

3

4

5

6

7

,{ppendices A and B we have provided some insigh
thinking on the needs of the rural poor and the
Indian population. ) -4g-

ts into current
1ow- incone



The Performance Heirarchy

The performance concept consists of a set of elements which are
more or less sequentially developed and which normally become
more rigorous at each stage of their development. This range
of elements is shown on the following chart, and the following
pages describe the terms used.

Performance Requirements: (see Part B.2)

At the
istics
AS:

fundamental level these are
of users which the physical

derived from the character-
environment can affect such

a
b
c

Physiological needs
Psychological needs
Sociological needs
and groups and the

- the life processes
- the mental processes
- the interactions between

effects of commonly held bel
eopl e
efs.P

1

Needs are not dependent on particular materials, devices or
systems but derived from the following questions:

What is the use of function being considered?

For whom is the requirement posed?

IVhy is there a need? This helps explain the background
considerations out of which the need has grown, and will
assist in determining the anticipated benefits.
Where will the needs existr or what are the limits and
context of the needs?

When will the needs exist and for how long?

Pcrformance Criteria

Attributes or characteristics which are to be used in evalua-
ting whether or not the requirements are being met. They may
or nay not be measurable in any rigorous w?y, but can be evalu-
ated by some appropriate method. There are secondary but
imperative criteria with respect to public health and safety
that may be present because of the context of the requirements.
There are secondary but desirable criteria related to the
interface between sol utions an e larger sub-systems or
systems of which they will be a part. Criteria related to
costs of alternative solutions will enter into the evaluation
oilperformance potential versus benef its.
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PERFORMANCE

STANDARDS

by
designers
engineers
others

PERFORMANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE
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TECHNIOUES

physicol tests

simulotion
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lrl
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F
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E
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SEQUENCE OF DEVELOPMENT

THE PERFORMANCE HIERARCHY

pnmory
secondory, both
imperotive ond
desiroble
costs

PER FORMANCE

CRITERIA

who t
for whom
why
where
when

PERFORMANCE

REQUIREMENTS
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Performance Hvaluative Techniques:

Once criteria are identified there is a need to develop some
method of evaluating solutions advanced to meet the require-
ments against such criteria. The most reproducible evalua-
tive techniques are those based on physical tests. But some
criteria do not lend themselves to numerical evaluation so
that simulation techniques will have to be utilized to answer
simply if the solution is satisfactory or unsatisfactory. In
other cases the judgement of experts may be the only evaluation
pos s ible .

Performance Speci fications
Statements which are rigorous enough to indicate which criteria
are to be considered and how they are to be measured. Upper
or lower limits, established according to the selected measure-
ment technique, are used to indicate the range of values of the
criteria which are considered acceptable or unacceptable. They
may be used or required by owners or their agents, including
architects and engineers.

Performance Standards :

If the measurement techniques are reproducible, and the require-
nents are reasonably common ones, a duly constituted (authori-
tative) body may issue the specifications as a standard to be
referenced by otirers, or it may become a de facto standard by
common usage.

Performance Code:

A collection of specifications and standards, which have been
adopted by a process of law and which can be enforced by the
police power power of a government. Codes are promulgated by
National model code groups, state and local governments. A
code is usually intended for impartial regulation of an area
of activity, the purpose which is the protection of the safety,
health and general welfare of the public.
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2. EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

As an example of the range of the performance concept from
the most basic statement of user needs all the way along
the scale to present code requireurents, let us examine the
general area of waste disposal:

a. This need is derived fro
providing systems which
requirements of humans.

m the basic user need for
meet the physiological

(see P art B. Z)

A sub-category of this requirement in terms of the
operational needs of the user is provision for the
maintenance of health, which may be sti1l further
subdivided into-Z-ffi of requirenents of the user
related to protection from contanination injurious
to health.

b

c In developing the perfornance requirernent
area of concern we would ask ourselves th
quest ions :

1. What? - To provide for the disposa
waste products which resul

sw
ef

ron
1o
tf

ithin this
ollowing

f those

Z. l{hy?

8. human digestive processes

b. human cleansing needs

c. clothing cleansing needs

d. food preparation and consunption

e. large amounts of discarded paper and
paper products

f. other discarded items

In our present style of urban life people
produce large anounts of discarded or
waste products in addition to their
hunan waste. In crowded cities the
means of disposing of these wastes is
of major importance since an accunu-
lation can be dangerous to safety and
health. There are nany current problems
associated with pollution csused by
various methods of disposing of westes.
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3. Where? - These requirements exist in any dwelling
unit, whether inhabited by one person
or many. In high-rise buildings the
need may exist high in the air (on the
30th floor) as well as near the ground,
so that systems which attach to the
ground will have to make provisions
for access from all points above the
ground.

4. When? - While some of the disposal requirements
can be scheduled, most of them need to
be available 24 hours a day and every
day. The requirenent will continue
for the useful life of the dwelling.

If we select within this set of requirenents the need
to "provide for the disposal of waste from human
digestive processesr" then the primary criteria related
to such systems include:

1. Availabte at all times.

Afford reasonable privacy to the user.

Be capable of being kept easily in a sanitary
condition.

4

5

Provide a reasonable means of controlling associated
odors.

Any parts of the system which come into contact
with the human body should be capable of reasonable
thermal control and have acceptable textural
qualities.
Adaptable to the variations in the anthropometric
fit of humans such as height, weight and muscle tone.

7, The system shall be made of durable materials.

- The secondary, but imperative criteria include:

1. The system should not endanger the health or safety
of the occupants of the dwelling in any way.

- The secondary, but desirable criteria include:

1. Acoustical privacy as well as visual privacy should
be available to the user.

2

5

6
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Z. The system should be modular in order that it can
be coordinated with other building systems.

3. Any visible parts of the system should be attrac-
tive in appearance.

Performance specifications, standards and codes which
ere derived fron these requirements and criteria are
presently related to plumbing systems since that is
the predominently avaiLable systems solution. If in
the future new concopts were to be developed they
would have to have new specifications developed for
their use, again derived from the fundamental require-
ments. It is conceivable that such solutions would
be capable of providing for a larger spectrum of
waste disposal needs.

The performance criteria, test methods, specifi-
cations and standards for plumbing systems will be
found in Part B.3.5.1, page 258. This develops
the current state-of-the-art with respect to
specifying plunbing systens.
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3. ARGUMENT FOR TIIE USE OF THE CONCEPT

The use of the performance concept provides for
evaluation of technological alternatives thus pa
for innovation. By avoiding the specification o
is to be built, but rather opening the way to ne

the
vin
fh
wi

rat ional
g the way
ow a house
deas through

stating the perforrnance to be met by any solution, conditions
are created for achieving more cost-effective solutions. A
more efficient solution can often result in producing a lower
first cost as well as reduced life-costs. To the extent our
current knowledge will permit, the use of performance standards
makes it possible for industry to bring the production costs
of their products within the demand capability of the market.
To the extent that dislocations will still exist between low-
income families housing needs and the lowest costs capable of
being produced by industry the difference will have to be
made up by some form of subsidy or by more technological
innovations. Performanc standards cannot produce any magic

etween technological capability and
e
b
c

which will filf the
low-income fanilies,
innovation more free

help to make the direction of
nts.

gap
it
of

an onl
constra

vi
Without a well developed set of performance requirenents and
performance evaluation techniques a good deal of research
and development by industry may be wasted in exploring non-
relevant directions. Thus the presence of developed performance
concepts helps to more effectively link the research base of
industry to the needs of all of us--not just the poor. The
opportunity to enhance the lives of every citizen through
improved housing performance should certainly be one of FIUD's
goal s .
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4. RELATIONSHIP OF SYSTEMS APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE CONCEPT

The most striking recent technological advances, although made
"visible" by their physical machinory, owe their genesis to a
non-physical "inte1lectual technology" - the application of the
new intellectual. techniques of systems analysis, sirnulation,
and operations research to problem solving: the Systens Approach.

The systems approach has been applied previously in the develop-
ment of military projects and space problems. It appears to be
applicable to urban problems (particularly urban housing) since
these, like large-scale space and weapons proj
require a nultidisciplinary approach and invol
of technological or quantitative factors.

ects
vet , are complex,

he organization

The app
clearly
og
ob

roach has two nain features. First,
in performance terms rather than in

objectives are stated
particular technol -

i es or pre-existing models. The advantage of sjectives in s stems terms is that it forces dec
ecifyin
sion ma

g
kersP

1v
bto cast the pro lem in tenns so that a rational comparison of

alternative solutions is possible.

The second feature of the systens approach is
the inter-relations within a systen. The pre-
to d@ Ii:[-o moie-f,ffiEE:eable sirU-p
losing those factors which were relationship-b

its enphasis upon
systems nrethod was
roblems, thereby
ased or dynamic.

The comprehensive view of the systems approach enables us to
trace out the effects of any set of choices and decisions upon
all other relevant decisions.
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B .2 PERFORN,I.ANCE RLQUIRET,IENTS FOR IIOUSING

1. REASONS FOR DEVELOPMENT

There are two met
ments for housing
USERS NEEDS- -thos
needs from housin
hardware configur
abstract from the
character istics.

hods for deve
. The first
e "satisfactig. The secon
ations (or sy
se their impo
Both methods

performance specifications use
first method is more difficult
niques not complet,ely availabl
wider range of alternative res
the statements are essentially

loping performance require-
is to develop statements of
ons" the user desires or
d method is to use existing
stems) as models, and to
rtant and desired perfornance
can be developed into

d to procure housing. The
, implying evaluative tech-
e now. It does offer a
POnSeS tO USer needs as
cast in terns of the user, and

In
Ve
in
ha

not the hardware. The second method offers, in a number
6lf-cases, atr easier transition to the performance "way"
of designing and procuring housing as the evaluative
techniques are relatively well developed. These are
discussed in B.5, "Availability of Performance Specifi-
cations. "

this section we will attempt to develop the first method.
ry little work has, to our knowledge, been completed
any formal, rigorous manner for housing. That which

s been done, w€ discuss in 8.3.:0, "USER NEEDS.'I

?,. UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS AND RATIONALE OF ANALYSIS

For the purposes of developing a Methodology to generate
Performance Requirements fron User Needs we have made
certain assunptions which we make explicit here:

The Place

We assune the phy sical context to be urban areas. The
attributes comnon to these areas will guide the development
of the Performance Statements high density, good
access to transport and modes of travel, availability of
services and utilities, and systems support of many kinds
normally found in such areas.

TIIE USER is the basis for performance

It is user satisfaction whic
performance and what costs w

s being procured through
be neasured against.

hi
i11
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Any USER can be defined, for our purposes, by four
characteristics:

I, RESOURCES

income, level of ownership

b. CULTURE

Spanish, Negro, Asian, Indian, other

c. LOCATION

d

urban, rura1, other

UNIT SIZE

I individual: infant
child
teen-age r
adult
elder
guest

a couple

nuclear family

4. extended family

5. the neighbors

6. nodding acquaintences

7, the connunity

for this project, the development of Perfornance Requirements
for housing, we have assumed OUR USER to be:

a. resources: LOW-INCOME

b. cultures: NEGRO, HISPANIC, CAUCASIAN

c. locations: URBAN q URBAN BLIGHTED CORE

d. unit size: ALL SIZES, Bffi GENERALLY STATED

For the development of the total set of Performance State-
ments for housing, it is acknowledged that for each function
and activity, criteria must be described for eaEh-Eser.
There are many users. Further, users change oIiET tine,

2

3

as individuals
modify each ot
with this comp
have aggregate

,f
her
1ex
da

amilies, and conmunities grow and
and the environment. However, to coPe

ity within the time constraints,
11 users into a
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AFFECTABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USER

We assume that the characteristics of users which the physi-
cal environment can affect are:

o. Physiology - the life process

b. Psychology - the mental processes

c.

ation, and health and safety requiremen

Sociology - the interactions between
groups and the effects of conmonly he

peop
ldb

le and
el iefs .

o
ba
of
ui
Us
it
c
Ytt

We wish to describe the environment as
characteristics, and to develop NEEDS s
then as the NEEDS should deternrine the
environment. We will not develop perfo
for the Psychology and-S'ciology- oi our
The time frame and the state-of-the-art
developing Physiology only, we can deve
ments for all users . for factors 1

a function
tatements
qual ities
rmance req
generic 'r
preclude

lop generi
ike gravit
ts will no

f these
sed on
the

rements
er. tt

,BY
state -

i llumin -
vary
?CY 'ked

to any discernible degree for any users, while priv
personalization, and aspirations wilI, and to a mar
degree for dif ferent users and usffiroups.
NOTE:

For the Systems Approach to
full set of Performance Requ
SOCIOLOGY must be developed.

ield maxinum benefits , the
rement story SYCHOLOGY and

vi

REASONABLY INTENDED USES OF HOUSING

We assune that housing will be asked to perform those
functions, and for those users, that have historically been
called the REASONABTY INTENDED USES OF HOUSING. We are not
expanding the uses of housing in this development of Per6-rmance
Requirements

For example, 4 possible social teen-age use of housing
might be as rehearsal space for a fledgling band and would
require special acoustic considerations. We will not
develop criteria for these considerations, as they do not
stem fiom the Reasonably Intended Use of Housing.- However,
the party waI1 between families in high-rise housing nust
have sufficient sound-attenuating characteristics to
prevent the radio or TV of one family flom disturbing
the peace of another in normal use. This is a Reasonably
Intended Use of Housing, and one for whichlerformance
criteria must be established. The criteria for the teen-age
band and the radio might be the same, but we concern ourselves
only with those cri teria of normal, h
INTENDED USE.

- 60-
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3. GENERIC PERFORMANCE REQUIREN{ENTS FOR HOUSING

The "reasonably intended uses" of housing affect the
Body, Mind, and Social Interactions of its inhabitants.
These are the basic AFFECTABLE CHARACTERISTICS of human
users:

1. Physiology

2. Psychology

3. Sociology

Performance statements nay be developed to assure that
the needs related to, or generated by these AFFECTABLE
CTIARACTERISTICS are satisfied through housing, to the extent
that housing can, in fact, satisfy these needs.

The development of these statements is based on the following
rationale:

Performance (or "needs") statenents occur at many levels
of differentiation. When they are very specific, they
tend to be solution (or "means") oriented, are measurable
with existing techniques and permit some limited innovations
in satisfying the stated Need. As the statements become
broader and more generic, measurement techniques become
more complex and less available, but allow a very wide
range of innovation solutions to meet needs. -

USER is the most
MS SUPPORT thc
ESSENTIAL NEEDS. . .
ated to the user,
specific left to
bridge" between
Housing. This
ties) the
rder that the
e, in order to
vironmental
. The SYSTEMS
indow, or
t not yet
what is supplied,

d--
Environmental Systems Support describes one or all of the
following:

8. energy sources i.e., electricity for the light

- 61-

As developed here, ESSENTIAT NEEDS OF THE
generic statenent and ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTE
most specific. The diminishing sequence
OPERATIONAL NEEDS. . .REQUIREMENTS. . . is rel
is a measure of his needs, and gets more
right. ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES is the rr

the User and the Environmental System of
statenent describes the Attributes (quali
Environment must possess or generate in o
Users Requirement can be net. For exampl
read, the user must see the book. The En
Attribute is light--qgE lighting fixtures
RLSPONSE nay FTfghEiil-g fixtures, or a w
luninescent panels or some source of ligh
invented. The Environmental Attribute is
the Systems Response is how it is supplie

fixtures



b. spatial and structural support i.e., eno ugh
space and strength in the ceil
support the fixtures

ing to house and

c non-physical qulpgrt i.e. spare parts supply,
and schedulemaintenade manuals, personne

d. removal of unwanted output eat generated
g or compen-by Iights is used to heat-th

sated for by air-conditionin
The development of performance statements for every "leve1"
allows us to indicate needs and to trace possible responses
to these needs.

This generation of alternative responses widens the range
of problem resolution.

The following chart shows these relationships graphically.

i.e. , h
bui Idin

t
1

e
g
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5 ENVIKO}-IAAEi.IIAL
ATTRJBUTES 4 EUV|KOUMEIITA- tc EUVIKOI+MEI.ITAL 6OF TU?- USER.

IIPROPERII SENSORY EI{VIRONMENT
FOR FT'NCTION }.,IUST BE PRESENT
DURING THAT FT'NCTIONl--

ol
P
D.3
\r)

tr
t-
\)

(D

oJ
o
U)

:I
0_

Provide proper therrnal
environment for user engaged
in food preparation

- Conduction
- Convection
- Radiation
reference : 8. 3 :4 . 3

- Supply Systen
- Control System
- Removal System for unwanted

output

Provide p"oper ilhmination for
food preparation:

- Light leveIs appropriate
to tasks, e.g.:, reading,
cutting

- Color Fidelity
- Direction of light to task

areas
- Controlled Contrast
- Controlled Glare

reference : B. 3:4 .4

- Sup?fy System
- Control Systen-
- Directional Controls
- Surfaces to achieve such

illunination needs

Provide proper acoustical
environment, for food preparation

- Ambient Noisb
e..B. r equipment,

nechanical
- Low transmitted sound from

adjacent spaces
- Low reverteration in food

preparation space
- I'Signalsil auilible to the

user to aid food
preParati on

reference : 8 . 3:4 . 1

Absorptive or non-reverberant
surfaces in use contact
with "hardf'objects

Adequate sound attenuation
with adjacent space

Provide proper tactile
environment for activity

Textures for use during
function

1. With.attention to rate
of activity and position
of user during activity

Surfaces which are comfortable
to the touch and permit food
preparation and related
activit i es

Informat ion transmitted by
texture, €.8., surfaces
which should be used for
cuttinilE.

U)zo
H
FUz
tL
c

U)
Ej

F
H

FU

ILo
a&i()z
trl&&
L)Uo
lrl
F

3!()
z,

zgl

do
F

&t!A

Provide proper esthetic
environnent, i.e., one which
clarifies and enhances use

Surfaces, edges, shapes and
organizing principles, which

- Perception of food
pfeparation activities
and clarity

- Information transmittal
e.9., hot surface

- Focus on activity

I
Proyide consistancy of sensor?
environment



REQUtREIAEHTS 5o? TuE,. r)sER.

PROVIDE NECESSARY PHYSICAL
EQI'ILIBRITJM DURING FMICTION

Fbr activity support we are
only concerned with the
physical equilibrium during
that activity as general
nhysical equilibritun is a
requirement of safety.

SUFFICIENT SPACE AI{D ''FIT?I FOR

FI'NCTION A}.ID FOR FI.'RNITI'RE,
EQUIPMENT Ar{D ACCESSoRTES

El.lV lK Ohj/Y\EUTAL
ATIRJDUTEs

Clear relationships of food
preparation elements

- Movement
- Planning

4 II, EUVIROI.JMEI+RL 6
i-u
oL
o-3
tr)

ts

FU

TD

oJ
o
U)

:r
o_ E cient sequence o movement

Proper sequence of preparation
activities and therefore
equipngnt and ,storage

I3 fll Ps*ifr lp,.'"fif "BH,ijfI.e new 2

Physical environment shal1
trresisttr activity generated
loads both static and
dynamic, €.8., chopping

Stability of environment dtrring
food nrerraration

reference : 8 . 3 ; 5 . 2

Constancy of environment during
function

Continuity of organization and
placenent 

?

Durability of environrnent during
food preparation

3:3.L82
3:5.2

reference: B.
B.

- Surfaces and materials
- Resistance to: fading, stain

inpacts., cutting, washing,
etc, on those surfaces
receiving abuse

- Resist discoloration,
decomposition

Maintainabi I ity of environmental
attributes necessary for food

8.3:5
B.3 :5

.taz
.,

Dreparation
reference:

- Cleanability, €.8.: stains,
dust, food particles,
spi I lage

- Access for cleaning, repair and
replacenent

- Ahility to repair by user or
repairman

- Replaceability of components or
entire units

Access to food preparation area by
users, furnittrre, equipment and
accessories
Unavai lability for non-users
Access to food serving area

- Storage of furniture, equipt,
accessories, and utensils

- Clear movement pattefns to and
within food preparation area

- Ingress for users
- Separation of non-users frorn

users

Size appropriate to acconmodate
food preparation activities and
related storage and activities

Dinensions for nrmber of users
storhge
novenent
equipment, etc.

Modification, e.g.: for new
equipment

Shape to permit nost comfortable
performance of activity including
user, movement, objects, storage

Geometry of space related to
food preparation

Planning, sequence and
relationships of activities
and equipment

v)zo
FT
FUz.
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z
v)
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F
H
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REQUTRE/-AEriTs 5O" T+12 TEER.
ENVlKol-tlY\El.lTAL
ATr F</BUTEC 4 EUViKO}.]MEIJTA- FIc Et lvlKOI.+,V\EI{TAL 6C

F
ut
TL

to

MINIMIZE INJURY, LoSS 0F LrFE
A}.ID PROPERTY FROU

. . . . .ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBAI{CES

. . . . .GRAVITATIONAL FORCES

.. . ..GEOLOGICAL DISTI,'RBANCES

TD

o
_l
o
U)

:I
0_

Linited occurrence and scale of
fai lure

reference: 8.3:1

- Reliability

Limited occurrence and scale of
failure due to atmospheric
disturbances

reference: B.3:1
8.3:5.2

Reliability of environnent
(food preparation erea) to
withstand failure due to
atnrospheric disturbance
e.8., protection from leaking
wind blown objects, etc.

Limited occurrence and scale of
failure

Reliahility (e.8., of structure

Separation of users fron
inninent or actual failure

- Information on innrinent or
actual failure

- Renoval of users from failure

- Isolation of users from failure

Control of failure: Limited
rate and size of propagation of
of such failure

reference: B. 3: 1

Slow "collapseil
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5 EI.,IVIKOI-iMEi.ITAL
ATI RJDUTES 4 FII,REQUtREIY\E,I-ITS

OF TUP- LEER.

F
tll
IL
()

Maximized anthropometric fit of
food preparation area and its
subelements and processes to the
user.

reference: R,3:2.2h3
B. 3:5 .2

- Infornation system indicating
anthroponetric fit or nlsfit of
food preparation area to usei
e.9., hot stove or implements
t'signal ledt' .

- Design which naxinizes
anthroponetic fit related to
activities, equipment and user

- Dimensions
- Position
- Surface
- Edge
- Configuration
- Organizing Principles
- Surface friction on altered to

unsafe levels by grease and
water, with increased
possibi lity of 'ts 1ip"

- Equipment and space designed
for novement reducing hazard
frorn sharp corners, protrtrsions
etc.

- Equipnent and space designed
for multiple-users at the sane
time

- Equipment and space designed to
protect children not engaged
in food preparation
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MAXIMIZE AI.ITHROPO,IETRIC FIT
I.E., PREVENT ACCIDENTS

It is asstmed here that all
personal accidents are caused
by a lack of trfittr between the
physical environment and the
hwrans active within it.
Example: Stair accidents are
caused by a lack of "fit" be
between the shape of a stair
and the stride and activities
of a user.

Slipping is caused by a lack
of I'fittr (caused by reduced
friction or overbalance)
between a floor surface and
human stride movenents during
an activity

Reliability of anthropomentric fit
reference: B.3:3.1t2

B. 3: S.2

Durahi lity- limited change
overtime
Consistancy of design and flow
in food preparation area, and
between areas serving the same
function, €.8., food
preparation areas in the same
bui ldins
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REQUIK,EAAEIiTS
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MINII,IIZE IN.ITJRY, LOSS OF LIFE
AND PROPERTY THRU FIRE

ENV lKcl,j/Y\EUTAL
A.IT RJT}UTE5}5 4 EUviKOUMEiJTA- FIc ENVIKOI.}MEI+TAL 6
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Elimination of existing fire
situations in food preparation
areas

reference: B. 3:2. I

Supply extinguishers to user to
a. Lower tenperature
b. Renove air
c. Remove fuel

Access to fire situation by
users, and if necessary,
professional fire fighters

Autonatic extinguishers when
user cannot use extinguisher
e.8., not present at time of
fire

5

Limited occrlrrence and scale of
fire in food prenaration area

reference : R.3: 2. I

- Low fuel load in food
prenaration area

- Control and safety of equipment
which produces heat

- Isolation of food preparation
equinment using heat and
high fuel load sources

- Isolation and removal of
volatile suhstance

Separation of users and property
from fire present in food
preparation area

reference: B.3:2.1

Barriers between potential fire
sou?ces and adjacent
and users

Information: Detection and
conmuni cation of imminent
or actual fire

Fenoval of users and nroperty
fron fire

Limited rate of oropagation and
size of fire

reference: F. 3: 2. I

- Protection (insulation)
- Limited flame spread
- Isolation of potential sources

of, fuel
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REQUIREAAEIiTS 5OF T+12 USER.

MAXIMI ZE MECTIANICAL SI.'BSYSTTM
SAFETY TO USER

ENV iK ol-j/Y\EUTAL
ATTRJE)UTES

Elimination of existing dangerous
fai lure

reference: B. 3:5 .2

Extinguish. e.g., self
destruction or other rnethods

Access to point of failure by
user or professional hazard
trfighteril

Available extinguishers or
corrective procedures for
probable hazards
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Linited occurrence of mechanical
subsystems failure affecting food
p"eparation area

reference : B. 3:5.2fr3fT4

- Reliability of mechanical
subsystenls for. food
preparation activities

- Self corrective systems
- "Fool-prooflr controls on

dangerous equipment

aration of user from nechanical
systen failure

eP
ub

s
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- Information systems for
detection and comtunication

- Isolation of users
- Removal of users

Limited rate of propagation and
size of mechanical subsysten
disfunction

reference: B.3:5.2

- Relief system, e.8., pressure
relief valve

- Limited spread, e.g. flame
spread

- Barrier system
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EUWROIIJ\TEI-+TAL 6
MINIMIZE INJURY A}.ID LOSS OF

LIFE DT'E TO AIRBORIIE IOXICITY

, LOSS

IIFE AND PROPERTY FROM SOCIAL
SYSTEMS DTSFUNCTIoNS, E.G., CRrME

Separation of users from social
systems disfirnctions thru or in
food preparation area

e.8., crime, burglary

reference : 8. 3: 2. 3

Barrier systens-through
configuration of 'space and
design elements

Security systems
e.9., locks, alarms

Suryeilance systens
- Scanning

€.8., electronic

,
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5 ENV|Kol.l/Y\zuTAL
ATTRIBUTES 4 EUVIKOUMETJTA-

S}JSTEI\AS RE TDUSE
t
{,

Prevent presence of air containing
wracceptable amounts of toxic
naterials in food preparation area

reference: B.3:2.3
B.3:4 .2

Reliability on such event',not
occurring

Use of rnaterials and procgsses
rhich will not be a source
of toxicity

If toxicity does occu? separation
of users from such toxicity

reference : 8. 3 : 5 . 5

- Inforrnation systens for
- Detection
- Conrmunication

- Isolation of toxicity or of
users

- Existing systens

Linited rate of propegation of
toxicity and limited size of
occurrence

- Limited toxic potential of
naterials

- Absorption of toxicity
e.8., filters

- Systern for evacuation of
existing toxicity

- Barrier systens
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- Air removal systen
- Selective renoval of toxicity

e.g. , filters

Elimination of existing toxicity
in food preparation area

reference: 8.3:4.2
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REQUIREIv\El.lTS 5 ENVlKoI-I/Y\EUIAL
ATTRJA 3 4OF THEr ilEEf<

suFFrcrENT QUAr{TITY 0F StPPLTED

''CLIMATE''

.Separation of users fron existing
pol lution
Isolation of pollution sources in
and out of activity

reference: 8.3:5 . I

6Ic ENVIROLTil\EI+TAL
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- frBarrierrr systers

8

Sunlight supplied to food
preparation area, e.9., for
sun-ripening of food

reference: B.3:4.4

Aperture to orrtdoors source of:
Infrared
Ultraviolet
Radiation

Control System

Provide thermal climate appropria
for food preparation activities

reference: B.3:4.3

- Strpply Systen
- Control System
- Removal of activity generated

unwanted heat

tlumidity appropriate for food
preparation activities

reference : 8 . 3 : 3. 2
8.3:4.2
8.3:S.5

- Supply
- Control
- Removal of activity generated

tmwanted hmidity
ie.g., steam

Air supply and air novenent to
support and enhance food
preparation activities

reference: 8.3:4.2
B.3:5.5

- Air sq)ply system
- Air control system

Ve loci ty
Direct ion

Limit occurrence of pollution
fron food preparation activity
€.9., clean processes, naterials

reference : 8 . 3 : 5 .5
B. 3:4. 2

- Removal systems
€.8., ventilation

- Filtering systems
- Clean supply systems

€.8., water, fuel, air
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REQUIREAAEI]TS 5 EI-]V iK OH,\AEUIAL tfr EIJVIKOI-IMEIJTAL ItI, EUVIKO}.}MEI+IAL 6OF TUP- I}SER. ATTRJD E3

MINIMIZE HEALTII HAZARDS DUE TO

GASEOUS, LIQUID AND SOLID
WASTES

Pertains to both activitY
generated (food, trash) wastes
and metabolic wastes (hunan
excreta, etc.)r

5
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Elimination of existing
contanination of wastes present
in food preparation area

reference : 8 . 3: 3. 1

8.3:5.S

- Destruction syst6m
e.8., incineration

- Access for I'cleaningt'
e.9., disinfection,

antiseptic nethods

9

Separation of users fron wastes
which are potential or actual
sources of contamination

reference B. 3:4
B.3: S

.2

. 162fr5fr6

Barrier system for wastes
associated with food
prePafation activities
€.9. , 'containers

Removal of wastes frorn food
activity area. e.gr. garbage
and trash disposal

Wastes renoved from space in
process of food preparation

Linited growth and spread of
contamination in food preparation
area

reference: B.3:3.1
B.3:S.2

Remove nutrient and/or provide
tteasytt maintenance through
the proper design and
placement of perrnanent
equiprnent to protect against
rodents or vermin:

l. Prohibit growth
through linited space
in which growth can
occtrr

2. Prohibit growth
through allowing
clearnances to permit
maintenance

Design of space and eouipment
to permit (or motivate) easy
maintenance by users. No
spaces unreachable in normal
maintenance, either through
design or novability
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This chart, fully completed, would sti11 not yield inforrnation
about how the environnent must respond to the activities
or functions of users. Many activities demand different
ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBLIES in order that the activities
may take place. Sleeping and food preparation require
specialized environmental attributes, and these activities
themselves modify the environment. The rnagnitude of
specialization for different activities is a gage of
compatibility. For exanple, sleeping and food prepara-
tion cannot take place in the same space at the same
time and it is not for lack of space, but for lack of
ATTRIBUTE compatibility.

To clarify which activities associated with housing are
compatible, ild to describe the attributes necessary for
these activities to take place, the chart is added to in
the following manner:

As activities change,
be modified (light, ai
RESPONSES (lamps, vent
structured to make the
must, in turn, support
change.

the ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES nust
r, acoustics), and the SYSTEMS
ilating systems, walls) must be
se changes. The SYSTEMS SUPP0RT
the ability of the systen to

These three elements are the "variables" for activites,
and activities charts form overlays on the original
chart. See the following chart

"Looking through" the third dinension (the layers of
activities), we can compare ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES cri-
teria for compatibility and for ascertaining the design
range required for satisfying activity needs. Some of
the activities for which environmental criteria must be
established are described here, and are listed with the
understanding that such a list will change as it is
developed further.
ACTIVITIES OR FUNCTIONS:

t
z

3

4

5

6

entry, reception and delivery

social entertaining and entertainment

pl ay

communications

study

bus iness
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4. A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF PERFORMANCE REQUIREI,fENTS

The following exanple demonstrates how the Generic Perfor-
mance Requirements for housing may be developed for
specific activities or functions into clear statements of
user requirements, environmental attributes and systems
response. Such statements, with criteria and evaluative
techniques added, form the base for Performance Specifi-
cations or may be the Specifications themselves.

The Activity chosen as an example is the sum of those
functions referred to as food preparation. [See 8.3:5.2
for the availability of aEtualtTttEialFor it,is topicl
Real i z in
provide
theless
is centered within the individual dwellin
designed to serve the immediate family an

gt
pre
ass

hat there are other options available to
pared food to housing residents, we have never-
umed the historical posture that such an activity

g
d

unit, and is
occas ional

guests. Furtlter, the true systems approach would also
examine those functions and spaces affecting or linked to
Food Preparation such as the way such food is brought to
the dwelling unit, its inventory and storage, the serving,
cleaning and waste functions, and secondary uses of such
spaces in terms of the cyclic nature of the activity. These
are alluded to, but not developed.

It/e will develop
factffi of Food
Needs of the Use
ending with Envi
develop Psycholo
quirements, but
is imperative to
and to enable us

statements linked to the physiological
ration, starting with the Essential
going from columns 1 through 6,

ntal Systerns Support. We will not
or Sociological Performance Rel
that such research and development

y display alternative systems approaches,
ake cost-reducing tradeoffs from

those

ta
fu
to
s.

P

r
r
g
s

repa
and

onme
ical

te
11

m

these alternative

Our considerations are:

1. Cooking facilities
2. Food preparation surfaces

5. Basic utensils

4. Water supply

5. Food storage

6. Food serving, dispensing and dining facilities
7, Cleaning facilities
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B.3 AVAILABILI OF PERT'ORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

B.3:0 USER NEEDS PERFOR},IANCE SPEC IFICATIONS STANDARDS & CODES

A. User Needs

1 Rationale: The basis for the devetopment of performance
specifications for procuring housing is the ultimate consumer
of such housing, called the USER. Satisfaction of his NEEDS is
the most basic goal of housing. The ability to state clearly his
ov.rn needs is generally not a skill the users possess. Therefore,
the bulk of such study and articulation has been carried out by
professionals skilled at such work.

2, Existing statements of User Needs:

The following lists those documents which, in whole or in
part, have gone back to the user to develop needs sEatements
for housing.

There is additional work which has been done on user needs,
but for other kinds of man-made structures ranging from office
buildings to submarines. In most cases, this other work
does not explore psychological and sociological aspects of
the users needs.

The listing is for housing only:

FINAL REPORT: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MILITARY
FAMILY HOUSING
prepared for Department of Defense--Family Housing
Contract DACH 15-68-00158
prepared by General Electric:
Missile and Space Division & Conrnunity Development
Division. L967 .

HII}.IAN NEEDS FOR HABITAT
A study of the sociotogical, psychological, and
physiological needs of the American nuclear family,
to establish performance requirements for industrially
produced habitats.
Unpub lished
by Walter M. Kroner
Arlington, Mass.
L966-67 .

c HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY COMMT]NITY
A study of basic needs of the aging individual in relation
to their housing requirements.
Unpub lished
William F. Winslow
L966
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York

a

b
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d PERFORMANCE-BASED SPACE CRITERIA FOR LO[^]-COST HOUSING
!y Small Hornes Council-Building Research Council
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Mr. Rudard A. Jones, A. I. A., Director and
Mr. William H. Lapple, A. I. A.
prepared for Institute for Applied Technology, 1968.

USER REQUIREMENTS FOR SITE PI.,ANNING
unpub 1 ished
!y Michael Bri11
L967 -L968

USER REQUIREI"IENTS FOR NEWARK HUI\,IAN RENEWAL CORPORATION
preliminary draft
by Research Center for Urban and Environmental Planning
at Princeton School of ArchiEecture, Princeton University
Bernard S. Spring, Director
L967

PATTERNS & PATTERN I,ANGUAGE

from Center for Environmental Structure
2701 Shasta Road, Bdrkeley, California 94708
!y Christopher Alexander
Sara Ishikawa
Roslyn Lindheim
Murray Silverstein
Sim Van Der Ryan
t967

THE BATHROOM-CRITERIA AND DESIGN
by Alexander Kira
for Cornell University and Bantam Book Co.
Ithaca, New York
t967

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SI'{ALL HOUSE

Pratt Institute
School of Architecture
Brooklyn, New York

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH IN HUI-IAN FACTORS
by Frederick H. Rohles, Jr.
for Institute of Environmental Research
Gsa" Engineering Experiment Station
Kansas State University
L965

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF NEI^I BUILDING PRODUCTS
by George Christensen and Klaus Blach
for Danish Building Research Institute
Statens Byggeforskningsinstitut
SBI Reprint ltL7L english translation
t967
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1 COMMI]NITY AI{D PRIVACY

I Serge Chermayeff and Christopher Alexander
Doubleday & Co., New York
1965

CRITERIA FOR }IASS HOUSING
!y Alison & Peter Smithson for Team X.
Architectural DEsign, London i.I.C1, U.K.
t957 -1959

PERI'ORI"IANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING - [Section 8.2 of
this document]
for Joint project for Department of Housing and Urban
Development and Institute for Applied Technol-ogy

m

n

o MINIMTIM PROPERTY STANDARDS FOR MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING
by Federal Housing Administration FHA /f2600

Cormnent: This docunent goes beyond User Needs into
actual prescription specifications, but chapters are
introduced with "general objectivesrr which are User
Needs sEated in specific language.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR BUILDING CODE

!g Joseph Weiler
for Building Code Advisory Review Board
Department of Industry, Labor, and Human Relatlons
State of l,lisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
1958

MEASUREMENTS OF MAN

by Henry Dreyfuss

Cormnent: Anthropometric data which could be developed
into needs.

Evaluation: In general, there are NO FIILLY DEVELOPED USER
NEEDS FOR HOUSING FOR LOIil-INCOI.{E CONSIJMERS IN T]RBAN AREAS.
A portion of the work done has as lts context the detached, or
low-density, or non-urban dwelling unit life style. The
urban context would alter these User Needs statements, especial-
ly those factors of prlvacy, security, soclal interaetion,
personalization, and malntenance responsibility.

The user has been quite thoroughl-y descrlbed in Physiological
terms, but very Iittle performance-based language has been
developed to make a rrbridgerr between this information and the
physical environment.

A great deal of the work has been done in an academic atmos-
phere, often without testing. The statements are expressions
by extremely capable people working in a very ner.r, very
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unexplored field,and often attempts to link the criteria-
rich rrhard" sciences with the measurements-poor t'softt'
sciences are not successful.

It is a field of very great opportunity for an organized
research program whose goal might be: the Development of
User Needs for housing. Low-income consumer groups are a
special case, and policy decisions would be required to
mount research in this specific area. The framework to
carry out such work is proposed in section B.4:3 of the
Re search Reconrnendat ions .

B. Performance Specifications for Procurement of Buildings

In this country and Canada there is continuing work whose goal is
the procurement of buildings from performance specificaEions. One
group of projects (based on one specification) has been completed,
one is under construction, one is being bid and some half dozen are
in the process of being developed.

They have as a typical procedure the organization of a Large "marketl
through which they attempt to spur the creative ability of manufacturers
to develop innovative responses to performance specifications.

A11 of the buildings are highly specialized and most are for
Educational purposes--they are for schools, laboratories, Federal
Office Buildings and college dormitories. None of them are for
housing, and are not adaptable for housing in any reasonable manner
for reasons in the discussion which follows:

Certain specificaEions for subcomponents may be adaptable to housing
use, but generally the requirements for housing and the uses to which
these buildings are to be put are quite disparate.

Certain criteria (temperature, for example) may be the same as that
desired for housing but these criteria would be in a range typical
for all buildings. The critical criteria are generated from the
buildingts intend"d rrs.,-ffiis this difference which prevents
the use of these performance specifications for housing.

Further, not one of the performance specification projects has, or
is attempting to procure a whoIe, functioning building. Most of
them, for instance do not develop criteria and specifications for
external wa11s, plumbing systems, stairs or elevators.

In the chart which follows, we delineate for each project its status,
its intended use, its height and area range, and how much of the
building is being procured through the use of performance
specifications.
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SIJMMARY OF PERT'ORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR PROCURB{ENT OF BUILDINGS

PROJECTS CO},IPLETED

S.C.S.D. (School Construct,ion Systems Development)*

Intended Use:
Height (max.):
Intended Size:
In-Systems :

School s
2 Stories
2.2 miLl-ion sq. ft.
Struct,ure
L ighting/Ceil ing
Partitions
HVAC

Exterior I,7a11

Floor Elect.
Bathrooms
Plumbing

School s
2 Stories

University DormiEor ies
13 Floors
1.6 to 3.2 million sq. ft.
StrucEure/Cei1 ing
IIVAC
Bathrooms
Partit ions
Furni shings
Exterior I,Ial1
Plumbing
El evators
Cornmunicat ion
El ectrical

Out-o f- Sys tem:

PROJECTS I]NDER CONSTRUCTION

Florida S.S.P. I. (Special Schools ProjecE)

Intended Use:
HeighE (max. ) :
Intended Size:
In-Systems :

Out-of- System:

PROJECTS IJNDER BIDDING NOI^I

Structure
Lighting/CeiL ing
Partitions
HVAC

Same as above

U.R.B.S. (University Residential Building Systemo)

Intended Use:
Height (max. ) :
Intended Size:
In-System :

OuE -of- Sys tem:

A much larger amount of non-SCSD buildings were built using the
winning system.

&
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PROJECTS OUT FOR BIDS

Montreal Catholic Schools

Intended Use:
Height (max. ):
Intended Size:
In-SysEems :

School s

4 Floors

Structure
HVAC

Partitions
L ight ing/Cei1 ing
El ectronic.s
Exterior Wa11sOut - of- Sys tem:

PROJECTS IN SPECIFICATION WRITING

Metropolit.an Toronto School Board

Intended Use:
Height (max. ) :
Intended Size:

School s

5 Floors
1.5 million sq.
$i72-biiiio;/i0
Structure
Atmosphere
L ight inglCei1 ing
Int. Space Divider
Casework

yrs
fr t97 0

External Skin
Plumbing
E1 ectricity
Roofing
InE. Finishes

In- Systems

Out-of - System:

Public Buildings Service

Intended Use:
Height (max. ):
Intended Size:
In-Systems :

OuE-of- System:

Office Buildings
N.A.
1 million sq. ft.
Structure
HVAC

Util ities
Luminaires
Floor
Core ElemenEs
Exterior Wal1
Perimeter IWAC

Ceil ing
Space Dividers
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PROJECTS T]NDER RESEARCH

A.B.S. (Academic Building Systems)

Intended Use:
Height (max. ) :

Int,ended Size:
In-Systems :

Out-of-System:

Academic Buildings
Under Research
Under Research
Under Research
Under Research

School s
Under Research
Under Research
Under Research
Under Research

Florida S.S.P. II. (Special Schools ProJect)

Intended Use:
Height (max.):
Intended Size:
In-Systems :
Out-of-System:

SPECIAL PERT'ORMANCE PROJECTS

Pittsburgh Great School.s
Binghamton Laboratories (S.U.N.Y. )
S.U.N.Y. Performance Research

Projects not done for 'rbldding'r
purposes, rather to set
performance standards for the
Architectural des ign of buildlngs
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C. Current Application of Performance in Specifications. Standards
and Codes

In considering the application of performance requirements, criteria,
specifications, and standards to housing and the impact of this
procedure on innovation, it was necessary to develop a set of
generalized performance requirements for each of the major components
or subsystems in a dwelling that was independent of the materials
and arrangement used. Then, to assess the degree of use of performance
language in the design and construction of present-day housing, it
was necessary to focus those generalized performance requirements
on the solutions, specifications, and standards now in effect.
Fina11y, the analysis, test development, and standards production
required to attain a satisfactory future position in the application
of the performance concept to low-income housing was surtrnarized.

This analysis is presented under the five main sections and 16
subsections identified in the following outline. The discussion
is related to the performance of a single building and does
not deal with community interactions. Although, each of the 16
sub-elements is treated separately, there is recognition and
discussion of the fact that no sub-element of a dwelling functions
independently of the others, and Ehat laboratory and field reseanch
on performance must provide for system evaluation and the simul-
taneous measurement of more than one characteristic at a time.

Many of the better known building codes, building regulations, and
so-ca11ed "performance specificationst' generated in recent years for
procuring various types of buildings were examined for performance
requirements, criteria, test methods, and specifications that
might be directly or indirectly applicable to low-income housing.
The results of these examinations are included in the discussion of
the 16 sub-elements which follows, and the subsections where this
discussion may be found is sunrnarized in table 1. A
great many additional test methods, standards, specifications, and
codes were studied for the various sub-elements of a dwelling, and
the provisions of these publications are also discussed in the
following textual material.
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)

Outline of Discussion of Performance Characteristics

and the State-of-the Art

Structural Systems

Safety

Fire Protection
Fa 11s
General Safety

Durab i lity

3.1 Durability, BS the Time Dimension of Performance
3.2 Air, Moist{rre, and Water Penetration

Environmental Characterist ics

Acoustical Environment
Air Cleaning and Odor Control
Thermal Environment
Visual Environment

5. Service Systems within Housing

P lumbing
Food Services
Energy Sources
Electrical Systems
Mechanical Systems
Transportation

2.L
))
2.3

3

4

4.L
4.2
4.3
4.4

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
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1. STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

1.0 Executlve Summarv

Several attempts have been made in the past to introduce performance
specifications for buildings (S.C.S.D., U.R.B.S., Apartments in Harlow
Urban district, Britain) . In all these cases performance is defined
sufficiently to enable private industry to devise creative solutions by
their own initiati,ve. In none of these cases is the concept of performance
developed in all areas of buildlnB technology (or rather user requiremenEs)
and the solutions will consequently conform to traditional standards wherever
performance is not specified.
A much more thorough and also a much bolder approach will have to be taken
in order to bring about creative innovations by private industry in all areas
of building technology. A major long term effort in this field is therefore
justified. However, such a long term effort does not and should not preclude
the rapid introduction, through a short term project, of performance speci-
fications lnto the field of 1ow income housing. Although such a short term
project will not lead to the ultimate in performance speclfications, it will
set the stage for the development of true user-related performance standards.
Such a move would be important and hlghly desirable, since no amount of
research will bring about the perfection of perforuance speclfications with-
out the feedback from actual proJect experience.

In the structural field no oerformance soeclficat . other than those con-
tained in already existine bullding codes, have been introduced in the SCSD.
URBS. and Har Iow pro.i ects. Structural performance speciflcaElons and
appropriate t.est methods, which could be used in an actual proJect, could be
developed in a 6 to 8 month effort. The feedback from projects combined
with a more extensive research effort could lead to a more advanced document
at a later stage and eventually to the development of true performance codes.

The following effort is proposed in order to develop the first set of
structural performance specifications.

1.0.1 General Policy:

Structural performance will be deflned ln terms of strength, static deflec-
tions, dynamic deflections, and settleuents.

1.0.2 Loads:

Wind Load: USASI A58 Subcorrrittee Report on l.Iind Loads (Unpublished)
Snow Loads: ttDes ign Snow Loads for Contiguous United States"

(nef. 32, Unpubllshed).
Seismic Loads: USASI A58 Subcommittee Report on Selsmic Loads [2f 1*(Unpublished) or SEAOC Code tz7l.
Live Loads: USASI A58, 1955 [tZ] or FIIA - M.P.S.
Dead Loads usAsr A58, 1955. lLz1.
Combined Loads: AISC Code, ACI Code, ASA A58, 1955.
Soi1. Hvdrostatic and Therural Loads: Development of crit.eria based

on established engineering practice.
Sonic Boom: 6 - 8 month effort wlll probably not be sufficient to

ffi-'*.:?: fi:::ii; rererences ar end or sec. 1, sTRUCTuRAL
SYSTEMS.
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The above criteria will be modified and expanded by the following research
ef forts: See Section 1.5, Parts 1.5.1, L"5"2, 1.5"1, L.5"4, (may not yield
results in short effort), 1"5.5 and 1.5.6.

t,o .5 S treng th :

Determine collapse loads and loads causing inelastic deformations by
recognized engineering principles. Specify test methods. Research. See
Section 1"5, Part 1.5.11.

I.0.4 Static Deflections:

F.H.A. - Minimum Property Standards, expand and devise test methods
Section 1.5, Part 1.5.9.

1.0.5 Vibrations:

Research

Attempt to establish criteria by references 1441,
1.5, Part 1.5.10. (6-8 months effort may not be

1451, [47 ] ,and Research Section
successful).

1.0"6 Sgttlements:

New York City Code for foundations, Research Section 1.5, Part 1.5.12.

Structural performance specifications and criteria as outlined in Sections
L.1.5 and 1"3.6, wiIl be quantitatively developed and ready for implementation
at the end of the proposed short term effort. In all areas where criteria
cannot be developed in the proposed period of time, traditional code provisions
will be adopted and perhaps slightly modified to supplement the performance
specifications.

This first effort should proceed simultaneously with other research efforts
which will not yield results at Ehe end of a 6 - B month period"
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1.1 Introduction

The rapid devel.opment of modern technology has had only limited impact on
residential housing. This is due to the restraining effect of modern
building codes as well as the inertla inherenE in the use of criterla
which are responsive onl-y to conventionat systems and materiaLs.

Performance specificattons for 1ow income housing wilL deflne performance
in Eerms of occupant requirements. This w111 enable private industry to
develop solutions which are responsive to these requirements, provided that
restrictive code provisions essentlall-y based on past experience with con-
ventionaL systems can be relaxed. The introduction of performance speci-
fications will thus encourage progress by:

1) repLacing restrictive code provislons,
2) devetoping criEeria related to user reguirements rather than to

existing hardware systems, md
3) providing to industry an incentive for innovation.

In order to devetop performance specifications, user needs must be identi-
fied and user requirements must be developed from user needs, t,aking into
account financial and other constraints. SysLem response to user require-
ments must be defined in terms of performance criteria which are quantitative
definitions of response to user requirements. Tests and/or analytical methods
must. be developed to determine compliance with performance crlteria.
Structural- performance ls part of the total performance of the system which
comprises a multi-famlly dwelling. It wtIl define perforrrance of supporting
structural eLements which comprlse a subsystem that supports all loads caused
by the system and acting on the system, as well as strucEural performance of
all other el-ements of the system.

The purpose of this study is:

3)

Identification of qualltative sLructural performance criEeria.
Identification of research necessary to develop quantitatlve
s t,ructural performance criterla.
Identification of research necessary to develop the test methods,
testing equipment and analytlcaL methods necessary for the
determination of compliance with structural performance criteria.
Identification of research which w111 advance the state of the
art to permit formutation of performance criteria which cannot
be inplemented at the present time.

4)

The results of this study are presented herein.

1)
2)
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L,2 Surmarv

At the present time, structural- performance criteria which are directly
related to user requiremenEs and not to specific systems and materials
are in many cases nonexistent or poorly defined. Further study and research
are therefore needed in order to define performance requirements and ulti-
mately to create a performance code.

Occupant requirements that must be satisfied by structural- performance of
housing are safety, task support, comfort, esthetics, maintenance, and
durabil ity.

Structural performance musE be defined in terms of system reliability, where
structural subsystems are considered as part of the entire syst.em.

Performance cri-teria must be developed which will enable the measurement of
structural performance in terms of user requirements.

Structural performance wilt be stated in terms of strength, static deflec-
tions and dynanic deflections.

The performance of structural supports (foundations) will be stated in
terms of strength, st,at,ic deflections, dynamic deflections, and settlements.

The introduction of the concept of reliabiLity will require probabilistic
determination of loads.

Test methods and/or acceptable analytical methods must be auailable for
quantitative determination of compliance with performance criteria.

L.2.L Currently existing structural performance specifications:

Currently existing structural- performance specifications are either related
to user requirements or to existing systems. Those re1ated to user require-
ments are definitions of design loads and strength. Those rel-ated t,o exist-
ing systems are static deflections, dynalic deflections due to earthquakes,
and specifications for structural support,s. No performance specifications
exist for dynamic deflections due to vibrations.

Specifications for performance testing of materials and structuraL assemblies
for strength and static defl-ections are in existence, but they are mostly
related to conventional systems and materiaLs. No speclfications exist for
performance testing of structural assemblies integrated with other subsystems
and for testing of dynamic deflections.

Few of the existing user-related performance specifications can be directly
applied to the HUD project without modificatious. Most specifications must
be restated to meet required performance criteria.

- 80-



1.2.2 Research leadine to development o f structural performance soecifications

The following research will lead directly to the development of structural
performance specif ications :

1) Development of a comprehensive testing progr€rm, including
assemblies combining different subsystems and full-scate tests
on structures.

2) Probabilistic definition of atnospheric loads.
3) Definition of performance criteria for static deflections.
4) Definition of performance criterta for structural supports.
5) Definition of ductllity as related to earthquake loads.

1.2.3 Research to advance state-of-the-art and add or improve performancg
performance spec if ications

The following research will advance the state-of-the-art and lead to addi-
tional or improved performance specifications:

1) Development of methods for full-scale test, of structures and use
of scale models to predict fuI1-scale structural behavior.

2) Observation of wind loads on prototype structures and corre-
lation with wind tunnel studies.

3) Research on the actual occuptrncy loads in buildlngs.
4) Test methods and performance criteria for dynalc deflections.
5) Earthquake toads as related to surflcial geology.
6) Snow gaging by weight.
7) Development of small-scale nodel testing.
8) Structural testing and performance criteria under fire conditions.
9) Devetopment of criteria for response to sonic boom.

1.2.4 Generalized structural performance specifications

Under any combination of environmental loads, building loads and man-made
loads (either static or dynanic) likely to occur at any time, the structure
as a whole, the structurat support, md any supporting or non-supporting
element thereof sha11 have acceptable levels of reliabllity of structural
performance agalnst:

4)

Total co11apse,
Damaging stresses,
Structural collapse and disruption of vital services by excessive
deflections during a fire,
Static or dynamic deformatlons and settlements which would

a) Impair Ehe usefulness, reduce the durability or unduly
increase the maintenance of any structuraL or other subsystem
element.

b) Cause distress and separation of buiLdlng fabrlc or ftnishes.
c) Cause distress to or interference wi-th the proper functioning

of mechanical- and service systems.
d) Interfere with the proper functioning of wlndows, doors, or

other openings.
e) Interfere with the connect,lons to utillties outside the

1)
2)
3)
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building and disrupt access facilities.
f) Create safety hazards.
g) Have undesirable esthetic effects.
h) Cause excessive noise, discomfortable vibrations, or

cause any structural element to vibrate at resonant
frequency under anticipated excitation.

i) Cause discomfort, anxiety or nuisance to the occupant.
5) Damage to adjacent properties caused by forces exerted by the

strucEure on supporting soil and rock formations.

1.3 Oualitative Statemen t of Performance Criteria and Soecifications

1.3.1 User Requirements

The purpose of a human dwelling is to fuIfill certain needs of its occupants.
A multi-family dwelling is therefore a system which responds to human needs.
No system wil-l satisfy all the needs that occupants may desire it to satisfy.
User requirements must be developed wiiich will account for constraints im-
posed by financial limitations and other causes.

Tne following user requirements must be satisfied by structural performance:
1) Safety
2) Task support
3) Comfort
4) Esthetics
5) Maintenance
6) Durability

Ivlaintenance and durability have been included since, from the point of view
of structural performance, cost is not only a constraint on user needs to
be satisfied, but also a first-order occupanE requirement.

Durability requirements s.,ould be set wiELr t,echnoLogical- and social
obsolescence in mind.

L.3.2 Trade-offs

Low income housing will- never satisfy all user needs because of the diversity
of these needs and t,e constraints imposed on engineering soLutions. In
this case the most important constraint is obviously financial.

System-oriented performance specifications permit us to eval-uate each
component of the system in terms of occupant needs. Performance specifications
should provide trre flexibility to sacrifice the quality of the response to
one need in favor of the response Eo some oEher need whicii we deem to be
more important. For instance, some discomfort caused by vibrations in
stairways and corridors may be tolerated in favor of improved comfort in the
living room.

These adjustments, wiiich should be made during the deveLopment sEage of a
project, wilt hereafEer be defined as tttradeoffs."
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1.3.3 Interfaces

Structural elements of a building lnteract with several other subsystems:

The infrastructure.
The sit,e.
The external envirorunent.
Supporting or abutting soil..
Mechanical and service syst,ems.
Wlndows, doors, or equlvalent.
Surface covers and finishes.

0n each of these interfaces the structural elements must satisfy interaction
requirements in a manner consistent $rith occupant needs.

L.3.4 Proposed Policv on StructuTal Safetv and Rellabilitv

Traditionally, the load-bearing capacity of structures and structural ele-
ments is determined by the rhorklng stressrrmethod, which is based on the
assumption that a certaln safe maximun stress should not be exceeded at any
point in the structure or the structural element. The safe working stress
is arrived at by dividing the stress which woutd cause falLure or inelastic
deformation by a safety factor which is dependent on the material. Loads
acEing on the structure (design loads) are assusled to be loads or comblna-
tions of loads not likeLy to be exceeded during the useful lIfe of the
s tructure.

Iulore recently, the concept of rrultimate strengthtr has been devetoped, which
generatly makes the assumption that total collapse of the structure or the
structural element rather than maxlmum stress at one point should be the
design criterion. In this case, a factor of safety is applied to loads
rather than stresses, and the structure or structural element rri1l reach the
point of collapse only when subjected to a comblnation of loads which corre-
spond to the design loads multiplied by a suitable factor of safety.

In general , 'horking stressrr methods and ttuLtimate strengthlr methods of
sEructural analysis will not yleld ldentlcal results, since materials capable
of inelastic deformations w111 yield at points of ma:<imum stress and a signif-
icant redistribution of stresses w111 subsequently take place. It may be
stated that in general, working stress methods of structural analysis will tend
to be related to serrriceability of the structure under expected loading condi-
tions. while ultinatg strength methods wlL1 tend to be related to safety under
extrdme loading conditions.-

No structure can be absolutely safe from eoIlapse, even though the probabil-
ity of collapse may be very smalI, and no structure can be expected to be
serviceable under all combinations of loads that may occur durlng its use-
ful 1ife, even though the probabillty of unsenrlceabillty may be small. The
true determination of safety and servlceabillty must therefore be ultlnately
based on the probability of occurreoce of certain load combinatione, as well
as on the probabil-ity of a certaln structural behavior under the actlon of

1)
2)
3)
4)
s)
6)
7)
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applied loads. In a broader sense, if we consider a human dwelling to be
safetv and serviceabilitv must be evaluated for the entir e svs tem.sys tem,

context the reliability of structural elements will be ev aluated as part of
the reliability of the system.

It appears thaE more than one level of performance must be considered:

No system can be optimized if these parameters
for each subsystem.

Hence it appears
the entire syst.em
duce the concept

Level 1.
Level 2.

Level 3.

Level 1.

It may be drfficult to
to cause loss of life.

are evaluated independently

thaE truly performance-oriented specifications must consider
as one entity. It should therefore be attempted to intro-

of reliability for the entire system, and in Ehis general

Total cotlapse, conflagration and other cat,astrophic failures.
System performance under most extreme conditions (loads not
likely to be exceeded during its useful life).
System performance under prevaiting conditions (loads not
titery to be exceeded in a shorter period of timer saY 5 years).

accept a probabllity to failures which are 1ike1y
However, this approach cannoL be pracfically avoided.

Let us consider the case where a large investment is needed to lower the
probability of total collapse of a structure during its lifetime from
1:10,000 to 1220,000 while the probability of a catastrophic failure of
another subsystem is 1:51000. In such a case it may have been more reason-
able to attempt to lower the probability of catastrophic failure of the
other subsystem.

The total- reliability of the system with respect to catastrophic failure
shoutd therefore be determined and the retiability of structuraL elements
should be considered as part of the problem.

One method of determining a reasonable probability of catastrophic failure
may be a'Total Loss Criterionrrsimilar to that proposed by Tukstra (1967)
tll* Total Loss = Initial Cost * Failure Loss x Failure Probability --
Minimum. tbailure Loss'r in this case would include the cost of the loss of
human life to society. This approach seems logical and feasiblel however,
different approaches, i.e., a predet,ermined uniform probabiLity of cata-
strophic failure may be adopted.

ReLiability of structural elements and of the totaL system could be deter-
mined by methods simil-ar to those proposed by Cornell 121 and Benjamin [3]
in L967. Great difficulty will be encountered in the determination of
'rcollapse l-oads" in the terms of probability. In the case of atmospheric
loads this will require extrapolation of existing date. In the case of
occupancy loads the difficulty may be even greater. Attempt,s to determine
probability of occupancy loads have been made only in few instances:
Bryson [4]'(1968), Johnson [5] (1953), Harne t6] (1951); and the probabil-ity
concept is introduced in the Mexican Buil-ding Code [7] (1966). Load re-
quirement,s in conventional codes are general-ly deterministic; however,

*Numbers in brackets identify references at end of section 1.
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provisions are frequently based on probability, i.e., load reductions per-
mitted for targe ftoor areas and multi-story bulLdings, windloads, snowloads,
earthquake loads, and combinations thereof.

Dynamic wind loading based on a probablllstic approach has been studied by
Davenport [8, 9] (L966 and 1967), and earthquake Loadings by Rosenblueth [10]
(L964), and Cornelt [11] (1964).

The ASCE Task Conunittee on Structural Safety, which will report, conclusions
in I968, may introduce some recornmendations which contain elements of relia-
bility-based code requirements. However, extensive additlonaL research is
required in this area.

In the interim, it is proposed to use system reliability as a generaL policy
in the determination of collapse loads, even though many simplifying and
sometimes arbitrary but safe assr:mptions must be made in the absence of
probability-related load and structural performance date.

Level 2:

If we define the ltnost extreme'r conditions as conditions which are likely to
occur only once during the usefuL life of the structure, a different policy
than in Level l must be adopt,ed. Evidently we do not want every structure
to colLapse during its useful life; however, it would also be unreasonable to
expect the syst,em to meet al-l normal occupancy requirements during the most
extreme loading conditions. As a general policy, it is proposed for this
case Eo relax aL1 comfort- and maintenance-related requirements. It is also
proposed not Eo permit damage to supporting structuraL etements.

However, with respect to permanent structural danage to non-supporting ele-
ments or to relatively minor elemente of other subsystems, arTotal Loss
Criterion" [1] may be appropriate, which in this case would result in
permissible permanent danrage only if major savings ln initial- cost can be
demonstrated.

Considerabl-e difficulty witl again be encountered in the determination of
most extreme loadings; however, in the absence of other data, it may be
assumed that by and large, rrdesign loads" recotrErended in codes will attempt to
correspond to these condltions.

Level 3:

System performance under prevailing conditions should meet atl user require-
ments and any tradeoffs on this leveI wilL result in obvious deficiencies.
The statisticaL definition and determinat,ion of prevailing conditions will
present considerable difficulties because of lack of data.
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f.3.5 Structural Performance Reouirements and Soecifications

1.3.5.1 User Reouirem ents:

Safety
Task Support
Comfort
Es thet ic s
Ma int enanc e
Durabll ity

L.3.5.2 Interfaces

Infr as truc ture
Site
External Environment
Supporting of AbuEting Soil
Mechanical or Service Systems
Openings (Windows, doors)
Surface Covers and Finishes

1.3.5.3 Loads to be resisted:

Environmental Loads:
1. Wind loads
2. Snow loads (Ice, Rain)
3. Seismic loads
4, Soil and hydrostatic loads
5. Flood and wave loads
6, Thermal loads

Man-made Loads:
1. Occupancy loads
2. Construction loads
3. Fire l-oads
4. Blast toads
5. Sonic boom loads
6. Site loads
7. External Shock or vibration loads

c Building System Loads:
1. Sel-f loads
2. Mechanicat or subsystem loads

L.3,5.4 Definition of Structural Elements

The supporting structural- elements comprise a subsystem which
supports all system loads and all external loads acting on
the system.

Non-supporting structural elements support their own weight,
the weight of their surface covers, finishes, service systems
attached Eo them, and incidental occupancy loads that, may be
imposed on them.

L

2

3
4
5
6

I
2

3
4
5
6

7

b

a

b
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Some structural elements are always supporting eleuents; i.e.,
foundations, cotumns, beans, trusses, rigid frames, roofs, shell
structures and bracing systems.

Other structural elements may or may not be supporting elemenEs;
i.e., interior and exterlor wa11s, floors and ceilings.

Performance specifications will distinguish between supporting 8od
non-supporting structural elements because of their functional differ-
ence.

1.3.5.5 Generallzed Statement of Structural Perforurance Specifications:

Under any combination of static and/or dynanic environnental loads,
man-made loads, and bullding loads, like1-y to occur at any time:

1) The structure as a whole, Exny supporting structural member
and the structural supports (foundations) shall have ac-
ceptable leveIs of reliabillty of performance against totat
structural coLlapse and other catastrophic failure.

2> The structure as a whole, the structural supports and any
supporting and non-supporting structurat member shall have
acceptable level-s of rellability of performance,

A. Agalnst dist,ress caused by excessive stress and/or
def l-ections.

B. dgainst structural coLlapse and disruption of vital
services by excessive deflections during a fire

C. Against static and dynauric deflections which

a) will impair the usefulness, reduce the durability
or unduly increase the maintenance of any struc-
tural or other subsystem element;

b) will cause distress and separatlon of building
fabric or finlshes;

c) will. cause distress or interfere with the proper
functionlng of mechanical and senrice systems;

d) wilL interfere with the proper functioning of win-
dows, doors or other openings;

e) will create safety hazards;
f) will hatre undesirable esthetlc effects;
g) will cause excessive noise, discomforting vibrations,

or cause :rny structural member to vibrate at reso-
nant frequency under anticipated excitation;

h) will cause discomfort, aruciety or nulsance to the
occuPants.

3) The structural- supports shall have acceptabl-e levels of
rel iabil ity

A. Against failure by yielding or excessive settlement
of supportlng soil or rock formations including failure
caused by sensitivity to vibrations, against failure
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due to instability of the supporting formations and
against failure caused by change in ground rrater
leve1s.
Against excessive settlements and/or differential
settlements which

C.

a) will cause distress as defined in 2)-A;
b) wilt cause deflections as defined in 2)-B;
c) will- interfere with the connections to utilities

outside the building and disrupt access facilities;
d) will have undesirable esthetic effects;
e) wilL create safety hazards.

Against damage to adjacent properties caused by forces
exerted by the structure on supporting soil or rock
formations.

1.3.6 Structural Performance Criteria

I . 3. 6. I Reliability

Three levels of reliability will be considered in the evaluation of
structural response (See t'PoIicy on Structural Safety and Reliability").

1) Reliability against total coltapse and catastrophic failure.
2) System performance under most extreme toading conditions.
3) System performance under prevailing loading conditions.

Criteria for structural- reliabil-ity are sunrnarized in Table I.

B
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Table I: Suggested StrucEuraL Reliabi1ity

9.
Supporting
Structural
I"lembers

E
Non- Support ing

Structural
I'lemb er s

c
Structural

Support s

Structural collapse
& caEastrophic
fa ilure

1 Suggested
probabil ity
1/10,000 or
1 ess

Suggcsted
probabil ity
L llo ,000 or
lcss

Distress caused
by excessivc
loads and
defl ect ions

2 ProbabiL ity
to be
dctermined

Probability <1
during useful
Lifc of
structure

As in 2-e

Excessive static
and dynamic
defl ect, ions

3 Suggestcd
recurrence
interval
1 - 5 years

Suggested
rccurrence
intervaL
1 - 5 years

As in 3-a

Failure of
strucEural
supports

4 Sugges ted
probab i1 i ty
L lL} ,000 or l- ess
during useful life
of structurc

Settl cments
ar,df or
d if ferent ia1
settl cment s

5 As in 2-a As in 2-b As in 2-a

6. Fire endurancc Length of
cxPosure
time to bc
determined

Lcngth of
exPosure
time to bc
detcrmincd

Length of exposure
time to be
dctermined
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iscussion of Table I
1. Recormrended Loads and Load Combinations:

a) Structural- collapse and failure of supports(items 1 and 4 in
Table I): Loads or load combinations having a probability
of L/L0,000 to occur during the lifetime of the structure.

b) Distress and setttements (items 2 and 5): Loads or load
combinations having a probability of less than I- to occur
during the lifetime of the st,ructure.

c) Static or dynamic deflections (item 3): Loads and load
combinations not likely to be exceeded more than once in a
period of 1-5 years ('tprevailing"l-oads).

d) Fire loads: Policy must be set for exposure time.

2. Reliabilitv of Structural Res pons e:

Material properties must be taken into account when probabillties
in a, b, and c (Table I) are evaluated.

3. Simplification of Reliability Criteria:

Requirements can be simplified by:
1) Stating actual toads in load combinations a, b, c, and

d (Table I) in Ehe performance specifications.
2) Stating allowable stresses and yield stresses for

conventional- materials .
3) Specifying standard test procedures by which a1lowable

toads and/ot stresses can be determined.

L.3.6"2 Strensth

Criteria for strength will include criteria for total collapse and
criteria for distress.

1) Total- colLapse of the structure as a whole or any supporting
structural member shal-l occur only under a load or load
combination as defined in a) above (Recournended Loads and
Load Combinations).

2) Distress in any supporting or non-supporting structural
member by permanent deformaEion or major damage to any other
subsystem by excessive deflections shal1 not occur under any
toad or load combination smaller than the loads defined in
b) (Reconrnended Loads) *.

It shoul-d be noted here that a tolerable amount of creep, which may
be defined as "permanent deformation" must be permitted within the
limits of "atlowable deflections. rl

An exception to this criterion would be made for certain non-supporting
structural members, on the basis of sufficient economic justification.

I
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The following oEher factors must be taken inEo considerat,ion and
provided for in performance criteria:

1) In structural elements subject to repeated cycles of loadlng,
allowable loads must be modified ln accordance with accepted
theories and/or with test results.

2) In the case where st,ructural performance of materials is
lnftuenced by temperatures wlthln the range of extreme temperatures
to be expected during the useful life of the building, unfauor-
able temperature conditlons must be taken inEo consideration
in the determlnation of allowable loads.

Test procedures for materials, structural elements and ful1-scale
structures must be developed in order to evaluate compliance with
criteria. Such test procedures wiLl also include accepted methods
of structural analysis.

1.3.6.3 Static Deflectlons

Static deflections are a functlon of rigidity and not necessarily of
strength. I*lembers may assume excessive deflections wlthout suffering
distress.

The fotlowing performance criteria will be formulated:

1) Maximum allowable deflectlons within dimensional tolerances.
2) Manimum alLowable deflectlons ln terms of distress of surface

covers and finishes.
3) Maximum atlowable deflections ln terms of proper functioning

of and daurage to sertrice syst,emso
4) Macimum deflections that will not interfere with openings.
5) Mocimun deflections that will not interfere with maintenance.
6) Maximum deflections that are esthetically acceptabLe.

The following also must be considered when deflection criteria are
formulated:

a) Deflections in certain structurat materials are associated
with cracking. Cracking may be toterated within esthetical.ly
and functlonally acceptabl-e ltmits.

b) Most materials will creep under prerrailing loads.
c) I^lhen dead load defLections are offset by pre-canber they shall

not be considered part of the total deflection.

L.3.6,4 Dynasric Def lectlons:

Vibrations. Criteria for human tol-erance to vibrations must
be formulated. Limits for toterable vibrations may be different
in different areas of the bullding. The folLowing must be
cons idered:
a) Vibrations generated by activities within the building;
b) Vibrations generated by mechanlcal and service systems;
c) Transmission and damplng of vibrations from outside the building.

1)
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2) Wind. Criteria for dynamic effects caused by wind wil-l include:
a) gust response; b) prevention of objectionable wind-induced
noise caused by windows, siding, connections and geomet,ric
configurations.

3) Earthquake. Dynarnic deflection due to earthquake wilL be
mainly considered in terms of strength (prevention of struc-
tural co1-lapse) rather than human comfort or minor damage.

4) Sonic Boom. Criteria for res ponse to sonic boom will include
vibratory response and noise reduct,ion in terms of human
perception as well as consideration of damage that repeated
sonic boom may cause to siding, windows and surface finishes.

Considerable research will be necessary before such criteria can be
developed.

1.3. 6. 5 Settlements

Criteria for settLements wilL be forrrulated on the basis of perform-
ance. The following criteria must be formulated:

Maximum settlements in terms of disruption of access and
utilities.
Ma:<imum settlemenEs in terms of esthetical appearance.
Maximum settlements and/or differential settlement,s in terms
of structural damage.
Maximum settlements and/or differential settlements in terms
of al-l-owable def lections.

1)

2)
3)

4)

L,3.6.6 Structural Performance Durins Fire:

Structural ;cerformance criteria during fire will be stated in terms of
structural endurance in a fire. Requirements for fire duration must
be set and test procedures to determine compliance must be specified.

L,4. Performance Requirements: Present Status

1.4.1. Loads

1 .4. l- . 1 General

Performance specificaEions will strive to:

Define loads in terms of their probability of occurrence;
Relate loading requirements as closely as possible to actual
loading conditions.

Probabilistic definition of loads and accurate prediction of toads
will lead to optimized design. However, in the public interesE, safe
assumptions must be made wherever there i-s uncertainty.

1)
2)
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Probabillstic definition of Loads will permit introduction of the con-
cept of reliabilitv and the use of different levets of reliabllity
to achieve safety, durability and serviceability. Refer to first
draft of '?roposed Policy on Structural Safety and Reliability'' .

The state of the art in the area of determination of design loads is
evaLuaEed in the following sections.

L.4.L.2 Wind Loads

Most major U. S. codes relate resistance of structures to wind toads
to actual anticipated wtnd Ioads, based on past experience. However,
existing codes do not fully reflect the present state of the art in
the field. Present practice is probably best reflected in USAS A-58-
less [12].

The present state of the art in this field is more accurately reflected
by the tentative report, of the subcouurittee on minimum wind and snow
loads of US$I Conmittee A-58 [13].**ttre document has not yet been
approved by all conrnittee members, and may be subject to minor revisions.*

The dynamic response of structures to random gusts is taken into ac-
count in the proposed document. However, recent studies conducted on
ful1-sca1e structures subjected to gust loads indicate a rather wide
discrepancy between model- and prototype data [51]. In addition, there
are indications Ehat present techniques of model" testing do not yield
results which are consistent from one wind tunnel to the next 1521.
Since these tests constitute the bulk of the data upon which building
codes governing static wind l-oading are based, there is a definite
need t,o establish criteria for wind tunnel testlng.

The following additional research is desirable in order to (a) achieve
an understanding of the basic phenomena which are associated with the
wind loading of structuresi (b) inprove the information on which the
report is based; (c) rnake the criterla applicable to probabilistic
design; and (d) permit accurate determination of parameters used in
the report.

1) Research project to determine the scope, nature and cost of
additionaL research needed in the field of wind loads.

2) Correlation of atmospheric t,urbul-ence data in open country
with measured response of buildings.

3) Investigation of wind effects on buildlng elements such as
cladding and window panel-s.

4) Improve knowledge of effects of flow alteration in urban
areas by performing measurement,s simitar to 2) in urban areas
of typical configurations

5) Extension of statistical- anal"ysis to determine winds of
recurrent frequencles required for determination of structurat
re iabilitv.

* This document is based on wind data which were not auailable in 1-955.
,nk Numbers in brackets identify references at end of Section L.
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6)

7)

8)

1.4.1.3

Development of experimental methods for the determination
of resonant frequencies and damping of structures (parameters
in determination of gust response).
Research concerned with the physiological consequences of
wind-induced oscillations and aeolian noise.
Determination of wind tunnel test methods

Snow Loads

Most major codes relate required resistance of structures
loads to actuat anticipated snow depth in various regions.
practice is best reflected in USASI A58-1955 [12].*

to snow
Present

Even though the present requirements for snow loads are performance-
orienEed, they are based on only one variable--snow depth. The second
variable is snow density, a random variable with no correlation to
snow depth.

The preliminary report of the subcormnittee on r^rind and snow loads of
USASI Conrnittee A58 [32] proposes the distribution of maximum annual
water equivalent [33] as a basis for design snow loads. This is
proposed in the unpublished ,-locument 'Design Snow Loads for the Con-
tiguous United SLates.rt This document best expresses the present
state of the art on snow l-oads and could be adapted to the HUD project.
Special provisions should also be made for the effect of snow drift 1297,

Proposed additional research:

1) Extension of frequency ranges developed in the rDistribution
of Maximum Annual Water Equivalent" to permit determination
of reliability.

2) Program of snow gaging in terms of weight per unit area.

1.4.L.4 Seismic Loads

Performance specifications relating to seismic loads were developed
in many U. S. and foreign codes. Present practice is best reflected
in the SEAOC CoderB.econrnended Lateral Requirements'r [22].

The January 1967 draft of the subconrnittee on seismic loads of US$I
Cournittee A 58 [2]-l together with the revision of Sections 6.1.2 and
6.8 which were proposed in February 1968 but rejected by a conrnittee
majority, reflect the present state of the art and do not substantially
differ from the SEAOC Code.

The rejected revisions tried to define "ductilityrr without reference
to specific materials. Such revisions would be important in a
performance-oriented document. However, a measure for structural
ductility must be developed before the concept can be applied effectively.

Numbers in brackets identify references at end of Sec. 1, STRUCTURAL

SYSTEMS.
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Proposed

1)

2)

additional- research:

The relationship between overburden (surficial geology) and
seismic toads.
Research leading to a definition of structural ductility,
applicable to all materials.

1.4.1.5 Live Loads (occupancy loads)

Live l-oads are defined in alL major U.S. Codes. USASI A58-1955 l1,zl
probably reflects present practice, except for some minor variations.

Research [42] is currently underway at NBS to gather scientific
information on the nature and characteristics of occupancy loads in
buildings.

Preliminary investigations of the subconrnittee on dead, live and fire
loads of USASI Conmittee A58 indicate that there is generat consensus
that further research is needed.

In general, loads stipul-ated in codes represent loads not likely to
be exceeded during the lifetime of the structure. Probabilistic daEa
are generally not availabLe.

Recently conducted research by the British Standard Institution [41]has ted
to new reconmendations for dead and imposed toads in Britain.

Performance specifications woutd enable us to reduce some of the
requirements by rational criteria developed as a result of specific
usage of certain areas; however, the approach must be careful and
conservative. A stipulation to that effect could be incorporated
in performance specifications, requiring sufficient justification
whenever a reduction of code requirements is proposed.

Existing U. S. Codes, with exception of the New York State Code,
contain littl-e information on loading requirements for vertical waI1s.
Such requirements must be developed in anticipation of unconventionat
des ign.

Proposed Research: Suruey and evaluation of live loads in multi-
famiJ-y housing, including statistical analysis of frequency of occur-
rence of l-oads. Tiiis would haue to include a study of living habits
of low-income fanilies with respect t,o their effect on Live loads
on floors, corridors, stairways, play areas, etc.

1.4.L.6 Dead Loads

Existing code provisions may be adapted to the HUD Project hrithout
modification (See A.SA A58 1955 [12].)
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L.4.t.7 Combined Effect of Loads and Load Reduction

Existing codes recognize that the probabiliEy of simultaneous occur-
rence of maximum wind, maximum snow, earthquake and maxi-mum live loads
or even any two of these conditions is extremely low. Design loads for
this combined effect are therefore reduced, Similarly, load reductions
are permitted to allow for the low probability of simultaneous loading
of large areas.

Ultimately, a performance code should consider such load combinations
from a probabilistic point of view; however, only extensive studies
could justify a change in present policies, which are generally per-
formance-oriented. However, current policies of load reductions
which are not idenEical in all the major codes (see AISC Code, ACI Code,
ASA A58) are also in part a result of consideration of specific con-
st.ruction materials (e.g., consideration of overstress of wood for
short-term loading conditions).

Since the HUD project will- try to avoid material specifications, a
careful study of this problem will be required, in order to determine
a policy which will successfully retate material properties to the
expected duration of certain loading conditions.
Load reductions in occupancy loads which generally affect structural
members supporting large floor areas (See ASA A58) are also a result of
probabilistic considerations and could only be revised after extensive
research on occupancy loads is conducted.

Proposed Research:

L,4

1) Study of probability of simultaneous loading of large areas
to determine policy on toad reductions for Large contributing
areas.

2) Study of probability of combined loading, in order to determine
policy on load reductions.

3) Study of the effect of sustained loading on materi-al-s and appro-
priate testing methods that will determine this effect. Deter-
mination of policy on utilization of test results to determine
permissible overstress under short-term 1-oads, and generally to
modify permissible loading in accordance with material properties.

1.8 Soil and Hydrostatic Pressures

Adherence to accepted engineering practice should be acceptable in this
case. It is important to require sufficient subsurface exploration
data to verify conditions at the building site. Performance specifi-
cations can be formulated wiEhout additional research.

L.4.L,9 Thermal Loads

Ranges of temperature change 1-ike1y to occur in different regions of
the U. S. should be determined for this project. Distinction should be
made between supporting structural members which are exposed and members
which are protected by cladding or roofing. Performance specifications
may be formulated on the basis of existing data.
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1.4.1.10 Sonic Boom Loads

Sonic booms originating from supersonic aircraft cause shockwaves
consisting of positive and negative pressure components which are
capable of causing structural distress. Reference 50 describes
an extreme case of damage caused by sonic boom.

Dynamic loading by sonic boom has been investigated Eo some extent.
The most recent investigation is sunrnarized in reference '43

Sonic booms resulting from the introduction of supersonic transports
will be within a relatlvely low nominal overpressure rangeg however,
it is reasonabl-e to assume that a sma1l number of higher intensity
booms may occur during the lifetime of a structure as a resutt of
pilot error or other circumstances.

Irrunediate introduction of loading requirements on the basis of present
knowledge may be difficult; however, some investigations have been
conducted and data are avaitable. Reference 43 sunrnarizes the
conclusion of a study recently conducted by the Federal Aviation
Agency. Data are also presented in references 44-46,48,49,51 and 52.

Proposed Research:

Proposed research is outtined in reference 47, which al-so includes a
proposal for facilities for Lesting structural components and assem-
bIies.

In addition to this research, a study should be conducted in order to
determine nominal overpressured which could be used as loading re-
quirements in performance specifications. However, much further
research will be needed before structural performance under these
loading requirements can be evaluated.

1.4.1.11 Fire Loads

Fire loads are here defined as load imposed during the duration of
exposure to fire which the structure as a whole or individual- struc-
tural elements must withstand without collapse or disruption of vltal
service systems. Fire loads will consist of thermal loads, hose stream
impact and other loading imposed during a fire; however, the most
important effect of a fire will be the change in properties of materi-
a1s caused by etevated temperature. These changes will have the
effect of extreme loading, even though they cannot be physically
defined as loads.

Substantial information is avail-able on the behavior of conventional
structural materials and assemblies at high temperatures. Test pro-
cedures for structural members and assemblies are specified in AgTl,I
E119; however, even in the case of conventional materials and assem-
b1ies, the interactlon of structural members at high temperature which
will be affect,ed by joint action cannot be adequately det,ermined.
154, 55, 57 | .
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In the case of unconventional materials and structural assemblies,
the determination of the effect of fire loading will be difficult
and additional research will be required in this area.

Recormnended Res earch :

Research to advance the state of the art has been reconrnended in
NBS Reporr No. 9698, pp. 5-22 to 5-27 [56].

In addition, specific performance standards for fire endurance must
be devel-oped for the HIID project,, as wel-l as specific test methods
to determine performance of ful1 scaLe structures and structural
components.

L,4.2 Structural Response

1.4.2.L General

Structural performance will require:

1) Reliability against coltapse.
2) Performance under the most extreme loading conditions expected

during the lifetime of the structure without permanent damage
to any structural or subsystem.

3) Satisfactory performance under prevailing loading conditions.

The state of tire art in different areas of structural response is
irereinaf ter evaluated.

L.4.2.2 Strensth

1) Collapse: Ttre struct.ure and all supporting strucEural members
must be capable of resisting collapse until specified colLapse
loads are reaci,ed. Reasonably accurat,e analytic procedures are
available to determine collapse loads for structures. How-
ever, existing procedures tend to be deterministic and dis-
regard probabiListic aspects of st.ructural behavior (i.e., not
all identical structures will fail at tire collapse load as
determined by present analytical methods. Some structures
will fail at higher loads and some at lower loads). Some re-
search is being presently conducted in an attempt, to introduce
probabilistic design procedures (Corne11- M"I.T.; Benjamin -
Stanford University) buL the present state of the art does not
permit the practical use of these procedures. In most cases
analytic procedures may be acceptable as equivalenE to testing;
however, in Ehe case of unconventional structures and new
materials, fu1l-scale testing, or testing of parts of structures
and structural componenEs, may be necessary to determine collapse
loads. The present sEate of the art in testing will be dlscussed
in a later section.
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2) Performance under maximum probable loads (design loads:

3)

Under such loads no supporting structural member shouLd
be stressed in a manner that woutd cause permanent deforma-
tions, except for a tolerable amount of creep which is un-
avoidable when loads are applied over a long period of time.
Distress to non-supporting structural members, surface covers,
cladding, service systems and other subsystems should also not
exceed tolerable Limits. Reasonable accurate analytic proce-
dures are auailabte to determine structural behavior under
loads that will not cause permanent deformation (elastic
behavior). Such methods may be acceptable as substitutes
for testing for convenEional assemblies and materials, pro-
vided that effects of stresses and deflections on other sub-
systems can be adequatel-y determined.
Performance under prevailing load conditions:
Under these conditions strength will not be the critical factor.
Structural behavior will be discussed under static and dynamic
deflections.

L.4.2.3 Static Deflections

Static deflections generally will be a function of rigidity and not
necessariLy strength. Members may assume intolerable deflections
under loads that will not cause permanent deformations. Structural
adequacy in terms of strength does not, therefore, imply adequacy
in terms of deflectionso

I'lajor U.S. codes def ine permissible deflections numerically, as a
ratio of deflection to total length of member. However, these stipu-
tations primarily relaEe Eo known structural assemblies, and even in
Ehese cases they are not always satlsfactory. The New York State Code
stipulates deflections 'rirnder imposed loadsrr and distinguishes between
plastered surfaces, unplastered surfaces, and roofs.

Existing code provisions for deflections are basically intended for
conventional materials and assemblies. There is also substantial evi-
dence that even for conventional assemblies these provisions are
inadequate. (Deflection Characteristics of Residential Wood Joist
Systems, FHA Housing Research Paper No. 30 [43]). Provisions are
particularly unsatisfactory for exposed rrarchitectural" concrete and
long unsupported spans. In recognition of this fact,, the ACI Task
Couurittee on deflection of concreEe building structures was formed ln
L957. The new ACI building code, which will be published in 1-970,
wil-l ser a new policy on deflections, distinguishing between dead load
and live load deflections. This is part,icularly significant since
dead load deflections can be canceled by camber.

Performance specificaEions must define deflections in terms of perform-
ance, and also must anticipate the introduction of unconventional
assemblies and materials. The following performance criteria will have
to be defined:

{
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7)

Maximum deflection to satisfy dimensional tolerances.
Maximum deflection in terms of disEress of surface covers.
Maximum deflections in terms of proper functioning of, and
prevention of dasrage to, service systems.
Maximum deflections that will not interfere with or damage
windows and doors.
Maximum deflections which will not cause deterioration of
structural elements.
Maximum deflections which are esthetically acceptable. (This
will include consideration of cracking caused by deflections,
which is inevitable in certain materials).
Maximum deflections which will not interfere with maintenance.

Drift: It is felt that the state of the art in determination of
wind loads permits the determination of saEisfactory criteria for
drif t (see Section 1 .4.1.2>.

Analys]-s: The state of the art in structural analysis permits us to
determine elastic and creep deflections with reasonable accuracy. The
analytic determination of deflections may therefore be acceptabLe as
a substitute to testing provided that the magnitude of the permissibte
deflections can be determined without such testing.

Required Research:

1) The problem of effects of deflections as defined by items 1 to
7 above will harre to be thoroughly investigated in order to
determine reasonable criteria for low-income housing.

2) A test procedure must be devised, whereby entire strucEural
assemblies, together with surface covers and possibly utiliEies,
will be subject.ed to static, dynamic and cycles of repeated
loading in order to define performance in terms of criEeria
1 ro 7.

L.4.2 .4 Dynamic Def lections :

Vibrations: Present ma jor U. S. codes do not contain performance
criteria for vibrations. With the development of thin, light
weight floor systems, vibrations of floors create an increasing
problem. However, in residential construction, where unsupported
spans are not so great, the problem is less acute than in other
types of construction.

Several attempts have been made to determine human sensitivity to
vibrations which persist for an appreciable length of time.
Exarnples are the Reiher-Meister Scale 145), an adjustment to
that scale by the Corrnonwealth Experiment Station of Australia 1471,
the Goldman Scale 146l and many others.

Research by Kenneth Lenzen [44] conducted at the University of
Kansas indicates that in buildings which are not subject,ed to a
steady-state excitation, sensitivity to vibration will be controlled

1)
2)
3)

4)

s)

6)

D
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by damping. Damping provided by the structural system may be en-
hanced by proper design or by mechanical dampers.

Research presently conducted by the University of Kansas, and by
the firm of Skidmore, Owens and Merrill in Chicago, will probally
advance the state of the art to a point where natural frequencies
and damping of floor systems can be analytically determined. The
determination of the parameters affecting human response and the
definition of toterable levels of vibration can not be made
without additional research.

Vibrations caused by mechanical equipm:nt should also be considered
in evaluating performance of a structure, as well as damping of
vibrations caused by Eraffic, etc., outside the building.

I^Iind loads have been discussed in Section L.4.1.2. It is felt that
application of design criteria outlined in that section together
with I'drift'r not to exceed 1/500 of Height would be tenLatively
used to control dynamic response. However, in the case of uncon-
ventional structural assemblies, test procedures should be developed
to evaluate response to wind. Two such test procedures have been
outlined in Section 1.4.1.2. Structural performance under wind
toad should also consider noise effects caused by dynamic response
of the structure. Dynamic response to earthquakes has been dis-
cussed in Section 1.4.L.4.

Proposed Research:

1) Determination of human response to structural vibrations and
determination of test methods and criteria to evaluate levels
of vibrations.

2) Development of test methods that will subject structures
and structural elements to excitations causing measurable
vibratory response.

3) StandardizatLon of test methods developed in l) and 2).

L.4.2.5 Testing of Structural Response

Present testing proc.-dures for Building Assemblies are listed under
'h,Iethods of Testing Building Construction" ASTM SLandards , Part L4,
L967 [48]. Test procedures for different mat.erials are specified in
various parts of the ASTM Specifications. U. S. and foreign building
code provisions for tesEing are sunrnarized in "A Philosophy on Loading
Tests" 1497. (See Table II ).

Development of test procedures for fu11-sca1e structures is currently
considered by the ASCE Research Council on the Performance of Full-
Scale Structures, which issued a report on the feasibility of conducting
fuIl scale performance tests on existing structures [50].

The state of the art in testing of full-scale sEructures will be further
advanced by the "Phoenix project'r, a study of industriaLized conrs{:r,,t.tion
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of muLti-family reinforced concrete prefabricated structural systems,
currently being carried out by the NBS Building Research Division.

However, the philosophy of performance specifications requires testing
procedures which will evaluate parameters which have not been consid-
ered before, and will be divorced from consideration of specific
structural- assemblies and conventional materials.

Required Research:

An extensive research program will be required in order to develop and
standardize testing procedures and design suitable testing equipment.
Feedback from actual projects will l,a ter be used to refine and improve
these procedures. The following steps are proposed;

Stage I: Evaluation of all existing testing procedures and determina-
tion of scope of research work necessary to develop testing procedures
responsive to performance specifications.

Stage II: Development of test.ing procedures for structural performance
related to:

1) Structural collapse;
2) Performance under extreme loads;
3) Deflectlons ( including repeated loading cycles);
4) Vibrations;
5) Determination of natural frequencies and damping;
6) Integration with other subsystems.
7) Use of models to predict fulL-scale structural behavior.

A11 of the above procedures wil-l be standardized in order Eo insure
uniform evaluation of results.

L.4.3 Structural Support

Structural support must be provided by the soil- or rock formation on which
the structure rests.

Structural support must be provided in a manner that will noL cause structural
collapse, distress, excessive deflections, or inEoterable settlements.

Existing codes will generally specify 'rallowabte bearing values, " sometimes
based on "presumptive bearing values'r which were derived from local- experience
over long periods of time. Some codes require specific amounts of subsurface
exploration, including load-bearing tests (N. Y. State Building Codes). Spec-
ifications for ;.,ile foundations are also incorporated in many codes. The
New York City Code reflects the present state of the art in the design of
pile foundations in an excetlent manner.

In some respects all existing codes for foundations are performance codes;
however, structural performance as a result of foundation support is not,
specifically stated, even though it is implied that structures will perform
satisfactorily if the codes are compl-ied with.

t
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The present state of the art in foundat,ion design and subsurface exploration
permits safe and economic design of foundations provided sufficienE sub-
surface exploration is conducted and experienced foundation engineers are
employed to evaluate the data.

Performance specifications for structurat support would be sufficiently stated
by the second paragraph of this section, provided that tolerances for settl-e-
ments are numerically defined.

However, it would also be disirable to state required frost cover in differ-
ent regions of the United States, to require a minimum of subsurface in-
vestigation and soil testing, and to create a professional organization
under HUD controt to review all structural foundations plans.

It. also may be desirable to make specific statements about regions of un-
st.able soil conditions which are numerous in California and other parts of
the United States.

Only limited research will be required to formulate performance specifications
for structural foundations.

1.5 Sunmarv of Reconmended Research

(Note: Research necessary inrnediately in order to formulate performErnce
criteria is indicated by *)

1.5"1 Wind Loads

1) Research project to determine scope, nature and cost of additional
research needed in the field of wind loads.

2) Correlation of atmospheric turbulence data in open country with
measured response of buildings.

3) Investigation of wind effects on building elements such as cladding
and window panels.

4) Improve knowledge of effects of flow alteration in urban areas by
performing measurements similar to 2) in urban areas of typical
configurations.

,t 5) Extension of statistical analysis to determine winds of recurrent
frequencies requlred for determlnation of structural re1iabllity.

,, 6) Development of experimentaL methods for the determination of
resonant frequencies and daurping in structures (pararneters in the
determination of gust response).

* 7) Research concerned with the phystological- consequences of wind-
induced oscillations and aeolian noise.

* 8) Determination of wind tunnel test methods.

L.5.2 Snow Loads

* 1 Extension of frequency ranges developed in the rDistribution of
Ma:<imum AnnuaL WaEer Equlvalent" to perurit determination of re-
1 iabil ity.
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1.5.3 Seismic Loads

1) Relationship between overburden (surficial geology) and seismic
loads.

2) Research leading to a definition of structural "ductility,"
applicable to all materials.

1 . 5.4 Live Loads

* 1) Survey and evaluation of live load in multi-family housing, in-
cluding sEatistical analysis of frequency of occurrence of loads.
This would include a study of living habits of low-income faurilies
with respect to their effect on live loads of floors, corridors,
s t.airways , ptay areas , etc.

1.5.5 Combined Loads

+ 1) Study of probability of combined loading in order to determine
a policy of load reduction.

1.5.6 General Loads

* 1) Study of the effect of sustained toading on materials and appro-
priate testing methods to determine this effect. Determination
of policy on utilizaEion of test resutts to determine permissible
overstress under short term loads and to modify permissible
loading in accordance with material properties.

L.5,7 Sonic Boom Loads

Research as outlined in refetence 47.
Study to determine nominal- overpressures to be used in loading
requirements .

1.5.8 Fire Loads

1.5

1) Research reconrnended in reference 56.
,r 2) Developments of performance st,andards in fire endurance.

,r 3) Development of performance tests for full-scale structures.

.9 Static DeflecEions

Development of criteria for static deflections.
Development of test procedure for structures and structural
assemblies to determine compliance with deflection criteria.

1.5.10 Dynamic Deflections

1) Determination of human response to structural vibrations and
determination of test methods and criteria to evaluate 1evels
of vibration.

a

r)
2)J

1)
2)

J

&
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* 2) DeveLopment and standardizatlon of vlbration testing procedures
and equipment.

1.5.11 Testtns

* 1) Comprehensive research progrirm aa outlined ln Sectlon 1.4.2.5.

l.5.LZ StructuraL Support

Development of criterla for structural supports.
Development of criterla for subsurface expLoratlon.

*
*

1)
2)
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2. SAFEIY

2.O Executive Susmarv

The following are the tmportanE standards and test methods for fire
, safety in housing based on performance requlrements:

2.0.1 Fire Resistance

ASTM EL19 Fire Tests of Bullding Construction and Materlals
ASTM E152 Flrc Tcsts of Door Aseenblies
ASTM 8163 Fire Tests of Window Aesemblies
ASTM E108 Flre Tests of Roof Covertngs

2.0.2 Combustible Content

ASTM 8136 Determlnlng Noncmbustlbillty of Elementary DLaterials
NBS method for Potentlal lleat of Materlals (publlshed deecrlptlon
not yet adopted aE a standard).

2.0.3 Flame Spread

ASTM El62 Surface Flarmrabillty of Materials uelng a Radiant
Heat Energy Source.
ASTM E84 Surface Burnlng Characteristlce of Bullding Materials
(Tunnel Test).
ASTM E286 Surface Flarmnabillty of Building Materlals using
an 8 foot Tunnel Furnace.
NFPA 701 Flre Tests for Flane ReslstanE Textiles and Films.

2.0.4 Smoke and Hazardoue CombustieD Products

NBS Smoke Chamber and Detector Tubes
as a standard).

(ln report; not adopted

2.0.5. Fire Detection. Alat'm and Extlnsuishlns_Svsteos

NFPA 74 Household Fire Warnlng Systan

The follorllng standards, whlle pertlnent to the provislon of
fire safety ln houslng, are drawn nainl.y ln Eerms of materlal specl-
fications rather than performance regulrements.

NFPA 13 Sprlnkler Systems
NFPA 14 Standptpe and Hose Systemg
NFPA 72A Local Protectlve Signallng Systeng
NFPA 101 Code for Safety to Ltfe from Flre ln Buildings and
SEructures.
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The 12 standards listed under the performance category cover
requirements established for fire safety performance, or the method
by which that performance may be tesLed and evaluated, or both. The
standards do not establish quantiEative criteria of performance, a
function left to such documents as minimum property standards, fJ-te
regulations, or building codes, which may be at variance in Eheir
requirements and their lnterpretation of performance and the results of
tests for its determination.

It does not seem that there can be any disagreement on t.he necessity
for the performance requirements for fire safety developed under this
project. However, the adequacy of the test methods by which the per-
formance of a structure in meeEing these requirements may be evaluated
is seriously questionable. In the field of smoke and combustion pro-
ducts hazatd, test meEhods are almost nonexistent, the single entry
listed above giving an indication of the visual obscuration Ehat may
be expected without regard to the toxicity of the combustion products
or the relat.ion of the Ewo hazardous effects.

In addition to the considerable research that could be expended in
studies of fire and smoke in buildings, especially aspects of their
growth and spread as well as effect on the building structure, an
investigaEion could be made of the deficiencies in present test methods
with a view to their correction, or the development of new and more
suitable methods. It would be useful to examine current performance
criteria in an effort to arrive at a consensus of the best available
requirements, or where criteria are lacking, an estimate of the
necessary criteria (or even an educated guess). For the future, an
investigation of the validity of the criteria used should be made on
the basis of their correspondence Eo condit.ions in an actual fire, and
their relation to improved test methods which simulate real fire
conditions.

2.L Fire Protegtion

Fire protection requirements in housing are necessary to the safety
of life and properEy. Fire, although a relatively infrequent occurrence,
has the peculiar characteristic that, once iniEiated, iE is a hazard not
only in it.s place of origin, but also in adjoining and succeeding areas.

The provision of fire safety is not usually Ehe primary function of
a building element or component., which in itself may be a solution to
the general requirement that fires be confined. Most fire performance
requirements for buildings were established to provide property safety
by limiting the spread of fire. The increasing emphasis now being
pLaced on the provision of safety to life from fire hazards makes it
necessary to draw new requirements for the fire performance of buildings
in fields formerly accorded little or no attenEion.
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Although provisions for fire safety have usually been restricted to
multifamily residential occupancies, the rather meager statistics on
fire occurrences and casualties seem Eo indicate that in new apartment
buildings, fatalities do not result from fires initiating in any
adjacent or remoEe part of the building, but only in the apartment
where rhe fatality occurs. Great loss of life, however, is suffered in
single family dwellings, and considering that these may continue to
predominate in towns and rural areas, most of the performance require-
ments for fire safety developed herein should be made applicable to
them.

The performance requirements for safety from fire are, briefly, as
follows: (f) building elements shal1 resist the passage or effects of
heat, flame and combustion products without structural failure; (2)
building elements shall conEribute a minimum of fuel to a fire; (3)
interior finishes of buildings shall resist the spread of flame along
their surfaces; (4) building elements shal1 produce a minimum of
hazardous combusEion products; (5) mechanical systems shal1 not initi-
ate, contribute to, or spread fire; (6) fire detection sysEems shaIl
quickly signal the presence of fire; (7) exitways sha1l be adequate
for Ehe building occupancy, and shal1 not increase the fire or accident
hazard.

In the several areas of requirements for fire safety in housing listed
above, specific performance requirements in terms of stated numerical
values for fire resistance and for flame spread have been established
in a number of regulatory codes and statutes. Some of the other
requirements are covered by prescription type specifications. Both
types of requirements, performance and solution, are not necessarily
indicative of actual conditions in a fire, nor are the tests by which
performance may be evaluated a true reflection of fire severity and
behavior. The requirement covering the production of hazardous
combustion products is entirely omirted from codes for the reasons
that this principal danger to 1ife, and the possible means to mitigate
it were only recently recognized, and also because standards for and
methods of evaluating smoke production are as yet largely undeveloped.

A large number of standards and test methods have been devised coveri-ng
the listed fire safety requirements. Of these, approximaEely twenty
may be considered as pertinent to the study, the rest being eliminaEed
because of their narrow scope, which restricts their application and
may lead Eo unrealistic conclusions. The pertinent standards and test
methods are by no means perfect, but are replete with deficiencies and
anomalies that impair their usefulness. However, through long experi-
ence and the general acceptability of the results derived from them,
they are suitable for use now, and their improvement is not of inrnediate
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urgency. A serious deficiency is that the standards do not completely
cover Ehe field of fire safety, especially in Ehe area of life safety,
so that development is necessary both in establishing perfornance
requirements and the test methods by which Ehe performance of a
structure in meeting the requirements may be evaluated.

A project for future research, perhpas basic to all others, is the
assembly of primary cause statistics relating fire casualties and
building losses to properties of building sEructures or elements.
Another would be the study of r^trat fire resistance and other fire
properties are real1y necessary in a building, based on tests relevant
to acEual fire conditions. This would include a study of combustible
loadings" Together with this, an investigatlon could be made of the
deficiencies in the present fire test methods for building construction.

To fill out relatively undevetoped, but highly important (to life
safety) areas in fire safety requirements, studies should be under-
taken of the penetration and distribution of smoke and other combustion
products in a building, and also of the growth and spread of fire in
buildings and building contents. As a corollary, a sensitive, 1ow-cost
fire- and smoke-detection alarm system for all types of residences
should be developed" Several other projects could be suggested, such
as the development of criEeria and methods of measurement for radiant
heaE t.ransmission through doors and windows, and also for the flame-
resistant properties of textiles relevant to their behavior in actual
fires. An examination of emergency exiting requirements may also be
in order. An important project, in an almost totally unknown atea,
would be the sEudy of and development of Eests for the interaction of
building elements and the action of whole buildings or units under
fire conditions.

It should be remembered that lowering structural fire safety require-
ments may not be feasible because.protection must be provided to both
life and property--dual considerations noE always compatible. I{hile
research may show that certain requirements are too restrictive in
relation to actual fire severities that will be encountered, it may
also reveal that the requiremenEs should be raised. Rather than
reducing construction costs, a better possibility is that, by judicious
and knowledgeable choice of constructions and materials, increased fire
safety may be had at no additional cost.

2.1 .L Sr ds Test ho
Safetv in l{ousinq bridged from tate of the Art" Fire
Protection Sources of Information List)

An examinaEion of the all-inclusive list of standards and other sources
of tesE methods indicates that many of these may be omitted from the
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designation of pertinent Eest methods for fire protection. The basis
for the omission is one or more of the following:

1) The test method is of such limited scope as to be appllcable
to only a smaIl number of maEerials, usually of a single
tYPe.

2) The test method, perhaps because of its design for a specific
material, may give resulEs that are neither realistic nor
valid.

3) The tesE methods listed as pertinenE are at least as suitable
as those omitEed for evaluatlng Ehe elements of buildings and
building systems, and have the utility of wide application.

To illustrate the above, many of the test meEhods are for the purpose
of determining the flammability of such materials as treated paper, or
rigid plastics, or vinyl chloride tubing, etc. Others Ereat the fire
retardant properties of paints. One flame spread test, such as the
radiant panel method, ASTM E162 will provide such data for these
materials, as well as all others" As to Ehe lack of vaLidity of
certain test methods, one t,hat, ls used to classify plasEics as "burningt'
or t'self-extinguishing" has been shmn to rate various spec,ies of wood,
somet.imes including balsa, as "self-extinguishing."

The following is a listing of the test methods considered pertinent to
Ehe determination of the fire safety of housing, Standards for
mechanical equipment and energy sources are omitted, as these presum-
ably will be described by Ehe assignees to the particular fields. The
several standards and test methods are grouped according to the perform-
ance requirement which they are intended to evaluate. A brief
description of each standard or test method is includedo As some of
the deficiencies in the test methods are applicable to atl within a
group, these defects and shortcomings will be treated in a separate
s ect ion.

2.l.L.L Fire Resistance

1) ASTM E 119 Fire Tests of Building ConstrucEion and Materials.

A test to determine the fire endurance of a floor and ceiling
assembly, a wall or partition panel, or a column by exposure of
the structure to a fire regulated Eo follow a standard, consEant.ly
increasing time-temperature curve. The criteria for evaluating
the performance of floors and walls are (1) ability Eo sustain
required applied loading (2) passage of flame or gases hoE
enough to ignite cotton waste, and (3) transmission of heat
through the structure sufficient to raise the temperature on the
unexposed surface an average of 250 degrees F or 325 degrees F

at one point. Column performance is based on ability to sustain
the applied load, or alEernateLy (for steel columns) transmissj-on
of heat. through the insulation to raise the average temperature
of the steeL above 1000 F.
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2) ASTM E 152 Fire Tests of Door Assemblies

A test to determine the capability of door assemblies to resisE
the passage of fire. The structures are exposed to fire according
to the standard time-temperature requirernents of the fire resist-
ance tests. Acceptable performance of a door assembly is evaluated
from the amount of movement of the door in its frame (movement
up to 12 times the thickness of the door allowed in some cases)
and the maintenance of structural integrity. There are no
requirements for measuring the passage of smoke around the door,
or the temperature on the unexposed surface, although a method
for the latEer is described.

3) ASTM E 163 Fire Tests of !{indow Assemblies

Applicable Eo all window assemblies including glass block and
other means of transmitEing light. Exposure of the window
assembly is to a fire conErolled to the standard Eime-temperature
curve for fire resistance for a period of 45 min. Acceptance
criteria are in Eerms of the window assemblyrs remaining in its
fastenings and movement of the openable components,

4) ASTM E 108 Fire Tests of Roof Coverings

Tests to det.ermine the reEardant characteristics of roof coverings
against fire originating outside the bullding. Three different
tests are made on the covering materials: (1) intermittent flame
exposure, (2) spread of flame, and (3) burning brand exposure. The
evaluaEion of the roof covering performance is made in terms of
time to appearance of sustained flame on underside of roof deck,
the production of brands, the spread of flame on the outer surface,
and exposure or destruction of a portion of the roof deck.

2.1.L.2 Combustible Content

5) ASTM E 136
Materials

Determining Noncombustibility of Elementary

Test for materials of which building element.s are composed. Smal1
specimens are exposed at 750C in a small furnace, and cLassified
as noncombusEible and not adding appreciable heaE to an ambient
fire if the inEerior temperature of the specimen does not. rise more
than 30 degrees C above the furnace air temperature, and if there
is no flaming from t.he specimen after 30 sec.

6) NBS Method for Potent,ial Heat of Materials

Measures the toEal heat release of materials under condit,ions
simulating building fires. The method employs standard oxygen-
bomb calorimetric techniques in which the burning of smal1
quantities of combustible in an otherwise inert maEerial is
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assured by use of a combustion promoter which is added prior to
test. Calorimetric measurements are made both before and
after exposure to a I'standardized firet' (2 hr in air at 750 C)
and the difference considered as the potential heat. The test
method is suitable for measuring the potential heat of all types
of building materials including metals and materials of 1ow
combust ib i 1 ity .

7) Factory Mutual Construction Materials Calorimeter

A 4-tt. square section of a test construction for-rs the horizontal
cover of a heptane fuel-fired furnace. The flue temperature history
resulting from the combined burning of the heptane fuel and the test
panel under standardized exposure conditions is recorded. The same
procedure is then followed using a noncombustible cover while
supplying a metered quantity of propane fuel through auxiliary
burners to reproduce the temperature-time curve of the test
construction. The rate of heat supplied in burning the propane
represents the rate of heat produced by the sample.

2.L.L.3 Flame Spread

8) ASTM E 162 Surface Flanunability of Materials Using a Radiant
Heat Energy Source. .

A small scale test using a 6 by 18-in specimen exposed to a L2 by
18-in radiant heat source; ignition is forced near upper edge of
specimen and flame front progresses downward. A flame spread
index is computed from a factor derived from the rate of progress
of the flame front and another relating to the rate of heat libera-
tion by the materials. Smoke evolved during the test is also
measured.

9) ASTM E 84 Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials

A test to determine the comparative burning characteristics of
building materials by evaluating the flame spread over its surface,
fuel contributed by its combustion and the density of the smoke
developed when exposed to a test fire in a tunnel approximately
18 in. wide and 25 ft. long, of which the specimen forms the
ceiling. Red oak flooring is used as the standard for comparison.

10) ASTM E 286 Surface FlarmnabiLity of Building Materials Using
an 8 ft. Tunnel Furnace.

Test determines flame spread of materials using specimens mounted
within a 14 in. by 8 ft. test frame. The specimen, tilted 30 degrees
from the horizontal transversely, forms the top of the test chamber
and is covered. Techniques for measuring heat production and smoke
density are included.
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11) NFPA 703 Fire Retardant TreaEments of Building Materials

Applicable to building materials treaEed by pressure impregnation
or surface coating. Materials are evaluated only in terms of flame
spread characteristics as determined by ASTM E 84 surface burning
characteristics of building materials (Class A has flame spread
rating of 25 or less, Class B rating between 26 and 75).

12) NIPA 701 Fire Tests for Flame-Resistant Textiles and Films.

Includes small scale (10 in. long) and large scale (7 t.t. long
tests). Evaluation criteria are in terms of time flaming conEinues
afEer discontinuing exposure, and the spread of flame and afterglow
(smoldering combustion) on the material (measured by length of
char or material destrucEion).

2.1.L.4 Smoke and Hazardous Combustion Products.

13) ASTM E 84 Surface Burning Characteristics of Building
Materials (see under Flame Spread).

UL Tunnel Test used for smoke determinations by measuring light
absorption in a section of the furnace vent pipe. Time-absorption
curve of red oak is standard for comparison (by ratio of areas
under curves).

L4) Rohm and Haas XP-2 Smoke Chamber

Utilizes a L2 Ln. by LZ in. by 30 in; chamber with 1 in. high
ventilating openings around the bottom. The 1 in. square by Il4 Lr..
thick specimen is supported on a wire screen and exposed to the
flames from a controlled-pressure propane burner. The photometer,
horizontally mounted, consists of a light source, a visually-
corrected barrier layer photoelectric ce11 and a meter to indicate
increase in light absorptlon with time. Test duration is 5 min.
Results are given in terms of maximum percent light absorption,
and maximum rate of smoke production (percent/min.).

15) NBS Smoke Chamber and Detector Tubes.

Smoke production is measured photometrically in a 18 cu. ft. closed
chamber containing an electrically heated furnace which provides a
fixed irradiance on the surface of a nominal 3 in. sq. specimen.
Tests are performed under separate flaming and smoldering conditions,
and results are reported in terms of (a) total maximum smoke
accumulati.on, (b) maximum rate of smoke accumulation, and (c) the
time period to reach a ttcriticalrt smoke Ievel. To relate smoke
quant,ity to potential visual obscuraEion, measurements are in
terms of specific optical density, a dimensionLess quantity which
takes into account optical path length, Ehe chamber voLume and the
surface area of the material producing smoke. The presence of
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specific chemical compounds that may PresenE a toxic hazard is
determined by colorimetric gas detecEor Eubes.

2.1"1.5 Fire Detection. Alarm and Extineuishine Svstems"

16) NFPA 72 A Local Protective Signaling Systems.

A specification standard for supervised systems for fire alarm
within Ehe protected premises, primarlly to provide safety to
Iife. The systems may provide for manual or automatic fire alarm
service, and includes smoke detection. The provisions of t.he
Nat.ional Electrical Code are basic to the requirements for the
installation of these systems.

17) NFPA 74 Household Fire Warning Systern.

Prlmarily to provide fire safety in one- and two-family dwellings.
Installation provides for deEection of heat and 6moke. Many
requirements in terms of performance, but NaEional Electric Code
is basic to the specifications wherever applicable.

18) NFPA 13 Sprinkler Systems.

Detailed specifications for the componenEs and their installation
for all types of sprlnkler systems. Specific requirements are
included for water supplies and connections, and rules for hydraulic
calculations are given. Methods of testing systems for accePtance
are also provided.

19) Standpipe and Hose Systems.

SEandpipe sysEems classified as to intended use by firemen or
building occupants. Detailed specifications are given for piping,
number and location, and hose connections. Acceptable water
supplies are described. Methods of test for new systems, and rules
for maintenance of old systems are included. In addition to the
requirement of wrought. steel or wrought iron PiPe, oEher tyPes
may be used if tested and listed for the service by a nationally
recognized testing agencyo

2.L.L.6 Exitwavs

20) NFPA 101 Code for Safety to Life from Fire in Bulldings
and StrucEures.

Covers construction, protection and occupancy features to minimize
danger from fire, smoke or panic. Specific requirements are made
for the number, size and arrangement of exit facillties to permit
escape of occupant.s (without a time stated in which the escape
may be effected). A11 types of occupancies are considered, and
some (but not maJor) treatment is accorded multifamily residences.
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Provisions for single family units are included to the extent that,
bedrooms must have at least one door and one other exit (such as
window), stai-rways must meet minimum requirements, and inEerior
finishes of occupied spaces shaLl have limited flame spread.

2l) NFPA 5018 Mobile Homes and Travel Trailers

Includes requirements for mechanical syst.ems. Provides that mobile
homes shal1 have two exterior doors located remote from each other,
openable from the inside by a single knob or lever.

2"L.2 Deficiencie,s and Lack of Knowl edee in Standards and Test Methods

2

for Fire SaleEv

1.2.1 Fire Resistance

ASTM E-119 Fire Tests of Bullding ConsEruction and Materials.

1) EffecE of openings for services and joints on fire performance
of a structure.

2) Effect of furnace design and function (such as pressure) on
specimen performance.

3) EffecE of mechanical restraint of specimen; also type of
loading applied.

4) Effect of moisEure content of specimen, or method for
compensating results for moisture content.

5) Effect of variables in measuring unexposed surface temperature.

6) Needed to compleEe coverage of test method:

c)

suitable criteria for structural failure.
method to simulate the rapid growth and decay observed
in many act.ual f ires.
fire exposure in terms of heat input rather than furnace
temperature.

ASTM E-152 Fire Tests of Door Assemblies

1) No measurement of radiant heat passing through door,

2) Smoke transmission around door not measured,

3) Effect of pressure in furnace on smoke transmission; relation
to conditions in an actual fire.

ASTM E-163 Fire Tests of Window Assemblies

1) Radiant heat through window assembly not measured.

a)
b)
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1)
2)

1)
2)

2.1.2.2 CombusEible ConEenE

NBS l"lethod for Potential Heat of Materials

Lacks method for determlning rate of heat release,
ReliabiliEy of results and suitability for use in any or all
laboratories not deEer:nined.

Factory lfutual Construction Materials Calorimeter

SensitiviEy of meEhod quesElonable,
No experience in suitability for use in different laboratories,
or the reproducibility of results from one lab to anot,her.

2"L.2.3 Flame Spread

ASTM E-L62 Surface Flanrnability of Materials Using a Radiant
HeaE Energy Source.

ASTM E-84 Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials
(LIL Tunnel)

ASTM E-286 Surface Flanrnability of Building Materials Using an
8-ft. Tunnel Furnace.

(Applicable to all)

1) Relation of flame spread index to the spread of flame in rooms
and corridors in actual fires.

2) Effect of orienEation of involved surface on flame spread
rat e.

3) Relation of flame spread to the development of flashover
conditions.

NFPA 701 Fire Tests for Flame-ResistanE Textiles and Films

1) Gives a comparison of materials under the conditions of the
test, but relation between test results and behavior of
maLerials in actual fire conditions not established.

NFPA 703 Fire RetardanE Treatments of Building Materials

1) Effectiveness of fire ret.ardancy only in terms of surface
flame spread charact.eristics, and not related to fire
resistance or combustible content.
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2.I .2.4 Smoke and Hazardous Combustion ProducEs

ASTM E-84 Surface Burning Characteristics of Building
I,laterials (UL Tunnel)

Rohm and Haas XP-2 Smoke Chamber

NBS Smoke Chamber and Detector Tubes

(Applicable Lo all)

1) No established method for measuring potsentially toxic gaseous
combustion products.

2) Validity of extrapolation of test results to larger volume
configurations is questionable.

3) Sufficiency of exposure (Eo test fire) of some materials to
simulate their behavior in actual fire conditions.

4) Effect of smoke stratification.

5) Effect of smoke particle deposition on surfaces; effect of
test chamber surface/volume ratio on results.

(Applicable to ASTM E-84 UL Tunnel Test and R&H Chamber)

1) Standard for comparison (red oak = 100) depends on flaming
condiEions although more smoke may be produced without
flaming.

2) Linear absorption scale not a true measure of smoke concentration.

2.L.2.5

NFPA 72A

Fire DetecEion. Alarm and Extinguishing Systems

Local ProEective Signaling Systems

1) The standard is comprised mainly of elaborate maEerial specifi-
cations and specific requirements rather than general performance
requirements that could permit the development of cost saving
innovations.

NFPA 13 Sprinkler Systems
NFPA 14 Standpipe and Hose Systems

(Applicable Eo both)

1) The standards are descriptive of current practice in the field,
and are composed of material specifications and requirements to
and extenE allowing Iittle or no innovation.
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2.L .2 .6 Exitwavs

NFPA 101 Code for Safety to Life from Fire in Buildings and
Structures.

1) The requiremenls are atmost entirely stated in t.erms of
specifications for known and currently used solutions to
the problem of providing for the movemenE of people, by
their own locomotion, from a hazard area to a place of
refuge.

2) Validity of exitway values may be questioned.

3) Assumption made that evacuation of a hazard area may be
effected in a given time does not seem to be based on any
knowledge of the time Ehat may be available in a specific
emergency, or Ehe effect of human variation on the assumed
t ime.

2.L .3 Conclusions

An examination of existing test, methods for fire safety reveals a
number of gaps in our knowledge of their meaning and application. In
general terms, the problems relate to the following fields.

1) Relevance of the test method to actual conditions in a fire
and the criteria of performance that should be specified.

2) Reliability and uniformity of the test method and its
appllcation.

3) CompleEeness of test method in Eerms of all the criteria
that should be examined and evaluated.

The deficiencies and lack of knowledge outlined for the several test
methods serves as a basis for the delineation of required research
projects. Some of these may be categorized as short or medium term
efforts, and so may be suitable for inunediate initiation to provide
relatively. quick solutions. Unfortunately, however, many of these
must be classed as low-prioriEy, while really high priority problems,
Ehose of the utmost urgency, are of such complex implicaEions EhaE
only long sustained effort will provide the required answers.

In assigning priorities, it would appear that projects perEaining to
life safety are urgent, while those relating to the safety of property
from fire may be placed Lower on the scaIe. As safety to life from
fire has hitherto been litt1e considered, the required areas of
developmenL are indeed broad. Standards and test methods for evaluation
under their requirements are avall-ab1e for property safety to a large
extent. Although, as stated above, there are deficiencies in the
standards, and gaps in our knowledge, these standards and Eest methods,
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through long experience and Ehe general acceptability of the resulEs
derived from t,hem, are suitable for use now, so that their improvement,
while desirable, is not of immedtate urgency.

We have serious gaps in our fire statistics, to the extent that the
precise nature of the fire hazard problem cannot be ascertained. As an
example, it is generally conceded that. single family homes are firetraps,
while new apartment buildings are relatively safe. In fact, evidence
suggesEs that in new apart,menEs, fire fatalitles do not resulE from
fires initiating in either adjacent or remote parts of Ehe building,
buE only in the aparEmenE where Lhe fatality occurs, and often from the
actions of the victim. But we have no figures on fire fatalities in
aPartments.

It would appear, then, thaE if all new residential construction is to
be in the form of multifamily buildings, adequate fire safety can be
provided by a continuance of present code requirements coupled with
intelligently applied good building pracEice. Many substandard housing
units, however, are found in small towns and rural areas, where the
predominanE pattern is the single family house. If people continue to
live in such areas, or in garden type thew towns, t' with single family
units prevailing, provision for added safeEy to life from fire is
urgent.

From the standpoint of lowering the cost of housing, an examination
of the possibilities in modifying fire safety requirements is not
encouraging. An often mentioned Erade-off is the provision of a good
fire detection and alarm system to give additional life safety to the
extent Ehat fire resistance requirements on the structure may be
relaxed. But the fire resistance requirements also provide property
safety, which a detection system may not necessarily enhance. There
is some possibility that research will reveal that the requirements
are too restrictive in relation to the acEual fire severities thaE
will be encountered" The research may aLso reveal that the requirements
should be raised. Further, it does not necessarily follow that, lowering
fire safety requiremenEs will reduce consEruction costs. A better
possibility is that, by judicious and knowledgeable choice of constructions
and materials, we may get, increased fire safety at no addiEional cost.

2.L.4 Proiects for Future Fire_Safetv Research

I. High Priority - Short Term

1) Assembly of detailed primary cause statistics relating
fire fatalities and building losses to properties of
building structures or elements, to determine extent
of problems.

II. High Priority - Medium Term

2) Development of a sensitive, low-cost fire and smoke
detection/alarm system for all types of residences.
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III. High Priority - Long Term

3) Study of smoke penetration and distribution in a
building and means to mlnimize.

a) improve or devetop methods of measuring the
properties of smoke and combustion products as
they af f ect life saf ety (medir:n term) .

4) Study of the growt,h and spread of fire in buildings and
building content,s, including effects of combustible
content and flame spread of interior finish materials
on life safety.

IV. Medium Priority - Very Long Term

5) Study of and development of tests for interaction of
building elements and the action of whole bulldings or
units under fire conditions.

V" Medium Priority - Long Term

6) Study of required fire resistance and other fire
properties, based on Eests relevant to actual fi.re
conditions; includes study of combustible loadings.

VI. Low Priority - Short to Medium Term

7) Investigation of deflciencies in the fire test method
for building construction (present ASTM E-119), with
revisions to secure uniformity in the function of the
furnace and other test equlpmenE, and in the condition
and restraint of the specimen. Also, to develop
criteria for structural fai.lure, and improved standards
of heat input.

8) Develop criteria and methods of meaauremenE for radiant
heat transmission Ehrough doors and wlndows.

9) Development of criteria and test method for the flame-
resistanE properties of textlles and films relevant to
the behavior of these materials in actual fires.

10) Examination of exit requirements in terms of time
available for exiE as determined by results of studies
on growth and spread of fires and smoke producEion
and distribution (1ow priorlty because not feasible
until proJects 3 and 4 have been completed).

2.2 Falls
Collect,ively, fal1s constitute the single greaEest 11fe hazard in Ehe
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home, with approximately 121000 fatalities occurring each yeat, or 40
percent of all home accidental deaths. Recent statistics (U. S. Public
Health Service L959-61) also indicaEe an incapacitating injury rate of
about 7 million annua11y. This represents a third of all the accidental
injuries incurred in the home. Of the 7 million., approximately 3 million
are the result of fal1s from one level to another (on stairs, or from a
height), while the remainder occurred from various causes (slippery
surface, tripping, etc.) on a single 1evel.

Falls are a part.icular problem among the elderly, and are the principal
cause of accident fatalities in those 65 years of age or over. While
many fal1s among the elderly are attributable to the infirmities and
physical and mental instability attendant upon the aging process, and
are in little or no way the result of the structural features of a
residence, the incidence of falls, and especially fatalities arising
from them, can probably be considerably reduced by eliminating stairs as
a means of transit in housing which will be occupied by any number of
senior citizens.

Few standards have been established for safety in residential occupancies,
perhaps because accidents are often the resutt of the victimrs action,
and so, uncontrollable. Falls in the home often may be characterized as
accidents of this typer and except for certain provisions (specification,
not performance) for stairs and railings in building exit codes, are
usually not covered by any standards. It musE be noted, too, that
these provisions in the codes are applicable only to multifamily buildings,
and not to single or even two-family dwellings.

In the absence of standards, an approach to the problem of providing
a measure of safety from fa1Is may be made by examining the various causes
of this Eype of accident and the possibility of eliminating, or at least
minimizing the effect of some of these causes.

A principal cause of falls on a 1eve1 surface is an abrupt change in
the coefficient of friction in the walking area, although an extreme
degree of slipperiness may in irself cause falls because of impatience
on t,he part of the user, or his unwillingness to expend the required
attention to the hazard. In addition to the changes in the coefficienE
of friction of flooring that may be built into a structure, a major
cause of such change is the intermiEtent or occasional wetting of a smal1
area of otherwise homogeneous floor surface, as occurs in kitchens,
exEerior entranceways, bathrooms, and laundry areas. The effect of such
weLting can be mitigated by provision of water absorbing floor surfaces
in the hazard areas. The danger from wet surfaces may be increased if
the surface is sloping, a condition Eypical of bathtubs and shower stalls,
and also of ramps. Tripping is another cause of falls on level surfaces,
and may resulE from rough areas on floors, protrusions, certain carpet
weaves, and also from raised door sills. Tripping over objects left on
the floor, Iow furniture items or open drawers are the fault of the
occupant (or his famlly) and cannot be provided for in the building.
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Small changes in floor IeveI, because they tend to be unnoticed, cause
many falIs. Thus step-down living rooms, sunken bat,hs, etc. offer a
considerable hazard as well as added building expense. Increased safety,
then, can be had at a saving, simply bY avoiding these particular designs.
Considering, too, that the project encompasses a study of the needs of
special groups of occupants, such as the e1der1-y, these and other design
features that entail additional hazard shouLd be evaluated in terms of the
speeial requirements of that segment of houslng occupants.

Among the causes of falIs from one level to another are unguarded
bal-conies, and sEairs and landings. For these, codes and standards have
requiremenEs for guard rails with specifications for height, space at
bott.om, and clear space between balusters. These are definite material
requirements having the inEent Eo secure suitable performance for safety.
They are solutions to the unst.ated performance requirement, and while
other solutions may be available or devised, these requlrement,s are
based on the physical measurements of hqslan beings, and represenE a
consensus in the present state of the art for preventing faIIs from
heights. Windo,ws are a slightly differenE problem, for these are usually
at a distance above the floor level, and may be screened or unopenable.
If openable, however, a safeguard against falling out should be provided
unless the height of the sill is about equal to that required of handrails
on balconies. Some provision should be made for the safe washing of
windows by the occupants, as professional wlndow cleaners, who are covered
by standards and codes, wiLl probably not be eurpl.oyed in low-cost housing
projects.

Fa1ls resulting from standing on furnlt,ure, ladders or other objects to
extend onets vertical reach add conslderably to the accident statistics.
This type of hazard, however, is subJect to little control in Ehe con-
struction of housing, except that the necessity for such overexEension of
bodily height may be reduced by lturiting the height of bullt-in shelving
and avoi.dance of overhead light fixtures wherever possible.

Stairs are a maJor cause of falls, and as the victim usually ends on a
different step than at the start of the falI, these may be classified as
falls from one level to another. Such falls are the result of tripping
or slipping, and as such are distlnguished from falls from an unguarded
edge, as previously mentioned. Code requirements in specification form
have been established to enhance the safety of stairs in performing their
function as means of vertical travel. These requlrenents cover stair
width in relation to occupancy population, the dimensions of treads and
risers, prohibitlon of the use of wlnders, and provision of handrails.
An important requirement, usually omitted from codes, is thar the step
treads should have a uniform coefficient of frictlon in all the stalt*rays
Ehat might ordinarily be used by the occupants.

FalLs that occur on the grounds of the residential buildlng or development
may resu1E from many of the same causes as falls ln the lnterior areas.
Broken or rough pavement may cause Eripping. When wet, walking surfaces
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may be slippery, and the danger may be aggravated by the presence of
grades and slopes. A further problem is that in many parts of the
country, snow and ice are seasonal hazards, and their removal, or means
to allay the hazard of slipping they present, requires a special effort"
While sophisticated means of removing or preventing the accumulation of
snow and ice, such as heating elements beneath pavements are available,
their use is not likeIy in areas of low-cost housing in the foreseeable
future. Because of the already considerable use of salts on ice, materials
resistant to the action of t.hese melting agents should be used in paving
to avoid surface deterioration that is usually not quickly repaired. Cost
permiEting, childrents ptay areas should be paved wit.h a material softer
than concrete, and because some falls are inevitable, the use of rough
materials, such as cinders, should be avoided to minimize the injurious
effects of the fall.

As falls are often the result of the actions of the victim, 100 percent
safety from this type of hazard cannot be achieved. Children will run,
jump, and climb, and their elders will go about unheeding of the dangers
underfoot, and will dare to engage in acEivities wherein there is a high
risk of falling. hlhaE can be done for falls, however, is to implement
the intent of the general requirement for safety (see Section 2.3) to
the end that the residenEial building will be constructed to eliminate
so far as possible accident sources or remove their availability to the
residents.

2.2.I Requirements for Safety from Fa1ls in Residential Occupancies

1) Walking or standing surfaces shall be provided with a coefficient
of friction high enough to prevent slipping in ordinary traverse
of the surface, and with increased friction on sloping surfaces.

2) AbrupE changes in the coefficient of friction shall not be
permitted, nor shal1 materials of which Ehe coefficient of
friction is appreciably reduced by weEting be used in areas
where suc.h. wetEing may occuro

3) Rough floor surfaces, protrusions, projections, raised siIls
and carpeE weaves that may cause tripping, shall not be
peruritted.

4) Floors shall presenE a uniform level surface, with no smal1
changes in level.

5) A11 balconies, stairs or landings from which falIs are possible
by reason of being open on one or more sides shall be provided
with guard rails or wa11s sufficient to reasonably protect
the occupants from falling over, through or under.

6) I,trindows, if operable shall have sills of sufficient height above
the floor, or be provided with guards or rails to proLect the
occupants from falling out. I{indows shall be so designed that
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the exterior surface may be safely cleaned by the resident
without special equipment.

7) Stairs sha1l be of sufficient unobstruct,ed width to provide
safe emergency passage for all of the bullding occupanEs,
with step treads and risers of suitable uniform dimensions,
and with Ereads of uniform coefficienE of friction and constanL
depth throughout the width of the stairs. Hand rails or other
means shall be provlded for lncreased stabillty of each user of
the stairs.

2.3 General Safetv

The annual to1l of casualties resulting from home accidents, 28 to 30
thousand fatalities and 4 or 2L ml11ion lncapacitating lnJuries (accord-
ing to definition), makes it imperative that consideration be given to
the establishment of safety requirements in resldenEial occupancies.

The toLl would be even higher if not held in check by the currently
applied codes and standards for buiLdings, which in the fleld of safety,
provide for fire protection, structural stabiLity and in rmrltifamily
dwellings, emergency exit means.

Falls cause by far the greatest number of fatallties in home accidents,
about tr^rice that resulting from fires. Together Ehey account for more
than 60 percent of the deaths and many serious inJurles, although the
bulk of minor injuries may arlse from other causes, such as cuts, burns
(not connected with accidental fires) and bumps.

As the t.azatd of fire must be consldered with reference to safety to
property as weLl as life, and it.s characteristics of growth and spread,
it is treated separaEely ln thls report. Fa1ls, because of thelr maJor
contribution to casualties and the possibility that some of the causes
may be mitigated in their effecE through building design, are also
accorded a separate section. The safety requiremenEs for strucEural
elements and mechanical equipment are pertinent to the general studies
in these areas.

Accidents are often the result of the actions of the victlm, and the
causes of some, such as cuts, drowning, suffocation, lngesting poisonous
substances, use of firearms and others are usuatl.y not attributable to
any feature that may be requlred for a dwclllng or iEs environs. For
the others, the following is a general statenent of requlrements:

The residential building and all its parts shalL be so constructed as
to minimize the possibility of accidents occurrlng by eliminaEing so
far as possible all accident sources or removlng their availabllity to
the residents.

Residential occupancies shall meet Ehe followlng requirements for safety
to the inhabiLants by features of structure or equipment having a usable
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life span equal to that of the building, or, if normally of more
limited duration of use, readily replaceable by features of equal or
great.er safety:

1) The sources of and causes leading to fal1s, either on the
same level or from one level Eo another shaIl be minimized.
(To be presented in separate part).

2) The causes of casualties from accidental fires shal1 be
reduced to the extent pracEical, or alternaEively, suitable
warning systems and means of safe exit allowing evacuation
of the endangered area before it becomes untenable shall be
provided. (Fire safety separately treated).

3) To avoid the possibility of suffocation in closed spaces, all
such spaces provided as part of the structure or ln installed
equipmenE, if of such size as to contain a small child, shall
be readily and easily openable from the inside.

4) Heating and cooking equipment shall noE present Ehe hazard
of burns from excessively hot surfaces, or carbon monoxide
poisoning due to incomplete combustion or other malfuncEion,
and shal1 be provided with sufficient capacity, based on the
occupancy, to obviate the necessity for improvised or temporary
facilities which can present fire, explosion or burn hazards.

5) Installed energy facilities and installed equipment based on
this energy shalI not be a source of fire, shock, burns, or
other injurious effect to the occupants.

(Note: Energy sources and mechanicat equipment are covered
in existing codes and standards, and specific re-
quirements presumably will be drawn by the assignees
in the respective fields).

6) Structural elements or installed equipment or furnishings
shaIl, to the exLent practical, be free of sharp or pointed
projections, and invisible transparent surfaces (if in a
line of travel).

7) Safe storage facilities shaIl be provided for hazardous
materials and obJects such as poisons, medicines, firearms,
etc. Closets and cabinets shaIl be so illuminated either
directly or indirectly as to obviate the need for using
improvised light sources in examining their contents.
Suitable facilities for the safe storage of perishable
foods shal1 also be provided (food storage otherwise assigned).

8) Built in structures, equipment or furnishings, or those
supplied with Ehe residential unit or building shal1 be so
constructed and secured as Eo preclude the possibility of
Eheir falling or toppling.
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9) The building housing lhe residential occupancy shalL be so
constructed as Eo not presenE to the occupants hazards
associated with structural failure of the bulLding or any of
it,s parts.

10) The building shaIl be so constructed as and provided with
the means to prevent the ingress of insecEs, vermin and
rodents; nor shaIl breeding places be provided in the form
of concealed spaces beneath or behind built-in or installed
equipmenE.

11) Provision shall be made for the safe distribution of potable
water to the building occupants, and the removal of wastes
resulting from Ehe human occupancy of the building.

L2) Refrigeration and air conditioning equipment shalL be lnstalled
in accordance with existing safety codes, and shall be maln-
tained adequately to prevent hazards from 1eaks, explosions,
moving parts, or contamination of water supply.

Further generalized requirements for safety from environmental factors:
1 - Ehe building shall not be endangered by climatological factors,
2 - bullding approaches and play areas shal.1 be constructed to minimize
the possibllity of falIs, 3 - safety from vehicular traffic around
building shall be provlded; also good access to emergency vehicles,
4 - buildings and environs shal.L be so sltuated and arranged as not Eo
provide places for criminal activity, 5 - sufflcient lighting shal1 be
installed to provide night-time safety to the degree contemplated for
dayl.ight hours.

Outside the areas separately coveredr performance specifications (or
any other kind) for safety are Largely nonexistant. Whlle standards
and t,est methods can possibly be developed for sqne of the other
requirements indicated, many of them can be met by recognized good and
desirable practice in design and constructlon, often wlth llttLe or no
added cost. Considering al.so that falls and fires cause the maJority
of accidental fataLities in the home, and many of the others cannot be
assigned to controLlabl,e elements in the victims I environment, it does
noE appear that research in the minor sources contrlbuting to the
accident tolI is Justifled under a proJect to deveLop performance re-
quirements for housing.
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3, DURABILITY

3.1 DT]RABILITY AS THE TIME DIMENSION OF PERFORI"IANCE

3. 1. 0 Executive Sumnary

Durability is described as denoting the ability of a material, component
or system of a structure Eo resist destruction for a normal period of time,
with normal usage. Durability is the time dimension of performance. In
the housing area, durability is applied to most components of the struc-
ture from the vapor-barrier waterstop beneath the basement floor to the
protective covering on the roof of the structure. Generally, a durability
requirement is stated for the structure as a whole; i.e., the structure
must meet the userts need for a period of say 50 years. More specifically,
the durability of some component or sub-system of the structure is fre-
quently stated in respect to adequate performance for a specified period
of time under normal usage. This is someEimes known to the user as a

"guaranteer'. More often, the guarantee period is the period for which
the seller is willing to be partially or wholly financially responsible
for premature failure, rather than normal deterioration. The guarantee
period is usuaLly only a fraction of the expected useful life of a
material or component. It is made apparent that there can be no single
measure of durability due to Ehe many diversified materials and components
comprising the structure and the various and sundry destructive forces
which result from natural, man-generated and normal or abnormal wear
sources .

In reviewing the durability aspect, a convenient approach is to identify
the userrs needs in terms of the performance of specific building systems
comprising the fabric portion of the structurei i.e., openings, exterior-
interior walls, ceil-ings-floors, roofings, and sealant systems.

Performance requirements for the building systems are currently available
for fabric portions of the structure. In some cases, the requirements
apply to the particular parameter, e.9., weather resistance of the structure.
In other cases the performance requirement often refers to a very specific
material in the system; e.8., load tests for windows, extruded aluminum,
vertical and horizontal slidingrmedium duty.

There is a host of national standards, federal specifications and standards,
and industry test methods and standards designed to evaluate various aspects
of deterioration and durability of materials and systems in the laboratory.
Among these are USA Standards, ASII'I Standards, Federal Specifications,
Federal Standards, and Commercial Standards that apply to wa1ls, windows,
ceiLings, floors, roofs, and sealant materials. In addition, the American
Iron and Steel Institute, the Portland Cement Association, the Porcelain
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Enamel Institute, the Architectural Aluminr:n Manufacturers I Association,
and others, have test methods and application standards for selected
classes of materials. The Canadian Government Specifications Board
has extensive specifications on windows, doorS, and seal-ants.

A review of the above standards and test procedures indicate that,
for the most part, they are of the prescription type. They appear
to rely heavily on stating the nature and composition of a certain
product although frequently they do incorporate some performance
requirements for the prescribed materials. For example, a good
exterior house paint may be described as one having a minimum of
(X)7. of non-volatile vehicle (composition) and, further, a cured
specimen must resisE (X) number of cycles in a weatherometer
(performance). It is important to note that although there is a
performance requirement, it refers only to one specific type of
exterior house paint whose record of durabillty ln service has been
satisfactory. In contragt, to have a true performance standard, one
must be able to describe the requirements, select a test procedure
to measure performance, and establish llmitlng values for the acceptance
or rejection of a material, composite or system regardless of its com-
posit ion.

It is obvious that the durability plays a major role ln performance re-
quirements. since it implies change or lack of it in a material with
time. The amount and type of change which occurs determines whether
or not the userrs needs are met for a normal period of time.

A large effort has been expended by manufacturers of materials, users,
and research organizations ln the developnent of measurement techniques
for evaluating cl-imate-related deterioration of materials and components
of buildings. These efforts have followed at least five avenues:

1. The observation of buildings in use in a real-time scale and
in the existing environment of human activities and climate.

2. The exposure and periodic examlnation of sampLes of mat.erials
or systems on racks in selected climatic zones representative
of rather extreme values of certain weather parameters.

3. The development of accelerated laboratory test procedures in
which materials are exposed to eycllc patterns of conditions
that simulate to a greater or lesser degree the natural weather
cycles of the country.

4. Research to more faithfully reproduce natural weather phenomena
and existing air contaminants in the laboratory weathering
apparatuses used for accelerated weathering tests.

5. Efforts to correlate the observed results from the four tech-
niques described above.
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In general, the efforts up to the present time to correlate the observed
results from accelerated laboratory tests with natural exposure have not
permitted reliable estimates of useful life of building materials and
components to be made. This lack of correlation has been due to several
factors; namely:

1. Inadequate understanding of the physical and chemical processes
of deterioration.

2" Incomplete simulation of natural weather.
3. Incomplete identification of the components of natural weather

that are related to deterioration.
4" An inadequate program of simultaneous field and laboratory work

on identical specimens.

Simulated service testing has been the forte of the Building Research
Division of rhe National Bureau of Standards for many years as a means
to measure performance characteristics for materials of construction.
Although the information developed from the many, many research programs
has proven to be extremely helpful in the advancement of the state-of-
the-art and, in many cases, useful in predicting a materialrs performance,
little of this information has found its way into performance type
specifications. However, this multifarious data will prove extremely
useful in conducting any short-term (6 mo. to 1 year) program whose
objective is the prediction of long-term performance on the basis of
short duration tests. This vast data source together with the expertise
of the technical staff of the Building Research Division provides a
capability for producing performance requirements for specific building
systems with a minimum effort devoted to neh/ research requiring longer
time periods.

3. 1. 1 Rationale

The concept of performance of a building material, component or system
is the ability of the building element to fulfill the important requirements
of the user withouE regard to the materials employed in its construction.
It is apparent Ehat the saEisfaction of Ehe userts oeeds depends not only
on the original- performance characteristics of a building element or
system but al-so on its ability to retain the desirable performance charac-
teristics over a period of time under servlce conditions. Durabil-i
therefore, denotes the ability of a material, component, or system to
resist destruct,ion for a normal period of time with normal usage and taking
into account normal destructive factors and normat maintenance. Since Ehe
destructive forces may be divided into a number of classes, e.9., natural,
man-generated, normal .wear, etc., there i.s no single measure for durability.
Durability may involve resistance Eo \deathering, resisEance Lo wear, r€-
sistance to decay, resistance to freezing and Ehawing, and resistance to
impact. The durability of a structure will be modified by its end use and
its location, which irnrolves ranges of temperature, moisEurg and other
atmospheric factors.
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In enumerating the functionat requirements for residenEial structures,
Blachere [1] has identified four series of requirements, one of which
refers directly to durability. The requlrements areS

1. A house must provide its occupier with a healthy environment,
farrorable to rest, in spite of troubl-esome external factors,
whether natural or otherwise, and also provide him with certain
amenities.

2. The dwelling must offer adequate facilities for fanily life; e.g.
minimum atea, provision of special room for each activity, etc.

3. RequiremenEs in this category are aimed at ensuring that those
of the other series remain satisfied for a reasonable period
of time (this requirement implies good durability).

4, Maintenance shoutd be not only reasonable in cost and time bur
it should be easil-y accompLlshed.

3.L.2 Generalized Perforurance Sta with Resoect to Durabllitv

Frequentty perfornance statements ha're been used to describe, in general
terms, durability in building codes and standards. These can be stated in
various, and sundry ways. By way of paraphrasing, the section on durability
of the Building Standard Regulations of Scotland [2] is quoted in the
following exarple:

"A11 n'.aterials used in the constructlon of a building shall .:,e:

a) of suitable quality and of suitable properties for the purposes
for which they are lntended.

b) sufficiently resistant to deterioration and wear taklng into
account the conditlons to which they will be subjected.

c) properly prepared.

d) so applied, fixed, or other*rise used that those parts of the
building in wtrich they are used attain the standards prescribed
in these regutations:

Provided that nothing in this regulation shaIl prevent the use of a
material which does not compl-y with requirements of this regulation:

a) where the material can achieve a sufficient standard of
durability by added proteetion, lf the material ls given such
proLection as its nature and the conditions to which it will be
subjected, will- require and, where the periodic maintenance and

Innovation ln Buildings, The Second CIB Congress, Cambridge L962;
Elsevier Publishing Co., New York, L962, p 186.
The BuiLding Standard (Scotland) Regulations, Part II, Sect. L2,
Materials and Durability, Her Majestyrs Stationary Office, L963.

l1l

t2l
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renewal of the protective work is necessary and used only in
a position where the protective work will be readily accessible
for inspection, maint,enance and renewal or;

b) where the material itsel-f is readily accessible for inspec-
tion, mainEenance and renewal, and in either case such maint,en-
ance and renewal is reasonably practicable. "

3. 1.3 Svstem P erformanc e Reo uirements with Respect to Durabilitv

Generally there seems to be no need to formulate a durability requirement
for the total residential structure other than say fifty years. However,
the service life of a given building should be related to some degree to
the way in which it is financed. A residential structure financed on
the basis of amortization over thirty years coutd not have a life covering
a shorter period.

Obviously it is not sufficient, to state durability in such general terms
as indicated above. In order to define performance requirements of the
total structure in terms of durability, the permanence of the initial
properties of the mat,erials, composites and subsystems must be measured in
respect to service conditions and etapsed exposure time. The fabric of
the structure alpears to be more susceptible to wear and tear than most
other perts of the structure. Therefore, a convenient approach to measure
durability is to define the functions of the building subsystems which
make up the fabric. Figure 1 is a funct,ion matrix which identifies the
functions of the various elements of the fabric. Durability implies that
the functions should be maintained at a leveI cormlensuraEe with the userrs
needs for the useful life of the building. Senrice conditions may include:

a) Exposure to ext,erior enviromnent; radiation (heat, light, ultra-
violet, etc.), temperature change, moisture (rain, snow, vapor,
dew, etc.), air pollutants, wind.
Operation in a conventional manner for which it was designed.
(Opening and closing of windows and doors, etc.).
Subjection to anticipated abuses.
Suscept.ibility to premature failure when one of the protective
subsystems fails to perform its intended function.

b)

3.t.4 Initial Costs versus Maintenance-Replacement Costs

Durability impLies that the required performance characteristics be retained
by a material, composite and system for a specified time. There are three
approaches to evaluating whether or not the material or system wiLl retain
this desired performance for Lhe required time span. the three approaches
involve:

c)
d)
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a) Determining that the material will retain the desired perfonnance
for the life of the structure.

b) Determining that the maEerial will retain Jesired performance for
the required time span, provided that a program of periodic main-
tenance and repair can be assured.

c) Determining that the desired perfornance can be retained for the
required span by periodic replacement of a material, component or
sys tem.

The annual expenditures for the rgaintenance of residential structures amounted
to over $5 billion during 1965. The cost of replacement, of failed materials
and systems during the same period was approximately $1.7 billion. These
substantial sums reflect the dilenrna of an administrator in making a judgment
regarding initial cost versus maintenance costs versus periodic replacement
costs. Unfortunatety, initial cost is frequently the major consideration
because there is little or no feedback beEween the ultimate consumer and
the contractor and manufacturer. In some cases it may well be the more
economical alternative to purchase a rhraintenance free" item at a high initial
cost rather than to select a less expensive one which will require frequent
and costly attention. In oEher cases a periodic maintenance program developed
to extend Ehe useful service life of an initiall-y inexpensive item unEil
replacement in kind is required may produce Ehe better payoff to Ehe consumer.
It should be stressed, however, that there is no reason, other than safety,
to use material-s or systems which w1L1 last substantially longer than the
structure for which the1, p2a" intended.

In any attempt to determine Ehe cost-utility of the selected alEernative,
the additional costs for the use of initial cost monies over the life span
of the mortgage must be Eaken into account. This factor wiLl reduce the
apparent gap which exists between first costs and maint,enance-replacement
cos ts .

3.1.5 Durabilitv of Fabric Sy8 tems

3.1.5.1 Ex er r-Interior Wal1s

3.1.5.1.1 Rat,ionale for Performance Requirements of Wall Svstems

Wal1 systems, along with floors and roofs, are the three most impor-
tant system elements in a building. The external walls provide for
many of the fundaurental requirements of Ehe user of a residential
dwelling. The internal walls, while serving a somewhat lesser
function than the external waI1s, stilt provide for several important
user requirements.
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The principal functions of the external waLls are:

a) to provide a barrier between the dwelling occupants and
the elements of weather,

b) to serve as a thermal lneulator,

c) to provide visual and acoustical privacy, and

d) to exclude entry lnto the structure of unwanted ani-mals,
objecEs, sotrnds, light, etc.

In some cases a primary function of an external wall is to provide
structural support to the roof.

The principal functions of the internal waI1s are:

a) to divide the living space into conveniert compartments,

b) to provide visual and acoustlcal privacy, and

c) to serve as barriers to flres, nolses, odors, pests, etc.

There are many materials available today that, when properly assembled,
can provide one or more of these functional requirements. IdealIy,
one material should fulfill all requirements of a system, but the state
of the art has not as yet reached this stage, so we have to start with
what is available. Thus, vre start by nmlng a particular maLerlal to
be a component of a system, and when we do this the system often loses
most of lts freedom; e.g., other materials and perhaps technlques become
rrlockedrr into the system simply because they are compatible with the
original material.

The alternative to designing a building on the basls of known materials
is to develop a set of cmprehenslve performance requlrements. When
we have developed such requtremente and the means Lo measure them, we
will have gone a long way t,oward openlng up the opportunity for innova-
tlons and oomoetitive materlale.
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3.1,5 .L.2 Generalized Performance Reouiremen t Statements for Wall Svstems

A. External Wa11s

An external wal1 system should effectively exclude the undesirable
elements of outside weather from reaching the inside of the structure.
Specifically, the system should prevent the penetration of rain, hai1,
snow, sleet, wind, and lightning. In addition, it should serve as a
thermal barrier--confining the fuel-generated heat within the building
during cold weather and excluding solar-generated heat during wann
weather.

The waI1 should provide visual and acoustical privacy to the occupants;
€.9", a person on the outside of the building should not be able to
discern distinct images through the wal1 without the consent of the
occupant, nor should the outsider be able to audit normal human vocal
couu;nunications within the structure. This is not to say that the
occupant should not have the capability to relinquish at his discretion
some of his privacy, for example, through openings, such as picture
windows. In addition to furnishing acoustical privacy, t,he sound
transmission character of the wall should be such as to exclude noraal
street noises and to diminish to an acceptable level high-intensity
sounds, such as emanate from jet aircraft.

An external wall system should serve as an impenetrable barrier to
insects, rodents and other forms of animal life; also, it should provide
security against the unauthorized enEry of human beings. It should
effectively exclude dust, soot, air-pollution particulates, and wind-
blown objects. Furthermore, it, should be opaque to visible light, or
should be capable of being made so at the wish of the occupant.

The external wal1 system should be reasonably resistant to impact damage,
should be fire-resistant, and should have an acceptable leve1 of
aesthetic appeal.

B. Internal lJalls

Internal wall systems should effectively separate the spaces in a
dwelling into compartments compatible with the wishes of the potential
occupants. The wa1ls should proride both visual and acoustical
privacy and should be capable of accepting decorative finishes,
accessories, and ornaments. The walIs should serve as barriers to fires,
odors, insects, rodents, and intruders.
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3.I.5.1.3 Additional Speclfic Requirements of WaLl Svstens

In addition to the generalized performance requirements of waI1 systems,
there are speciflc requirenents related to the current stat,e of the art.
Some of these are:

a) Walls should resist impact dmage when struck by objects,

b) Walls should not deterlorate to the detriment of their
functions when subjected to the elements of weather, to
solar radiation, to air pollutants, etc.,

c) WalLs should resist damage durlng normal maintenance
procedures, and when subjected to accidental or deliberate
abusive treaEment, and

d) Wa1ls should be structurally adequate to support closure
devices assoclated with openings in the waI1s.

3.1.5.1.4 s f Durabili Perfor:nance st Procedures for
erlor tor

a) @.* (Source: MS-FIIA)

A visual cornparison is made of speclmens exposed for 1100 hours in a
carbon arc Weatherometer with a cycle of 3-mlnute tap water spray and
17 minutes dry.

b) Washability.** (Source: MS-EHA)

Specimens are soiled wlth a standard solllng medium, waehed mechanically,
then evaluated instrumentally for changes ln gloss and reflectance.

c) Impact Resistance.** (Source NBS-FIIA)

A steel ball ls dropped, under controlled conditions, onto the surface
of a specimen of the test material. Damage to the specimen is noted
as a dent, deformation, cracke, puncture, or splinters. The lmpact
resistance of the material ie claselfied into one of three categories.

d) Resistance to Solar Radlation.* (Source NBS-FHA)

Specimens are exposed dry ln a Xenon arc Weatherometer for a speclfled
length of time, then evaluated for changes in gloss, color, and wash-
abil ity.

* Applied to Exterior walls

** Applied to Both Exterior and fnterior Wal1s
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e) Abrasion Resistance.**

1" (Source: ASTM D-968). A stream of sand of specified particle size
falls from a fixed height onto a test surface. The measure of abrasion
resistance is the time required to abrade through Ehe coating.

2. (Source: ASTM D-658 and Federal Test Method Standard No" 141a). Both
of these are air blast abrasion tests in which the abrasive under
pressure impinges on the test surface. The end point is the time required
to abrade through the coating.

3. (Source: ASTM C-448). Specimens are abraded with a mixture of
abrasive particles and small steel balIs, then measured for loss of gloss
to determine surface abrasion resistance or loss of weight to determine
sub surface abrasion resistance.

f) Flexibilitv JJ (Sources: NBS-FIIA and Federal Test Method Standard
No" L4la, Method 6222)

Specimens of coating films are bent over L/4- and l/8-inch cylindrical
mandrels to determine the smaller of the two diameters that the coating
can be bent without cracking..

B ) Resistance to Freezing or Low Tenperature Darnage.:k

1" Concrete (Sources: ASTM C-290, C-291) Concrete specimens are subjected
to controlled conditions of freezing and thawing, then evaluated with
respect to their resistances to cracking and spa1ling.

2. Plastics (Source: ASTM D-746) The resistance of plastics to impact
damage at low temperatures is tested.

3. Organic Coatings (Source: ASTM D-1211) T[ris is a test of the resist-
ance to cracking of nitrocellulose lacquer films on wood when exposed
to temperature changes.

h) Humidity Resistance.** (Sources: Standards for Painted Aluminum
Sheet, No. 10, The Aluminr.rur Assoc., and
ASTM D-714)

Specimens are exposed for 1000 hours at 100% relative humidity.
material is rated according to the number and size of blisters
form.

The
that
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3.1.5.2 Windows - Doors
3.1.5.2"1 Rationale for Performance Requirements

A) Openings: Windows

Windows, as structural elements of a building, serve certain fr:nctions
which are unique and at the same tlme share other ftrncEions with the
exterior walls of the structure. In the first category we find
provision for the admiseion of light and arrangements for ventilation,
whereas the shared functions include protection of the lnterior frou
the weather while serving specifically as a barrter to heat, coId,
moisture, sound, rodents and insects" Additionally, both windows and
exterior walls may contribute to the esthetic appeal of the building;
certainly they should not detract from it.

Traditionally, the transparent portion of a window hae been glass and
the supporting or franing members made of wood or steel. Recent
developments in the plastlcs fleld suggest the possiblity of utilizng
such products as the acryllcs and polycarbonates as well as glass.
Similarly, aluminum is already a strong entrant in the area once dominated
by wood and steel. Other possibllities readily come to mind: light,
strong, corrosion-resistant tltaniuo, for lnstance, or certain al1oys
which have been used successfully ln other areas of construction.

From the foregoing it is apparent that various options are available
to designers and builders and that these options can be exercised either
in terms of currently known materials or by setting forth performance
requirements appropriate to the function served. The ftrst approach
is subject to criticism on the grounds that poor judgment, bias, and
lack of knowledge can all contribute to the use of ill-suited materials.
The performance requirement approach on the other hand is subject to
none of these llmitations while at the same time it envlsions the
introduction of materials and solutions not yet developed.

In brief surrtrary, the performance requirement technique ls one that
admits all currently available satlsfactory solutlons to window problems;
it does not exclude innovations that may be even better; and it seems
especially well adapted for coneLderatlon in a large scale construction
Program.

B) Openings: Doors

The logic that governs the performance requirement approach to Lhe
window openings problem is equally valld wlth respect to door openings.

Door materials incLude softwoods, hardwood veneers, and various metals
such as lead and steel. The steel may be coated typically wlth paint
or with other metals lncluding terne plate, tin, and zinc. Varlous
types of construction are also avallable including the panel door and
the flush door; furthermore the installation may contemplate a awinglng
door or one that slldes horizontally.
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The important consideration, however, is that a door must serve its
function properly regardless of the materials used in its construction.
These functions can be identified to include protection from the
weather, providing access between spaces, insuring privacy and security,
and serving as a barrier to fire and rodents, for example. A11 of
these functions and others can be described in terms of performance
requirements" Once these are established, specifications for door
openings can be drafted that are free from the limitations of materials
requirements and enjoy the same positive advantages previously cited
for window openings.

3.1.5.2.2 Ger.eta]-ized Perfsrmanee Requirement Statemeats on Windows and
Doors

The complellffictional characteristics of windows, of necessity, lead
to a complex performance requirement statement. For example, the
functions of the window include air and light transmission, contrasting
with the functions of the window as weather barrier, thermal barrier,
sound barrier, and insect barrier

1) The light transmission characterisEics of windows should not change
under the influence of solar radiation or other elements of the weather,
or under the abrasive Lreatment used in routine maintenance operations.

2) Windows should
influence of both
humidity ehanges.
a barrier for the
also to be opened

maintain their dimensional stability r:nder the
ouEdoor weather conditions and indoor temperature and
Dimensional stability enables the window to act as

elements of weather, sound, heat, and insects, and
and closed for the control of air transmission.

3) The window should be impact resistant to perform its functions.
Impact-resistant windows imply an added safety feature.

4) The window should have fire- and explosion-resistant performance
characteristics to serve its function as a barrier to a potentially
dangerous fire.

5) The window system has also performance requirements of a decorative
nature; the maintenance of controllable privacy, the esthetic value to
the total building system, and the psychological cormrunication between
indoors and outdoors.

Doors, as hrindows, also require a complex performance statement
because their functional characteristics are contradictory. Consider
thaE the door serves as weather barrier, thermal barrier, sound barrier,
fire barriei, insect and rodenE barrier, and aid to securityl it also
functions as the access between units of the building system and between
the indoors and outdoors.
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1) Doors should maintain their dimensional stability when exposed
to the weather elements, indoor temperature and hurnidity changes, and
physical abuse from the occupants of the building.

2) As the door serves as an access where many physical forces are
used, mechanical stability and impact resistance are essential.

3) The door should have fire- and explosion-resistant perfor-rance
charact.eristics to function as a fire barrier.

4) The door should have also as performance requlrements the maintenance
of controlled privacy, and access, securlty, and esthetic values in
relation Eo the coarplete building system.

3,L.5.2.3 Additional Specific Requirements

A) Openings: Windows

A survey of specifications and standards for windows and doors shows
a strongly intrenched practice of specifying the material, design,
dimensions, method of nailing (for wood units), and other character-
istics in considerable detail. Performance requirements are the
exception rather than the rule; those in current use are listed below
by source.

American Societv for Test ing and Materials

ASTM E 283-657

ASTM E 330-677

Rate of Air Leakage Through Windows, Test for

SEructural Strength of Closed Windows Under the
Influence of Wind Loads, Test for

ASTM E 331-677 Water Resistance of Windows by Uniform Static Air
Pressure Differential, Test for

ASTM E 163-65 Fire Tests of Window Assemblies

B) Openings: Doors

American Society for Testlng and Materials

ASTM E L52-66 Fire Tests of Door Assemblies

Federal Specifications

Fed. Spec. LLL-D-581b,
Doors, Wood, (Exterior and InLerior) , 4.4.1 Racking Resistance

Fed. Spec. LLL-D-581b,
Doors, Wood, (Exterior and Interior), 4.4.3
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U.S. Department of Conrnerce
Couunercial Standards

Cormr. Std. CS 171-58,
Hardwood Veneered Doors, 5.1

Conrn. Std. CS 171-58,
Hardwood Veneered Doors , 5.2

Cold Soak Test for Type II Doors

Waterproof Bond Test for Type
I Doors

Comm. Std. CS 262-63, Water-
Repellent Preservative Non-Pressure
Treatment for Millwork, 5.2.1

Toxicity Test

Conm. Std. CS 262-63, Water-
Repellent Preservative Non-Pressure
TreaEment for I"Ii1lwork, 5.2.2

Water Repellency Test

American Standards Association

ASA Z 2.4.L9 - L957

(now US$I)

Laboratory I'leasureirent of Air-Borne Sound
Transmission Loss of Building Floors and Walls

National Fire Protection Association

NEPA No. 252 Standard l"lethods of Fire Tests of Door Assemblies.

Underwriter I s Laboratories Inc.

UL Std. 10(b) - Fire TesEs of Door Assemblies
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3.L.5.2.4 Abstract of Pertinent Performance Requirements from
Published Material

A) Openings Windows

Review of published standards for wlndows and doors including specifically
Federal Specifications, Coumercial Standards, and those of the Canadian
Govern:nent Specifications Board reveals that only the Iatter have made
any significant effort to include performance requirements. Even so the
performance requirements outlined are specifically applicable to the
particular material specified. Separate specifications have been issued
for each of the four types of materlals contemplated, viz", extruded
vinyl, wood, aluminum, and steel.

The following abstracts are from the Canadian Governnent (CGSB)

Standards:

4t-cP- 19 Rigid Vinyl Extrusions for Windows and Doors

Shrinkage - When tested at 180oF for 30 minutes
the linear shrinkage shal1 not exceed 3.0 percent

Extrusion Quality - When tested by acetone immersion
for 20 minutes the loss in weight shall not exceed
1.0 percent.

6 3-cP- 1 tJindows; Ahmrinum, Vertical and Horizontal Sliding,
Heavy Duty

Horizontal Load Test - When a concentrated load
of 40 pounds is applied at the center of the span
there sha11 not be a horizontal deflectlon of
more than 0.145 inch for vertlcal sliding windows
or more than 0.100 inch for horizontal sliding
windows.

Vertical Load Test - A 40 pound load acting vertically
shall not cause a vertical deflection of more than
0 .06 5 inch .

Air Infiltration - Requirements are establlshed under
which air leakage must not exceed Llz cu ft/min/ft
of crack length with sash in closed position and
locked. Applles to vertical sliding, horizontaL
sliding and double windows with outer sash open.
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63-GP-2a Windows: Extruded Aluminr:m, Vertical and Horlzontal
Sliding, Medir:m Duty

toad Tests

Perpendicular Load Test - For vertical slidi ng
windows a concentrated load of 30 pounds acting
perpendicular to plane of sash shall not. cause
deflection exceedirrg 0.220 inch. Sane for hor-
izontal slidlng windows except maxirnum deflection
is 0.145 inch.

Paralle1 Load Test - For vertical sllding windows
a concentrated load of 30 pounds acting paralle1
to the plane of the sash shall not cause a deflection
of more than 0.100 inch. Same for horizontal
sliding windows except deflection limit is 0.145
inch.

Air Infiltration - Test sErme as A^STM E 283 with
pressure dlfference across window of L.567
pounds per square foot. For vertical sliding
windows maximum leakage is 1/2 cu. ft/min/ft.
maximum for horizontal sliding windows.

Water Resistance Test - A water spray system is
described which is maintained for 15 min. No water
is permitted on interior face of window, none shal1
pass into space between sill and frasle, and any that
appears elsewhere shal1 drain to the exterior.

Thermal Break Test - A temperature difference no
greater than 14"F is permitted when test is con-
ducted as described. Test involves sealing window
unit with one face exposed to low Lemperature and
other at normal room temperature. Air movement is
provided. Cold and warm side tenperatures are
measured with thermostats

Resistance to Blow-out - A sealed window unit.is
@ pressure of 30.4 Lb/ftz,
equivalent to 110 mph for one mlnute. Glazing is
requlred to remain firmly in p1ace.

Enaneled Finish - Tests for effect of h igh hr:midity,
effect of accelerated weathering, effect of salt
fog, and adhesion are established in terms of methods
described ln CGSB l-GP-71.

Same
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63-GP-3a

63-cP-4

Windows: Extruded Ah.uninun, Vertical and Horizontal
Sliding, Standard Duty

See requirements for 63-GP-2a.

Windows: Sashless, Horizontal Sliding

B)

Air Infillg4lion - A maximum air leakage ot 3/4
fficrack length is permitied with inner
panels closed and locked" A static air pressure
equivalent to wind velocity of 25 mph is applied in
accordance with Technical Note No, 375 published by
the Division of Buildlng Research, National Research
Council, Ottawa, Canada.

63-cP-5 Windows; SLeel, Vertical and Horizontal Sliding,
Standard Duty

Air Infiltration

Load Tests

Tests of E\ramel Coat,ings

See abstracts of 63-GP-2a which are similar.

63-GP-8 - Windows: Extruded Ah:minr:m, Projected, Medir:m Duty

Enaneled Finish

Load Tests

Air Infiltration Test

Water Resistance Test

Thermal Break Test

Resistance to Blow-Out

These are generally simllar to those in 63-GP-2a, which see.

Openings: Doors

82-cP- 1 Doors; GIassr Aluminrrm Fra:ne, Sliding, Standard
Duty (1)
and

Doors; Glass, Aluminum Frane, Sliding, Mediurn
Duty (2)

82-cP-2
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Load Tests - A load of 20 pounds acting horizontally
and parallel to the plane of the door shall not cause
a horizontal deflection of more than 0.200 inch for (1)
above or more than 0.100 inch for (2) above"

The sane load applied horizontally and perpendicular
to the plane of the door sha1l not cause a horizontal
deflection of more than 0"200 inch for (1) above or
more than 0.150 inch for (2) above.

The sarne load acting perpendicular to the plane of
t,he door and applied to the muntin bar shall not cause
a horizontal deflection of more than 0.200 inch in
either (1) or (2) above.

Air Infiltration - The door is subjected to a stati.c
air pressure eguivalent to the pressure exerted by a
25 mph wind. Maximum permitted air filtration for
(1) is 0.75 cu. ftlmin for (1) and 0.50 cu. ft/min for
(2) 

"

Tests of Enaslel Coatings - Tests are described in terms
of CGSB Standard 1-GP-71. Accelerated aging is covered
by Method L22"2, followed by a tape test to determine
adhesion. A salt fog test is conducted t,o determine
corrosion resistance. Requirements are identical for
(1) and (2).

82 -GP- 3 Doors: Aluminr.m, Combination Storm and Screen

Load Tests - Pe rpendicular and parallel load tests
(see 82-GP-1) are described. Maximurn deflections per-
mitted are respectively, 0.150 inch and 0.050 inch.

Cycling Test - The door is mounted in a rigid wood
frarne and is then opened and closed continuously by
means of a pner:rnatic ran for 2251000 cycles. A
closing time of not more than 25 percent from the initial
closing tirne is permitted. No evidence of failure or
malfunction of hardware is tolerated.

Closing Force Test - A force meter is used on the door
mounted as above. I,linimr:m required closing force is
3-314 pounds.

Tests of Enamel CoaEings - Tests for effect of h igh
hurnidity, accelerated weathering, salt fog and
adhesion are cotrducted in accordance with methods
described in CGSB 1-GP-71.
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3.1.5.3 Ceilings - Ftoors

3.1.5.3.1 Rationale for Performance Requirements

The primary functiorsof the floor/ceiling system, (one of the
horizontal elements of a dwel1lng)are thc6e of space definition or
i,sol4tion of the whole enclosure lnto small unlts, and provision of alevel support surface.
The floor/ceiling system also may e.ncompass the following broad
range of functions:

1. Structural function

a) Envirorunental loads; such as thermal - The heat flow reslstance
of the floor/ceillng construction with flooring ls mainly of
economic interest because it determines the heat requiremenE of
the rooms insofar as the floor/ce11ing partition divide rooms which
may be at differenE temperaturee. The foot warmth, which has a
unique health significance, is also of concern"

and distress as

c) I'lechanical and service loads; - as a carrler of electrical heat
and comunication distributlon systems and other flxed servLce
equipment.

d) Esthetic loads; - as a carrier of acoustical control, decorative
and decorative-functlonal surfaces.

e) Man-made loads;
people).

- occupancy (i.e. furnishing, appliance and

2. Space conditioning function

a) Temperature, hr:uridity, ventllation

b) Acoustics, as floor/ceillng constructlon features useful controll-
ing of impact nolse, also ltmlts the transoission of airborne noise.

c) Lighting, color

3. Traffic bearing function

a) Protection of floor/ceillng (i.e. itself) from such destructive
agencies as traffic or effluenEs.

b) Better appearance

c) Increased comfort and safety - These three functions arg not
given equal welght in decldtng the floor/celllng for any particular
use; in some circumstances the first may be the most important,
whereas in othere the second or thlrd may be required in greatest
measure.

b) Building systems loadsi strengthrstiffness, flatness
the determinant of the overall structural system.
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The floor/ceiling system has been used by man since his dwellings
hane developed more than one story" In recent years attempts to
deEermine the level of performance of the many component parts
that make up the floor/ceiling system with respect to user needs,
durability and malntainability have been consldered and in some
cases established. All-encompassing ceiling assemblies, i.e.
the fully integrated systems that comblne the functions of acoustical
control, fire protection, air distribution, and lighting in a
simplified assemble must be rated against the performance of the
whole floor/celIing with respect to the performance and cost.

3.1.5.3.2 GeneraLized Performance Requirement Statements of Floor/
Ceiling Svst,ems

Floor coverings

a) Wear - Floors receive an estimated 90% more wear than any other
part of the dwelling. They are subjected to severe abrasion from
foot traffic. Concentrated loads or stationary and moving casters
or furniture feet may cause pits or depressions. It is sometime
necessary to remove stains or surfaee blemishes by abusively abrading
the floor.

b) Heat and sunlight - Floors are exposed to relativeLy high heat
either from introducing heat into space, i.e. ducts, hot water pipes
etc., or from damaging effects of sunlight Ehrough windows.

c) Moisture - Excessive moisture is found i-n some floors which ae mqped
frequently, particularly around plr-rurbing fixtures, Moisture causes the
fading, rotting, staining or dissolving or macerials. The proper
bonding of certain types of floors to the substructure is difficult
under moist conditions. Necessary sanitation may be impaired by
the presence of excessive moisEure.

d) Chemical (household ) - Accidents frequently happen in which there
is a spillage on floors. The use of disinfecEants and cleaning
solutions often proves damaging.

2. Structural floor

a) Provide strength

b) provide rigidity

1

c) provide support for carrying systems and other fixed service
equipment

d) provide surface for attachment of coverings (i.e. floor coverings
on top and acoustic, decorativg, and environrnental subsystems on
bottom.
e) Flatness: the structural floor should provide a level surface suit-
able.for pedestrian traffic and rolllng anil sl-iding of objects of furni-
ture on the top and for attaching ceillng eLements on the underside.
fhe tgp gurfggb of the qtructural floor frust provide a finish suitablefor plbcing floor covering.
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3. Ceiling
No live load need be assumed for ceiLing elements. The ceiLing sur-

face is the underside of a floor element, or roof element; therefore,
itiSsubjecttotherequirements(performance)ofthesystemof
which it is a comPonent, such as:

1) acoustic ProPerties,
2) fire retardance and flane spread
3) thermal ProPerttes.

The ceiling itself should not deflect (stabillty); should ha'ue good gloss

retention and resistance to color change, and be resistant to fungi growth.

3.1 . 5.3. 3 AddiElonal Perfo rmance Reouiremen ts for C ent,lv Used or
Known Sotutions

As a result of an extended technical study developed under the FHA
Technicat Studies Program a gulde to rrlmpact Noise Control in I'lulti-
family Druellingstt was prepared. Thts gulde presents three practical ways
to control impact noise ln floor/ceiling systems by:

1. Providing a curve of recormended maximun impact sound pressure leve1
for floor/ceiling constructions.

2. Showing a cotlection of impact performance eurves characteristic of
typical U.S. floor/ceiling construction.

3. Suggesting through architectural sketches means of proving good
construction from impact noise standpoint and precautions to be taken.

3.1.5.3.4 ?rade-offs - Operatioa costs, etc.

According to I'Factoryr', roughly 1 out of 10 industrial employees is
engaged in a maintenance function. Of these about 7 lo 32% - depending
on the industry - are involved in cleaning and sanitation activities.
Industryrs annual mainEenance bill is over $20-bi111on, 40% of which
goes for floor care. While this appears bbe ahigh price to pay for
clean-up work, and is based on industrial buildings, not dwellings,
statistics show that the depreciaLion of property and increased hazards
resulting from poor housekeeping practices cause losses many Eines
greater.

Floor maintenance requires more consideration and effort than other
types of maintenance. The constant attrition due to traffic (frequently
more noticeable when some portions of the floor are used more than other
portions) and the transfer of dirt from shoes and gravltational deposits
of soil are factors which increased the maintenance problem. Floors
accounf for about 40% of the overall building operations cost. For this
reason, proper selection and maintenance of floor coverlngs is one of
the most important aspects of good building operation.

An unappropriate choice inevltably mars total appearance and substantially
increases maintenance costs. I'laintenance must be protective or preventive,
rather than curative.
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At entranceways, coflrmon access halls and areas of high water and
reagent spillage (bathrooms, laundries and kitchens), a ftoor surface
of high wear and impact resistance, high resistance to water and
reagent spiIlage, without the need of sealers, frequent dressing of
top coatings, stripping and buffing (i.e., low maintenance) would be
desirable, but at the tradeoff of the following:

High initial cost;
High impact noise;
Loss of comfort value (both thermal- and resiliency)"

It is aLso pointed out that a single leve1 of perforurance might well
be satisfact,ory throughout a dwelLing, but that different uses of the
living areas demand different durability levels. Entraneeways,
corridors, kitchens and bathrooms, charact.etLzed by the amount and
type of usage, require highLy durable fLoors, whereas living rooms and
bedrooms need only moderate levels of durability with respect to
performance.

1)
2)
3)
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3.1.5.3.5 Test Procedures

The tests for performance properties of floor-ceiling systemg
are listed in the attached Table I. The abstractlng of the
methods are listed below and referenced by Table I.

3.1.5 .3.5.1 Abrasion Resistance

A laboratory test of abrasion reslstance nny be of value for
measuring relative differences of abrasion resistance between
systems. The degree of correlation of the laboratory test
wlth actual service exposures is questionable. All of the
lndicated methods listed below (only a few of the many) have
doubtful reproducibility with Bome types of floor syatems,
and have seldom been used on ceiling materlals.

a) t"tethod of Test for Abraslon Resistance (Taber Abrader),
6192 Federal Test Method Standard 14la.

b) Method of Test for A,braalon Reslstance of Palnt
Products ..... by the falling sand nethod (ASfi.I
D 958-5l-) .

c) Method of Test for Abraslon Resistance (Jet Abrader),
6193 Federal Test Method Standard 14la.

d) Method of Test for Abrasion Resistance of Coatings
with the Air Blast Abrasion Tester (ASI1{ D 658-44).

3.1.5.3.5.2 Acoustics

The controL of notse, impact and air transmitted in dwelling
units is in the interest of the occupants and owners. Privacy
and peace of mind are much enhanced for the occupantc. A higher
percentage of steady occupancy and better return on Lnveatments
are promdted for the ownere. Methode of evaluatlon are well
spelled out:

a) Impact Noise Control in Multifamily Dwelllngs, FIIA No.
750 (updated with report IIUD Technical Study 24).

3.L.5.3.5.3 Adhesion

No method availabLe coverlng both chemlcal and iltechanlcal bondlng
over or under different substrates -for both floors and celllng.
There are a few methode of teets covering a few syetems:
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a) Adhesion to fabric, 72Ll Fed. Test Method Standard 501a.

b) Keying Eest, 722L Fed. Test Method Standard 501.4.

c) Acoustical tile adhesive, Fed. Specification

3.1.5.3.5.4 Coefficient of Frictlon

A method for measuring the relative degree of sllp of smooth
surface flooring systems versus textile flooring should be
established. Here again the degree of correl-atlon of the
laboratory tests llsted below with actual servlce expertence
le questionable.

a) Method of Test for Static Coefficient of Frictlon of
Waxed Floor Surfaces (ASIU D 2047-64).

b) Method of Test for Measuring Surface Frlctlon Properttes
Uslng the British Portable Tester (ASII{ E 303-66T).

3.1.5.3.5.5 Color Change - Gloss Retention

Specific colors may be controlled by visual comparison of
panels of test systems. Other methods are well deftned and
need only be worked out to specific systems.

a) Method for Visual Evaluation of Color Differences of
Opaque MateriaLs, (AST1"I D 1729-60T).

b)

c)

d)

Resistance to.Light, 5411 Fed. Test Method Standard 501a.

CoLorfastness to Light, 542L, Fed. Test Method Standard 501a.

Specular Gloss, 74LL Fed. Test l,lethod Standard 501a.

3. 1.5. g. S. O ress ResiLi

Method of tests and performance requirements for most Byetems are
well establi'dhed. A relation between resil-l'ency and human comfort
ln numbers is needed.

a) IndentaE.ion, sphericaL foot, 3211 Fed. Teet -tlethod Std. 50ia.

b) Indentation, f1at foot, 322L tr'ed. Test Method Std. 501a.

c) Indentation, residuaL, 323L Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

d) Recovery from indentatlon, 324L Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.
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3.1.5.3.5.7 Fire Retardancy

The flre retardan cy proPerties of the complete system or comPonent
parts can be determined according to the following methods:

a) Method of Test for Fire Retardancy of Paints
(ASI1"I D 1360-58) .

b) Fire resistance, 64LL Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

3. 1.5.3.5. 8 Flasre Spread

The flame spread properties of the complete system, tested on
both combustible and noncombustible substraEe can be determlned
by:

a) Method of Test for Surface Burning Charactertstice
for Building Materials ASTM E 84-61.

b) Flame Spread Index, 642L Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

3.1.5.3.5.9 Funsi Resistance

The effect of fungi on plastics can be determined by test method
llsted beLow, modification of procedure can be established to
evaluate other materials.

a) Method of Test for Determing Resistance of Plastlce
to F\rngi (ASTM D L924-63).

3.1.5.3.5.10 Inunersion S tain and Chemical Resistance

Performance test procedures for resistance under immersion con-
dltions, to the action of various liquids and effects of chemicale
and staining agents are well defined.

a) Method of Test for the Effect of Household Chemicals
on Clear and Pigmented Organic Finishes (ASIlyl D 1308-57).

b) Test Method for Immersion Resistance, 6011 Fed. Test
Method Std. 141a.

c) Resist.r,"" to'Acids, A1ka1ies, and Organlc lfaterials,
9311 Fed. Test Method Std. 501a-.

d) Resistance to Detergents, 9341 fed. Test l{ethod Std. 501a.

e) ttethod of Test for Water Absorption of Plaetics (ASTM D 570).
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3. 1.5.3.5.11 Impact

As applied to substrate the resistance to cracking, chlpplng,
etc. when subjected to impact is well defined.

a) Test Method for Impact FLexibll"ity, 6226, Fed.
Test Method Std. 14la.

b) Impact, 3311, Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

3.1.5.3.5.L2 Scratch Resistance

Improvement of test methods need to ensure bet,ter conelstency
of result, otherwise procedures are well defined.

a) Scratch resistance, 77LL, Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

3.1.5.3.5.13 Shrinkage, Stabilitv

Wlth little effort, time and patience the change in conslstency
and related properties may be determined and the measure of
the degree of such behavior would be significant,.

a) Method of Test for Package Stability of Latex Palnt
(ASTr'{ D 1849-63) .

b) Dimensional Stabil-ity, 6311 Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

c) Accelerated Aging Tests, 5001 Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

d) Alr-Heat Test, 5111 Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

e) Oxygen Pressure Test, 5211 Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.

f) .Artificial Weathering for Paint, Varnish, etc. (ASl:l{ D 822).

3.1-.5.3.5.14 Thermal Conductivity

The ability of floor/ceiLing system to t,ransfer heat or lneulate
can be measured.

a) Thermal Tests, General, 6O0L Fed. Test Method Std. 501a.
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3.1 .5.4 Roofing

3"1.5.4.1 Rationale

The function of a roofing system is to protect a structure, its
occupants and contents from the weather both initially and after
long periods of exposure. Therefore, in addition to possessing
essential performing characterisEics, the materials comprising the
system must be durable. A11 roofing systems, per se, deteriorate
on exposure to the elements, the rate of deterioration being
determined largely by the properties of the materials in the system
and the conditions of exposure. Further, in considering durability
of the roofing systemrboth natural (haiI, falling tree 1imbs, etc.)
and man-made (foot traffic, missil-eq etc.), abuses and test methods
simulating these abuses should be invesLigated.

The durability of a roofing system, unlike some other major systems,
e.g. electrical, plumbing, etc", ls not always coErmensurate vrith
that of the structure which it protects. This siEuation is permitted
largely by two factors; one of which is the economics of roofing;
i.e"rrciofing materials are inexpensive;and the other is the fact
that repair, maintenance and replacements of a roofing system are
relatively easy due to its accessibility.

3.L,5.4.2 Performance Characteristics

a) Weather Resistance -- to withstand, without adverse effects on
roof system performance, exposure to the weather within the climatic
range anticipated"

b) Water Resistance -- Eo prevent the penetration of water from out-
side, either by transfer through the material or by leakage and
wind-driven rain

c) Wind Resistance -- to withstand anticipated wind loads without
removal or other adverse effects.

d) Fire Resistance -- to provide resistance against flame spread and
combustibility for the life of the roofing.

e) Impact-Puncture Resistance -- to withstand abuse from anticipated
fooE traffic and falling objects, such as hailstones, tree 1imbs,
etc .

J
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f) Slippage Resistance (roofing) -- to prevent interply slippage of
multiple-ply sheet materials, and slippage between substrate and
covering for the specific slope.

c) Ruplure Resistance -- to withstand without rupture, at the lowest
temperature of the climatic range anElcipated, repeated bending
caused by stresses imposed during service, e.8", vibration,
structural or thermal movement 

"

h) Abrasion Resistance -- to withstand anticipated wearing away from
wind-blown elements.

i) Thermal-Movement Resistance (roofing; insulation; deck) -- to
the desired per-minimize components which could adversely affect

formance of any portion of the system"

j) Thermal-Shock Resistance -- to withstand rapid and repeated tem-
perature fluct.uations, such as may be encountered during 24-hour
cycles, so that the integrity of the system is not adversely
affected 

"

k) Resistance to Water-Vapor Transfer -- to prevent such penetration
of water vapor, from either outside or inside, as would result in
condensation, decrease in insulation efficiency, and adverse effects
(differential movement, deflection, rot) on other system components.

1) Fungus-Attack Resistance -- to prevent, during service life of the
system, any appreciable reduction in performance or appearance
resulting from decay.

3.L,5.4,3 Test Procedures

a) Weather Resistance -- No s ingle test method is available to measure
weather resistance of roofing systems. At best, the results of a
selected combination of tests may be used to indicate durability
in weather. Obviously an accelerated testing procedure is required
which will predict long-Eerm performance on the basis of a short-
term test. The critical question asked by a prospective user of
accelerated weathering test is: For a roofing material where I have
only accelerated test datarwhat leve1 of confidence can I have
that these data w111 reflect long-term ouEdoor test results? To
be relevant to the users needs, the data must provide a clear
answer to the question even if some assumptions must be made in
projecting the data.

.#
t

't
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b) Water Resistance -- Absorption by hygroscopic roof covering
materials may be tested in accordance with ASTM D-471.

Water penetration of the non-continuous types of roofing
materials (shingles, etc.) should be tested in accordance with
a procedure developed by Asphalt Roofing Industry Bureau to
measure leak resistance.

c) I^lind Resistance -- Roof systems should be required to withstand,
as a minimum, the design wind loads specified in USASI, A 58.1
Building Code Requirements for Minimrmr Deslgn Loads in Buildings
and Other Structures: U.S.A. Standards Institute.

Resistance to wind up-lift should be determined:

For asphalt shingles, in accordance with test procedure
promulgated by Underwriterrs Laboratories, Inc.

For flat roofs, in accordance with the procedure described
in Underwritersr Laboratories Bulletin of Research No.52.
April , 1962.

d) Fire Resistance -- Resistance to flame exposure, burning brand,
and flame spread should be determined in accordance with Under-
writersr or FactoryMutual's official requirements for applicable
ASTM tests, such as E-84, E-108, E-119, and E-163.

e) ct-Puncture Resistance -- Impact resistance for film- or
sheet-type materials should be determined in accordance with ASTM

thod D-1709, modified to accomodate the speeific material
test; for semi-rigid or rigid materials, it should be

determined in accordance with ASTl,l }lethod D-758, also modified
according to the type of material under test.

For puncture resistance, tlvo types of test should be employed,
one involving sudden application, and the other, gradual application
of load. For the former condition the test should be made in
accordance with ASTM Methods D-781 and E-154" For the latter
condition, ASTII l"lethods C-165 and D-1621 should be investigated for
feasibility of modification to evaluate a wide range of roofing
materials or combinations thereof .

f) Slippage Resistance -- Tests for resistance to slippage should be
conducted in accordance with ASTM Method D-LL67, modified to
accomodate the material under test. The test temperature of 100

t 5'C should be reduced to 60 t 5oC.

?
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g) Rupture Resistance -- The feasibility of modifying ASTM D-790
for testing rigid or semi-rigid sheets, and ASTM D-1167 and D'228
for testing coating or other roof-covering materials, should
be investigated.

h) Abrasion Resistance -- The feasibilit y of modifying the following
procedures should be investigated:

1) ASTI4 D-658 for determining the amount of abrasive required to
wear through a unit film thickness of a coating of sheet-
applied material at a uniform rate, under the action of a
controlled air blast.

2) ASII D-968 for determining the aroount of abrasive required to
wear through a unit film thlckness of a coating or sheet-
applied material at a uniform rate by the falling sand method.

3) Underwriters I Laboratories 55B for determining the limits for
granule loss from granule-surface ro11 roofing and shingles.

i) Thermal-Movement Resistance -- The extent and rate of the thermal
movement of each conrponent and of Ehe integrated roof system
should be measured on each of two major axes in the roof plane --
both with and without antici.pated moisture content -- for the
temperature changes to which the system and its components may be
subjected.

The National Bureau of St,andards procedures should be used for
measuring thermal expansion coefficients of composite built-up
members.

There are a number of test methods which are worthy of investi-
gation for modification as a means of determining the coefficient
of linear thermal expanslon--particularly, ASTII C-263-52, Linear
Change of l"lagnesium Oxychloride Cements, and D-696-44, Coefficient
of Linear Thermal Expansion of Plastics--and it so recorrnends.

j) Thermal-Shock Resistance -- A thermal-shock test developed by the
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, entitled
Thermal-shoclt Test for Assembled Roofing Systems (File No. 9811)
should be investigated. This test was conducted under conditions
more severe than any nonnally encountered in service, to compensate
for the fact that materials were assembled under ideal conditions
of workmanship" This test should be investigated for adequacy, as
should ASTM tests C-484 and C-L49 for feasibility of modification
as a means of determining thermal-shock resistance.
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k) Resistance to Water-Vapor Transfer -- Resistance to water-v aPor
transfer for materials with a thickness of 1/8 inch or less should
be determined in accordance with ASTM E-96; materials with a
thickness of over 1/8 inch should be determined in accordance with
ASTM C-355.

1) Fungus-Attack Resistance -- Test procedures for fungus-attack
resistance for roof-covering materials are currently not available;
however, the feasibility of modifying ASTM D-862 (for paperboard)
and ASTM D-2020 (for textiles) should be investigated.
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C-L49
c- 165

3.f.5.4.5 References (ASTM Methods of Test)

c-263

c- 355

c-484

Method of Thermal Shock Test on Glass Containers
I"lethod of Test for Compressive Strength of Preformed Block-
Type Thermal Insulation
Spec. for Mineral Fiber Blanket Insulation (Metal-Mesh
Covered) (Industrial Type)
Methods of Test for [Jater Vapor Transmission of Materials
Used in Building Construction (Tentative)
Tentative Method of Testing for Thermal Shock Resistance
of Glazed Ceramic Tile
Testing Asphalt Ro11 Roofings, Cap Sheets and Shingles
Method of Test for Change in Properties of Elastomeric
Vulcanizates Resulting from Imrersion in Liquids (Ten-
tative)
Method of Test for Abrasion Resistance of Coatings of
Paint Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Products with the Air
Blast Abrasion Tester
I"lethod of Test for Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion
of Plastics
Impact Resistance of Plastics at Subnormal and Super-
normal Temperatures
tr[ethod of Test for Puncture and Stiffness of Paperboard,
Corrugated and Solid Fiberboard
Method of Test for Flexural Properties of Plastics
(Tentative)
Methods of Test for Evaluating Treated Textiles for Per-
manence of Resistance to Microorganisms
Method of Test for Abrasion Resistance of Coatings of Paint,
Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Products by the Falling Sand
Method
Methods of Testing Asphalt-Base Emulsions for Use as Pro-
tective Coatings for Built-up Roofs (Tentative)
I'lethod of Test for Compressive Strength of Rigid Cellular
Plastics (Tentative)
Test for Impact Resistance of Polyethylene Film by the Free
Falling Dart Method
Tentative Methods of Test for Mildew (Fungus) Resistance
of Paper and Paperboard
Method of Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of
Building l"laterials (Tentative)
Dlethods of Test for I'leasuring Water Vapor Transmission of
Materials in Sheet Form (Tentative)
Methods of Fire Tests of Roof Coverings
Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials
Method of Testing Materials for Use as Vapor Barriers under
Concrete Slabs and as Ground Cover in Crawl Spaces
Method of Fire Tests of Window Assemblies

D-228
D-47L

D-658

D-696

D- 758

D- 781

D- 790

D-862

D-968

D-1167

D-162 I -

D- 1 709

D-2020

E- 84

E-96

D- 108
E- 119
E-L54

E- 163
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3.1.5"5 SeaLants

3. 1.5.5. f RationaLe

What is a ioint? What is a sealant? What is a sealant system? For the
purpose of this report the followlng definitions are given:

3. 1-. 5. 5. 1 . 1 Joint

Any discontinuiEy between two surfaces in a building that is designed
for economy, convenience, necessiEy or other reasons. l"lost frequently
an attempE is made to fill or trbrldgerr this opening with an appropriate
material.

3. 1. 5. 5. 1.2 Sealant

A non-rigid material used for filling a joinE which will restrict, or
prohibit the movement of gases, liquids and solids through the joint.
(Note, example: a cement grout placed around bathtubs, sinks, shower
stalls, etc. is not regarded as a sealant in the light of this definition.)

3.1.5.5.1.3 Joint Sealant System

A situation where detailed joint design, predetermined joint movements and
other pertinent factors for effective joint performance have been planned
cooperatively by the architect, engineer, sealant consultant, sealant
producer and builder in advance of the design of the building. The details
might include one, two or three types of sealants for any specific joint.

3.L.5.5.2 Todayrs Buildins Sealant Probleur

Never in history has the joint sealant figured so prominently in buildings
as it does today. This situation has resulted from changes brought about
by contemporary building design. These changes include thin pre-cast
masonry panels, exceptionally large areas of glass uniLs, and application
of metals and plastics of high therual expansivities as exterior waI1
units. Furthermore.the problem is complicated by the fact that the
curtain wall unit itself is generally impervious to vrater, which leaves
the caulked joint as the sole defense against water penetration. The
slightest failure in such a joint is likely to result in leakage into the
building from a wind-driven rain.
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3.1.5.5.2.t General Effects of Sealant, Failures

It is almost common knowledge how joint failures affect a building. First,
as much as 30% of the efficiency of the building curtain (or envelope) can
be lost. This means leaky and drafty rooms with accompanying rise in
heating and air-conditioning. Driving rains through faulty joints cause
damage to interior walls, floors, carpeting and furniture. It is not
unusual for entire buildings to be re-caulked a few years after construction
at cost ten times the original cost of the installation.

3.1.5.5,2.2 Joints in Window Areas

This is an area where the properly designed sealant system is of prime
importance in the prevention of leakage. High wind loads cause stresses
and strains in the sealant. Where wide differences occur in expansion
coefficients between glass and sash members, stresses in shear, tension
and compression are placed on the sealant. Other factors affecting the
performance of the sealants are sunlight, moisture accumulation, sealant
mass, channel or rabbet dimensions, fixed or operating sash, type, design and
rigidity of sash, type and size of glass. Sealants used fox glazing include
the bulk compounds, the pre-formed tapes and the pre-formed gaskets.

3.1.5.5.2. 3 Joints in Pre-Cast and o er Masonrv-TvDe Pauels

In more than half of the installation in this category sealant failures are
due to reasons other than the selection of an inferior grade sealant. The
surfaces of the panels which contact the sealant are often left with
contaminants such as dust, loose particles, release agents, and retardants,
all of which contribute to bond failure. Improper joint design as well as
inexperienced application of the sealant are important factors. Fai-Iure to
adhere to producerts specific application instructions relating to primers,
application temperature limits, etc. contribute to failure. Furthermore it
should be noted that the ttperfectr sealant in an ideal joint design will
not resist, without failurer joint movements exceeding plus or minus 25% of
the nominal joint width over an extended 20 year period 

- 
the expected

life of the sealant.

3.1.5.5.2,4 Joints in l"letal Panels

Unlike masonry panels which are subject to moisture movements the joint
movements in metal curtain walls are due only to thermal changes and wind
1oads. The magnitude of the movement to be accomodated in each joint in
a metal wall system is much larger than that in a rnasonry system, because
of the higher thermal expansion coefficients and also because of the larger
units used. However the effects of expansion in metal waIls are never
residual since the metal always contracts on cooling. Most important of all
in the sealing of metal panels is the selection of the proper sealant system
which will perform in the specific joint design be it lap, mating, batten
spline, or frame and st.op type.
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3.1.5.5.2.5 Joints in Plazas, Decks and Walkways

High-rise apartment buildings are often surrounded by plazas, decks,
oatios and walkways. These areas often need expansion joinEs which
are filled by the same type of resilient sealants generally used for
joints in pre-cast panels. The sealanEs in horizontal joints are
subject to all the pitfalls leading to failure as described in SecEion3.1.5.5.
2.3. The type of sealant used in these areas should have additional
performance properties of high resistance to abrasion and penetration.
This performance requirement necessitates the use of a t.ougher sealant
which in turn places an added stress on the adhesive and cohesive
properties of the joint filler when the latter is extended. The sealant
is also subjected to more W radiation and heat effects than a typical
wall joint. It is subjected to long periods of water iurnersion from
hard rains and melting snow-producing an effect that is more detrimental
to certain sealants than others.

3.1.5.5.2.6 Joints in One- and Two-Story Famlly Dwellings

Fortunately the problem of sealing a small dwelling is relatively simple
when compared to a high-rise apartment. A relatively low-cost sealant
will perform well when applied by an experienced applicator who follows
directions and precautions spelted out by the manufacturer. The sealant
should meet the requirements of a Federal Specification. When the dwe1l-
ings are located in areas subject to frequent hurricanes or heavy rains it
is always good practice to use a top grade sealant of the type used for
pre-cast panels, for example-When considering the fact that the cost of
sealing a sma1l dwelling is about 0.25"L of the total cost of the constructj-on
the slight additional cost of using a higher priced sealant certainly
appears to be justified.

3.1.5.5.2.7 A Sunmrary of Causes for Sealant Failures in Residential Buildings

1) Improper selection of sealant type;2) Poor grade of selected sealant;
3) Improper joint design; 4) Improper sealant depth; 5) Improper use of
back-up material; 6) Substrate contamination; 7> Inadequate joint preparation
(primers); 8) Excessive joint movement; 9) Insufficient experience with
sealant properties regarding specific substrates; 10) Installation of
sealants on wet, damp, cold, or hot substrates; 11) Improper mixing pro-
cedures (2-part compounds); 12) Application of sealant which has passed its
pot-life; 13) Inexperienced sub-contractorsl 14) Inexperienced applicators;
and 15) Failure to fo1low the producerrs reconmendations and precautions
regarding application.
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3.1.5.5.3 Classification-of sealants

There are several ways of classifying the available sealants. The
following is one simplified method using the terminology of the
trade:

3 . 1.5, 5. 3. 1 Bulk Type Compounjls

1. Putties

2. Caulking Compounds (gun and knife grade)

3. Glazing Compounds (Bult)J/

4. Tapes

5. Butyl Rubber (solvent release)

6. Acrylic (solvent base)

7. Acrylic (water base)

8. Acrylic (liquid polymer)

9. Neoprene - polychlorpropene

10. rrHypalonrr - chlorosulfonated polyethylene

11. Polysulfide - 1 and 2 parL

12. Urethane - 1 and 2 patt

13. Silicone

14. Polymercaptan - 1 and 2 part

3.1.5.5.3.2 Pxe-formed-G asket Sealants

1. Elastomeric structural

2. Elast,omeric, Ce1lular

!/ Includes several general types.
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3. 1.5. 5.4 Specifications w1 th Per formance Requir ements

3.1"5.5.4.1

1. TT-C-598b

Federal Spec if lc ations

Calking Compound, Oil and Resin Base Type (For
196s.masonry and other structures)

(Seven Requirements) - (a) Shrinkage; (b) Tenacity; (c) Bond;
(d) Sh.unp; (e) Stain; (f) Tack-free-time; (g) Extrudability"

2 TT-c-00410-c GlazLng Compormd, Sash, (Metal for Back Bedding
and Face Glazingr Not for Channel or Stop Glazing) 1961.

(Seven Requirements) - (a) Workability; (b) Degree of Set;
(c) Cracking and Peeling; (d) Deep bead cracking; (e) Loss of
adhesion; (f) llrinkling; (e) Oil exudation"

3. TT-P-781a , Putty and Elastic-Compound; (For) Metal Sash
Glazing (1941).

(Nine Requirements) - (a) Workability; (b) Tensile adhesiveness;
(c) Shearing adhesiveness; (d) Worked consistency; (e) Penetrationl
(f) Bending; (g) Appearance after heating; (h) Keeping qualities;
(i) s lunp .

4. TT-S-230a Sealing Compound, Synthetic Rubber Base, Single Component,
Chemically Curing, (For Calking and Glazlng ln Building Construction)
Non-sag and flow types (1967).

(Seven Requirements) - (a) Rheological; (b) Tackness; (c) Extrusion
rate; (d) Hardness; (e) l.Ieight loss, cracking and chalking after
heat; (f) Stain and color change; (g) Adhesion-in-pee1; (h)
Adhesion-in-peel after W radiation.

5. TT-5-00227c , Sealing Compound, Rubber Base, Two ComponenE
(For Calking, Sealing, and Glazing in Building Construction) -
(Non-sag and flow types (1967).

(Ten Requirenents) - (a) Rheological properties; (b) Application
life; (c) Hardness; (d) Hardness after heat; (e) Weight loss
after heat; (f) Tack-free-time; (g) Stain and color change;
(h) Durability (bond-cohesion); (i) Adhesion-in-peel; (j)
Adhesion-in-peel after W radiation.

3. 1.5 .5,4.2 USASr Specifications

A116.1, Two-component Elastomeric Sealing Compound For the Building
Trade (L967).

(Thirteen Requirements) - (a) Application life; (b) Rheological
properties; (c) Adhesive strength; (d) Adhesive strength after heat
and water irunersion; (e) Adhesive strength after cycling; (f)
Adhesive strength after W radiation; (g) Adhesion-in-peel; (h)
Resistance to crazing; (1) Stain; (j) Hardness; (k) Hardness after
heat; (I) Weight loss after heat; (n) Recovery.
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3. 1.5 . 5. 4.3 Canadian Soecifications - Canadian Goverrurent Specifi-
cations Board

L9-cP-2, cIZffilGF6Iin'd, Elastic, for Metal Sash Face and
Channel Glazing (L962) .

(Seven Requirements) - (a) Degree of set; (b) Cracking; (c)
Adhesion; (d) I,lrinkling; (e) Accelerated Weathering; (f) Bleeding;
(g) srump.

l9-GP-3, Compound, Caulking and Glazing, Elastomeric, Chemical
Curing Type, Gun Grade (1959) .

(Six Requirements) - (a) Hardness; (b) Tack-free-time; (c) Flexing
properties; (d) Sh:mp; (e) Bleeding; (f) Working life.

19-GP-5, Compound; Caulking and Glazing, Elastomeric, Solvent
Release Type, Gun Grade, One Component (1963).

(Eleven Requirements) - (a) Hardness; (b) Tack-free-time; (c)
Slump (sag); (d) Bleeding; (e) Extrusion rate; (f) Adhesion and
cohesionl (g) Adhesion after W exposure;'(h) Low-temperature
flexibility; (i) Flexing properties; (j) Self sealing test;
(k) Shrinkage.

4. 19-cP-6, Compound; Caulking Oil Base, Gun Grade (1961).

(Six Requirements) - (a) Low-temperature resistance; (b) High-
temperature resistance; (c) Sh:mp (sag); (d) Flexibility;
(e) Oil bleeding; (f) Shrinkage.

5. 19-GP-9, Compound; Caulking and Glazing, Chemical-Curing Type,
Gun Grade, One Component (L962).

(Nine Requirements) - (a) Hardness; (b) Tack-free-time;
(c) Resistance to sag; (d) Bleeding; (e) Extrusion rate; (f)
Adhesion and cohesion; (g) Adhesion after W exposure; (h) Low-
temperaEure flexibility; (i) Flexlng propertles.

3. l-.5 .5 "4.4 A^STM Specif lcations

1" C509-66T, Cellu1ar Elastomeric Prdormed Gasket and Sealing
Material.

(Ten Requirements) - (a) Co'ropression deflection; (b) Compression
set; (c) Stress relaxation; (d) Heat aging; (e) Oimensional
stability; (f) Ozone resistance; (g) Low-temperature brittleness;
(h) I{ater absorption; (i) Flamability resistance; (j) Staining.

2

3

!
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2. C542-65T. Elastomeric StructuraL GLaz lng and Panel Gaskets.

(Ten Requirements) - (a) Tensile strength; (b) Elongation;
(c) tear resistance; (d) Hardness; (e) Compresslon set; (f)
Brittleness; (g) Ozone resistance; (h) Heat aging effects;
(i) Flane resistance; (j) tip seal pressure.

3. 1.5. 5,4.5 st S ecifications ional
Associatlon of Ar itectur Metal facturers

1 . #5C- I . I , Non- skinning Bulk Compor:nds (1960) .

(Seven Requirements) - (a) Applicability; (b) Viscosity;
(c) Rheological properties; (d) Shrinkage; (e) low temperature
flexibility; (f) Adhesion.

2. lf5c-2.1, Non-Skinning, Non-resilient Preformed Compounds (1960).

(Three Requirements) - (a) Hardness; (b) Low temperature
flexibility; (c) Adhesion.

3. /f5C-3.1, Non-skinning Resillent Preformed Compounds (1960).

(Eight Requirements) - (a) Hardness; (b) Adheslon; (c) Adhesion
after treatmenE; (d) Compression set; (e) Accelerated aging;
(f) Accelerated weathering; (g) Low temperature flexibility;
(h) Resistance to corrosion.

4. tt59-4.1, Two-part Rubber-Base Compounds (1960).

(Seven Requireurents) - (a) Applicatlon life; (b) Rheological
properties; (c) Adhesive strengt,h; (d) Adhesive strength after
treatments; (e) Recovery; (f) Effect W radiation; (g) Stain.

5. il5c-5.1, Narrow Joint SeaLants (1960).

(Five Requirements) - (a) Adhesion in peel; (b) Adhesion in water;
(c) Resistance to weathering; (d) Low temperature flexibility;
(e) Surface characteristics.

6. {f5C-10i1, Rubber-1ike Gasket Materials (such as neoprene) (1960).

(Eight Requirernents) - (a) Hardness; (b) Tensile strength; (c)
Elongation; (d) Courpression set; (e) fffect of heat aging on
Hardness, tensile strength, elongation; (f) low temperature
effecEs; (g) Ozone resistance; (h) Dimension st,ability.
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l@!, Specificat,ions for Plastic Gasket Materials (such
as vinyl) (1960).

(Ten Requirements) - (a) Hardness; (b) Tensile strength;
(c) flongationl (d) Modulus; (e) Specific gravity; (f) Heat
loss; (g) srittleness at low temPerature; (h) Dimensional
srability; (i) Flane resistance; (j) Effect of Weatheroneter.

3.1.6 FUTURE RESEARCH

3.1.6.1- Weather Resist4nce

-

Wcatlrr,r flpl)(larB to be the, nroat tmportant slngle pararueter as far ae
Llrc drrrirblltty o( a structurels cxtcrlor or related componcrrt-6)'steBE
.lrc c{)nc(.rnt,d. In IacL , a pr irne f unct ion of this port ion of tlr(,
r;Lructrrrc ls to wiIlrstartdr without advcrse cf[ccts on tlre 6y6tcrus pcr-
f ()rilrilil(c, ev.posure to weather wlthin thc climat Ic f anges ant Ictp;rted.
h-ircu Llre vitrlations of cllmat.e in any onc Locallty arc considcrcd, it
,iil)l)(,:rrs urrlikely fllilt any slngle ccsE proccdure citn bc dcvlsed wlrlch
wl. I t ri lnrtrlatc. tlrc c I lmat lc condit ions to whlclr a mater Ial , corrrpoalte
or system may be exposed ln servlce. llowcvcr, wlren tlrc vartat lons ln
cl iur;rte tlrroughout the United Srates are conBldcrcd, lt can bc stated,
witlrotrE re6crvatlons, tlre Eask is impoestble. Nevertheless, in tlrc
IuLrrrt., tlre caref ul sclect Ion of a scries of slmulated aervlce testlng
proct:durcs may yleld rcsulta whlch wiII bc helpful tn predlcttng
drrrabillty of but[dlng maccriale and syaLeEB. Rcsearclr and rcsearch
alone ie tlre key to tlrc devclopment of tcsE proccduree wlrlclr wi ll
provide tlre nceded lnformatlon. A correlatlon at.udy anong data dcveloped
by laboratory simulatcd-service test6, that obtalned by controlled
outdoor tescB, and that experlenced durlng expoaure ln-scrvice wLII
advance the stateref-3hs-6rt etgnlftcanEly.

Obvlously euch a rcacarclr progran ls noE onc of ehort-duraEion. The
broad obJcctlve would be to determlne, by expertmental EeEhods, Iong-
term performance on thc basle of ehort-duratlon tests. A nunber of
ratlrer cornpltcated steps are lnvolved, euch aa:

a) Idcnclf tcacton of tlrosc factore of the weather or c@btnatlon of
factors wlrlch cause deterloratlon;

b) Dcvelopmcnt of tcclrnlquee to Deasure theae factors aB they represent
actuaI scrvlce condttlone;

c) Devclopmcnt of ehort-durat,ton laborat,ory t,eBtB to strnuLate vartoue
wcather paranetera and measure ln-eervlce behavlor;

d) Correlatlon of
belravlor.

laboratory, conErolled outdoor exposure and ln-scrvtce

c) Gencratton and pronrulgatton of perforuance crlterla for uae tn
requlremente, etandarde and codea.

7
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(ltrncc lvirbly a rcscrtrclr program of this type could be urrdcrtakcrt ln
Llrrt'r' rita,j,ca wlrtclr, f ortunately, can be carrled ouc c()ncurrcnt Ly.

il) ir i,.lrl Sur','cv - l'lrerc Is a weaith of untapped lnformat ton avatlable
Ir)r c,'unLICss building, matcrials, composit.es and 6ysfctns afccr
(,i:l)()i;rrrc for pcri<-rds f rom a few days to a ccntury or more, to pract ically
,i I I tlrc c I imat Ic condi t lorrs of thc Untted States. By mcanB of a com-

Irrcirlrr:;Lve fi.cId survcy oI prcselccted systcms in sclecEed areBs'
riu;rl it irt lvc data could bc dcveloped on in-servlce bclravior of ntatcrials
.ind sy:jLerirs. ldeal ly samples could be obtalned and mcasured in thc
Iirl)()r.rLory ln ordcr to quantlfy as muclr informatton as possible, 60 that.
courpulcr tcclrntquc6 could be utilized to store and proccss data.

ir) (:()ntrol ied 0trtdoor Test ln1, - Outdoor exposure sites, uircre l-uturc
r./r,,iltll(.r r ciln be prcdictcd based on cllmacology and real-tl$c weatltcr
riri,;lsrrr(.mcrlrB cirn be madc, could be developcd. IE ls lntcresting to note
irt'rr, tlrat tlre llui Iding llesearclr Divlsion of NIIS has cstabllslred stx
srrr:lr cxposurc sttes rcpresenEing the clirnates of varloua area6 of che
Unit('d St.atcs. Includcd are t.he cxcrcne enviroruucnt of Alaska; the
t.rol)tcal cIlmate of Pucrco Rlco; the lndustrial atnrosphere of Balcioore,
litl . ; LIrc dcscrt cxposurc of Nevada; the moderate cllmat.e of tlre
PaciIlc-Nortlrwest; and the rural BeEtlng of NBS Gaitlrersburg.

'l'lrr' purpose of corlt.rol [ed expo6ure testlng ls Eo use co advantage tlrc
n,rlrrrill envlronmencs and st ilI be able to rctain control of specincns
rrnd samples tlrrouglrout the duratlon of the tcsts. In thls marrner a quan-
titative, mca8ure of both weathcr data and phyelcal and chcmlcal changea
wlrlclr occur ln materlals on exposure Eo weather can be realized.

c) S inru I lt t d Scrvic t'sts - There are a nunbcr of laboratory techniques
by wlriclr a slmulation of ln-service behavlor can be accomplislred. A
nurrl>er of radlation dcvlccg are avallable whlch slmulatc solar radlaElon.
Somc of tlresc dcviccs also slmulatc various moisturc conditiorrs such as
raln, dcw, and froet. FurEhcr dcvelopmcntB arc bctng constBntly lnadc
in Laboratory techniquos to treasurc and produce tlrc contarnlnated
atrnosplrcrcs wlrich resulc from alr poIluEion. Teclrnlqucs are also avall-
ablc t.o accurat,ely meaaurc the changcs whtch are Itkely to occur ln
tlrc propertles of matertale of conetrucElon as they are exposcd to
varloug envlronmenEe. It ls obvious that undcr laboratory conditlons
botlr thc condltlone of tests and the teeulto can be readtly quantifled.
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In suurnary, the needs for buildlng research of this type are legion.
Although the argument is often made that much of Ehis type of research
should be conducted by the privaEe sector, the costs and time required
probably will be prohibitive for a single manufacturer or association
to measure long-term performance of several sub-systems in a ful1 scale
building. In this connection the Building Research Divlsion has, for
several years, been planning to conduct engineering experiments on a
fuI1-scale building exposed to natural weather conditions. The broad
objectives of this progrirm are to provtde a means for determining, under
controlled conditions, the l-ong-t,erm performance of ful1-scale elements,
and environmental aspects of a building under conditions dupLicating those
for a building exposed t,o natural- weathering conditions.

3.t.6.2 ther Weather-Related Parame ers of Durabili

In addition to weather resi-stance, there are other weather-related
factors of durability which have a slgnificant effect on the long-term
performance of building materials and systems. For example, moisture
(effect of liquid or vapor water penetration into or through a building
system); impact (effect of hail or other wind-blown objects); abrasion
(wind-blown sand); and other similar factors have an influence on the
durability of a material or system. The need to predict. and measure
the behavior of materials in these environnents has resulted in the
development of performance-type test methods which are currently being
promulgated by recognized standard making organizations. UnforEunately,
it is often t.he case that the tests relate to specific materials under
a specific set of circumstances. The strength of a building plastic or
the abrasive effects of falling sand on an organic coating are typical
examples" It is recognLzed in the building research conmunity that a
more sophisticated approach to research will be required to develop
meaningful testing procedures to measure performance.

In this exercise to suggest areas of future research, it is felt that
the better approach is to identify areas of research in terms of the
userrs needs in the performance of building systems comprising the fabric
of the structure. Once the userrs needs are identified test methods,
currently in use, should be reviewed for adequacy in measuring the
desired performance characteristics. If they are inadequate, modifi-
cations of existing methods should be investigated or new test methods
deve loped .
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3. L. 6.3 Exterior-In ior Walls

There are numerous test procedures for determining specific properties
of wall component materials. I"lost of these appear to do a good job
of ranking materials in their proper order of durability in the limited
environ:nental test conditlons to which they are subjected. The
materials are usually exposed to one or more of what are believed to be
the potentially destructive environmental parameters that might be
encountered in service. For example, the Weatherometers at NBS subject
specimens simultaneously or alternately to simulated solar irradiance,
r^rater spray, high humidity and heat.

AlEhough many of the tests available today are useful for rating materials
according to their resistances to particular test environments, they
leave much to be desired in regard to actually simulating service
conditions. In fact, in the absence of intelligent application and
interpretation, some materials evaluation tests can lead to erroneous
conclusions.

The total service environment will probably never be exactly simulated
in the laboratory, and if simulated, certainly not accelerated also. But there
is a need to approach the ldeal goal of both simulation and acceleration
much closer than hasbeen done in the past. Such is the object of this
proposal.

It is proposed that a massive effort be exerted toward developing an
apparatus and a comprehensive test procedure that vril1, to the extent
that the current state-of-the-art and science permit, incorporate all
of the environmental paraneters affecting the durability of external
waIl systems. I^Ihat is proposed is a chamber in whieh speci-
mens are exposed to computerized cycles and sequences of: 1) the
elements of weather,2) normal hunran use and abuse, 3) routine maintenance
procedures, 4) pests, 5) accidents, and 6) vandalism.

The elements of weather would include all or most of the following:
rain, wind, snor^r, sIeeE, hail, fog, dew, hrmridity, heat, cold, freezing
and thawing, radiation, and lightning. Other environmental fact.ors
would include atmospheric pollution, dust and sand impingement, abrasion,
scratching, cleaning procedures, impact, puncture, chemical and biological
exposure, Btresses, and insect and rodent exposure.

The environnental fact,ors would be lmposed in varying combinations,
for varying durations, and for varying frequencies as determined by a
computer simulation program of actual service conditions. No factor
would be exagerated or made more severe than would normally be encountered
in service unless it could be shown t.hat such intensification had no
unnatural effect. Acceleratlon of tlme would be accomplished primarily
by increasing the frequency of occurrence of the deterioration events,
or conversely eliminating those periods of time when little or no
deterioration is occurring in normal service.
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It is envisaged that a large two-compartment envirorurental test
chamber would be constructed, the two parts separated by a specimen
which would be an actual size section of an external wa1l system. The
environnent in one compartmenE of the chanber would be typical of that
found iu a residential- structure, while the other compartment would con-
tain the simulated natural outdoor environnent and facilities for
imposing Lhe man-made and animal hazards.

3.1.6. 4 OoenLnes: Windows and Doors

In reviewing the literaEure perEaining to window and door openings,
including specifications and standards, one is impressed by the fact
that a variety of construction materials have been used. These in-
cl-ude a number of wood species, painted steel, aluminum, and plastic.
A11 of the strucEural materials, however, are used in conjunction
with just one product, glass, when transparency to light is desired
in housing construction.

With the availability of clear ptastics which have been used imagina-
tively in other forms of construction, it is suggested they deserve
consideration in the fieLd of housing. Specific plastic materials
deserving of attention incLude at least the acrylic types and the
polycarbonates. The former are known for their exceptional clarity
and excell-ent ul-traviolet resistance. Potycarbonates have good
toughness which would make them attractive for uses where breakage
of glass has been a factor.

To determine r^rhether plastics merit serious conslderation as gLazing
materials in housing, it is suggested that preliminary research be
conducted along the folLowing lines:

Retention of Light-Transmitting Properties
Resistance to Normal Maintenance
Impact Resistance.

In order to study a) above it is anticipated that selected candidate
clear plastics would be exposed to accelerated and exterior weathering
with a view to determining significant evidence of degradation, in-
cLuding loss of transmittancy of 1ight.

Resistance to normal maintenance (b) would be determined by subject-
ing panels to cl-eaning operations of the type eurployed with gtass.
Materials represented in the cl-eaners would include conmercial types,
especialty those containing armnonia and mild abrasives. A logical
extension of this test is to combine it with a) in order Eo study
the effect of aging on maintenance properties.

a)
b)
c)
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Tests for impact resistance would be made in paral-Le1 with similar
tests on regular gLass panets in order to pLace the results in proper
perspective. Again, it is logical to conduct a portion of the study
on panels that have been exposed to the degrading influences described
in a).

Since the foregoing program is of a preliminary nature onty, there wilt
be a need to assess the results obtalned before planning further r.t7ork.
Implicit in the initiation of such research is the assunption that
successful materials would be given an opportunity to demonstrate their
aLL-round ability to serve as gtazing materials. To fill such a role
adequately their performance shoul-d be compared with that of glass
when subjected to tests such as those for resistance to water, wind,
air leakage, fire, racking, shrinkage, and blow-out.

3.1.6.5 CeiLings-F1-oors

A flooring is required Eo retain its chosen properties for as long as
possible--it must be durable. Because of its importance, durability
has sometimes been regarded as a basic property of a flooring, depend-
ing, however, as much on the conditions of use as on its properEies
for service life expectancy. Other influences that operate to reduce
the life of a fLoor are: wear, water and other liquids, indenting
loads, impact blows, sunlight, fungi, and high temperatures.

Of these, wear is of great general importance because it is unavoidable
and because it occurs alongside all the others. A classification of
flooring in terms of resistance to r^7ear is therefore of some importance.
In fact, noEwithstanding the many years of experience, there is as
yet no means of translating test results on resilient floorings into
performance predictions. Ihe tests specified in the federaL and other
existing specifications for ftooring are used mainly to assure unifotm-
ity of material- from order to order. In this respect, it might help
to quote from a recently published article in the Textile Journal of
Australia, July 1967 "Today's Carpet Testing Methods Evaluated" by Dr.
J. I. Dunlop. The following statement, of reference to carpets applies
equally well to all floorlng.

"The difficulties in predicLing carpet performance 1ie in the
fact that little is known about the relationships between the
specific properties of a carpet such as pile height, tuft density,
or even tenacity of pile fiber, and how the carPet performs in
service. This is due to several factors, not the least being the
diversity of degrading actions to which carpets are subjected in
use. Assessment of how the carpet is perform'tng is to a large
extent subjective, and this presents complications. There is
also a lack of knowledge on the mechanisms of carpet fiber
wear which by their nature are both complex and diverse.
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"At Ehe present, therefore, one of the most accurate methods
of assessing a carpetrs performance is to install it and to
obsenre it during its subsequent life.'r

Establishment of a fundamental- method of appraisaL for flooring to
relate to its performance under in-use conditions is needed. The
following research tasks are suggested to establish performance
standards for fl-ooring.

3.1.6.5.1 WeeE

Evaluate flooring materials by service trials and by means of simulated
laboratory methods, with consideration of the long-term behaviour,
physical properties and characteristics (resilient, hard, textile,
non-textile, smooth surface, non-smooth surface).

Prepare per.formance criteria of the wear index needed to meet
particular use under the different circumstances encountered in low
cost housing.

3.1.6.5,2 Resistance to !'Iat,er and Other Liquids

By laboratory method measure dimensional change, bond, and surface change
of complete floor systems. Establish the relationship to service
durability (wear) as affected by exposure of floor surfaces to liquid
treatments. These treatments should include spillage or those used
in routine maintenances. Amount of waterproofing needed to protect
living areas below rooms knorrm to receive considerable water spillage.

3. L . 6.5.3 Acous tics

Establish the method of test for evaluating the acousLical contribution
to the whole dwelling of the floor/ceiling systems.

3.1.6.5 Rooflngs

For the past 10 years a ntrnber of innovations in roofing systems have
appeared on the residential rooflng market. The systems utilize
materials and composites which cover a wide range, including reinforced'
plastics, elastomeric films on organic and inorganic bases, coated
metals, fluid-applied elastomeric films and improved bitusrinous products.
Currently, these systems are specified by material dpscriptions alone
which are not adequate to describe durability. A numberof areas can
be identified where research is needed to develop performance require-
ments and arrive at reasonable and easily measured solutions. The
following areas suggest more research:
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3.1.6.6.1 Weather Resistance

This subject has been discussed in detail in Sec 3.1.6.1. However, it
cannot be overstressed as far as roofing is concerned, since this com-
ponent of the structure is continuously and directly exposed to the
elements. As previously pointed out any research program should be
directed toward the correlation of laboratory, outdoor and in-service
behavior.

3.L.6.6,2 Liquid-1,'later Resistance

Strange as it may seem, there are no test methods or performance require-
ments in existance to measure or indicate the \"Jatertightness of
continuous roofing membranes. Test methods should be developed to
measure this property of roofings both initially and after periods of
exposure.

3.L.6.6,3 Impact Resistance

Every year hail storms do more damage to buildings Ehan do tornadoes in
that part of the United States, between the Appalachian and the Rocky
I,l,ountains. Roofings, per se, sustain a large percentage of these losses
and they are getting progressively larger as more people move into the
affected areas. Test methods should be developed and performance
criteria established in this area which is vital to the behavior of roof
coverings.

3.L,6 "6.4 Slippase Resistance

In order to fulfill its prime function, i.e" to protect a structure, its
contents and occupants from the weather, the roof system must remain
in place. Slippage of built-up roofing membranes frequently have resulted
in serious and costly failures of residential structures. Here then is
a need to develop performance criteria to eliminate this failure.

-;.r.o.J. 5 Wind Resistance

Test Procedures and performance criteria should be developed for wind

resistance of roofini with membrane type covering on both flat and

sloping roofs.

3.1.6.6.6 Movement Resi stance

Roofings are subjected Eo large and rapid temPerature changes. There-

fore, Inermal movements in and among comPonents frequently lead to
less-than-satisfacEory performance. Ways and means should be investi-
gated to asrelior.t. "ff"cts due to temperature changes. Research is
needed to identify and measure Performance requirements.
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3.t.6,7 E'rrrf h pr Il aq p nrnh nn ildins Joint Sealants

For background information on the need for research on the buiLding
seaLant probl-em see Section 3.1.55.1 rh.ationaLe. " Specif ically, a
research program shoutd be directed along the following lines:

Continue devel-opment of performance criteria based on standard
test methods which can be incorporated into purchase specifica-
tions.

Re-examine existing specifications to determine if performance
standards correlate with field usage. Revise the specifications
when necessary.

Make Laboratory and fiel-d studies of the new sealants that are
being formuLated at a rapid pace in the present market.

4 Make inspections of seaLants in buildings from the time of originaL
application to a final stage of failure of the sealant in order
t,o collect needed data on the causes of faiture.

5. Study the feasibility of the use of primers that, are required to
promote adhesion to seal-ants as it is related to long-term dura-
bility of the bond.

6 Explore Ehe possibility of developing an accelerated weathering
test which would predict breakdorun of the seal-antrs elastomeric
properties over a Z}-year period.

Investigate the credibility gap that exists aurong the archi-
tects, buiLders, formulators, contractors, specifiers and olvners
regarding the ul-timate responsibility of each in relation to
sealant faiLure.

Study the joint sealant systems based on open-drained joints,
and other new design detail- where the joint seal-ant is protected
from the elements and serves as a secondary barrier against
leakage.

9. Study the relationship between joint design and the various
generic sealant types in regard to l-ong-term performaace in
the fieId.

I

2

3

7

8

,
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3.2 AIR. MOISTURE AND WAIEB TRANS}ESSION

i.2.0 Executive Sununarv

Very recently a study was concluded at, the National Bureau of Standards
and a report 'Derformance Criteria for Exterlor WalL systemsrt' NBS
Report No. 98L7, was submitted to the Federal Housing Administration.
This document discussed performance requirements, test procedures, and
performance limits with respect to air, moisture, and heat transfer for
exterior wall systems. The sampling of wa1-l systems evaluated was rat.her
small, but it does establish an approach that is needed for determining the
performance criteria of such systems. The large overalt building system
needs investigation to determine the interaction of subsystem and components
and their effect on the performance of the whole system"

One of the best approaches to the devetopment of performance-based require-
ments is the Agr6ment System of Europe. A good example is the t'Joint
Directives for the Acceptance of Windows, " issued by the Agrement Board
of Great Britain for purposes of assesslng the suitability of windows for
use in that country. A document of thls type should be developed for per-
formance requirements for exterior walL systems, lrhereby all- components
would be evaluated on a performance basis. The performance limits of the
Agr6ment Board document should be evaluated to determine if, in fact, the
limits are real-istic with respect to U. S. requirements. The methods of
test are rather toose, and efforts should be made to establish recognized
test methods for required procedures in making the performance evaluation.
Some of the existing test, methods, such as those of ASTM, referenced in
Section 84.3, could be incorporat,ed into the performance evaLuation process.

Some of the other performance-based documents, such as SCSD and URBS, give
performance criteria and test methods in some areas of the building system,
but are rather lacking in other areas, particularly in the area of exterior
wal-l performance with respect Lo air, moisture, and water leakage.

Near-term Research in Air, Moisture, and Heat Transfer

Probably one of the most rewarding areas of research with respect to
short-term gain is that of moisture retention in full-scale tests of
wa1l systemso The facility has been developed and a test method is
available for making such evaluations. Some basic information is
needed on the moisture retention process and Ehe parameters which
affect the process.

Additional work is needed to adequately eval-uate the performance of
walI systems, including the components such as doors, windows and
electrical wiring.

As the performance concept deveLops, a program of classification of
system, subsystem and components shouLd be set up in terms of perform-
ance so that not only a minimum performance is required but a class rating
would be awarded to the products which perfor:n above the required minimum.
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1.2.t Rationale of Perfo ance Requirement.s

The control of air, moisture and water leakage or Eransfer through the
exterior fabric of the building is necessary t,o provide a comfortable and
healthy environmenE and to prevent destruction of the building fabric.
Under uncontrolled conditions, dirt and possibly disease can be spread
throughout a buildlng frour within or from the outdoor envi-ronment to
the living space; unconditioned air can cause discomfort r.rithin the living
sPace; and moisture build-up or water leakage can produce a condition within
the building walLs which could cause damage to the structural members and
to interior surface finishes.

Performance requirements with regard to air, moisture and waEer movement
in low cost structures can be calegotized into two areas: (a) the require-
ments necessary to maintain the desired Level- of the condit,ioned environ-
ment, and (b) the required performances of the components of the structure
which make the control of the conditioned environment possible.

3 .2.2 General Requirement Stat,ement,s

3.2.2.L Air

Conditioned EnvironmentAO

In structuring requirements for the conditioned environment with
respect to air movement. within the building, some of the items
to be considered are:

1. Odor
2. Drafts
3. Contamination
4. Stack effect.

1. Odor. One of the ob.jectionable ttby products" of low -
cost housing in the past has been generation of odor or
lack of odor control. Whether in multi-family dwellings
or single-family dwellings for l-ow-cost housing, the odor
control has been a probtem. Control of odor sources so
that fhe transmission of the objectionable smell does not
alienate other people in a confined neighborhood shouLd be
reconmended as a building system performance requirement,
particularly for the ventilation system.

2. Drafts. Within the conditioned space, drafts of air
moving at higher-than-normal velociEies can be quite objec-
tionable. The drafts can originaEe from sources as: high-
velocity discharges of supply air into a living space; air
returns, where large central starions force return air to
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the furnace; and movement of air at a temperature different
from that of the enclosure due to infiltration through the
exterior wa1l or due to cotd convection currents caused by
heat losses at exterior wal1s.

3. ConEamination of air suppLy. In the case of central
ventilat,ing systems, consideration should be given for set-
ting requirements for controlling the degree of contanination
between separate parts of the building. Particularly in the
case of low-cost housing, medical care may not be readily
availabLe to all tenants and infectious diseases could spread
throughout the building complex via central ventilation (also
objectionable odor). Other sourcee of contanination are dirt,
smoke and funes caused by fire. Requirements coul-d be set
to prevent the level of contanination from reaching a dangerous
point. Detectors could be pl.aced in the ventilating system to
sense an excessive concentration of contaminants and upon
reaching an undesirable level could activate a control for
diluting or cleaning Ehe air of the encLosure.

4. Stack Effect,. In 1 arge buildings stack effect could be
a cause for having an undesirable flow of air between portions
of the building, or to or from the bullding through the ex-
terior walls. Difficulty of temperature control in parts of
the building could be caused by the stack effect of war:mer
air rising to the upper part of the bullding. The movemenE
of alr within the building by stack effect could also cause
contanination of the space as in the case of firb. Ttre
smoke would tend to move to the upper part of the building
because of the stack effect. Dependlng on the moisture con-
tent of the air, the outdoor temperature, and the building
construction, moisture in the leakage alr may be deposited within
the building construction with serious deleterious effects.
Requirements couLd be set to prevent stack effect beyond a
specified 1init.

B. Performance of Structure

Penetration of air through the exEerior wa11 and wa11 components
such as windows, doors and cracks where materials are joined, is
of considerable importance, in that the lack of proper shielding
of the interior of the building from the natural elements makes con-
trol- of interior environment impossible. Windows and doors are
of special importance as sources of leakage through the exterior
fabric of a building. Reference should be made to Section 1.L,
Durability as the Time Dimenslon of Performance, which treats
in detail the perfonnance of windows and doors as separate el.enrerls.
Levels of performance must be maintained to limit the amount of
infiltration or exfiltration since they affect the performance
of the structure as well as the conditioning system.
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With infittration of air, unusually high demands might be made
of the conditioning equipment working to maintain the desired
conditions of temperature and humidity. Infiltration is also a
source of dirty air, as airborne particles penetrate the walls
and are deposited r,rithin. Airborne water droplets can be blown
into sma11 cracks and penetrate the exterior waII to cause damage
to items in the living space or within the walLs. In some types
of construction, cracks in Ehe exterior wal1 are permitted which
are large enough to cause uncomfortable drafts. Performance
requirements should be set to prohibit the rate of infiltration
beyond some maximum value.

1.2.2.2 l,loisture

A. Conditioned Envirorunent

In many cases of low-income type dwellings, the living habits of
ttre occupants are such as to produce a condition of undesirabl-e
temperature and humidity. Under these extreme conditions, damage
to int,erior surfaces and wal1 components can be considerabte.
Either the condition of the air should be set to prevent conden-
sate from forning on the wall surfaces, or the performance of the
wall should be such as to prevent condensing of moisture on iLs
surface.

B. Performance of Structure

Two methods of transfer of moisture through the structure are by
air infilEration or exfiltration and hygroscopic action. Moist
air can at Eimes penetrate the exterior wall, causing a rise
in the level of humidity in the living space, or penetrate the
waII from a rel-atively warm-moist living space to a rather cold
outdoor environment. Under certain conditions, moisture from
the air can be deposited on the inner members of the wall struc-
ture, causing danage or change in performance of the wa1I. Hygro-
scopic movement can occur when the moisture 1evel of adjoining
spaces or materials are different, and, due to the difference in
vapor pressure, moisture is transferred. This could be a serious
problem in:

BuiLt-up roofs
Below-grade constructlon
Slab-on-grade cons truction
Cold rooms, etc.

Under these condit,ions spalling or blistering of surfaces can
occur. Requirements should be set to liurit the permeability
of materials for proper performance of the roof, wa1l or floor
s tructure.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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1,2.2.1 Water

The penetration of unwanted water into Ehe living space even to a
limited extent in most cases cannot be tolerated. Even sma1l consistent
water leakage can damage interior furnishings and decorations and cause
general dissatlsfactlon on the part of the occupant.

Leakage of water through exterior walls and waL1 components can occur
with wind-driven rain. Large pressure differences due to wind can be
imposed on the wall at. a time when the surface is thoroughly wetted
and the water will be forced through small openings. Often run-off
water cannot be acconmodated and spillover occurs, or as in the case
of wind-driven rain, the droplets are blown upward in an irregular
manner which overrides normal design of the const,ruction.

For underground constructlon, parging and application of vapor barrier
material is required to prevent leakage of ground water into the living
sPace.

The roof system must be designed in a manner to provide the necessary
runoff of rain water and prevent leakage to the living space under-
neath.

Considerable damage and inconvenience can be caused by surface conden-
sation both tn the attic and basement areas in particutar. Prolonged
presence of the moisture can cause growth of fungus and generation of
unpleasant odor. Deterioratlon of the interior surface finishes and
weakening of the total walL system can result. Condensation can be
prevented by Eaking the proper precauEion of maintaining the moisture
content in the living area betorrr a specified level and maintaining the
interior surface to air tempereture difference at a reasonably sural1
value. As the temperature difference between the air and the interior
surface becomes increasingly larger, the probability of the formation
of condensaEe on the walls or attic surfaces increases.

3.2"3 ExisEing Test l"lethods and Standards

Generally existing test, methods for air ahd moisture leakage are directed
toward static or non-cyclic climatic conditions. Obviousty, variable
aurbient conditions of temperature, huuridity, and pressure could be made
to more nearly simulate conditions which would be experienced in practice.
However, the complexity of the equipment and test procedures required to
determine adequately the response to changing condition is considerably
greater. The test methods abstract,ed here are the best atraiLabte, but
are steady state and generatly treat components or subsystems rather than
the whole system.

Adequate limits are not available on air and moisture penetration rates,
although some work has been done on air penetration rates of selected types
of construction. However, the scope of this work thus far is too llmited
to be of general value as performance requirements. The work at the
National Bureau of Standards on performance of exterior wall- systems comes
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closer to providing performance limits but here agaLn the wall systems
were rather simpl-e in that they contained none of the subsystems such as
doors, windows, and electrical wiring or fixtures. WiEh respect to water
leakage, the limiEing value should be set (1-) to al1ow no penetration
through to the interior surface, and (2) to minimize the penetration of
vrater through the exterior surfacing material.

One area of vital importance for which there is relat,ively 1ittLe control
is that of workmanship. The penetration of air, moisture, and water
through the building fabric is strongLy reLated to the workmanship during
construction. With newer prefabricated construction, presumably more
uniformity in workmanship can be attained, since assembl-y will be done in
the factory with speciaLized technicians. Of course, the joints between
prefabricated elements become of great importance during field assembl-y
with respect to leakage of water, water vapor, and air.

Abstracts of Test Methods (being revised to include exterior walls and
doors as well as windows).

AS11'I E 281-65T. Method of Test for Rate of Air Leakage through Windows.

This method covers the determination of the rate of air flow through closed
windows resulting from air pressure differences. The air pressure differ-
ences are those which may be due to wind action on a building, stack
effect in a building, the operation of mechanical ventilation and exhaust
systems, or a combination of these effects. The method describes general
principles of pressure and flow measurement to be folIowed. The apparatus
as described is intended for tesEing with constant temperature and
relative humidity across the window unit.

ASTI"I E rrl. Method of Test for Water Resistance of Windows by Uniform
Static Air Pressure Differential.

The method of, test is intended for the determination of water resistance
of closed windows when water is applied to the outside face with the static
air pressure at the outside face higher than inside.

AST1"1 E 510-66T. Standard Llethod of Test for Structural Strength of Closed
Windows Under the Influence of Wind Loads.

This method is intended for the determination of structural soundness of
closed windows under air pressure differences. As outlined the method may
be used to test the structural soundness of the entire window assembly,
either including or excluding its anchorage to the structure. The method
describes the apparatus and the procedure to be used for applying specific
or unknornm maximum valves of air pressure -to a specimen.

?
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ASTM E-96-66. Standai-d Methods of Test for Water Vapor Transmission
of Materials in Sheet. Form.

These methods cover determination of rate of water vapor transmission of
materials in sheet form. The methods are applicable to materials such as
paper, plastic films, and sheet materials in general. Six procedures are
provided for the measurement of transmission under different Lest conditions.

Procedures:

A

B.
BW.

C.
D.
E.

Low range of humidities.
High range of humidities, but not wetted.
Wetted on one surface.
Elevated temperature - low range of humidities.
Elevated temperature - high range of humidities, but not wetted.
Elevated temperature - low humidity on one side - high humidity on
the other side.

ASTM j55-64. Standard Methods of Test for Water Vapor Transmission of
Thick Materials.

These methods cover determination of vTater vapor transmission of materials
through which passage of water vapor may be of importance, such as fiber-
boards, gypsum and plaster products, wood products and plastics. Two
methods, the Desiccant Method and Ehe Water Method, are provided for the
measurement of the permeance under tr^ro different test conditions.

ASTM E.154-64T. I"lethods for Testing Materials for Use As Vapor Barriers
Under Concrete Slabs and As Ground Cover in Crawl Spaces.

These methods cover procedures for determining the properties of flexible
membranes that are related to the serviceability of vapor barriers, when
such membranes are used under concrete slabs and as ground cover in crawl
spaces. Test procedures are provided to simulate the conditions to which
a vapor barrier may be subjected.

The procedures covered are:

1. Water Vapor Transmission of Material As Received.
2. Resistance to Transmission of Water Vapor After Alternate Wetting

and Drying and Deterioration from Long-Tlme Soaking.
1. Wet Tensile Strength.
4. Resistance to Decay.
5. Resistance to Puncture.
6. Resistance to Plastic Floors and Elevated Temperature.
7. Resistance to Deterioration from Petroleum Vehicle for Soil Poisons
8. Effects of Low Temperatures on Bending.
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4, CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT

4.L AC OUS.TICS

4. 1. 0 Executive Suurnary

The acoustical privacy required bet$/een dweLling units and tire acoustical
environment in residential housing can be expressed most properly in terms
and concepts of performance. The performance requirement for visual pri-
vacy between dwelling units, obviously, is the provision of a barrier
through which one cannot observe activities in an adjacent unit. Similarly,
the performance requirement for acoustical privacy is the provision of a
barrier through which one cannot hear and identify activities in an adjacent,
space. The latter requirement, unfortunately, is not satisfied as easily
as that of visual privacy.

The acoustical performance of a barrier is expressed, technically, in terms
of its sound transmission loss properties, or in general, its ability to
prevent sound from traveling between the spaces it separates. The degree
of performance can be measured non-destructively and characterized numeri-
e,..:1 ly .

In the United States, the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
has published tentative reconrnended practices for the Laboratory measure-
ment of airborne sound transmission loss of building partitions and the
field measurement of airborne sound insulation in buildings. These tenta-
tive recormnended pract.ices, in general, can provide some uniform bases for
performance measurements. Some housing authoriLies, building code agencies,
financial otganlzationsrand others, have incorporated acoustical performance
criteria, of varied degrees, in their requirements. The FHA Minimum Prop-
erty Standards (MPS 2600), for example, contains some acoustical performance
requirements. In these, there are some inconsistencies and other faults
that should be removed through revision and updating. Article 12 of the
New York City Local Law Int. No. 436 contains some acoustical performance
requirements applicable primarily in targe cities. The State Building Con-
struction Code, applicable to Multiple Dwellings, of the state of New York,
contains a "performance-1ikeil statement that is somewhat ambiguous and should
be considered as obsoleEe. Insurance companies and other otganizations that
invest in buil-ding construction general-Iy do not have published acoustical
performance requirements, but engage acoustical consultants to advise,
reconunend and specify performance levels and measures to achieve them in
order to help assure their investments.

Relatively recent projects such as the SCSD (School Construction Systems
Development) and URBS (University Residential Building System, have pro-
duced documents that contain some acoustical performance requirements.
The former publication, unfortunately, contains some inconsistent state-
ments and obsolete material, e"g., 'rTests shal1 be performed in accordance
with the Provisional Code for Measurements of Sound Insutation 1948 surmer
symposium of the Acoustics Group of the Physical Society in London. I' The

AS1M reconrnended practices for laboratory and field measurements are dated

t
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1966 and L967, respectively, and are more representative of the present
state of the art. The URBS document of June, L967, contains performance
criteria that are generally good but also appear to have internal incon-
sistencies.

A recent useful publication is rrA Guide to Airborne, Impact and Structure-
borne Noise Control in Multi-family Dwellings," prepared for the FTIA and
designated HUD TS-24.

Present areas of great concern thaE need immediate attention and improve-
ment include the continuing problem of impact-generated sound transmission
through floor-ceiling assemblies, means to attain actual field performance
in buildings commensurate with potential performance indicated by laboratory
measuremenEs, and the acoustical performance of total systems--completed
buildings--in reducing intrusions of aircraft-generated and other exterior
noises.

Itihile some might question the relevance of concern for acoustical privacy
and noise control in low-cost housing, or may consider achievement measures
too expensive and luxurious, the sociological, psychological, and perhaps
physiological requirements of the occupants must be considered. In addition,
the sites for low-cost housing construction are often chosen near noisy
airports, industrial centers, and other relatively noisy locations that
place increased performance burdens on Ehe exterior wall assemblies and
roof systems.

4.L.L Introduction

Although the acoustical environment usually is thought to be a luxury and
therefore too costly for inclusion in low-cost housing p1ans, it is probable
that a suitably comfortable acoustical environment can be attained at
little or no additional construction cost if acoustical performance is
incorporated initially as part of the total housing performance concept.

4 .1.2 User Requirements

The needs, or requirements, of the consumer (owner/occupant) basically
consist of psychological, sociological and physiological factors.

4.L.2.1 Psychological health and well-bein c

Most people seem to require a conscious, or subconscious, assurance
that sounds of their activities, perhaps of a personal or intimate
nature, are not audible to their neighbors and vice versa.

Interruption of sleep, eoncentraEion or communication due to noise or
intrusive soundsr e.8., a crying child, may cause adverse psychological
effects.
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4.1.2.2 Socioloeical imp licat ions

The lack of acousLical privacy, especially in hlgh-density multifamily
housing, could be a factor in difficult social interactions among
occupants of such housing. An example might be the audition of a
family domestic quarrel prompting some neighbors toward interference
that possibly could lead to a large-scale disturbance.

4 .l .2 .3 Phys io logical health and well bein c.

Prolonged exposure to high noise levels, produced by aircraft, rapid
transit systems, industrial plants, etc., could impair the normal
hearing capacity of individuals.

Persistent loss of sleep, caused by intrusive sounds or noises,
indirectly could produce deleterious physiological results.

4. f.3 Housing Performance Requirements

A suitable acoustical environment in residential housing results from
adequate provisions for acoustical privacy and noise control, which are
the fundamental performance requirements.

4.1.3.1 Site Selection and P lanning

An anomalous situation arises, from the acoustical viewpoinE, in that
low-cost housing sites often are selected near rapid-transit systems,
i.e. etevated and/ox subway trains and other railways, near airfields
or near industrial plants or other relatively noisy areas. In order
to establish a comforEable interior acoustical environment, the
exterior waIl system and roof assembly should provide greater sound
attenuation than would be required on a less noisy site. The end
result could be increased construction costs.

1, Low-cost housing sites should be selected consistent
with intelligent (noise-control-conscious) land-use
planning and zoning.

Building orientation, on the sit.e, should be planned
to minimize potentially intrusive exterior noises. Natural
barriers should be exploited for acoustical shielding
wherever possible.

4.1.3.2 Re irements of Structures

1 Exterior walls nearesL outdoor noise sources should contain
a minimum member of window and door openings, i.€., the
airborne sound transmission loss of exterior walls shall be
sufficient to provide a comfortable interior acoustical
environment.

2

D

a
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Spatial designs and floor plans should optimize
opportuniEies for noise control and acoustical privacy
provisions. Noisy service areas, for example, should
be as far from acoustically critical spaces (bedrooms)
as possible.

Airborne sound transmission loss of party walls and floor-
ceiling assemblies separating dwelling units sha1l be
suffictent to provide acoustlcal privacy.

Floor-ceiling assemblies shall reduce impact-generated
noise sufficiently to provide acoustical privacy.

I^/a11 and door assemblies separating dwelling uniEs from
corridors, stairs, and entrancehrays shall provide acoustical
pr ivacy .

Corridors, stair-and-entrancehrays, utility areas that
usually are quite reverberant sha1l have sufficient sound
absorptive properties to provide noise control in such
spacesi i.e., the reverberant sound build-up shall be
minimized with the use of sound absorbing materials.

Assuming that low-cost housing consumers can stil1 afford
furnishings that have sufficient sound absorbing properties,
e.g. heavily upholstered furniture, wa11-to-waIl carpeting,
draperies, etc. , interior surface finishing materials should
provide some sound absorption in dwelling units to help
attain a comfortable acoustical environment in them.

Certain partitions within individual dwelting units should
provide some acoustical privacy for family members.

Structural design shculd include techniques to prevent or
minimize the transmission of structure-borne sounds from
mechanical equipment and the 1ike.

4.1.3.3 Requirements of Eqlripment in Buildings

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 Noise control considerations sha11 be included in the
selection of equipment.

2 Installation of equipment shall incorporate noise control
mea sure s

With extremely careful ptanning, usually on an individual-
case basis, the sound produced by heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning systems may be used advantageously to
provide background sound levels that Itmaskrt potentially
instrusive noises. Due caustion must be exercised to avoid
the noise of HVAC systems from becoming a source of annoying
noise in themseLves ' -r-95-
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Installation of plumbing and plumbing fixtures shall provide
noise control measures, €.8., rigid connection of piping co
large sound radiating areas, partitions, should be avoided.

Installation of electrical and telephone services shalI not
compromise the acoustical integrity of partitions and floor-
ceiling assemblies. In addition, planned location of outlets
can avoid eventual placement of domestic noise sources,
television sets and appliances, on or against party walIs.

4.L.4 Present Acoustical Performance Requirements in U. S Hous ing

In general, acoustical performance requirements are more prevalent in
European housing construction than in the United States. I"lany European
countries have mandatory acoustical isolation requirements and others
have recommended codes of practice. With the increased number of
multifamily-dwe1ling units and mass urbanization in recent years, the
necessity of providing acoustical privacy and noise control measures
has risen in the United States.

The Federal Housing Administration includes some acoustical performance
requirements in the Minimum Property Standards (MPS 2600). In addition,
a Guide to Airborne, Inpact and Structure-Borne Noise Control in
Multifamily Dwellings has been prepared for the FHA, that contains
recommended performance leveIs and criteria, related principally to
interior partitions and to floor-ceiling construction.

On the local level, housing authorities and land-use zoning bodies and
others have incorporaEed acoustical performance requirements and noise-
control regulations in their building codes and ordinances. It is reported
that noise-control regulations and/or acoustical performance requirements
are i-ncorporated in, or currently are being proposed, in codes and/or
ordinauces of the following jurisdictions.

Ca lifornia Flor ida Michigan

De tro it

Missouri

Illinois G lenda 1e

Co lorado Chicago
Highland Park
Peor ia

New Jersey

Major cities

Maryland New York

4

5

a

Bakerrs FieId
Beverly HiIls
Los Angeles
Sacramento
San Francisco

Denver

CoraI GabIes
Miami
Miami Beach

Montgomery County
Rockvi 1 Ie

Hempstead
Irvington
New York City

District of columbia
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Ohio

C inc innat i
Shaker Heights
To ledo
University Heights

Tenne ssee

I"lemphis

Virginia

Fairfax County

West Virginia

ttRecommended Laboratory Method for Measuring Impact
Sound Transmission through Floor-Ceiling Assemblies"
- AS11,1, Joint E-6 and C-20.

"Field and Laboratory I'leasurement of Air-Borne and
Impact Sound Transmission".

Pennsylvania

Montgomery County
Mount Lebannon Char leston

Rhode Island

Warwick

The quality or exact nature of the noise-control regulations and/or
acoustical performance requirements of aII of the above is not known at
this time. Many of these are suspected to be the common "nuisance clause"
relating to noise production within the jurisdictional limits.

4 .L.5 Summarv of U. S. Standard Test Procedures

Standard test methods currently in use, or in development, are:

1. E90-667 rrTenEati.ve Recornmended Practice for Laboratory
Measurements of Air-Borne Sound Transmission Loss
of Building Partitions'r - AST}'1, Joint E-6 Sub 3

and C20 Sub 6.

2. Ct+23-66 Standard Method of Test for Sound Absorption of
Acoustical Materials in Reverberation Rooms -
ASTM, C-20 .

3. E-335-677 rrTentative Recommended Practice for Measurement
of Air-Borne Sound Insulation in Buildings" -
ASTI,I, Joint E-6 and C-20. (Accepted for publication
in 1968 Book of Standards)

4. (In ballot)

5. rso Rt40
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ASHRAE Stand-
ard 36-62

ASHRAE Stand-
ard 364-63

ASHRAE Stand-
ard 368-63

AI"ICA Bu 11 .

300

10 Standard
AD-63

llost countries have requirements or
impact sound insulation, although a
insulation. Generally, the methods
the various countries, although the
criteria understandably differ from

Sound Transmission Loss

Ref . Reverberation Time Normalization

Ref . Absorption NormalizaEion:

I'Standard for Measurement of Sound Power of lleating
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Equipment,
Criteria for Testing" - ASHRAE.

"Standard Method of Determining Sound Power of Room

Air Conditioners and Other Ductless, Ttrrough-the-
Wa11 Equipmentrr - ASHRAE.

I'Standard llethod of Testing for Rating the
Acoustic Performance of Air Control and Terminal
Devices and Similar Equipment - ASHRAE.

"Standard Test Code for Sound Rating Air l"loving
Devices" (Revised April 1965) - AI'ICA.

'rMeasurement of Room-to-Room Sound Transmission
Through Plenum Air Systemsrr - ADC.

6

7

B

9

4.L.6 Summary of Foreign Codes and Recommendations

Another approach to the development of suitable criteria for acoustical
privacy is to examine what has been done in other countries coping with
similar problems. An extensive survey of codes and recommendations in
existence, as hrell as those presently under consideration, has been conducted,
and a summary is presented here..

recomrnendations for both air-borne and
few deal only with air-borne sound
of test are quite similar throughout
presentation of data and the insulation
country to country.

Airborne sound insulation measurements are made using bands of random noise
or frequency-modulated sinusoidal tones, and the results are presented as
sound transmission Ioss or normalized leve1 differences according to the
following equations:

STL=L

Dro

(e.1)

(e .z)

-1

L

, + 10 loer. S/A

, + LO 1og,O T/To

1

D.
Ao

+ 10 log Ao/A (9.3)
10

1
L

L t-Lz
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r€, in a1l three equations, L1 and L2 are the time-space average sound
ssure levels, in decibels, measured in the source and receiving rooms
pectively. The difference, L1-L2, is also known as the Noise Reduction
). In equation 9.1, S is the total radiating surface area of the
Eition, and A is the total sound absorption in the receiving room. In
tion 9.2, T is the measured reverberation time of the receiving room,
T^= 0.5 second is the normalizing reference reverberation time.

oilarly, in equation 9.3, A is the total sound absorption in the receiving
m, and Ao lOm2 is the normaLizing reference room absorption

a
S

S

1

senpr
C

ct
ta prn

1s

on
(r

sound insulation measurements are generally performed utilizing a
g machine which by operating on the floor serves as a repeatable
rd source of impact excitation. The resulting impact sound pressure
are measured in the receiving room located directly below. The

tation of data and the insulation criteria differ among the various
ies. The results of the measurements are presented according to

rece
10m2

of the following equations of normalized impact sound pressure levels,
PL):

ISPLA =SPL+10
o

logto A/Ao (e.4)

ISPLT SPL 10 loer. T/To (e .s)

tr

o

e SPL is the time-s pace average sound pressure level, in decibels re:
002 dyne/cm2 , measured in the iving room. A is the total sound
o rp t ion
rpt ion

of that room and Ao is the normali-zLr.g reference room

wh
0.
ab
ab
re
t
l-n
Me

Similarly, T is the measured reverberation time of the
eiving room and To = 0.5 second is the normalizing reference reverberation

In addition to the matter of normalization, there is inconsistency
gfis frequency bandwidth of the measurement of sound pressure levels.
surements are usually made in 1/3-octave or 1/1-octave frequency bands
fusion arises when the resultant measured levels are compared for
pliance with required or recommended criterion contours. The problem

S Iy is that of comfiaring like quantities. In the early days, the
e1 ctrical filters used for ar.alyzir.g the sound were octave frequency band

ters which separated the audible frequency sound into components, each

C

co

fi
passing one ful1 octave. The resultant values were plotted at the

ce ter frequency of each band and labeled 'roctave-band sound pressure
le lst'. More recently, it was recognized that a greater refinement or
trd finition'r of the sound spectra was necessary, and consequently 1/3-octave
frequency band filters were developed. Obviously, the total sound energy
in a given octave band should be the same, whether measured in ten l/IO-ocLave
bands, three l/3-ocEave bands, or one 1/l-octave band. In other words, the
sum of the energy contributions of each of the three l/3-octave bands
comprising a fu1l octave band should result in the value that would be
obtained from a single measurement of that full'octave band. It follows
that the observed single value in each of the l/3-octave bands will be less
than the single value observed for the full octave band.
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A problem arose when the existing criterion contours based upon octave
band sound pressure level measurements were applied to the 1/3-octave
band measurements. To resolve the problem, it was agreed'" that
measurements should be made in frequency bands not greater than 1/1-
octave wide and not less than l/3-octave wide, and the values should be
corrected to correspond to those of full octave bands by the addition of
10 log1g n (dB) to the average level when (1/n) octave band filters are
used. In the case of l/3-octave bands, n = 3i therefore 10 log1g (3) =
4.77 dB or 5 dB when rounded to the nearest whole number. Some countries
plot impact sound pressure leve1 data in octave bands, some plot L/3-
octave band data after adding the 5 dB octave band "correction'r to the
data and others plot 1/3-octave band data without applying the'rcorrection".
As a consequence, the literature contains information which may be
confusing and perhaps contradictory. IE is scientifically more pleasant
and logical to present the data as measured. When comparison with criteria
or recommended contours is necessary, these theoretical and sometimes
arbitrary reference curves can be adjusted readily to correspond with the
measured data. In other words for use with l/3-octave band data, it is
easier to adjust a reference
from it, rather than adding

contour by subtracting the value of 10 1o
that value to the measured data. Likewise

810 n
,if

the reference contours are based upon l/3-octave band data, the value of
10 log1g n can be added to the contour for comparison with l/l-ocLave
data. This practice avoids the contradictory situation where exactly the
same noise is characEerized by octave band daEa and l/3-octave band data
(adjusting by adding 5 dB), buE when computed yield total energies which
are not the same.

From a scientific point of view, it is technically correct and permissible
to convert or express data obtained from l/3-octave band measurements in
terms of l/l-octave band data, but the converse requires making an
assumption about the distribution of sound with frequency which may not
agree with the distribution in the particular case considered.

In view of the desirability of l/3-octave band analysis of noise and the
current trend toward Standardization of such anal-yses, the data will be
presented as measured in this publication and the reference contours for
obtaining single-figure ratings will be adjusted accordingly. Further,
it is recommended that future measurements include l/3-octave band
analyses and that subsequent criteria contours be based directly on such
data.

,. By the International Organization for Standardization
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The following list gives capsular descriptions of required or recommended
airborne and impact sound insulation criteria of various foreign countries.
Graphic illustrations of these criteria are given at Ehe end of this chapter

I. AUSTRIA

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Single-figure ratings are
obtained from a reference contour (Figure 9.6) allowing an
average unfavorable deviation* of 2 dB. The STL measurements
use either swept frequency-modulated sinusoids with octave-
band analysis, or white noise with l/3-octave band analysis.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Single figure ratings are obtained
from a reference contour (Figure 9.7) allowing an average
unfavorable deviation* of 2 dB. 1/l-octave band analysis of
impact sound pressure levels, normalized to Ao = 10m', is
made in the receiving room with the ISO type tapping machine
operating on the floor above.

Recommendations for both airborne and impact sound insulation are
based upon four sound insulation groups, by building types, with
criteria for various individual partition functions within each group.
In addition there are three reference curves for assessing impact
noise reduction (AL) achieved by modifying the basic floor-ceiling
structures with additional floor or ceiling assemblies. Although this
standard is not a legal requirement, it is observed by most planners,
builders, customers and housing authorities in Austria.

Reference: O NORM B 8115 "Hochbau Schallschutz und Horsamkeitrt,
April 27, 1959.

2, BELGII]},I

As far as we know, there are no national requirements, however,
British, French and German standards are applied in certain areas,
and in some cases more stringently than in the countries of origin

,r Generally throughout these capsular descriptions, the "average unfavorable
deviationr' (d) is computed as follows:

Ed + +d
n nn (e.6)

n n

where d are the deviations from the reference contour. The deviations
in the $nfavorable sense are entered a.t their fdll value and those in
the favorable sense are entered with a value ot zeto.

*dzot
e
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3. BULGARIA

As
to

4. CANADA

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: "C

far as we know, the Bulgarian requirements are quite similar
those of Czechoslovakia.

oqstruction shall provide a
g" of not less than 45 betweensound transmission class ratin

dwelling units in the same building and between a dwelling
unit and any space common to two or more dwelling uniEs."
Quoted from Section 5 "Sound Control'r (Residential Standards,
Canada,1965, NRC. No. 825f) Supplement No. 5 to the National
Building Code of Canada, 1960, NRC. No. 5800.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: There are no requirements in

5

current use, but it is understood that a nehr code is in
preparat ion .

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Requirements are based upon
reference contours (Figure 9.8) with different contours
applicable to laboratory and field measurements, allowing
an average unfavorable deviation of 2 dB, providing that
no single unfavorable deviation may exceed 8 dB, based
upon octave bands. STL measurements are conducted in the
laboratory and sound level difference measurements which
are normalized Eo (A = 1Om2) are performed in the fie1d.

Reference: O. Brandt, "Sound Insulation Requirements
between Dwellingsr'. An invited paper presented at the
Fourth International Congress on Acoustics, Copenhagen,
Denmark , 1962,

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: As far as we know, the measurements
and the reference contour follow the German standard (DIN
4f09); however, the requirements are about 10 dB more
stringent.

6. DENMARK

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: The requirements are based upon
reference contours (Figure 9.6) with a distinction between
isolation provided by a partition alone and isolation between
two rooms. The sum total of unfavorable deviations may not
exceed 16 dB. Measurements are reported as sound pressure
Ievel differences normalized to.T = 0.5 second.

:kAs prescribed in ASTI,I Specification E90-6lT rrTentative Recommended
Practice for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss
of Building Floors and Walls", 1961.
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(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Similarl y, these requirements are
based upon a reference contour (Figure 9.9) with the same
restriction on unfavorable deviations. l/3-ocEave band
measurements of impact sound pressure levels, normalized
to T = 0.5 second, are made in the receiving room with the
ISO Sype tapping machine operating on the floor above.

Reference: Bygningsreglement for Kobstaederne og landit
(Building Regulations) Chapter 9, I'Sound

IsolaEiontt, Copenhagen, Denmark (1961).

7. I]I{GIdND

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Three grading contours (Figure
9.10) - House Party Wall Grade, Grade I and Grade II are
specified as recortrnended requirements; a small allowance
is permitted which is equal to an average unfavorable
deviation of 1 dB: If the mean deficiency exceeds 1 dB
of Grade II, the structure is classified as x dB worse
than Grade II. This quantity is not defined for
structures rating better than Grade II. 1/3-octave
band measurements are made in accordance with British
Standard 27502 1956*, and results are reported as STL
or sound pressure level differences normalized to To = 0.5
second for laboratory and field respectively. Frequency-
modulated sinusoids or random noise may be used.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Likewise , two grading contours,
(Figure 9.lf) Grade I and Grade II, are specified as
reconrnended requirements with similar allowances as above.
Impact sound pressure leveIs are measured eiEhqr in octave
or l/3-octave bands and normalized to Ao = 10m" in the
field. Measurements are made in the receiving room with an
ISO type tapping machine operating on the floor above. If
the analysis is made in bands less than a full octave, results
are to be rrcorrectedrr by adding 10 log1gn, where l/n is the
bandwidth used.

Although the code represents a sEandard of good practice,
and thus takes the form of reconrmendations, some local areas
require compliance with certain sections of the code; there
are indications of the future emergence of regulations through-
out the United Kingdom.

Reference: British Standard Code of Practice, CP3:
Chapter III, ttSound Insulation and Noise
Reduction" (1960).

:'.' Recoflurendations for Field and Laboratory Measurement of Airborne and
Impact Sound Transrnission in Buildingsrr, British Standard 2750: 1956,
British Standards Institution.
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8. FTNLAI{D

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Contours (Figure 9.12) associated
with three sound insulation classes are specified as recu^m-
mended requirements. The classes are based upon maximum
permissible noise levels in a given space, as well as the
necessary sound isolation obtainable from a partition or
between two rooms. The sum total of the unfavorable
deviations may not exceed 16 dB. STL measurements are
conducted in the laboratory, and sound pressure leve1
differences normalized to T^ = 0.5 second are performed in
the field; all data are r"p8rt"d in l/3-octave bands.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Likewise , contours (Figure 9.13)
associated wiEh the three sound insulation classes are
specified as recofirmended requirements. These carry the same
restriction on unfavorable deviations as above. 1/3-octave
band measurements of impact sound pressure levels are made
in the receiving room with the ISO tapping machine in op-
eration on the floor above. Laboratory and field results
are norrnalized to Ao = 10m2 and T = 0.5 second, respectively.

There is no legislation yet in Finland regarding mandatory
requirements of sound insulation; therefore, Lhe above are
considered to be recommendations.

Reference : EIIDOTUs ahrrsE'nTSTYSI'{AARIYSIKSI, I'suggesrion
' for Requirements of Sound Insulationr',

Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuslaitos, Tiedotus .

Sarja III - Rakennus 42, Helsinki (1960).

9. FRANCE

The French have had standards since 1958; however, it is under-
stood that new regulations are being prepared. Single-figure
ratings are derived from comparison of measured values with
specified average sound pressure leveI differences normalized
to To = 0.5 second for airborne sound insulation. Similarly,
ratings for impact sound insulation are obtained by comparison
of measured 1/3-octave band impact sound pressure leve1s,
adjusted to 'rcorrespondr to octave band leve1s, with specified
sound pressure levels normalized to To = 0.5 second. An ISO
type tapping machine is used as a source of impact excitation.
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IO. GERMANY

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Sin
obtained from reference contour
curves are used for the compari
data. An average unfavorable d
when computed as follows:

Ble-figure ratings are
s^ (Figure 9.6); separate
son of field and laboratory
eviation of 2 dB is permltted

d dn-I + n (e.t1
d 2 s dB

(n- 1)

where d_ are the deviations from the reference contour;
deviatiBns in the favorable sense are assumed to tie on
the contour and are entered as zero in the computation.
n is equal to the number of measured values, usually at
sixteen l/3-octave bands. Measurements are made in
accordance with DIN 52210*o, and results are reported as
R(STL) and R' for laboratory and field measurement
re spect ive ly .

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Single-figure ratings are
obtai(red from reference contours (Figure 9.7) in a similar
manner as for airborne sound insulation; the average
unfavorable deviation is computed analogously. ftre f/3-
octave'band analysis of impact sound pressure levels is
made in the receiving room with the ISO tapping machine
operating on the floor above. The sound pressure levels
are norma]ized to A^ = 10rn2 and rrcorrected to correspondtt
with octave band data.

Germany was among the first countrj-es to include provisions
for acoustical privacy and noise control in building codes;
and the present standard (DIN 4f09) is perhaps one of the
most comprehensive documents of its kind.

Reference: Schallschutz in Hochbau (Sound Insulation in
Buildings), DIN 4109, (5 parts dated September
L962 - April 1963).

d +dzI +
2 2

a ,c The theory of requirement contours is given by L.Cremer,
der sollkurven'r, schallschutz von Bauteilen, Berlin, 1960.

by Wilhelm Ernst & Son.)

J<* Messungen zur Bestimmung des Luft - und Tritischallschutzes,
(l'leasurements for the DeterminaEion of Airborne and Impact Sound

Insulation), DIN 52210, March f950.

in 'rDer Sinn
(Published
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I1 . NETHERIANDS

a) Airborne Sound Insulation: There are two quality classes
of sound insulation, ttfairtt and ttgoodtt, based mainly upon
the comparison of measured insulation values with reference
values (Figure 9.L4).

From that comparison, three specific rules are used for
obtaining the Insulation Index of a structure. Measurements
are made in four octave bands with center frequencies
ranging from 250 to 2000 Hz; the laboratory results are
reported as STL and field results as sound pressure leveI
differences normalized to Ao = l0mz.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: SimilarI yt there are two quality
classes of sound insulation and the ratings are based upon
comparison wiEh reference values (Figure 9.15) wiEh three
specific rules .analogous to the airborne sound insulation
rating system. Impact sound pressure level measurements
are made in the receiving room with an ISO type tapping
machine operating on the floor above. The measurements
are made in the same four octave bands and are normalized

ato Ao = lgm'

Reference 3 Natuurkundige Grondslagen voor Bouwvoorschriften,
Deel III, Geluidwering in Woningen (Noise
Control and Sound Insulation in Dvcellings),
NEN 1070, December L962, Nederlands Normalisatie-
Inst ituut

12. NORI^TAY

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Single-figure ratings are
obtained by comparison of measured data with reference
contours (Figure 9.f6) allowing an average unfavorable
deviation of 1 dB. Iileasurements are made in accordance
with ISO/R 140-1960*, and results are reported as sound
pressure level differences normalized to To = 0.5 second.
The codes are based upon an effective airborne sound
insulation number which Eakes into account the insulation
qualities of the partition, its axea, the volume and the
reverberation time of the receiving room and the estimated
degree of flanking transmission.

:k International Otgaaization for StandardizatLoa, ISO Recommendation
R140, "Field and Laboratory Measurements o.f Airborne and Impact Sound
Transmission", IS0/R 140-1960 (E).

(
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(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Similarl y, single-figure ratings
are obtained by comparison with reference contours (Figure
9.17), allowing the same average unfavorable deviation. A

1/3-octave band analysis of impact sound pressure levels,
normalized to To = 0.5 second, is made in the receiving
room with the ISO tapping machine operating on the floor
above. The codes also are based upon an effective impact
sound number system, which yields positive numbers such
that the larger values indicate increased impact sound
insulation.

Reference: 'tProposed Norwegian Building Code for Sound
InsuIation", Norges Byggforskinngsinstitut
Rapport 38, Oslo 1963.

I3. SCOTI,AND

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: The Scottish build ing standards
are based upon the ttHouse Party Wall Gradett and "Grade I"
cqfltours of the British Standard Code of Practice (Figure
9.I0), CP3: Chapter III, "Sound Insulation and Noise
Reduction", 1960; the measurements are conducted in
accordance with B.S. 27502 1956, (See 7. ENGLAND).

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Likewise , the ttGrade I" refer-
ence contour (Figure 9.11) for impact sound Pressure levels
is used. The l/3-octave band analysis is normalized to
T = 0.5 second, and rrcorrected to correspond" with octave
band data

Ttris differs significantly from the British case because the
Scottish building standards constitute a lega1 requirement,
effective June 15, 1964, as opposed to a recommendation.
Although not applicable to existing buildings prior to that
date, local authorities have the power to require conformation
in all new buildings.

Reference: Building Standards (Scotland) Regulations,
Part VIII, L963, as presented by G. Berry in
an article entitled rrSound Insulation in
Houses and Flats - Effect of New Scottish
Building Standards'r, INSUI,ATION , January 1964.
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L4. SWEDEN

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: There are three grad ing
contours (Figure 9.18) to which measured I/3-octave
band data are compared. The data are reported as sound
pressure level differences normalized to Ao = 10m2. The
total sum of the unfavorable deviations may not exceed
16 dB. The requirements, which are stated in terms of
functional application of the wal-1 structures, thus
determine which one of the three contours must be
satisfied in a specific case.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Two grading contours (Figure
9.19) are specified for the required comparisons; these
are based upon a l/3-octave band analysis of impact sound
pressure levels measured in the receiving room with an
ISO type tapping machine operating on the floor above.
The results are norma lized to Ao = 10m2 and are reported
as measured, i.e. without the rrcorrectionrt to octave bands.
In this case, the total sum of the unfavorable deviations
may noL exceed 32 dB.

Reference: Swedish Building Code: BABS 1960. Anvisnigar' Til1 Byggnadsstadgan, Kung1. Byggnadsstyrelsens
Publikationer, Stockholm, Sweden (1960).

15. SWITZERI"AND

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: An unofficial draft recom-
mendation exists, in which trminimumil and itmaximum"

requirements of average sound transmission loss are
specified, which are based upon both laboratory and
field measurements according to type of building and wa11
function. In the case of multifamily dwellings, the
following is applicable :

Laboratory Fie ld
Buildine ComponenE Min. I'Iax. Min Max.

Dividing walls and ceilings
in flats, staircase wa11

52 dB 57 dB 50 dB 55 dB

Dividing walls between
flats and restaurant,
cinema, garage, workshop
and other business
premises

57 dB 67 dB 55 dB 65 dB
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(b) Impact Sound Insulation:
ments .

There are no explicit require-

Reference: W. Furrer, "Room and Building Acoustics and
Noise Abatementrr, p. 203, English Translation
(Butterworth & Co. Ltd., London, L964).

16. U.S.S.R

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: There are three reference
contours (Figure 9.20) I^rith r^rhich sound transmission loss
measurements are to be compared. In the comparison,
unfavorable deviations are computed as follows:

+
2 (e.8)

6

where d are the deviation from a reference contour based
upon thB six 1/l-octave bands with center frequencies in
Ehe range 100-3200 Hz. In addition, no single unfavorable
deviaLion may exceed 8 dB.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Similarly, there are two
reference contours (Figure 9.2L) which specify maximum
impact sound pressure levels permissible in the receiving
room with a tapping machine operating on the floor above.
Unfavorable deviations from the specification contours
are computed analogously, as above, according to
equation 9.8.

Reference: Advisory Code for Sound Insulation in Housing
and Corrnunity Buildings, (CH39-58) State
Publishing Office for Building Architecture
and Building l"laterials Literature, I"loscow,
1959.

In general, most of the requirements imply minimal sound
insulaEion; however, the foregoing cursory review of
codes, standards and reconmendations obviously does not
include all the information contained in such documenEs.
For example, many codes specify criteria for partitions
within dwelllng units, maximum sound pressure leve1s
perurissible in a given space, criteria for doors and
windows, means to minimize flanking tran$nission and
structure-borne noise, and other pert.inent information.
In fact, some documents approach textbook status on the
subjecE of acoustical privacy and noise control rather
than codes.
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In sunrnary, the review shows several prevalent techniques
for specifying adequate acoustical privacy, which
essentially are as follows:

(1) Single-figure rating requirements or
recommendations formulated on the basis
of a single reference contour or upon a
family of reference conEours, with accompanying
rules for computing such ratings. The code
requirements are not necessaril y consonant
with, or the same as, the values of the
reference contour; or in other words, the
required insulation, for a given installation,
may be x dB more stringent than the values of
the reference contour. (This point has been
often overlooked in similar studies, of
existing codes and criteria, appearing in
the literature. )

This system affords the greatest flexibiliEy
for the code writer because he can revise the
single-figure requirements, if need be,
without disrupting the basic rating scheme.

(2) Grading curves for minimum airborne sound
insulation and maximum impact sound pressure
levels. This system affords the simplicity
of a "go or no gorrdecision on the parr of
the appropriate authoriEies; but if revision
of the requirements becomes necessary, the
change is usually diff icult t,o accomplish.

(3) Requirements based upon the single-figure
arithmetic average of sound transmission loss
values. Although this system is the simplest,
there have been technical questions raised
regarding its suitability.

Figure 9.22 shows the range of minimum airborne sound
Insslation requirements and reco-nrnendations of other
countries and the range of suggested values'" for
particular cases requiring better sound insulation performance

?k These generally pertain to areas where better than minimal sound
insulation is usually necessary, such as separation of dwelling units
in quiet or suburban locationsl separaLion of dwelling units from
small business shops within a building, or from noisy areas such as
mechanical equipment rooms, restaurants, and for application to
hospitals, hotels, etc.
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Technically speaking, sound transmission loss, STL,
and normalized level differenc€, Dn, values should not
be plotted on the same graph; however, for purposes of
convenience, they are shown together and labeled rrAirborne
Sound InsulaLionrr. It can be shown that STL = D. when

the partition area S is approximately L07.6 ft2'^31"o,
STL = D, when S/V-r.l ft-l, where S is the partition

o
area and V is the volumg_of the receiving room in the
English system of units"^.

been lowered 5 dB for comparison with 1/3-octave band
data. In addition, referenpe values for use with data
normalized to both Ao = 10mz and To = 0.5 second are
shown together. It can be shown that the Ewo normalization
schemes yield equivalent results for measurements in rooms
which have a volume of approximately 1100 ft3 or 31m3.

Similarly, the shaded areas in Figure 9.23 show,
analogously, the range of minimum impact sound insulation
requirements or recormnendations of other countries and
the range of suggested values for particular cases
requiring better sound insulation performance. These
values are plotted to be consistent with t/3-octave
band analyses;,L.e., reference contours which were
established for compa rison with octave band data have

STL=Do whenS=1
o

om2

STL = Dt when S/V -> 0.33m-1
o

** In metric units:
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4.L.7 Research Need in Architectural Acoustics

The following research programs are necessary to improve the rrstate-
of-the-art" related to the acoustical performance of all housing, not
only of low-cost, housing.

A comprehensive study, evaluation and understanding of the
subjective response to the acoustical environment--rtWhat is
necessary?tt, t'What is desirable?rt, or as it is often staEed,
ttHow much noise intrusion will people tolerate?rr

Developrnent of a correlation or relaLion between field and
laboratory measurement results. Devise practical and
realistic means for predicting acoustical performance
actually achieved in buildings from the results of
laboratory measurements .

Development or irnprovement of ttstandardrr methods of measure-
ment, evaluation, antl criteria formulation suitable for
performance specifications of :

t,he acoustical properties of exterior wa11
components individually and compositely that
are necessary to provide protection from noise
intfusions of exterior sources, e.8., aircraft,
rapid-rail-transit systems, motor vehicles, etc.,

the acoustical properties of partywalls, separating
dwelling units, when lhey are a part .of the total
building system,

surface ncise radiation generated by people and
objects in dynamic contact with floor-surfacing
materials,

impact sound transrnission through floor-ceiling
assemblies generated by dynamic contact with the
f1oor,

structure-borae sollod transmission generated by
natural sources (earth vibrations) and electro-
mechanical equipment,

f. noise production associated with pltrmbing and fixtures,

noise production associated with appliances and
electro-mechanical (HVAC) equipment.

The study and evaluation of the acoustical performance of the
total building system as it is affected by the interaction
and connection of all components, materials and equipment.
The fulI integration of building acoustics technology with
all other building science technology is essential.

I
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b

c

d
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GRAPHIC ST]MMARY OF TOREIGN CODES
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4.2 AIR CLEANING AND ODOR CONTROL

4.2.0 Executive Summary

Because of the state of development of air-cleaning for residential
structures and for large buildings where the cleaning is accomplished by
mechanical and electrostaEic filters, existing specificaEions do not give
assurance that the air: will be sufficiently clean. The filters are usually
placed in air streams that represenE only a part of the air in the building
and Ehe part.iculate matter in the remaining air never experiences filtering.
These specifications are not performance specifications in the Eruest sense;
since performance specifications, if fu1fi11ed, would give assurance that
the occupants of the building would be subjecEed Eo clean air for Ehe promo-
tion of well-being and good health.

They are performance-based, however, in that they measure the amount of
particulate matter the filEers remove from an air sEream. They include
minimum limits of weight of particulate matter and of arrestance (loosely
defined as efficiency), which is measured indirectly. One can describe
these limits as performance criteria.

Examples of these specifications are discussed laEer in section 4.2.2 of
Ehis report. Two specifications which arc used extensively by industry
and Ehe governmenE are:

1) General Services AdminisEration Standard Air CondiEioning
Specification published in December of L964.

2) MIL-F-165528 (Ships), February, L964

Both of these documents require that testing be done at the National
Bureau of St.andards.

Another example is the Standard now being prepared by the American SocieEy
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers. This Standard
does not require thaE the test.ing be done at NBS, but can be done by a
qualified independent testing laboratory.

There are other factors besides filtering involved in obtaining clean air.
These factors include vcntilation, exhaust of air, the number of occupants
in a building and the nature of their activities, and the number of cracks
and openings in a building which supply fresh air. There are no standards
or code requirements for limiting the number of cracks or amount of air
leakage in a building. But there are requirements in specifications,
standards, and codes which assure adequate performance of single systems
such as ventilating systems, exhaust hoods over stoves, exhausE fans in
bathrooms, and limitations on the number of occupants in a house. The most
important of these are listed in section l+.4.2 of this report.
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What is evenEually needed is a requirement that limits the particulate
matter in the air as well as development of a device which will better
clean the air than do present methods. Although the requlrement for
limiting the particulate matter could be resolved with some research and
study of clean-room specifications or possibly by the use of mountain air
for a reference, basic new methods for cleaning the air do not appear to
be possible in the foreseeable future.

Meanwhile it seems judlcious to direct research toward establishing a

Standard that limits the particulate matter in the air, and paralleling
this effort, to determine the best means for determining the relation
between filter methods, ventilation, and occupancy of a dwelling.
Quantitative data would be valuabLe. Control of odor shouLd be considered
in this program also.

The conElol of odor is accomplished now by means of activated charcoal.
The operation works well. Yet there may be other methods for reducing
odor to an acceptable level which are less expensive and more efficienE.
Until better methods are obtained, it.is reconrnended that research
efforts be directed towards preparation of a performance specification
which assures operation of the banks of charcoal filters usually used in
buildings. As it stands now, there are only performance specifications
for the activated charcoal itself -- Specification MIL 17068 is an example.

Meanwhile research should be started for finding a reliabl-e method of
determining whether the air in a dwelling meets performance requirements
relating to user needs of health and comfort. The scentometer described
later may suffic€ as a method for odor measurement.

4.2.L Rationale for Using Performance Requirements

The purpose of air cleaning and odor control is to maintain a clean
atmosphere in a living space where occupents live, eat, and sleep. A

clean aEmosphere is needed to promote a feeling of well being of t.he
occupants, but more than that it aids in mainEaining the good health
of the individual and adds to the economy in the upkeep of tne buildings
and furnishings by minirnizing the deposit of dirt from outside air and
from within the heating sysEem.

The air cleaners used should remove undesirable particulate matEer,
odors and other harmful pollutants which mlght be mixed with the intake
air or with the air used for transfer ring heat in a heating or cooling
system. Air cleaning can be accomplished in a number of ways, in
combination or independently. Alr filterlng is one of the most cortrnon
ways, another is ventilation. Both of these can be employed with odor
absorption devices. Present techniques involve a judicious balance of
the different methods, such balance depending a great deal on Ehe size
of the buildings, on the level of the occupancy ron the method of con-
struction, and on the economics of the heating and cooling systems.
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Health is one important consideration in the need for air cl-eanliness.
There are a number of debilitating yet relatively mild diseases thaE are
known to be related to breathing of air that is not pure. Asthma and
oEher allergy-type diseases such as hay fever are examples. Bronchitis
is another. Air cleaners in the return alr system of a heating or air-
conditioning system are not properly located to remove the major part of
the dust present in a house. A filter in the furnace duct only filters
out particles from Ehe air that passes through the furnace. The primary
effect of this filter, contrary to poputar opinion, is to keep heat ex-
changers or other heating el-ements clean so they function at maximum
efficiency. If a central cooling system is used, an important function
of the filter is to keep the coils clean for optimum efficiency. A window
air-conditioner is more strategicall-y located than a central system, with
respect to the source of dust, but the filters on these devices are of very
low efficiency except in the removal of lint.

The other important function of a filter is to remove the dust from the air
in the occupied space. The problem of air cleanliness is also aggravated
by the fact that in houses today there are air-leaks through the cracks
around the doors and windows, bel-ow the eaves into the attic space, and
through other channels depending on the construction of the house. I"lodern
houses experienee air change rates ranging from about one-half air change
per hour to two and one-half air changes per hour. Another performance
objective for air cleaners is a reduction in house cleaning. Only a sma1l
fraction (on the order of 10%) of the dust generated in an occupied space
passes into the return air syst,em, and thence to the filter in a central
heating or air-conditioning system. Thus most of the dust and other partic-
ulate matter in a house is either removed by the cteaning operations of the
occupant, by passing out of the house through doors, windows and cracks,
or it remains in the house and moves from one place Eo another by air cur-
rents, traffic, etc. Improved clEaning of the air in the occupied space
would result in less deterioration of furnishings, less frequent redecor-
ati-on, and in many cases a lower odor level. A11 of these considerations
for the need of cl-ean air are economically important as wetl as important,
to the health of the user.

The same problems which exist, for residencelin obtaining clean air exist
to some ext.ent in obtaining clean air for 1-atge buildings. However, in
large buildings the amount of fresh air is not dependenE nearly as much
rroon the air that leaks through the cracks of the building. Fresh air is
often supplied by duct work from the outside in con-
trolleo Elmounts. Consequently, air cleaning devices can be placed into
the inLet ductwork and wil-1 filter both the outdoor air and recirculated
air.

Clearty, new approaches to air cleaning in residences should be considered.
Air cleaners for each room, if strategical1y located, could remove a much
higher percentage of the Eotal dust load. If random air leakage could be
essentially eliminated by suppl-ying fresh air through a blower and duct
system, both air cleanliness and hr:midity 1eve1 could be kept under better
control.
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In such case, odor control devices and devices for removing particulate
matter can be placed at the inlet for the outdoor air. 0f course, ade-
quate means for exhaust shouLd be provided. The use of this latter method
also entails economic advantages. Wlth the inlet air under control, the
amount of fresh air can be better matched to the needs of the occupant
instead of supplying him with an overabundance of fresh air which probably
occurs when there is an unnecessariLy high infiltration rate.

There is Little reference in the literature giving technical information
on timits of cteanliness in living quarters related to human capabilities,
resistance to disease, or comfort. It would require a long-range effort,
therefore, to estabLish a performance type of specification based directly
on user needs. It should be entirely feasible, nevertheless, to establish
a performance test procedure for particulate matter in a room using an
adaptation of the NationaL Bureau of Standards Dust Spot Method for testing
air filters. In this method the air in a room to be tested for cleanl-iness
is draum by means of a vacuum punp through a filter paper held firnly in a
special adapter. A dust spot, the sLze of a dime, forms on the upstream
side of the filter paper, the opacity and darkness of the spot giving a
measure of the amount of particulate matter in the room where the test is
being performed. The opacity can be read with relatively simple instru-
menEation using photometric t,echniques. There are devices on the market
which produce these dust spots on a moving paper rape. Such devices can
be left in a space for relatively long periods of time without attendance
by a technician, and the opacity determined at a later date. They a1-so
lend themselves to automatic data acquisition techniques.

Limits, by necessity, would be rel-ated only roughly to human requirements
and would be somewhat arbitrary. An opacity limit could be that which
would obtain in a clean atmosphere such as might occur in the Colorado
mountains in the open on a clear day, a condition which is known to be
healthful. Or the opacity limit could be set at a value intermediate
between the mountain en'rirorunent and the observed levels in the center of
a l-arge city.

It, appears that there is no wel-l-developed insErrmrentation availabl-e for
testing odoriferous air, nor are there limits. One device, the scento-
meter, however, which is described 1ater, offers some possibility for
determining odor acceptability by a singl-e observer. ASTI,I publishes a
standard, ttStandard Method of Iuleasurement of Odor in Atmospheres,'r desig-
nation D1391-57, but this employs the compLicated technique of a panel of
sniffers. IE appears to be unsultable for a performance test.

4.2.2 Generallzed Performance Requirements

The air-cleaner units shal1 be readily maintained.

The units shall be amenable to renewal or replacement.

1)

2)
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3) The cleaners sha1l be easy to install.

4) A11 parts shall be free of chemicals which are toxic or lethal
to the occupants of the building when the intake air is dravrn
through them.

5) Regardless of whether the air-cleaners are for single dwellings
or for multi-family dwellings, they shall be capable of removing
odors. Odors can emanate from neighbors dwellings, or even more
probably from industrial processes which so often take place in
1ow income neighborhoods.

6) Air cleaners shall be capable of preventing smudging or any
soiling from contaminated air on ceilings, walls and floors.

7) The devices employed shal1 be free of hazard from fire, electrical
mishaps, or mechanical danger.

8) The devices shall be sturdy and resistant to hard usage.

9) Cleaners shalI not be offensive to Ehe dwelling occupants from
the point of noise.

10) Cleaners shall be capable of removing offensive odors from the
living spaces.

11) A11 requirements apply for both heating and cooling of the
dwelling pIace.

4.2.3 Additional Performance Requi-rements for Currently-Used Types of
Air Cleaners

1) Presently-used alr cleaners can be divided principally into
the following three categories:

a. Mechanical Types
b. Electrostatic Types
c. Odor-adsorption Devices

Often in present day contracts, mechanical types required ln FllA Minimum
Property Standards require that all supply air should be filtered to
remove dust.
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2) A brief description of each type and some of Ehe applicable
specifications, performance or otherwise, ate presented below:

a. Description of Mechanical Type FilEers

This category includes principally

(a) Filters that employ a dry media (without oil) for
trapping the particulate matter in the air that passes
through the filter. A panel filter liith a fiber-glass
media that can be placed in the air-intake to a heating
or cooling system, and which can be thrown away, ls an
example. This category also includes filters of ex-
tended surface media of pleated or deep-folded config-
uration which because of the large media atea, arrests
more particulate material than does a filter with media
of normal area. This general type of f ilter is knor^rn
as a Class C filter by the General Services Administ,ra-
tion of the U. S. Goverrlment, an agency which buys
many filters for U. S. Government Buildings. tr'lhen a
manufacturer proposes the use of a filter typer iE musE
be tested at the National Bureau of Standards by the
G.S.A. Standard Air Conditioning Specification published
in December, 1964. The tests to be made aE NBS and the
requirements are given in this document.

There are no Federal Specifications (with an F-F desig-
nation) for this type of filter.

(b) Another mechanical type which is of importance and which
might be useful in low-cost housing, is the automatic-
renewable media type in which a rolL of media is unwound
across the air sEream by a mechanism controlled by a
timer or a differential pressure control. This Eimer
or cont.rol activates the device so that the used or
soiled media is moved up and a new, clean section of
media is exposed to the air st.ream. The media on this
type of filter is covered with a thin layer of oily-
like substance to entrap the particles as they impinge
on Ehis media. TesE requirements for this type of
filter are glven in the L964 G.S.A. Document.

(c) Stil1 another mechanical type is the vlscous impingement
typer a panel filter made of a metallic or plastic
meshwork which also is covered with the oily-1ike sub-
sEance. IE is a cleanable filEer: that can be used over
and over a number of times. It is sturdy and might be
highly suitable for low cost housing. Federal Speci-
fication F-F310 includes some performance requiremenEs
for this filter. The L964 G.S.A. publication references
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this filter as type D, and requires use of the
Federal Specification for testing. Testing is to
be done aE NBS. The Armed Forces uses large
quantities of Ehese filters and there is a
specification MIL-F-165528 (Ships), February, 1964.

b. Electrostatic Type of Air Cleaners

(") This type of cleaner, known someEimes as Electronic
Air Cleaner type, requires a high d-c potential.
Typically about 10r 000 volts is used to create an
ionizing field so that the particles are charged.
The device has plates which are charged positively and
negatively and when the stream of ait which is to be
cleaned passes through them, the ionized particles
are attracted. These plates accumulate particulate
matrer and must be cleaned frequently. To rninimize
such cleaning the device often employs a pre-filter
with a media of some kind to arresE some of the
particulate matEer before it, gets to the charged
plates.

Federal Specification, F-F 320, Filter, Air, Electro-
static Precipitator covers Ehis type of air cleaner.
It includes performance tests based on the use of the
National Bureau of Standards Dust Spot Test Method.

These cleaners are designat,ed as Type B filters in
the 1964 G.S.A. specification. The device, according
to the document, must conform to the requirements of
Federal Specification F-F320.

c. Description of Odor Adsorption Filters

(a) The odor adsorption device usually employs activated
carbon (charcoal) to adsorb the odorous and offending vapors

or particles. The activated carbon after a period of use
can be removed and reactivated so the device is about
as efficient as when it was first installed. Most
manufacturers of the filters offer various plans for
replacing the charcoal or exchanging the equipment during
its service period.

A search of Ehe literature and discussions wiEh engineers has revealed
that a scentometer is Ehe only instrument available which gives any
reliable quantitative information on odor level in a living space. The
instrumenE requires the use of the nose. The method essentially makes
an odor comparison with clean air as a reference. The clean air is
obtained by filtering it through charcoal. The observer makes the com-
parison by sniffing methods and judges an odor level. The device is
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soPhisticated enough to be useful with one observer, but it gives better
results if a panel of sniffers is used. Preliminary evidence indicates
thaE it will be useful for quantitative measuring of odors generated in
low-cost housing.

Discussions with engineers have led to the conclusion that odor tevel can
be kept to an acceptable minimum by ventilation if the outdoor air is suf-
ficiently pure. However, if a building is small and has a high occupancy
level it is often more economical to provide an odor absorption device
than to circul-ate Large amounts of outdoor air which may require heating
or cooling. For an example, office buildings sometimes keep rheir expenses
down by using 1ow ventilation rates and employing activated charcoal-. The
ELectric Power and Light Company bulldings in Los Angeles are an exarnple.
In this building, heat is obtained only from the lights in the building
and other natural heat sources. Another example is the OtHare Airport, in
Chicago.

There are no Federal specifications for the assembted charcoal filters.
As a result, purchases are made by catalog nurber and the reputation of
the company. One company advised that they use MIL specification 170658 for
the test methods in accepting activated charcoal from their own production
line. But they do not use the acceptance limits of this specification
because they are too rigid. The test method uses the gas chloropicrin
for a reference odor. The use of this gas has given satisfactory and
reproducible results and it is possibl-e that this test method or use of
the scentometer can be used for compliance to performance requirements in
low-cost, housing.

Charcoal filters in toilet or water closet areas are used frequentLy in
buildings and by the Navy in ships and submarines. The International
Conference of Building Officials,-50 S. Robl-es Ave., Pasadena, California,
approves or disapproves of the use of filters submitted to them by
manufacturers. Their method for giving acceptance is not known. MIL
Specification F-15919C (Ships) Amendment 2, 12 April 1967, covers the
requiremenEs of activated carbon filters for sub,marine use for the Bureau
of Ships, Department of the Navy.

4.2.4 Additional Standards and References

The Air Filter Institute has in the past developeC test methods and re-
quirements that are different from those developed by NBS. Recently, how-
ever, through activities of the Standards Cornmittee of A^SHRAE, a new sEand-
ard was developed which describes an apparatus and test methods incorpora-
ting the best features of both methods. The Standard has not been finally
approved but it is estimated that finaL approval and its adoption as an

A,SHRAE Standard wil-l come within the next six months. It will- include
test methods and requirements applicable t,o the mechanical- and electro-
static types of filters previousty described.

The ASHRAE Handbook includes much valuabte inf,'rmation about air cleaners.
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4.2.5 Exhaust Fans and Ventilation

1) Exhaust fans contribute significantly to the removal of odors
or particulate matter generated at sPecific locations in a

house, such as kitchen and bathrooms. Used hand-in-hand with
air filters and odor adsorption devices they serve as a signi-
ficant component in the ventilating-air c1-eaning system.

Exhaust fan performance is spelled out indirectly as exhaust
ventilation requirements in FHA Minimum Property Standards as
indicated by the following table:

EXHAUST VENTII.ATIOI{ REQUIREMENTS

IN FHA MINIMUM PROPERTY STANDARDS

FOR ONE AND TWO

SERVING I]NITS
FOR MULTIFAMILY

HOUSING

Room
or Space

No. of Air
Changes per Hr

Room
or Space

No. of Air
Changes per Hr

Kitchen 15 Kitchen 8

BaEhroom 8 Bathroom 8

Public
Corridors 2

FHA requires that ventilation eguipment sha11 comply with, and
be tested and rated in accordance with, the applicable Standards
of the Air Moving and Air Conditioning Association (AMCA) or rhe
Home Ventilating Instirute (HVI).

2) A good reference on Ventilation Criteria follows:
t?erformance Criteria, Heating, Ventilating and Cooting for
Buildings of the State University of New York, " prepared by
Research Department, School of Architecture, Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, New York.

Such factors as health, comfort, glass area, air condit.ioning,
reconrnended air changes in cu. ft. per pe_rson under various
conditions are discussed.
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4.2.6 Sunurary of Important StaaCardg. Specifications, and Papers
Related to Air Cleaning

The Standards and Specifications meEioned in the foregoing paragraphs
togeLher with papers or other valuable information which mighE help in
the design of low-cost housing are listed as follows:

1) Mechanical Types of Air Filrers

a Drv media,. panel tvpe

G.S.A. Standard Air Conditioning Specification (L954)
which lncludes a sectlon on air filters.

b. AutomaEic renewable type

rbid

c. Metallic or plastic viscous impingement Eype

rbid
Federal Specification FF-310
ItrL-F-L65528

2) Electrostatic Type of Air FiLters

.A. Standard Air Conditioning Specification (1964)
ch includes a section on air filters.

b Federal Specificatlon F-F 320 includes performance tesEs
based on the use of NBS Dust Spot Method.

3) Odor Adsorption Type Filters

a MIL Specification 170658 gives usable test methods for
accepting activated charcoal before being assembled into the
fiLter.

MIL Specification F-15919C (Ships) Covers the requirements
of activaEed carbon filter for use in toilet or water
closet areas in submarines.

TTASTM Standard Method for Measurement of Odors in Atmospheres. "
This standard requires the use of a panel of sniffers.

Pertinent papers and reports on the odor control are listed below:

Odor Determination Technioues for Air Pollution Control

Chas. I,rI . Gruber, George Jutze and Norman A. Huey (Bureau
of Air Pollution Control and Heating Inspection, Cincinnati,

G.S
whi

a

b

c

a
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Ohio) J. Air Pollution Control Associ.arion 10:327-330
(1960). This paper deals with odor evaluarion and
discusses the scentometer.

b. P rocess Aoo 1ic a tions of Activated Carbon

Harold H. Todd, Jr. (Connor Engineering) Air Eng. 4 (8),
26-27, 44 (1962). The paper states that O, and CO,
requirements are generally met with an outtloor venEilation
rate of less than 4 cfm/person. Cities that have allowed
for recirculatory systems in their municipal building
codes are Chicago and St. Louis (85 and 95 percent
recirculated air, respectively).

Indiana, Wisconsin and Maryland are studying their codes
with respect to activated carbon.

Cc Odor ont ro1 in Air Conditioned Soaces

Warren Viessman (Air Research and Development Conrnand
Andrews Air Force Base) Ind. Refrig. 16, L7, 20, 24
(Aug 60). The auEhor reviews t.he sources, evaluation
methods, and methods for removing odors encountered in air
conditioned spaces. Some information is given on the
effect of tobacco smoke in Ehe space on humans, and the
effect of CO, on lung action.

d. Odor and lts Measurement

Elmer R. Kaiser (New York University) Air Pollutionr €c.
by A. C. Stern, VoI. I, Chapter 15, Academic Press (New
York and London) (L962). The author describes methods for
measuring and controlling odors. The use of the scentometer
is described.

e. Odor Control with Activated Carbon

Norman R. Rowe (Barneby Chaney Co., Columbus, Ohio)
J. Air Pollution Control Association 13 (4), 150-3 (1963).
Examples of the use of activated carbon in buildings, airports,
and render plants is given. Effectiveness of the charcoal
is described.

f. Methods of Air Deodorization

W. Sunrner, Observer Publishing Co., New York (1963).
This book offers an excellent coverage of the currenL
knowledge of odors.

Odor Abstracts - published Quarterly from L962 to 1967 by
the Anerican Society of Refrigerating, Heating and Air Con-
ditioning Engineers, and subsequently by the Barneby and Cheney
Co., North Cassidy at Eighth Ave.,Col-r:nbus, Ohio 432L9.

ob
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h. Air Pollution Manual Part II, Control Equipment

Publ-ished by American Industrial Hygiene Assoclation.
Includes a good chapter on adsorption of gases.

4) Exhaust Fans and Ventilatlon

a. FIIA Minimum Property Standards for One and Two Serving Units.
b. FHA Minimum Property Standards for Multi-fanily Housing.
c. Standards for testing and rating of ventilation equipment of

the Air Moving and Air Conditioning Association(At"lCA).
d. Standards for testing and rating of ventilating equipment

of the Home Ventilating Institute (HVI).

PertinenE papers and reports on the testing and evaluation of exhaust
fans or hoods or ventilation requirements are listed below:

a. Desisn criteria for Kitchen ExhausE Hoods

C. B. Rowe (Research Products Corp.) Air Eng. 4 (3),
50-2 (L962). The author gives specific and detailed
recmmendaEion for design of cornmercial kitchen exhaust
hoods.

b. Final Report to Ehe United States Housing Administration
on Kitchen Ranee Hood Ewaluation

A detailed report giving methods of testing and results
for tests on kitchen hoods.

c Stgte and Municipal Codes

Almost all codes spel1 out the ventllation rates required
in building s. These rates are dictated principally
by safety considerations rather than by performance. Examples
are the New York State Building Code and the California
SEate Building Code.

Performance Criteria, Heat.ing, Ventilating and Cooling for
Buildings of the SEate University of New York. Prepared
by the Research Department, School of Architecture, Pratt
Institute. Brooklyn. N.Y^

4.2.7 Possible Prolects Ret atine to Alr Cteantns

1) Evaluate existing information showing the relationship between
air cleanliness and respiratory problems of asthma, hay-fever,
bronchitis, etc.

2) Devel-op a test apparatus and procedure for evaluating the air
purity in the occupied spaces of residental- structures.

d
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3) Study the reLationship between air purity and the soiling rate
of room surfaces, furnishings, etc.

4) Study the technical and economic feasibility of reducing random
air leakage in dwel-1ings sufficiently to al1ow sma1I pressuriza-
tion of oecupied space and permit control- of air leakage, ait
cleanliness , odor, hr:uridity, etc.

5) Develop user needs and performance requirements for air cleaning
and odor control systems in residential structures.

6) Conduct research to develop performance requirements for venti-
Lation in kitchens and baEhrooms, taking into account odor, mois-
ture, particulaEes, vapors, temperature, and soiling.

7) Conduct Laboratory and field research on the interrelationship
of outdoor air purity and indoor air quality and the effective-
ness of various air cleaning techniques, by type, on the air
cleanliness in Lhe occupied spaces of dwellings.

8) Develop one or more representative test dusts and suitabLe
testing techniques that can be used to realistically relate the
performance of air cleaning systems in the laboratory and in
residential use.
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4.3 THE THERMAL EWIRONMENT IN BUILDINGS

4.3.0 Exccutive Surmnary

Thermal Performance Requirements of Building Codes

The ASHRAE Ttrermal Comfort Standard 55-66 is almost the sole source that
has been found that gives recorrmendations for thermal conditions for comfort
based on extensive testing and with intent to provide uniform standards.
Nevertheless, a number of building codes give requirements for temperatures
to be maintained in buil-dings in winter. An assessment of how these
requirements in several such documents compare with those of the ASHRAE

Standard 55-66 may be of interest.

Indoor Temperature Requirements of Some Building Codes

Air Temp. F Season
Max. U-value.

BEu/hr ft2 dee'r

ASHRAE Standard 55-66

New York State Building
Code, 1964

New York City Building
Code, L967

First California Cournission
on School Construction
System (SCSD)

Canadian Building Code,
Residential Standards,
Suppl. No. 5 (1967)

rk

73-77

4to

1to

or { (0 AT-2Odeg)

*72

wrs

w

0.I to 0.15

No. max.

Itw

s,

S

s

\.7

73
75

I
I

ll

il

ll

tt

il

ll

0.15 to 0.08

British Building
Regulations, 1965

(None) 0.30

Building Standards
( S cot land )
Regulations, 1963

(None ) 0.42 avexage

"Adiabatic condition temperaturerr, i.e., air dry bulb and occupied
space (MRT) temperatures are equal (see 4,3,2.1)

In effect, due to I"IRT restrictions. (See 4.3.2.L, tables T.1 to T.3)

t

!t,
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To make efficient comparison possible, it is necessary to appreciate
that Standard 55-66 restricts not only the air dry bulb temperature, but
also the concomitant mean radiant temperature (Unf) in the occupied space,
which is tantamount to a restriction on the average U-value of the exterior
walls. The U-values estimated here as corresponding to Standard 55-66
conditions are based on 0 oF outdoor temperature.

Only the Canadian Building Code contains requirements that in effecE
govern both dry bulb temperature and MRT, the latter being accomplished by
its requirements on maximum U-values. The Canadian requir,ements are less
stringent than those of Standard 55-66, but they approach the lower range
of the latter--to a degree estimated roughly as comparable to an ASHRAE
rradiabatic condition Lemperature't of about 69 F.

The California SCSD requirement.s also make a near approach to
Standard 55-66 in respect to winter conditions, considering the relatively
mild winter climate of California, but no estimate can be made because there
is no limitation on U-value.

Pivotal- Opportunities for Research

The sections of this report in Paxt 4.3 develop needs and possibilities
for advances in regard to a satisfactory thermal environment in buildings.

Of the three advances discussed in Part 4.3, the one of greatest
potential is that of a computer capability for calculation of cyclical
characteristics of walls (section 4.3.3.4). The reasons for this are that
answers difficult for intuitive analysis and response can be provided on
fairly rigorous grounds by computer methods, almost without 1imit, and
that a building-designerrs decisions, which rest ultimately on economic
costs, cannot be wisely taken without energy-usage and cost figures which
depend on realistic evaluation of building-zone heat exchanges with the
outdoors, within the constraints imposed by provision of a satisfactory
thermal environment.

The development of an apparatus suitable for determining the cyclical
thermal characteristics of complex wa1ls, or of complex components of wa11
constructions (section 4.3.3.3.2), is essential for many, now-not-available
inputs required in applications of a computer calculation program. It is
the most time-consuming of all the advances proposed, simply for its
development; conducting tests and acquiring needed data will take even
longer. For this reason, immediate activity in this direction is
reconunended. Emphasis is added because of the present tendencies toward
light-weight exterior wa11 and interior partition designs which militate
against interior temperature stability.
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The importance of exploratory development and trial of the method
proposed for evaluating the thermal response index of existing buildings,
and types of building construction (section 4.3.3.5), is believed t,o

r^/arrant immediate action. A computer Program can evaluate a proposed
building design, in Lerms of its blue-printed details, but the proof must
depend upon actual performance of the building as it luas consErucEed. In
a fundamental way, an evaluative test of the kind proposed is the only
basis on which a thermal perforrnance specification can be realistically
established and used.

The ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Conditions Standard 55-66 provides a
much-needed basis for assessing or establishing environmental conditions
that are thermally comfortable or acceptable to most normally clothed
people. The concept here termed rradiabatic condition temperaturerr is a
convenient vray to express a variety of thermal conditions of differing
dry bulb and mean radiant temperatures in an occupied space, all of which
presumably yield approximately equal feelings of thermal comfort. The
accuracy of their equivalence depends, however, on the correctness of the
factor for compensating for departures of MRT from dry bulb temperature.
In Standard 55-66, it is considered that if MRT is one degree less than
an adiabatic condition temperature, a dry bulb temperature 1.4 deg higher
than the adiabatic oondition temperature will produce a comfort condition
equivalent to that of the adlabatic conditton temperature, and vice-versa.
In view of Ehe importance, and uEility of being able to express thc equiv-
alcncc of various conditions, iE is bclieved that specific confirmation
of thc compensation factor L.4, or its improvement, should be sought as
soon as possible.

Research on thermal comfort conditlons under asynunctrical condiEions
is also needed. The thermal environment in a room is directional with
respect to radiant conditions and involves air temperature gradienEs both
horizonEally and vert.ically under actual opcrating conditions. There are
no standards or specifications describing acceptable comfort under such
conditions and only a limited amount of research has becn done on these
subjects. It is known that a human being does respond to the directional
mean radiant temperature gradients surrounding his body. Thus a study of
human comfort under realistic conditions of exposure to non-uniform
thermal environment is essential as a basis for performance requircments
related to the degree of thermal insulation of exEerior wa11s and the
permissible air EemperaEure gradients in dwellings.
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4.1.L User Needs

From the viewpoint of the occupant of a building, his needs in
respect to lhe thermal environment are

Reasonably uniform, controlled, air temperature in the
occupied space.

Reasonably uniform mean radiant temperature (MRT) irr all
occupied space.

Reasonable limits of relative humidity in the occupied
sPace.

Avoidance of extreme drafts or air motion.

Ability of the occupant to mod and ) to taste.

User needs expressed in these terms cannot be controverted, chiefly
because of the fifth item: thaE the occupant be able to modify the
thermal condiEions Eo tasEe. The or^mer of a single dwelling can do this,
within the limits of his purse. In multi-family housing, it can be
done only if the installed heating or cooling plant and appliances are
capable of satisfying the demands that might be made, which in the
absence of a priori information would require probable overdesign of
the plant and appliances.

4., ,2 Standards for Thermal Envirorunent

4.1.2"L ASHRAE Standard 55-66

A description of environmental conditions for thermal comfort indoors,
as based on the current state of knowledge, is given by ASHRAE Standard
55-66, Thermal Comfort Conditions, a copy of which is attached. The
purpose of the standard is to specify desirable and generally acceptable
thermal environmental conditions for comfort of sedentary and slightly
active, healthy and normally clorhed people in the United States and
Canada "

It defines an occupied zone as the region within a space from J in.
to 72 in. above the floor and more than 2 ft from walls or fixed air
conditioning equipment. The standard sets ranges of dry-buIb temperature,
relative humidity, mean radiant temperature (MRT), and air motion, to
be maintained within the occupied zone, and sets limtEs for the time-
rates of change of the first three.

I

?

1

!
5 if.y L, 2
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In effect, the standard states that acceptable comfort is provi-ded
by conditions ln the range from 73 F dry-bulb, with a concomitant 73 F
MRT, to 77 F dry-bul-b and concomltarLt 77 F MRT. It is evident that the
second conditlon ls warmer than the first, probably perceptlbLy, but
it ls considered that both, and intermedl-ate, conditLons are acceptably
comfortable to most people.

A condltion in which the dry-bulb temperature and MRT are egual can
be referred to as an adiabatic condLtlon, since lt can be obtained
only ln a room in which the net heat exchange through lts boundaries is
zero. In an actual room exposed to an exterior dLffering temperature,
there will be a net heat exchange, and the dry-buJ-b temperature and MRT

must differ. For this reason, the standard provldes for compensation of
a lower MRT by raising the dry bulb temperature, and vice-versa. The
limits of compensatlon are lndicated ln tabl-e T.1.

T.1 Values of compensating dry-bulb temperature, oF:

Adiabatic condition temp.: 73

MRT

75 77

86.8
82.6
79.8
77 .0
72.8

70
73
75
77
80

77 .2
73.0
70.2
67 .4
63.2

82.0
77 .8
75.0
72.2
68.0

What are the bullding characteristics that are.required to satlsfy
these comfort conditlons? AssumLng that for a person within the
occupied zorle, but only 2 ft from an exterior wall, the comfort condition
is dominated by radiant heat exchange wlth that wall, lt is possible
to calculate the max. u-value allowable for the wall, for 0 F outdoor
temperature, as folLows:

T.2 Max . U-value of wall. Btu/hr ft2 dee F: (winter, 0 F)

Adiabatic condition temp. : 73 75 77

MRT

70
73
75
77

0.15
0

<0
<0

0.24
.10
0

<0

0.32
. l_9

.1_0

0

Excludlng the values above 0.15, because of the extraordinarily
hlgh dry-bulb temperatures they requLre (above 82 F, see T.1.), the
required U-values are l-ess than those generally provlded ln buildings
common today. Even these require dry-buIb temperatureS above 77 F whenthe outdoor temperature is 0 F.

It is evident also that the ASHRAE comfort conditlons cannot besatlsfied (ln wlnter) near large wlndows, Lf radiant compensatlon is not
provided.
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Similarly, maxi.mum U-values allowable for summer comfort (95 F outdoor
temperature) are shonm in table T.3.

T.3 Max. U-value of wal1, Btu/hr ft2 deg r: (Summer, 95 F)

Adiabatic condition temp.: 73

MRT

75 77

73
75
77
BO

Excluding the values greater than 0.56, because they require dry-
bulb temperat,ures lower than 70 f', it is seen that U-values from 0.32 to
0.53 are possible if the dry-bulb temperature is between 70 and 73 F
(see T.1). However, as tables T.3 and T.1 show, the U-values needed

to allow dry-bulb temperatures between 73 and 77 F go rapldly toward
zero. In shortr the ASHRAE comfort conditions require qulte 1ow U-values
for the buil-ding, if dry-bulb temperatures lndoors are to be in the range
73 to 77 F when the outdoor temperature is 95 F.

The assumption made regarding comfort in deveroping Tables T.2
and t.3, if valid. l-eads to the conclusion that buildings must have
u-values considerabl-y lower than those in couuron use no!r, to meet
the thermaL comfort conditions set forth in ASHRAE standard 55-66.

4.' .2.2 FIIA Minimum Property Standards

Requirements for the insulation of buildings to restrict heat loss
are given in FIIA Minimum Property Standards for Multi-Family Housing
(MPS 714.3, 1965). An evaluation of the impact of these requirements in
promoting improved insulation of buildings was made in National Bureau
of Standards Report 9817, Performance Criteria for Exterior Wall Systems,
rendered to the Federal Housing Administration. It was concluded (page
69) "that the steady-state wall heat loss limitation of 30 Btu/hr per
sq ft of building floor area is not low enough, since it hardly requires
addition of insulation in exterior wa1Is even in cold areas of the country,
although such insulation can be most readily and satisfactorily installed
when the building is built, at a minimum cost which is soon returned
to the home-ovmer by fuel savings. In additlon, a more stringent limita-
ti-on is needed to avoid appreclabl-y uncomfortable radiation to cold
exterior waIl surfacestt.

0
o.32

.57

.87

<0
0
.35
.73

<0
0
0
.53
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Similarly,WS7|4.5,givingrequirementsfortheinsulationof
living units for cooling, was exls,ined. It was concluded (page 69)

'fthat the marimusr heat gain requirement of MPS 7L4'5 does not limit the

U-value(ofanexteriorwall)evenasmuchasdoesthewlnt,ermaximumheat
lossrequirement."Itwassuggested(page70)ttthatforexterlorwall
systems, consideration should be given'to a suitable insulation require-

ment aimed at better insulation f6r fuel savings and comfort in cold

areas,andforairconditioningneedsandcomfortinlesssevere,and
warm climates. tt

The earlier discussion suggests that the FHA Minimusr Property Stand-

ards may not require insulation of bulLdtngs to nearly the extent thaE

is required to meet the ASHRAE Thermal comfort condition standard'

4.3.3 Thermal Char acter is tics of Bu ildines

4.3.3.l- Introduction

Bulldlngs are exposed to cycllcally-changing exterlor temperature
conditlons, due to daily alr temperature variatLons and solar heating,
and to seasonal. weather extremes. As a result, over a period of a few
days or so, a building is subJect to heat exchanges that can be dlvided
lnto two different categories. One category covers the steady-state
effect, and comprises the heat transferred by means of a steady tempera-
ture difference between the mean temperature of the outdoor weather
cycle, and the mean temperature lndoors durlng the time perlod. The
second category covers the heat transferred by means of the time-varying
temperature fluctuations occurring during weather cycles, and according
to the nature of the weather cycle this category can be termed the transient
or cyclieal effect. The sum of the steady-state effect and the cyclical
effect will give the total heat transferred at a speciflc time.

The steady-state effect ls the best understood method of heat trans-
fer and is presently used for estimatlng the heat transfer characterlstics
of exterior walls because only the thermal resistance effect of a wal1
needs to be determined either by computatlon or by testlng. This
characteristic (known as the U-value) Is of maJor lmportance, because
it is the fundamental characterl-stic that determlnes the seasonal heat
loss or gain of a wa1l. It ls also the predominating characteristic
that determines the average temperature dlfference between the lndoor
air and the lndoor wa1l surface, whlch ln turn controls the MRT of the
occupied zone for a given dry-bulb temperature.
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On the other hand, the cycllcal effect has not been gl-ven widespread
practlcal appllcation in the past. Several reasons may be advanced
for this, namely: the mathematical solutions which include these
effects are quite complicated, usually requiring a digltal computer to
obtain numerical resul-ts; representative weather cycles are not well-
defined or generally available for given localities, seasons' etc.; the
thermal dlffUsivities of the components of an exterior wal1 must be
knoum, and such data are not avallable for many non-homogeneous components.

The cyclical effect ls dependent on both the thermal resistance
and the heat capacity of the components of a wall, and more than that,
on their relative distributions in the wall-. There are two important
consequences steming from the cyclical thermal characteristics of a

walI. They control the magnitude of interior surface temperature
variati-ons as a result of outdbor temperature cyclical fluctuations;
they also control the time-Iag between a change of exterior temperature
and the arrival- of its attenuated effect at the indoor surface. The
greater the heat capacity of a walL of a given U-value, the greater is
the degree of attenuatlon at the interlor surface of an exterior tempera-
ture change, and the greater the time-lag.

4.1.3.2 Illqstgati-on of Cyclical. Thermal Characteristics of Walls

The practical importance of the cyclical thermal characteristics
of a wall is illustrated by comparing two wal1s havlng the same low U-
value (the steady-state characteristic), but dlfferlng considerably
in thickness and heat capacity. The walls might be, for example, a
sandwich panel three inches thick, and an 8 ln. brick wa1l with two
inches of-thermal insulation, both having a U-va1ue of about 0.1
Btu/hr ft2 deg f. Assuming that the interior of the building, and the
contents of the room, represent a heat capacity equivalent to about
5 lb of l^Iater per sq f t of exterlor waIl area (a conservatively Iow value) ,
the total daily cyclical change of lnterior wall- surface, and room air,
temperature, in February weather in Bismarck, North Dakota, would be
about 4.4 deg F for the panel wall, and 1.3 deg F for the brick wall.
These dally fluctuations would be superimposed on the steady-state air
to waII temperature difference of about 3.6 deg F. In view of the
importance of MRT in affecting thermal comfort, as indicated in the
ASHRAE Standard for comfort conditions, this difference between the two
wa1Is could be critical.
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There ls another a6pect of the cycllcal characterisEics that
warrants attentl-on - namely, the tlme-lag. For the two walls described,
the time-lags for coollng are about 3 hr and 8 hr, respectively, so that
the panel wall reaches its ml-nimum Lnterlor temperature at about 8 AI,l, and
the brick wall at 1 PM (assuming the walls face south-east). Similarly,
for heating the time lags are 5 hr and 13 hr, respectlvely, so that the
maximum temperatures are reached at 3 PM and 11 PM, respectlveJ-y. The
distributlon in time of the minlmum and maximum temperatures ln doors
can have additional importance. The cases dlscussed were for the walls
without wLndows. Had the walls both had wlndows representing 15 percent
of the wall area, exposed to sol-ar radlation at the same times as the
wal1s, the instantaneous solar heat galn through the windows, which
in February would reach its maxtmum at 10 AI'{, would have been augmented 7

hours later by the maximum heat galn through the panel- wall, and L0
hours later in the case of the brick wall. Thls dlfference between
the waIls could be critical as regards the comfort conditlons indoors,
and also could materlally affect the slze of coollng plant needed for
the room in surrner.

The comparison above of two walle Ie based on the results of an
analytlcal calculation of the thermal performance of the waIls, given
the stated interior building heat capacJ.ty, and uslng weather data for
Bismarck, North Dakota, taken from Weather Bureau records for a 9-day
period in February. The characteristlcs presented are the results for
the eighth day of the 9-day period. Although these results were obtained
for the locality of Bismarck, the performance would have been
similar for oEher localities Ln winter.

4.3.1.1 Test Methods for DetermLnl.ng Thermal Characteristics of l,Ial-ls

4,r.1.).L Steadv-state charac teristl-c - U-value

Two standardized test methods are avail-able for determining the U-value
of walls. ASTM CL77, Guarded IIot Plate Method, enables measurement of
the thermal conductlvlty of the components of a wall construction,
from which for relatively slmple walls the U-value can be readily caI-
culated. For more complicated wal1s, the U-value can be obtained by
measurements by ASTM C236, Guarded Hot Box Method, provided that a
representative specimen of the constructlon can be made to flt the
dimensions of the hot box apparatus. In some instances, there is
dtfficulty in achlevlng thls flt, or ln lncludlng the effect of edge
framLngs of large panels.
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4.1.1.3.2 Cyclical Thermal Characterlstlcs

At present there ls no well-devel-oped test method for dynamic thermal
tests of wall sections. Pulse- or step-function temperature changes
have been used by lnvestigators to evaluate dynamic thermal properties
of homogeneous materials, but for complex constructions such as most build-
ing ext.erior walls, the appropriate data need to be ascertained under
cyclical conditions of the kind to whlch they are exposed in service.

As mentioned in 4.3.1.4 below, it is possible to calculate the
cyclical dynamJ-c thermal response of wall-s composed of successive
layers of homogeneous materlals of known thermal properties. It is
not possibLe to calculate with assurance if the geometry of the components
is complex, or involves heat flow laEerally as well as directly through
the wal-l. Nevertheless, many types of wa1l constructions are of the
latter kind, and a suitable test method is needed if such walls are to
be evaluated for cyclical performance.

To examine the possibillty of developing a suitable test method,
a mathematical analysis of a multi-layer wall was developed. A report
of the results of this analysis under the title "Dynamlc Thermal Performance
of Exterior Walls" was furnished to FHA.* The findlngs given in
the report indicate (a) that the <tynamic thermal- performance of a

couposite wa1l depends sharply on the spatial dlstribution of thermal mass
and thermal resistance in the wall; Cb) that lt depends also upon the
time period of the cyclical outdoor weather variation, but that the
diurnal 24-hour period would suffice for most purposes; (c) that for a
given cyclical period, the performance of a wall can be expressed in
terms of an "effective thermal conductivity" and an "effective thermal dif-
fusivity" for a homogeneous one-material wall of equal thickness; and
(d) that a test method and apparatus for making dynamic thermal performance
tests of full-scale wall sections is feasible, and would serve for fnter-
comparing one r^rall wlth another and for establishing criteria for dynamic
thermal performance. It was further noted that the parameters that would
be obtained from the tests could be used to calculate mathematically the
thermal response at any time of the indoor side of the wal1 to periodic
outdoor variations of conditions -- provlded that as an essentlal input
for such calculations there was available a statement of the exterlor
variable climatic condition appropriate for a given case as a design
condition. At present, such design conditions are not available in general.

The apparatus needed would be fairly large (approximately the size of
a C236 Guarded l{ot Box apparatus) to enabl-e testing full-sca1e prototypes
of building wa1I sections. Nevertheless, there seems no alternative if
needed cyclical data are to be obtained for many constructions, or even
for certain conrnon components of walls such as hollow-core masonry
units.

* NBS Report 98L7 entitled
SysLems.fr

"Performance Criteria for Exterior Wal1
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4.1.) ,4 Calculation of Cyclical Characteristics of WaEs

For wa1ls consisting of successive layers of homogeneous materials
of known thermal properties, mathematical calculation of cyclical (and
steady-state) thermal characteristics is feasible, using digital compu-
ters. Such computations can take into account not only the heat capacity
of the wall itself, but also the effect of the heat capacity of the
interior of the building and its contents, to yield the hourly heating
or cooling requirements of rooms or zones of buildings.

At present, there are several computer programs for calculating the
hourly heating and cooling requirements of rooms or zones of buildings.
For the most part, they are based on the methodology of the ASHRAE Guide
and Data Book, itself based on steady-state thermal factors with approxi-
mations to adjust for dynamic weather conditions. They do not take into
account the thermal mass or heat capacity of the interior of the build-
ing, or of its contents. If a buildlng is not maintained at a steady
indoor temperature (as it can be if maximum-design heating or cooling is
provided) the neglect of thermal mass can seriously affect calculated
results. There is therefore an lmportant need to develop a more rigo-
rous method for calculations, based on dynamic thermal conditions and
taking heat capacity into account. With such a method, the temperature
extremes in a non-air-conditioned space, or the temperature extremes for
a moderate or limited amount of air-conditioning, can be more reliably
estimated, and give a better basis for decisions as to whether air-con-
ditioning, and how much, should be provided. Ihe question obviously
depends on the climatic conditions: at the site of the building, and on
the building itself, and therefore can be answered tn a large program
for buildings only by a digital computer program which takes these
conditions into account for the particular building in question.

Several concomitant steps are necessary for developing and pro-
viding the predictive capability that is needed for thase purposes
without loss of time:

a) Developlng the mathematical machinery for calculating hourly
data on energy interchanges between the exterior and interior
of building spaces, and incorporating it in a digital computer
program for calculations.
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b) Preparlng a means for introducing data describing a particular
building into the computer program wlth rninimal human effort
and cost -- as for example, by use of F0SDIC (a flha optical
sensing device for input to a computer) developed for the
Bureau of the Census.

c) Preparing, with the aid of the Inleather Bureau, standard weather
data tapes for computer input on the variations of weather
conditions throughout the year, or in periods of extremes,
for selected areas of the country.

Two further steps are desirable:

d) Conducting a trial of the predictive capability of the program,
elther in a seLected bullding, or by means of laboratory tests
of a prototype building. (See 4.5.3.5, below)

e) Preparing, in a form suitable for use, the developed computer
program, building data input rnethodology, and standard weather
data, with recomnendations for its specific applications in analysis
and design of buildings.

The computer program will provide a means for building designers to
calculate, at the design stage, and on a dynamic basis that takes into
account the heat capacity of the building and lts contents, the
indoor temperature variatlons to be expected, on an hourly basis,
in a proposed building as a result of weather variations and indoor loads,
without heating or coolinBr or with prescribed heating or cooling. Thus,
it will enable decisions to be made as to the need for heating or cool-
ing, for example, and as to the amount needed, if unacceptable extremes
of temperature are to be avoided in a particular building.

One feature of the computer program is that it would relate the
magnitude of the variation of trdoor temperature, for a proposed
building space and exterlor daily weather variation, to the heating
or cooling input to that space, and thus afford designers flexibllity
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in making trade-offs between them. It would also enable designers to
compare realistically on a dynamLc basis the performances of Ewo alterna-
tive designs of a bullding, in terms of lndoor temperature variations for
equivalent heatlng or cooling lnput.

A further, and quite lrnportant, output to be considered is that
the proposed program for calculating heating or cooling requirements
for given building spaces is a prerequlsLte for a larger computer
program for calculatlng energy-usage demands and operating costs for
an entire building and its selected heating and coolLng system. The
latter program is of the klnd needed for making economlc analyses and
comparisons of alternative bulldings and systems and fuels. Never-
theless, to develop the latt.er program, it is essential first to have
accurate data as to the heating or cooling requlrements for the various
spaces of a proposed building, whlch would be the output of the
proposed computer program.

4.7.1.5 Measurement of the Dynamlc Thermal Response of an Actual
Buildine -- Response Index

The predominating importance of the building thermal characteristlcs --
in controlling the task to be accourplished by the systems used for heatJ.ng
or cooling the buildlng and satisfying the thermal environmental needs
of its occupants -- calls for, and Justifies, an inquiry as to how the
thermal characteristics of a building can be defined and measured.

In theory, the dynamic thermal behavior of a glven bulLding subJect
to the variatlons of weather can be predicted by means of a complex
computer program. Even with a number of slmpllfying assumptions, how-
ever, such programs are at present expensive to develop and use, partly
because of the great amount of detall needed for computer lnput. In
addltlon, some uncerLainty as to input data is bound to exist -- for
example, as to the actual details of construction and workmanship, or
as to the extent and locatlon of alr exchange between the buiLding interlor
and exterlor.

Nevertheless, lt appears posslble to evaluate the dynamic thermal
performance of an existlng bullding by relatlveLy slmple means. In brief,
it cal1s for lettlng a buildlng wlth l-ts contents (but with no lnternal
heating, cooling or energy lnput) "float" in response to weather changes,
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over a period of several days. Hourly observations would be made of the
air temperature within the building or its various rooms, and of the
outdoor air temperature including the effects of solar radiation at
various points around the building. During a typical 24-hr. period, out-
door temperatures could be expected to vary by 20 to 40 degrees F; inter-
ior temperature variations would be moderated to some degree, depending
on the thermal characteristics of the building.

One use of the data would be to calculate the standard deviation of
the hourly temperatures observed in a day or in a longer period for the
set of indoor temperatures, and for the corresponding set of outdoor
temperatures. The ratio of the standard deviation indoors to that out-
doors would be a I'response indexl of the dynamic thermal shielding action
of the building. It obviously would include the effects of the thermal
mass of the building and its contents, and be influenced by air exchange
rates, and therefore by wind and stack action. Solar radiation also
would play its important part.

At present, it is thought that observations should be continued for
perhaps as long as a week, to assure that the building is fullyt'floating"
on the weather. Under this condition, the mean value of the interior
temperatures, and that of the outdoor temperatures, should nearly agree:
i.€., the DC component would substantially vanish, and the data would
involve only the AC component of the thermal response.

However, it is not essential that the building I'floatrrwith zero
mean temperature difference indoors and outdoors. If the building were
supplied with a constan! rate of heat input throughout the period of
observation, the DC component would be constant, and the AC component
could be determined as before. Observation with a suitable D C compo-
nent has an added advantage, since it would reproduce the effects of
air infiltration and exfiltration due to normal thermal stack action,
as well as those due to wind forces. Since infiltration effects may
be of material importance, especially in ta1l buildings, and are not
accurately predictable, it is fortunate that the response index can be
determined with a DC component operative.

Although there are many technical problems to be worked out in apply-
ing the proposed measurements, at this stage their solution apPears
feasible. It is more important, at the moment, to consider the potential
uses and value of the proposed determination of the thermal characteris-
tics of a building.
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For example, if the measurements were made on a number and variety
of buildings (some of the buildings to be demolished at White Plains,
New York, would probably be good candidates), it would be possible,
apparent,l-y for the first time, to determine by how much buildings of
various types and constructions differ in their themal response character-
istics, and possibly to relate the size of the heating and cooling system,
and its operating cost, and its operating performance as judged subjectively
by former occupants or buiLding managers, to the measured response char-
acteristic. Eventually, empiric information would be available to guide
designers in selecting and rating various types and constructions of
buildings to achieve optimal thermal performance. Further, the existence
of a feasible method of measuring this characteristic of a building can
make it possible to write a thermal perfor:mance specification for a
bui lding.

4.a.7"6 Non-Uniform Thermal Environnent

The ASIIRAE Thermal ComforE Standald 55-66 and all of the other
documents identified in the Executive Strmnary oversimplify the description
of the thermal environment in a house during eiEher the winter or sululler
season. The thermal environment in a room is as5rrunetrical with respect
to thetmal radiation and air temperature. A typical room has one or tvro
exterior walls through which 80%, more or less, of the heat loss occurs
in the winter time. This may be nearly 100% if the room is on an
intermediate floor of a multi-story building. The effect of this heat
loss at one or two sides of the room is to produce (1) large cold surface
areas to which the occupant radiates more heat then to the interior
waIls, and (2) a major movement of coLd air tonard the floor along the
fu1-I length of the exterior waIls. This downdraft aE the exterior walL
surfaces is a naEuraL convection ptrup that produces a vertiaal air
temperature gradient from fLoor to ceiling and a horlzontal air temperature
gradient from the cold wall to the warur wall trnless the heating system
effectively counterects theee effects. In fact, the major perfor:mance
requirement of the heat distribution system is to compensate for and
counteract this asynrnetrical air and radiant temperature patEern in a

room in a building.

The asynrnetry of the thermal environnent in a room or building is
even greater under suuner conditions where air conditioning is contemplated.
This unbalanced environment is caused by one or more exterior waLls exposed
to r^7arm outdoor conditions, to instantan'eous entry of solar heat through
windows, and to hrarm ceillng surfaces on a top floor level or single -
story building. Thus the task of providing a satisfactory thermal
environment during surner conditions is different from that in the winter,
and a single heat distribution system wiLl typically not produce eptimr.rn
results in all seasons.
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The ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Standard recognizes the importance of
the exterior wall- surface temperature on comfort and indicates the need
for compensation for this effect. Ilowever, none of these codes and
standards recognize the significance of horizontal and verticat air
temperature gradients or the asynrnetry in radiation in a typical
environment.

Windows, and to a lesser degree doors, usually constitute the weakest
link in the chain of thermal resistance of exterior walls to heat flow,
quite apart from their role as regards air infiltration. For example,
for single-glass windows aggregating 15 percent of the exterior wa11
area, the winter night-time heat loss through the windows would equal
that through 5he rest of the wa1l, if the latter had a U-value of
0.2 Btu/hr ft'F. The situation is even less favorable for sunrner cooling
cases, for unshaded windows facing the sun, since the instantaneous .,
solar heat gain through the windows could eaqily exceed 100 Btu/hr ft',
as compared with a heat gain of 10 Btu/hr ftz or less for non-window
areas of the wall.

Ttre chief point made here is that windows militate against the main-
tenance of a reasonable ambient temperature in the enclosed space, to an
important degree. As mentioned in 4.5.2.L, maintenance of the ASHRAE

thermal comfort conditions near large windows is virtually not possible
in cold winter weather, or when solar radiation is incident on uncuntained
windows. Nevertheless, it seems inappropriate to charge this effect of
windows against an exterior wa11 system. Presumably the specification
of windows in an exterior walI stems from architectural decisions as to
lighting, safety, and aesthetic values, and it would be expected that the
decision would be the same for nearly all competing wa11 svstems. Hence.
although all concerned should be aware that Hindows tend to undo efforts
made Lo better comfort conditions in the enclosed space by improving the
insulating values of wa11 systems, it is suggested thatwindovrs should
not be included as a factor in the evaluation of particular wa1l systems
in respect to insulating value. Nevertheless, windows have a major effect
on the operating cost for environmental comfort control in a building,
and also may have the controlling effect on the average mean radiant
temperature of exterior roal1s and on the relative humidity in the winter
time. Therefore it appears impractical to attempt to establish thermal
performance criteria for buildings without taking the effects of windows
into consideration (see 4.3.3.2). Since windows can themselves be re-
garded as important parts of exterior wall systems, some consideration
might be given to evaluation of different types of windows in regard
to insulating value, with a view to test methods and criteria for
their evaluation.
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4.4 VISUAL ENVIRONI'IHST

4.4.0 Executive Surnmary

Exis t ing Standards. Procedures. st Methods

None of the nineteen existing industry or national standards, Federal or
other published specifications, or foreign standards, that were examined
have any useful performance tests for exlsting natural or artificial
lighting systems pertinent to recommendations for use in low-cost housing.

Among building codes in the U. S., those that have daylight requirements
(some do not) express them in terms of window area, rather than per-
formance with regard to view or light. The objectives of the require-
ments are not described. For artificial lighting, the range is from
no requirements at all to describing what rooms should have lighting;
a few list quantity requiremenEs. None of these provide useful
guidance as to the purpose and qualitative aspects of Ehe requirements.

Current British thinking, expressing performance requirements in terms
of brightness, has similarities with the requirements presented here.
The proposals for day-Iighting requirements given in the report are a
development of the daylight factor recortrnendations of the Building
Research Board, London.

The minimum footcandle recomrnendations of the Illuminating Engineering
Society Handbook are deemed as failing to describe relevant object.ives,
and as not leading to good visual envtronments. Quality factors are
ignored, and light intensities listed are extremely high, wiEhout
justification.

Susse sted Pro s.ram for Further Development of Performance Criteria

Two courses of action are luggested:

Subjective testing procedures should be used to establish
confirmation of the numerical values assigned to the performance
requirements proposed, which were based on judgment. Procedures
might include I) developing standard measuring procedures by
which to rate existing housing units as meetingr or not meeting,
the proposed performance criteria; 2) developlng survey
questionnaires to measure user satisfaction, and use of
artificial lighting in daylight; 3) evaluating the accuracy
of the ratings in predicting user satisfaction, as compared to
the accuracy of present types of specification requirements.

An accurate and inexpensive technique (uslng scale models)
should be developed for testing proposed designs against the
performance requiremenEs .

A

B
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4.4.1 User Needs

An appropriate, comfortable, pleasant visual envirortment that wiII
allow the performance of desired activities is needed by occupants
of multi-family housing.

I,Jhat are the elements that make up such an environment, and what are
the activities to be provided for?

4 .4.1.1 The Visual Environment

Satisfaction of the visual sense is important in the feeling of
psychological well-being. Such satisfaction cannot be related to
the intensity of brightness and darkness, but to the information
conveyed by the environment and interpreted by the mind in relation
to the other senses, past experiences, etc., and in relation to
onets activities as Lhey are constantly changing. !'ltrile the
expecEation of an appropriate environment will vary among in-
dividuals and cultures, contemporary Americans have some universal
expectations that can be identified.

Gloom: Until recently, people expected and accepted that the
environment would be gloomy, both indoors and outdoots, under
gloomy weather conditions. With todayrs technical advances and
resources, they unconsciously expect, and should be able to get,
interior environments that feel bright and cheerful regardless of
the exterior conditions.

Gloom results from a sense of deprivation or upsetting of expectation.
The presence or absense of gloom is not related to the amount of
Iight present; a gloomy, overcast day may have a very high illumination
leve1, many times that of the most brightty lighted office. Such
gloom is a result of the bright skyrs dominating oners attention
when one is really trying to derive from the landscape and buildings
the information he instinctively seeks. Diminishing the gloom
outdoors can be achieved by reducing the impact of the bright, but
informationless, sky by wearing a visor, by the shade of over-
hanging trees or enclosing buildings, or by increasing the intensity
of desirable information with brightly lighted store windows and
signs, strong color, or value contrast to make up for minimal
defining shadows under those conditions.
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Indoors, gloomy conditions are produced by improperly-designed
daylighting. Use of glass blocks or obscure glass (instead of
clear glass) generally causes the saue kind of unpleasantness as
the overcast sky, that of high brightness without meaningful
information. Also, improper placement, size and shape of windows
wiIl create a brightness balance within the room which leaves
room surfaces in such comparative darkness to the windows that
maximum artificial lighting is needed to redress the imbalance and
bring onets natural focus within the room, where conscious or
unconsci-ous visual activities want to be (unless one is primarily
occupied with observing the view). Ttre color and reflectance of
room surfaces can help or hinder this imbalance. Users should
expect not Eo need artificial lighting when daylight is abundant,
unless this lack of economy is obviously being offset by other
benefits. Because of the associaEion with the bright overhead
condition outdoors, dispelling daytime gloom requires that a
substantial part of wa11 and ceiling surfaces be comparatively
well-illuminated, even when these surfaces are not seen in direct
contrast to windows (e.g., interior ha1ls). At night, asscciation
with the overall darkness overhead outside means that gloom need
not be dispelled by brightness overhead, and the absence of daylight
for compari-son a1lows much lower brightness levels to seem very
adequate

Gloomy and unpleasant conditions can also be produced by other
means: when the environment seEms r^rrong for the activity, when
oners natural focus is drawn dway from where it wants to be
(e.g., as a result of overly bright lighting fixtures overhead
when dining, or the glare of a light in the kitchen or haII seen
from the living room, or in the kitchen when one is working in
his own shadow or that caused by overhanging cabinets). Because
of the changing needs with changing activities, the visual environment
must a1low maximum control by the occupants.

Gloom and unpleasantness are also caused by a disorderly pattern of
lights that is unrelated to the activities or the environment, a
highly personal decor (e.g., light fixtures), Ehe design and color
of which are not to the userrs tastes, or by highlighting evidence
of poor maintenance (dirty, cracked, discolored light fixtureg
or windows, etc. ) .

Orientation: People have an instinctive need for orientation at all
levels in locale within the city, neighborhood, and home; in time
and to weather conditions; to spaces indoors and to man made and
natural featrrres outdoors--and Ehe visual system actively seeks
the desired {.nformation. Ttrus, there is a need for windohTs or
skylights that fu1fil1 these needs.
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In contradiction to these view requirements, however, is the need
for light control and privacy: bedrooms require means for temporary
darkening and privacy; bathrooms require the means for temporary
privacy; and living rooms and kitchens may require means for
temporary privacy. In addition, requirements for reduction of
solar overheating and control of sky glare must be met. Alt of
these conflicting demands are temporary, however, and their )
satisfaction should not be at the expense of not getting the mo\t
interesting view for the maximum amount of time. Even the feeling
of space achieved by looking at a blank wall or roof overhead is
of value and more satisfying than a panel of translucent glass or
closed venetian blinds. Daylight \^Iith no view (of even a blue
sky) has much less value.

In circulation spaces indoors and outside, orientation is enhanced
by a visual environment in which building organization, structure,
and circulation paths are clear. This can be accomplished by a
combi^nation of clear, positive design, utilizing texture, colors,
and light. A formless monotony should be avoided. Clarity of
circulation paths is particularly important outdoors at night for
the feeling of security.

Both in the i-nterior public areas and the exterior circulation paths,
the spaces adjacent to the routes of travel should be designed and
lighted to be non-threatening, so that one has a sense of assurance
that he canrt be surprised. A high 1eve1 of illumination is not
necessary, but rather the elimination of shadowed pockets (such as
dark areaways, etc. ) .

The Visual Environment Sununarized: People desire a visual environment
that looks and feels right for the purpose, and which helps them
feel oriented with the interior and exterior environments. They
want and should have spaces that are not gloomy. They are comfortable
when they can focus on what they consciously or unconsciously
want to see, and uncomfortable if involuntarily distracted by
unwanted information (such as glaring light fixtures).

4. l+.1.2 Wtrat are the Activities and Lieht ine Needs for Their Performance?

In homes more than any other type of building, the range of activities
is endless; fortunately, most of these activities can be performed
with very little 1ight, such as would be the by-producE of providing
the amenities of appropriate environments described above. Such
activities include the following: circulation, play, bathing,
dressing, storing and retrieving, cleaning, casual reading and
writing. With an appropriate environment, the glare must be minimal,
and the large areas of illuminated room surfaces required to produce
a cheerful room would naturally distribute light in all directions
and without sharp shadows. In achieving the most appropriate
environmenE, there would be a relationship of the light to the
activity: maximum brightness at the points of maximum activity.
The exact quantities are unimportant.
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Rooms in which there are predominant tasks that can be localized
are enhanced by lighting that is related to these activities.
Thus, the rnaximum light in the kitchen should be related to the
sink and range top activities, and in the bathroom the maximum
light (for shaving and makeup) should illuminate all portions of
the face without strong shadows. Other activities which might
benefit from additional supplementary lighting include sewing,
certain hobbies, and extensive reading of difficult material,
etc. However, location of this special lighting must be as
variable as the potential locations of those activities themselves,
and therefore are best provided for with portable lighting to the
extenE desired by the individual occupants.

Health and Safety: There is no demonstrated relationshi p between
the visual environment and general health, nor can the eyes be
harmed by inadequate light any more than the ear can be by
inadequate sound. Illumination required for physical safety and
movement is very minimal and deserves consideration only for
exterior lighting at dangerous points, such as stairs. In interior
spaces, achievement of the appropriate environment automatically
insures adequate illumination for safety.

4.4.2 Performance Requirements

Performance requirernents for low-cost housing should be evolved to reduce
cost or to provide optimum living environments without increasing current
cost levels. Even though the needs previously outlined are not currently
being consistently fulfilled in housing in any price category, they can
be attained easily and economically if architects and builders realize
what these needs are and have guidance on how they might be attained.
Proper performance specifications can provide such help. In addition to
fulfilling the needs previously outlined, performance requirements to
follow consider the ultimate cost to the occupants. Thus, even a super-
ficial analysis would demonstrate conclusively that, when needs can be
predetermined as universal and fixed in location, well-designed permanent
artificial lighting must be more economical and more effective Ehan solu-
tions improvised by the occupants; where needs are not predetermined and
universal, electrical services that a1low safe and convenient fulfillment
of the needs by the occupants are required. It should be emphasized that
satisfaction, rather than health and safety requirements, is the primary
basis for the performance requirements, and the tentative quantification
presented should be confirmed by subjective testing before being specified.
Confirmation of these performance requirements should provide a sound basis
for performance specifications. In following up these performance specifi-
cations, however, governmental agencies should be very aware that, while
the specified criteria are desirable, almost none of them is relevant to
health, and therefore merits the status of a code or law. These perfor-
mance requirements have been expressed to achieve the user needs while
allowing the maximum design freedom.
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4.4.2.1 Daylighting Requiremenrs

Llindows or skylights should be clear to allow undistorted view, and
positioned in such a manner that the view is available to a maximum
degree when privacy and climate control needs are satisfied. AII
windows should receive direct sunlight or allow occupants to see
sunlit surfaces. The unobstructed glazing area for habitable
rooms (bedrooms, living room, dining room, kitchen) should average
12% of the floor area of those rooms with a minimum of 87" in any
roo*'k. In the kitchen, the 8% can be in the form of an opening
to a view window in another room.

Windows and skylights should be of a size, shape, and placement
to minimize the need for supplementary artificial lighting during
Ehe day. The average brightness of ceiling and wall surfaces in
all habitable rooms should be at least 1/50 of the average window
brightness'k,(, except in the kitchen, where artificial lighting to
meet the nighttime requirements will provide this ratio. This
brightness ratio is largely affected by the Iight reflectance
properties of room surfaces***. Compliance wiEh these requirements
for proposed buildings ehould be demonstrated with models.

Daylieht and Privacy Control: Means for temporary p'rivacy control
should be provided in bathrooms. Temporary means (such as curtains,
blinds) should be provided for insuring privacy and screening out
at least B0% of the daylight from bedrooms.

4.4.2.2 Artificia I Lighting Requirements

Kitchen: Permanent artificial illumination should be provided in
the kitchen to provide an average brightness of wall and ceiling
surfaces of l0 footlamberts (to be forecasted by calculation, modeI,
or fuIl-scale mock-up demonstration). Sink and range surfaces should
be illuminated without conspicuous shadow from overhanging cabinets
or by user. Lighting fixtures should be neutral in style. Any light
sources visible from normal positions within the room and from seated
positions in adjacent living spaces through open doors and pass-throughs
should be not more than l0 times the average kitchen brightness.

Concealed lighting is one means of achieving all of these goals most
economically, with the further advantage of being permanent and
virtually indestructible with Iight sources out of sight and no
Ienses to replace.

:k A check with one FIIA office indicates that projects now being built
average l2-L4%.

*"x For the purpose of evaluation, the glazed surface should be temporarily
covered with a translucent diffusing material.

ccJ<* f'sr evaluation, paintable surfaces can be considered white; materials
meant not to be painted (tile, brick, decorative concrete) should be
tested unpainted . _2c,2_



Bathrooms: The average brightness of wall and ceiling surfaces
should be 5 footlamberEs. Light arriving at the face from lighE
fixtures and room surfaces should reach the head from all frontal
directions to eliminate strong shadows. The intensity of light at
the face from 45o from the sides, bottom, and Eop should have a

minimum/maximum ratio of I/I0. The styling of the fixture should
be neutral in character for universal acceptability.

Corridors: AIt internal corridors shut off by doors, and corridors
not separated from other rooms where the average wall and ceiling
brightness during the daytime is less than 1/500 of the window
brightness, should be provided with permanent artificial lighting
properly shielded for glare* to achieve an average wall and ceiling
brightness of I footlambert.

Closets. Storage Rooms: Closets and storaEle rooms which cannot
receive light from adjacent lighted spaces should be provided with
a light fixture.

Other Rooms: For lighting purposes (considered separately from other
el.ectrical requirements), all other rooms should be provided with
sufficient electrical outlets to allow use of portable lamps with
normal length cords in all probable locaEions. In dining rooms,
when table placement is likely to be ln the center of the room,
frxed overhead lighting properly shielded for glare?k should be
provided, or a flexible power outlet-suspension sysEem that would
allow hanging cf fixtures over the center of the tab1e, wherever
placed.

Public Spaces. Interior: A combination of daylighting and arttficial
lighting in public lobbies should produce an average wall and ceiling
brightness of 10 footlamberts; corridor spaces and stairs should have
5 footlamberts. At night, these levels can be reduced to 20% of those
amounts. The firsE of these brightness Ievels is for the elimination
of gloom. Achievement of this objective can also be furthered by
clear, understandable organization of spaces, with positive use of
light, color, and materials. The appearance of good maintenance can
be furthered by maximum use of recessed and concealed lighting of
maximum permanence that least invites vandalism.

Site Liehtins: The ob jectives of exterior lighting are to provide a
minimal illumination leve1 for seeing obstructions, to provide psycholo-
gical assurance against surprise attackers, and to proviCe maximum
guidance infcrmation for pedestrians and automobiles. The minimum
illumination Ievel at any point on active pedestrian af,eas, plazas,
parking areas, and paths*:t, should be I footcandle. Areaways and
other likely hiding places should be illuminated. Entrances, signs,
and all other key points in the circulation system should be high-
lighted to provide guidance in circulation, and the patterns should
be arranged to give maximum clarity to circulation. Undisciplined
clutter of light sources should be avoided.

* So that lens or light source is not visible from seated positions in
adjacent living spaces.

** Defined as including any area on either side of the path proper large
enough for a person to hide, _253-



High intensity lights used for the illumination of grounds and
parking lots should be shielded so as not to cause glare in any
living unit. For the most part, lamps and Iighting glassware
shourd be concealed from view or placed out of easy aim of vandals,
or, when in special areas design objecEives necessitate their being
within reach, they should be selected for maximum durability and
low replacement cost.

4,4.1 Existing Standards, Procedures, Test },lethods

None of the existing industry or national standards, Federal or other
published specifications and foreign standards examined have any useful
perforrnance tests for existing natural or artificial lighting systems
that would be pertinent to recommendations for use in low-cost housing.

Federal - J tate ^ and Citv Codes:
codes reveals Ehat some agencies
daylight requirements alone, and
lighting requirements.

A survey of Federal, state, and city
have no requirements at all, some have
some have daylight and artificial

Daylight requirements are in terms of window area, rather than performance
with regard to view or light. While minimum requirements can produce good
environments, they may also produce bad ones, because they are not expressed
in performance terms, even Eo the extent of describing the objectives of
the requiremenEs.

For artificial lighting, the range is from no requirements at all to des-
cribing what rooms should have lighting; a few list quantity requirements.
None of these provide useful guidance as to the purpose and qualitative
aspects of the requirements. Among those that provide quantitative
requirements, there is no consistency in the Eype of requirement or the
values listed, and none of those listing quantitative requirements uses
a relevant criteria. For example, the New Jersey StaEe Housing Code
calls for j fooEcandles measured in the cencer of the bathroom 5 feet
off the floor, which, if achieved most directly, would put the face in
fuIl shadow. The same code aleo calIs for a minimum of 2 footcandles
in the darkest portions oftrevery portion of each staircase, haII, ceIlar,
basement, landing, furnace-room, utility room, and all other similar
non-habitable spsce.rr:k It is unlikely that many existing houses would
meet this requirement.,

* New Jersey State Housing Code , New Jersey DeparEment
and Econornic Development, New Jersey State Department

of Conservation
of Health.
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Foreign Codes: The expression of performance requirements in Eerms of
brightness has some reLationship to much of current British thinking (e.9.,
as expressed by R. G. Hopkinson in "A Proposed Luminance Basis for a

Lighting Code,t' Transactions of the.Illuminating Engineering Societv,
London, VoI. 10, No. 5, 1965.). User survey methods have been devised
by the Pilkington Research Unit, Liverpool, and the Building Research
Station. The proposals for daylight requirements (Section II-A) are a

development of the daylight factor recommendations of the Building
Research Board, London.

Indus try Recommendations : The Illuminating Engineering Society Handbook
lists of minimum footcandle recommendations also fail to describe the
relevant objectives and do not lead to good environments; even as task
requirements, quality factors are ignored and the numbers listed are
extremely high, without justification. None of these levels is conrnon
in many residences, nor is the format of Ehe recommendations suitable
for use as specifications.

We were unable to find any instances where these reconrnendations have been
adopted as codes in Ehe United States; however, they appear in the
National Building Code of Canada (including a blanket provision: "For
complete table of current reconmended practice of lighting in buildings
as published in the Illuminating Engineering Society Lighting Handbook,
refer to the Secretary of the Associate Corunittee on the National
Building Code, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.tt), and have
been recommended for incorporation into local building codes, adopted
by the city of Ottawa.

None of the criteria, goverrunent or industry, describe whether their
purpose is to meet requirements for health, safeEy, or satisfaction.

4.4.4 Suseested Proeram for Further elopment of Performance Criteria

4.4.4.1 Confirmation of Performance Requirements

The numerical values assigned to the performance requirements outlined
above were based on the judgment of Ehe author. Subjective testing
should be used for their confirmation; this might include the
following procedures:

Develop standard measuring procedures and Ehen rate
existing housing units as meeting or not meeting the
performance crj.teria for daylighting and artificial
lighting by research staff and traditional
administrative personnel.

1
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Develoo survey questlonnaires, and then measure user
satisfaction, use of artificial f-ighting during the day,
etc.

Eval-uate the accuracy of the ratings in predicting
satisfaction, and compare with accuracy using present
tyoes of specification standards. Adjust the quantities
required as indicateci.

There seems Eo be a sufficient range of daylight designs to test
this type of criteria, but it may be difficutt to find artificial
lighting that satisfies the proposed criteria. In this instance
a relatively small expenditure in equipment and design consulta-
tion should be sufficient to bring some units up to standard, in
order to carry out the evaLuation. The procedure should be tested
in one project and then extended to a broader geographic and ethnic
dis tribution.

2

3
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5

5 SERVICE SYSTEMS WITHIN HOUSING

I PLI]i{BING

1"0 Executive Summary

Plumbing may be considered as comprising (a) pipes and fittings, (b) fix-
tures, (c) appliances, (d) appurtenances, (e) industriaLLzed units, and
(f) installed systems. Pertinent technical characteristics for some of
these are given in Section 5.1.2" A general discussion of the performance
approach and 18 suggested qualitat.ive performance requirements are given
in Section 5.1.1, together with charts showing (1) steps in development
of a performance document, starting with a knowledge of user need, and
(2) identification of major elemenEs comprising plumbing.

A discussion of the current state of the art is presented in Section 5.1.3,
and cerEain research is reconmended in support of the furtherance of per-
formance standards. Several exanples illustrating trade-off possibilities
are given in Section 5.1.5.

Section 5.1.6 lists user requirements in qualitative terms that might be
considered health-oriented and certain building elements are identified
as being invol-ved in each instance.

5.1.0.1 Utilization of the Performance Approach in Existing Standards
and Codes

Most existing standards contain some requirements and tests designed
to assure reasonable in-service performance in one or more \^Iays.
However, specification-type or prescripEion-type language is often
used, and quality-control- type tests are often specified. Thus, it
may often be that the tests do not simulate service conditions very
closely. Standards based on this approach are often of little value
when applied t,o new materials, new designs, or new methods of con-
struction: but may be altogether adequate for the familiar materials
and constructions for which they were developed. Review indicates
that many of the existing sEandards for piping and fixtures and most
codes may be plaeed in this category.

TesEs for leak resistance of installed systems or components there-
of, such as prescribed in USASI A40.8, the New York State Plumbing
Code, and USASI A119.1 are essentially performance-type and may be
considered generall-y satisfactory. Existing or presently proposed
USA^SI, AGA, NW, and UL Standards relating to backflow preventers,
temperature and pressure-relief devices, refrigerated drinking-water
coolers, \^rater heaters, and water-hasrner arrestors appear to be based
largely on performance concepts; hence need 1ittle attention unless
serious difficulties begin to develop from attempts to introduce
untried materials or unexpected, novel constructions.
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The New York State Plumbing Code, the plr:mbing portion of the
National Building Regulations for England and for Scotland, and the
USA,SI A40.8 National Plumbing Code are more nearly performance codes
than others sunreyed. In the maEter of determination of what materi-
aIs or equipment might satisfy the performance requirements, these
documents refer to specification-type standards or prescription-type
statemenEs, in the absence of a better solution.

The absence of generally recognized plumbing standards for some
appliances and appurtenances, and the prevalence of a certain amount
of user dissatisfaction with some aspects of perfomrance of this
equipment, particularly in regard to noise, indicates a need for
performance-oriented standards in this area. Perhaps sink and lava-
tory supply appurtenances, food-waste grinders, and automatic dish-
washing and laundry machines are the most faniLiar examples. Current
standards efforts in these areas should be speeded ,rp.

To faciLitate the evaluat,ion of innovative systems, standards are
needed for prefabricated assemblies, industrialized units, and com-
plete plumbing syst,ems. With the exception of leak tests, there
appear to be no American criteria for evaluat,ing such constructions,
other than by inspection to determine conformance with the prescrip-
tions laid dorsn in pl-umbing codes and in the st,andards for the individ-
ual pieces. Some of the pertinent technical characteristics are
shown in SecEion 5.1.2. Evidently, performance t,est,s are needed in
this area for residual flow pressure at wat.er outlets, hydraulic
capacity of soil- and waste-pipe systems, and trap-seal retentlon
under loading, without regard to the particular sizing and geometry
used in the construction of the system.

Limited saurpling of European plr:urbing standards and codes indicates
that in Europe a broader coverage has been achieved than in America,
and at teast in some instances, such as in standards for fittings and
some appurtenances, test methods are more sophisticated. The recent
National Building Regulations in Britain reflect an increased emphasis
on performance language. However, m€ury of the provisions in the
European standards and codes stiLl- appear to be of the specification
type so faniliar in Anerica.

As to the evaLuation of innovations, the Europeans ha're made notable
use of the Agr'ement scheme. Idea11y, this includes the development
of acceptable criteria by which a given faurily of innovations are to
be evaluated, as for example, for doors. A-limited nr.rslber of fur6-
ment certificates have been issued for some plumbing pipes and appur-
tenances, at least in France, but evidently the criteria for evalua-
tion have been of Ehe ad-hoc variety. Better criteria for p1r:urbing
seem to be needed in order to evaluate innovations.

A nr:srber of codes, such as USA,SI A40.8 and the New York State
Plumbing Code, indicate in some detail the procedure to be followed
in sizing various pipes and describe the characteristic geometry of
pipe systems that are attowed. For the most Part, these requirements
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are based in part on data from hydraulic and pneumatic research; hence
may be looked upon as performance requirements, or at least performance-
based requirements, in a broad sense. unfortunately, some of these
requirements are not suitable when applied to constructions unlike
the ones on which the research was performed.

5.L.0.2 Recommendations for Lonq-Rans e Improvement of Standards and
Codes

Perhaps the best chance for considerabLe cost reductions at little
risk of sacrifice of essential performance may be realized through
specifications and standards that permit evaluation of the performance
of systems with unusualLy smaIl pipes, of simplified systems, and of
systems based on other than hydraulic principles or on noveL adapta-
tions of hydraulic principl-es.

Most of these approaches would involve first the collection of perti-
nent ne\^/ data on service loads and use conditions in American housing,
and probably on user reaction to various levels of performance. Some
of the research progrirms that might be helpful in this area are indi-
caEed in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.5.

5.1.0.3 Reconrnendations for Short-ranqe Prograns to Improve Specifi-
cations for Low-cost Housing (2 yrs.
ing relatively 1ittle new research).

duration or less, involv-

Cost reduction without seri-ous risk of loss of essential performance
seems possible through modification of the FHA Minimum Property Re-
quirements to reflect a number of promising concepts, such as:

Incorporate in MPS rs a greater use of performance language,
following approach utilized in N.Y. State Plumbing Code, with
certain necessary exceptions.
Incorporate in MPSrs the substance of the Februaty L968
NAS-NRC Special Report on Performance Characteristics of
Sanitary Plumbing Fixtures, somewhat as in the URBS project.

Incorporate in the MPSts the most recent pipe-sizi-ng criteria
developed in USASI A40 Sectional ConrniEtee on Ehe NationaL
Plumbing Code, some of which originated with NBS.

As a valuable comparison study with evident potential, it is recom-
mended that single-stack drainage systems of two different varieties
be installed in one or more multi-story apartment buildings, in addi-
tion to systems conforming to the presently applicabl-e code require-
ments. Design of the single st,ack systems would be based on extrap-
olation of European findings to American conditions. Provisions would
be made to conduct field evaluations of performance, as well as any
essent,ial supporting laboratory evaluations. From the data gained,
it might be possible t,o incorporate single-st,ack drainage in the MPSrs.
See NBS Report 9674 nd supplement thereto, for detailed reconrnenda-
tions and discussions of European data.

a

b

c
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The bathroom component category of URBS demonstrates the feasibility
of performance specifications for the bathroosl. A short-range program,
benefitting from the test procedures developed for the bathroom, shouid
produce comparable performance specifications for the kitchen fix-
tures (sink, dishwasher, and food rdaste-grinder) and the wash room
area (clothes washer and dryer). Such a progrim could also lntroduce
needed improvements in the IIRBS reconmendations, with reference to
low-cost housing.

A final reconrnendation is that a 'Little Agr6ment" body be established
to advise on suitability of innovations proposed to HLJD in response
Eo performance-oriented language in the MPS 

rs as suggested above.
This body might be drawn in part from IAT-NBS.

5.1.0.4 Reconrnended Res earch Proerams

Among the more important research programs needed are the foltowing:

a) Collection of hydraulic load data under seruice conditions, in
order to provide a rat,ional, realistic method for catculating
design loads for use in evaluating performance of unusual- water
distributing systems and drainage systems.

b) Application of data obtained in (a) to tire development of test
methods for evaluat,lon of the hydraul-ic performance of unusuat
or simplified drain-waste-vent (DWV) systems and water-distrib-
uting systems.

c) Development or selection of measurement tecl-rniques for evaluating
plumbing noise, and study of lnstal-lation techniques for reducing
noise.

d) Collection of data on performance aspects in relation to incinera-
tion of fecal matter and solid food waste, and the development of
criteria for evaLuating such equipment.

e) Development of improved test mettiods for evaluaEing hydraulic
arrdfor thermal performance of plrmrblng appliances, appurtenances,
fixtures, and pipe fittings.

f) Development of data on corrosion and liming in r^Iater distribution
piping, and on fouling andfuposition ln drain piping. From this,
develop reconrnendatlons on the management of such deleterious
actions to reduce maintenance and replacement costs; and to aid
in the selection of materiats, in the evaluation of pluurbing
equipment perfornance, and in \rater quality control.

g) Collection of data on behavior of plumblng materials in fires,
in order to establish criteria for fire ratings and recournenda-
tions for protective measures in installation.
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h) A study to provide data on performance of, and test mettiods for
evaluating, joints and connections for piping systems with partic-
ular emphasis on applications of indusErialized units for multi-
story work.

i) Development of performance tests for resistance of piping to
bursting, fire effects, impact, puncture, crushing, deflection,
chemical attack, dimensional stability, and corrosion, without
particutar reference t.o the type of material.

j) Development of improved tests for evaluating wear in hydro-
mechanical assemblles utilized in plumbing appurtenances and
appliances.

As to relative importance of the reconurended programs, items 3, b,
h, and i are probably of the greatest importance. Perhaps the most
difficult and costly would be iten i.

5.1.1 Performance Requirements for Plumbing

5.1.1.1 Rationale

The term rrplumbing is conrnonly applied to a broad spectrum of
subject matter, encompassing the materials, devices, equipment and the
systems uLilized for the distribution of water within buildings and
for the removal of waste water from the premises. IE also refers to
the install-ation or design of plumbing systems. Storm drainage asso-
ciated with buildings is often regulated under the provisions of
plumbing codes. Requirements primarily in the interesEs of health
and safety of users are essential not only in relation to the hard-
ware, but also in relation to design and inst,allation practices for
plumbing systems and their components.

Perhaps the most striking illustrations of the need for an improved
approach in the development of standards and codes can be found in
the experiences of innovators in their relationship with local author-
ities who administer typical plumbing codes that are largely of the
rigid, specification type and that refer to specification-type stand-
ards identifying materials, devices, and equipment that are to be
deemed acceptable under the code. True, many codes a1low the adminis-
trative authority to permit exceptions, at his discretion and based
on good evidence; however, experience has shown little advantage is
taken of this provision by the authorities. For example, codes ef-
fectively set the general pattern of design for the sanitary drainage
system through various specifications relating to configuration,
venting, pipe sizing, etc. This prevents the acceptance of novel
systems in which secondary ventilation or the need for gravity drain-
age is eliminated, although such systems have been in use for some
time in Europe, and have been researched there. In another example
of difficult.ies encounEered by innovators, the use of bituminized-
fibre sewer and drain pipe in plumbing was resisted for m€my years
under the local codes because, Elmong other things, it could not pass
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some of the tests commonly specified in existing standards for con-
crete, vltrified clay, and cast iron, although such tests might be
considered irrelevant, to bitr:ninized flbre pipe in the proposed
applications because of its particular properties. More recently,
manufacturers of plastic pipe and plumbing fixtures have encountered
similar difficulties.

It is altogether proper Ehat local authorities exercise their 1awful
duty to protect the public health and to minimize dangers to life
and property. Thus, it is not correct to criticlze Local authorities
and the specification-type codes and standards which are their tools
in the performance of their lawful duties, solely on the basis that
innovation and cost reducEion are obstructed. Instead, what, must be
offered are improvements in the identification of essential performance
characteristics and the means for their measuremenE, so that meanlng-
ful and reliable systems-design rules and materials standards can be
provided that, insofar as possible, will apply regardless of the par-
Eicular material or system to be considered. Only in this way can
enforcing authorities be provided with the tools to evaluate cost-
saving proposals and novel approaches quickly and objectively and at
the same time not run a serious risk of failure in the protection of
the public health and safety. It must be renembered that reasonabLe
standards of health and safety cannot be lgnored in the quest for
cosE reducEion and in facilitating the lntroduction of innovations.

The desirable functional characteristics of plumbing include not
only properties such as gas-and-watbr-tightness, provision of ade-
quate quantities of drinking water not contaminated by disease-producing
bacteria, and the ability to carry away waste water quickly and without
overflow on the premises, but also more subjective concepts such as
cleanability, resistance to agingrdeterioration, and long-term resis-
tance to chemical attack and corrosion. Requirements for performance
in the more subjective areas are commonly expressed in qualitative
terms involving phrases tike "acceptable appearancer" t'normal service
llferrr rhro serious deteriorationrt'"typical userrretc., that have no
precise definition in physical terms.

The development of meaningful test methods requires conception of
procedures Ehat simulate to an acceptable degree the kinds of exposure
received by plumbing in actual use. While simulatlve service testing
is not new, simulat,ion of the interactions between human beings and
ph:mbing in a way that will provide a basis for fair competition anong
materials and systems of a wide variety presents additional complexities.
It involves careful analysis of the lmportant use-related processes,
such as loading, frequency of use, wear, deterioration, exposure to
possibLe mechanical or bacteriologica1- hazatds, etc., and the trans-
lation of these processes into a test procedure urd/or taboratory
equipment that can be described and reproduced and that can measure
the effects of these processes in quantltative terms. IJhen such
apparatus and procedures are developed, it then becomes posslble to
obtain test resul-ts on available cosmercial- items or specially-made
items for comparison wlth user requlrements.
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In establishing acceptable performance leve1s, as well as the essen!ial
areas in which performance must be obtained, the eval-uation of subjec-
tive human response is involved, as well as the frequency and duration
of exposure to a variety of human activiLies. In many instances, valid
levels of performance cannot be set without extensive data on use and
user sr concepts of long-term acceptability. Such data are usually
not obtainable because of prohibitive cost. Another complication may
arise where measured values for a given property may vary widely
between different materials or methods of construction. It may be
that under such circumstances a requirement of a single level of per-
formance is not logical.

The acceptable level of performance may be related to previous user
experience and social background, in retation to some properties. A
further problem is that, probably more often than not, the performance
that may be desired may not be attainable in a single material, piece
of equipment, or a system where all the various significant performance
characteristics are considered. Thus, some compromise will have to be
made. In the absence of adequate statistical data on use conditions,
performance in use, and tolerance of users, one pract,ical approach
t.o performance levels is to select levels that either upgrade, down-
grade or maintain existing quality of products or systems in current
use, based on measured performance of a suitable sample. The actual
levels set would require the studied judgment of informed, experienced
persons as a consensus of experts. This procedure may well be the
only practical sotution in the case of some innovations" Performance
levels set in this way, of course, wilt be subject to later adjustment
as more service data or user reaction data become available.

It is likely that with continued effort in the development of perform-
ance standards and specifications based on improved test methods, the
state of the art in evaluative technique can be vastly improved. None-
theless, with acceleration already evident in the innovative field and
wiEh the probabte quickening of this pace if the performance approach
is widely introduced, it appears certain that the ability to evaluate
innovation will never be up-to-date in the foreseeable future. For
thi-s reason, some mechanism for exercising the best available Eechnical
judgment in advance of promulgation of accepted standards is needed.
Perhaps a board of informed experts wiEh access to laboratory facili-
ties should be established Eo perform this funcEion. It may be that
something patterned after the current European soluEion in the form
of an Agr6ment Board with authority to evatuate and issue reconrnenda-
tions and temporary "certificatesI could be considered as a practical
approach in the case of innovations to which current standards are
not suitably applicable. Such a body of informed persons representing
the principal interested groups might be the besE approach in judging
whether a given innovative proposal could be deemed to satisfy pertinent
essential performance requirements that are not precisely defined in
advance of a generally accepted standard.
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5. 1. 1. 2 Performance Requirements for Plumbine

Requirements that might be established without regard to the material,
equipment, system, or method used in a particular solution, are listed
in Ehe first two coltrsms of Table 1. In the third coLumn are listed
some requirement.s associated with the current, hydraul.ic-systems
solution. While not presently listed, the determination of compliance
with these requirements rest,s upon such evidence as can be found in
generally accepted standards. Unfortunately, the format and approach
utilized in developing most of the existing standards is far from
sufficient in establishing the adequacy of performance of a novel
system or piece of equipment, or of a new material.

5.L.2 Technical Characteristics of Plumbing

5.L.2 1 Piping and Fittings

I"lechanica1 and Structural
a" lmpact resistance, abrasion resistance.
b. Resistance to defLection or crushing under external load.
c. Resistance to swelling or bursting from internal pressure.
d. Ability of joints to resist pull-out and maintain seal

under representative internal and external Loading.
e. Minimum hydraulic resistance.
f. Absence of leakage under representative conditions.

Thermal
a. I"laintenance of essential mechanical properties over a

representative range of temperature.
b. Avoidance of adverse effects of representative expansion

or contraction.
c. Ability to maintain essential properties under represent-

ative conditions of thermal shock.
d. Resistance to excessive softening or collapse from fire,

and to generation of toxic gases or excess smoke, and
to transfer of fireo

3. Chemicat and Etectrolytic
a. Minimization of chemically or electrolytically-induced

deteterlous effects on essential mechanical properties
resulting from representative fluids conveyed. Minimi-
zaEion of corrosion.

b. Ability to resist deleterious action of representative
chemical additives on essential mechanical properties.

c. I"linimization of weakening or penetration from soil
corros ion.

1

2
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2

General Requirements

1 Potability of water for
human consumption.

Provision of sufficient,
but not excessive, quan-
tity of $rater for hr:man
consumption and other
user needs.

3 Provision of hot waEer
for essential sanitation.

4. Protection against harm-
ful contanination of
potable water, food, and
sterile materials.

Table 1.

Essential

Performance Requirements for Plumbing

Criteria or Protection Approach

Bacteriological and chemical content, taste,
odor, turbidity--to be satisfied at accept-
able health levels.

Satisfaction of minimum instanEaneous and
daily demands essential to health and
sanitation of users.

Satisfaction of minimum instantaneous and
daiLy demands essential to health and sani-
tation of users, with particular reference
to ablutionary, culinary, and laundering
activities.

Separation of potable water supply and
sterile maEerials from potential sources
of contamination.

Special Requirements Pertinent to
Present-d Solution

Shal1 meet Public Health requirements
for drinking water.

SaEisfaction of equipment demands as
necessary to achieve sanitary and ef-
fective functioning, considering prob-
ability of concurrent use at different
outlets.

Sat.isfaction of equipment demands as
necessary to achieve sanitary and ef-
fective functioning, considering prob-
ability of concurrent use at different
outlets.

Protective devi-ces shall effectively
prevent backsiphonage; cross connec-
tions prohibited; adequate air gaps
required at outlets where practicable.

Pressure relief valves, energy cut-
off devices, and temperaLure-sensitive
relief devices required. Pressure
vessels to have adequate strength and
resistance to failure at elevated
temperature. Mixing devices to main-
tain adequate temperature and volume
control.

I
N)
o\
o\
I

5 ProEection against ex-
plosion, scalding, or
burning from overheated
waEer.

Provision of receptacles
and equipment essential
to ablutionary, culinary,
laundering, and excretory
functions.

Control of water temperature and pressure
at critical points.

Minimum facilities essential to health,
sanitation, and well-being of users.

Provision of sanitary
essential user needs;
for user needs.

6 fixtures for
adequate sizes

( cont inued )



General Reouirements

Sanitary removal of ex-
cretory, ablutionary,
culinary, and laundering
wastes from the premises.

8 Protection against
emission of toxic, nox-
ious, or explosive gases.

9. Minimization of noise.

10. ProtecEion against entry
or growth of vermin and
rodents.

11. Protection against dele-
terious accumulation of
storm water.

Table 1. continued (Part 2)

Essential Criteria or Protection Approach

Avoidance of unsanitary accumulation, over-
flow, or spillage of waste matter; capacity
for ready transportation of peak waste loads
to acceptable point of disposal without
causing unsanitary discharge on Ehe premises,
or nulsance conditions.

Special Requirements Pertinent to
Present-i.ay Solution

Adequacy of size, shape, and drain-
ability of fixtures and appliances;
adequacy of pipe sizes and configuration
in gravity, non-pressure drainage
system, considering probability of con-
current operation of the various fix-
tures and appliances.

7

I
N
o\{
I

Maintenance of physiologically safe gas
concenErations, of gas concentrations safe
against explosion, of gas barriers; gas-
tightness of joints and connections at
critical points.

I"laintenance of physiologically and psycho-
1ogical1y acceptable noise levels generated
or transmitted by plumbing systems, consider-
ing frequency and amplitude.

Iv1ai-ntenance of physical barriers I minimiza-
tion of accumulation of matter attractive to
vermin and rodents; use of repellent or non-
attractive materials and forms of construc-
tion.

Collection and transportation systems ade-
quate to remove peak storm loads without
structural overload or deleterious perme-
ation or erosion of fabric of building or
adjacent areas.

Adequacy of pi-pe sizes and configu-
ration in ventilation system to protect
against siphoning or blowing Erap
seats; provision of water-sea1 traps
of depth adequate to maintain essen-
tial resistance to gas emission.

Secure but resilient supports and at-
tachments of piping to structure, water
pressure control, velocity controt,
water-hasurer control, tol-erance control
in fit of moving parts.
Provision of pipe shields where pipes
pass through walls or floors; minimi-
zatior. of concealed spaces conducive
to harboring vermin; maintenance of
adequate water seals in fixture traps.

Adequacy of pipe sizes to avoid exces-
sive accumulation of storm hrater; 10-
cation of inlets to facilitate collec-
tion, and design to avoid choking by
debris; consideration of probability
of peak storm loads; avoidance of dis-
charge across surfaces subject to
eros ion.

( continued )



Gene-ral Requirements

L2. Minimization of contam-
ination of persons and
sterile materials by
contact with receptacles
and equipment.

Table 1. continued (Part 3)

--E-s.qentiaL -Cfiteria or Protection Approach

Design and location of pltrmbing facilities
and appurtenances to minimize physical con-
tact of persons and sterile materials with
potentially conLarninated surfaces or mate-
riats.

Provision of cleanabil-ity and resistance to
soiling or fouling; convenient access Eo
locations requiring cleaning or servicing;
design to simplify cleaning or servicing,
and to avoid undue accumulation of materials
deleterious to essent.ial functioning.

Provision of materials and components pos-
sessing adequate resistance to abrasion,
chemical attack , corrosion, thermal deteri-
oration, impact, structural col-lapse, delam-
ination, dimensional instability, staining,
deterioration from moisture absorption, from
radiant exposure, normat wear, and deleEeri-
ous physical and chemical changes due to
passage of time.

Special Requirements Pertinent to
Present-day Solution

Design of manual control devices requiring
minimurn physical contact by hands; de-
sign of fixtures and supply fittings
subject to minimum accr:rnulation of foul-
ing matter; design of excretory fixtures
to minimize physical contact with users
and reduce aerosol generation"

Adequate access for cleaning fouled pipes
and eliminating stoppagesl provision of
drain slopes and fitting shapes that pro-
mote self-cleansing of pipes; hardness
control to avoid excess liming of water
pipes; access and locaEion of equipmenE
to faciliEate servicing, replacement, etc.

Selection of materials best suited to
1ocal conditions in relation to t.rat.er
quality and exposure to use; velocity
control in water systems. Rely on ade-
quacy of accepted standards and develop
techniques for evaluating new materitte,
devices, and equipment.

13.

I
N
o\
@
I

L4.

Potential for effective
maintenance and servic-
ing in relation to essen-
tial functions of system
and components.

DurabiLity of materiats
and essential functioning
of components and equip-
ment,.

15. Fire safety Materials, properties and system design shall Require adequate resistance to fire
be such as to minimize their contribution propagation and degradation, smoke
to fire load, Lo smoke and toxic gases in generation, and collapse under fire--
case of fire; and to avoid serious contri- particularly for organic materials"
bution to ventilation through collapse in
the event of fire.

( cont inued )



General Requirements

16. Security

L7. Structural safety,
structural strength,
and stability

Table 1. continued (Part 4).

Essential Criteria or Protection Approach

Design and location of equipment and exposed
parts of plumbing systems sha1l be considered
in relation to degree of exposure to and ac-
cess by users likely to impose hard use condi-
ti.ons or to cormrit acts of vandalism or
malicious mischief.

Installation to avoid weakening of building
structural elements; provide structurally
safe support of ph:mbing servicesl minimize
likellhood of structural failure of plumbing
services due to shrinkage, settlement, and
thermal expansion or contractionl dimen-
sional stability of materials.

Design and installation to arroid imposition
of unreasonable requirements on other build-
ing elements, to avoid reducing effectiveness
of other elements, and to share comnon space
with other elements.

Special Requirements Pertinent to
Present-day Solution

Structural adequacy of pipe and fixture
hangers and supports; aruoidance of ex-
cessive cutting and notching of struc-
tural elements to provide for passage
of pipes; provision for linear movement
of pipesl sound trenching and backfill
practi.ce.

Minimize space requirements for plunbing
services; avoid installation of plumbing
in a manner that would interfere with
doors, windows, etc.

8
I
N)(^
\!)
I

Conpatibility with
other buitding subsystems
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Performance Requirements of Plumbing Systems and Components to Meet Users Needs

Pipe and
F i tt ings

Plumbing
Fixturcs

Plumb ing
Appl iances

Plumbing
Appurtenances

fndustri-
alized Units

Installed
Sys tems

1 Provision for potable water
(safe for human consumption) x x x X

2. Provision for quantity of water
(sufficient in volume and pressure) x xxxX

3. Provision for hot water Eo meet
essential sanitation needs

x xx

4. Protection against contamination
of water, food, and sterile
material s

x X xx

5. Protection against explosion,
scalding or burning from over-
heated water

x xxx

6. Provision of facil-ities for ablu-
Eionary, culinary, laundering,
and excretory functions

x ,1.XY
I

NJ
!
NJ
I

7. Provision for removal from premise
of wastes from facilities of 116

x x x

8. Protection egainst emission of
toxic, noxious, or explosive gascs xxx

9. Minimization of noisc x xx,(
10. Protection against entry or growth

of vermin and rodents ,t
^x

11. Protection againsE deleterious
accumulation of storm water x xYx

12. Minimizatior. of contamination from x]lxcontact I^7ith rec tacles & e t
Potcnt a Eive maintcnance
and servicine of svstem & comoonents

,t xx]!x

14. Durability of materials and depend- x xxxxabiL i of 1

1 Sa ety o umbing system against
hazards of fire xxxx

16. Security of p1-umbing system against
hard use or vandalism xx

,l

x x
17. Structural strength, and structural x

sa fet stabilit
18. Compatibil-ity r,rith other building

subsystems
A

t



,b

4. Durabllitv and Main tenance Potentlal
a. Aging--stablltty of essential propertles on long-term

exposure to representative emrironmental condltlons
involving molsture, heat, light, etc.

b. Resistance to mechanlcal or chmrical deterioratlon
from mtcrobes, lnsecte, vermln, or rodents.

c. Resistance to deLeterlous effects of normal mechanlcal
or chemical pipe-cleanlng techniques.

d. Resistance to excesstve fouling, L1ning, or deposltion
from fluids transported.

Plr:mbins ff*t,rr"J/5.L,2.2

1. Structural
Ability to resist representative uniforur and concentrated
loads without, excessive deflectlon, deformation, or breaking.

2. I,techanical
a. Resistance to surface lmpact, abrasion, and scratching.
b. Surface smoothness, cleanabil.ity, solling-resistance,

sLip resistance.
c. Bond maintenance, dimensional stabtllty.
d. t'linimization of notse.
e. Drainability.

3. Thermal
Hot water resistance.
Cigarette burn reslstance.
Resistance to ther:ural shock.
Radiant-heater res1stance.

4. Chemical
Resistance to deterioratton of essential properties from
exposure to representattve flulds and household chemicals.
Stain resistance.
Color stability.
Corrosion resistance.

5 Durability or malntenance potential
a. dglng--malntenance of essentlal propertles on exposure

to normal erwtronmental conditions such as moisture,
temperature, light, etc.

b. Resistance to chemical or mechanlcal deterlorat,ion from
microbes, insects, vernin, or rodents.

c. Potentlat for repairing or replacement; design and in-
stallatlon to facllitate access and ease of cleanlng,
repair, and replacement.

U O"tin"d in Nov . Lg66 proposed revtslon of USA^SI National Ph:nbtng
Code. Exanrples: Water ctoset,s, tavatortee, bathtubs or shower

receptors, kltchen sinks, taundry tubs.

a
b
c
d

4

b
c
d
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TI5.L.2.3 Plumbing Appliances

1. Structural
Ability to resist representative stresses and strains
associ-ated with installation, maintenance, and use without
breakage, excessive deformation, or adverse effect on
essential functions of the appliance.

2. I"lechanical
a. ImpacE resistance, and resistance to deformation or

breakage by representative forces, pressures, etc.
b. Minimization of noise and water harrner.
c. Ability to control or regulate fluid flow, where pertinent.
d. Ability to maintain uniformity of automatic operating

cyc1e, where pertinent,.
e. Ability to permit passage of an adequate rate of discharge,

where pertinent.
f. Ability to resist or prevent backflow of contaminated

or otherwise deleterious liquids under representative
adverse pressure differentials, where pertinent.

g. Ability to intercept deleterious materials in suspension,
where pert,inent.

h. Ability to function without overflow or discharge of
unwanted liquids on the premises.

i. Ability to reduce waste solids to particle sizes and
consistencies that will not cause malfunction of the
waste transPortation system.

3. Thermal
a. Maintenance of essential mechanicat properties over a

representative range of t,emperature and thermaL shock.
b. Ability to control or regulate fluid temperature at

desired, safe level-s, where pertinent.

4" Chemical and Electrolytic
a. Resistance to chemically or electrolyEically-induced

deterioration from exposure to representative fluids.
Ability to control chemical content of water at accept.-
abte tevels at outlets, where pertinent.

5. Durability and l"laintenance
a. fuing--sfabllity of essential properties on long-term

exposure to representative environmental conditions
imrolving moi-sture, heat, light, etc.

b. Resistance to excessive fouling, lirning, or deposition
from fluids. Corrosion resistance.

c. Ability to perform essential repetitive functioning over
a period of time without undue deleterious wear.

d. Design and installation to facilitate access and ease of
cleaning, repair, and replacement.

I

D

b

1/ Def ined in Nov, L966 proposed revision of USA^SI NaEional Plurnbing Code.
Examples: Automatic laundry machines, dishwashers, food-waste grinders,

water heaters and softeners, mechanical wat,er coolers and
filters, automatic ice-making machines.
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5.L.2.4 Plumbing Appurtenances

Structural

Lt

1

Ability to reslst representative stresses and st.ralns
associated with tnstallation, malntenance, thermal expan-
sion or contractlon, and bulldlng shrlnkage or settlement
wiLhout breakage, excessive deformatlon, or adverse effect
on essential functlons of the appurtenance.

2. Mechanical
a. Impact resistance, and resistance to deformation of

breakage by representatLve forces, pressures, etc.
b. Minl-mization of noise and water hammer.
co Ability to control or regulate fLuid flow, where

pertinent.
d. Ability to controL fluid pressure at safe 1-eve1s,

where pertl-nent.
€o Ability to pernit passage of an adequate rate of dis-

charge where pertlnent.
f. Ability to resisE or prevenE backflow of contamlnated

or otherwise deleterlous liquids under representatlve
adverse pressure differentiats, where perElnent.

g. AbiLity to intercept deleterious materlaLs in suspenslon,
where pertlnent.

3. Thermat
a. Maintenance of essentlaL mechanical properLles over a

represent,at,ive range of temperature and thermal shock.
b. Ability to cont,rol or regulate fluid temperature at

desired, safe 1eve1s, where pertlnent.

4. Chemical and Electrolytic
ac Resistance to chemicalLy-lnduced or el-ectrolytically-

induced deterioration of essentlal properties and
fr:nctions from exposure to representatlve fLuids.

b. Ability to cont,rol chemlcal content of water at
acceptabte levets at, out,lets, where pertinent,.

5" Durabllttv and Malntenance
e.o Aging -- stablllty of essential propert,les on long-term

exposure to representatlve environmental condltions
involving moisture, heat, f.ight, etc.

bo Resistance to excessive foullng, llmlng, or depostion
from fluids. Corrosion resistanceo

co Ability to perform essentl.al repetitlve functioning over
a period of t,lme without undue, deLetertous \^rear.

do Design and lnst,al-Latlon to facilit,ate access and ease
of cLeanlng, t epair, and replacement"

1/ Deflned in Nov., L966 proposed revislon of USASI Natlonal Plumbing Code.
Examples: Supply and waste fittings for plunrbtng flxtures, fixture

traps, pressure and temperature rellef vatves for hot-water
systems, backflow preventers, grease lntercepters, $raEer-
harnrner arrestors.
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5oto2.5 Performance Characterist,ics of InstaLled Systems for
Water Distribution and Plumbine Drainage

1 Structural
Adequacy of supports, attachments, joinEs, and connections
to secure syst,em against excessi.ve deformaEion, co11apse,
or vibration; and to avoid undue weakening of structural
elements of the building through driLling, notching,
cutting, or boring; Eo avold buildup of excessive sEresses
through thermal forces or shrinkage or settlement of
building el-ements; and to avold unnecessary contribution
to noise transmission.

Adequacy of strengEh of components when properLy secured,
to enable system to resist excessive deformation, deflection,
or breakage due to normalLy imposed stresses as lndicat,ed
above.

2. MechanicaL
do Adequacy of gas barrlers and, where pertinent, of

ventilation system to prevent transmission of un-
acceptable quantities of toxic, noxious, or explosive
gases lnto bulLding under normal- conditions of use.

b. Adequacy of waste transportation system to remove
characteristic peak loads of sanitary and rai.nwater
wastes to an acceptable polnt of dlsposal with
sufficient dlspatch and wlEhout contaminating or flood-
lng the premises or creating a nuisance.

co Adequacy of waEer distrlbution system to deliver
sufficient water to outtet,s under characteristlc peak
demand condltlons to meet essentiaL user needs for
water and to assure satisfactory, sanit,ary operation
of plumblng fixtures and pLumbing appliances.

d. Adequacy of instalLed systems in avoiding contamination
of potabLe water suppLy through backflow or cross
connectlon, and in mlnlmizing danger of explosion,
burning or scal-ding from overheaEed water.

ec Abillty of install-ed systems to perform without
excessive noise or water-hammer.

f. Ability of instal-Led system, incl-uding piping and
joints and connections to flxtures, appliances, and
appurt.enanees, to restst leakage of gases and Llquids
normaLly transported at represenLat,ive pressureso

3. Thermal
Adequacy of installed systems to resist adverse sEructural
or mechanlcal deterioration from prevaillng Ehermal forces;
and to minimize hazards fron fire in rel-ation to materiaLs,
lnstal-lation methods, smoke, and toxic gases.
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4. ChemicaL and electrolytlc
Adequacy of lnstalled systems to avoid excessive deterlora-
tion from chemical or electrolytic react,ions assoclated
wlth Ehe materlaLs used in relaElon Eo fluids conveyed,
soil conditions, etc.

5 Durabtlity and Malnt,enance
a. Adequacy of design and installatlon of systems to

facilitate normal malnEenance, repair, and repLacement
of components.

b. Adequacy of choice of materials and quality 1eveLs of
componenLs in rel-ation to intended useful llfe of
systems or the building in which they are inst,alled.
This al-so involves considerat,ions of :

i. Aging propert,ies of components.
ii. Resistance to foullng, llming, deposltlon, and

corroslon.
iii. Design and installation to facillEate access

and ease of cleaning, repair, and replacement.
co Adequacy of design and installatlon ln mlnimlzing entry

and/or growth of rodents and vermin.

5.1.3. Review of Plumbing Codes. Specifications and Standards

A limited revlew of model, state, and 1ocaI pl-r.nnbing codes was made
to gain knowledge of the means utlLized to achieve satisfactory
performance of installed plrmbing systems. From thLs review, and
from general knowledge of speclfications and standards for plumblng
maEerials and equipment, the foLlowlng statemenEs can be made:

1. Some, but by no means all, codes give broad, generaL
qualitative statements of performance requirements or
objectives. These are in large measure described ln the
context of the curtent hydraul-ics system solutlon, hence
would need some modification to apply to non-hydraullc
sysEems or Eo radicalLy dlfferent types of hydraullc systems.

2. Speclflc requirements as to performarlce are inadequate or
lacking for numsa6us propertles or characteristlcs, among
whlch are various ones affecting durabll-lty such as
corroslon reslstance, chemical resistance, reslstance to
thermally induced fail-ure, aging, etc. Performance tests for
the hydraultcs of equlpment and systems are l-acking ln many
instances.

The bases for specLflcatlon-type statements frequently found
ln codes are, more often than not, not glven.

3
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The local adminisLrative authority is ordinarily authorLzed
to approve alternate maEerials, eguipmenE, or constructions
if they can be shown as equal to or better than specified
items. Unfortunately, the methods by which he is to make
this decision are not adequately identified i-n most
instances 

"

All the codes examined restrict the use of certain materials,
or require the use of certain materials or constructions
to the exclusion of others.:k Presumably these restrictions
or exclusive requirements are not part of any recognized
standards on the materials or equipment involved, and
ordinarily are related to instatlation, use, or environ-
mental factors.

6. Some 1oca1 authorities who maintain laboraEory facilities,
issue an I'accepted productsrr 1ist, and require listing of
certain plumbing materials and equipment as a prerequisite
to iEs general use in Ehe particular locality. Evidently
many items on such listings are those for whlch no generally
recogni-zed standards have been issued.

Removal of all code statements t.hat requi.re or linr.-t the
use of specific materials, and their reptacement by adequate
performance language would be very desirable. However, this
could be satisfactorily accomplished only if a suit.able
substitute were offered. Ideally, adequate evaluative
techniques in the form of performance requiremenEs and
associated test methods should be provided to the maximum
degree possible" However, this solution would be expensive
and time consuming and probably could never entirely
suffice for innovat.ions" Thus, it might be necessary to
establish a recognized body of experts and generally know-
ledgeable persons having access to recognized competent
laboratories, authorized to develop the best possible
judgment as to acceptability of ne\.^r materials and other
innovations that are too new to have achieved the fully-
developed standards status ordinarily associated with con-
venEional items. RecommendaEions from such a body woutd
be quite valuable and probably essential to aut.hori.ties
administering plumbing codes of the performance Eype.

:k subject to the provisions indicated in 4 above.

4

5

7
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8. This review provides the basis for general recomnendations for
several specific, needed technical investigations. The most
importanE of these follow:

a. An investigation to establish the patterns of user-imposed
loads in relation to demand for water distribution and
sanitary waste transportation, and for hot-wat.er supply.
From this, recortrnended methods of estimating peak loads for
design purposes could be improved.

b. An investigation to formulate and standardize ctLteria for
design of rainwater collection and drainage systems, taking
into account the utilization of peak rainfall data and
applicable hydraulic phenomena.

An investigation to develop techniques for evaluating the
hydrauLic adequacy of installed water distributing and
sanitary drainage sysLems without particular regard to pipe
sizes or system configuration" Development of these tech-
niques or test methods would require trials on simulat.ed
systems in the laboratory, and on installed systems in the
fie1d"

d. An investigation of hydraulic and pner:rnat,i-c performance of
novel, simplified sanitary drainage systems, including
development of recommended critical design rules for the
guidance of plrmrbing designers, insEallati.on contractors
and inspecEors.

An investigation to develop reconmended methods of evaluating
and minimizLng noise in plumbing, and of evaluating noise-
reducing devices.

c

e

f An investigation to devetop nevr or improved test methods to
evaluate hydraulic and thermal performance of plr:mbing
equipment, mat,erials, and devices, wiEh due attention to
water conservation, safety, and avoidance of contamination
of potable water supplies.

go A study on the feaslbility of non-hydraulic means for dis-
posal of fecal matter and food wastes, and to develop
recommended test methods"

h. An investigation to develop recomrended procedures to mini-
mize the effecEs of corrosion, liming, or deposition in pipes.

I An investigation to develop recommended test methods relating
to fire safety of plumbing materials.

j" A study to develop essential design criteria and installation
rules for industrialized plumbing units.
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k. A study to establish design and installation recommendat.ions
that would reduce long-term maint,enance, and facilitate
servicing or replacemento This might also include develop-
ment of methods for evaluation of additive substances.

1 A series of i.nvestigations to develop new or improved met,hods
for simulative tesEing that would permiE realistic estimates
of probable durability of materials and durability of
essential funcEional characteristics of systems, devices, and
equipment.

rno A study of the feasibility of developing 'rfunction-ori-ented'l
standards for plumbing fixtures, piping, and fittings, with-
out particular regard to materials. For example, a single
standard for piping for use in sanitary drain-waste-vent
systems might be considered. Another standard for sanitary
plumbing fixtures of any material might be considered.

5.L.4 Partial Listing of Published Sources of Information on Present
State of the Art for Plumbing.

1 Uo So Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards, PHS

Publication 956, U. S. Publ-ic Health Service, Washington,
D. C.

2. Water Supply and Plumbing Cross Connections - Hazards in
Household and Community Systems, PHS Publicat,ion 957, Govern-
ment Printing Office, I,Iashington, D. C.

3. Performance Characteristics for Sanitary Plumbing Fixtures,
BRAB-NAS-NRC, in process as a NAS Publication obtainable
from The National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C.

4. Ameri.can Standard National P1-urnbing Code, USASI A40.8-1955,
U.S.A. Standards Institute, t0 East 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

5o Stat,e Building ConsEruction Code Appllcable to Ph:rnbing,
Bul1. No. 23, New York State Building Code Bureau, 393
SevenLh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

6. Southern Standard Building Code - Part III, Plumbing,
Sout,hern Building Congress, Brown-I"Iarx BuiLding, Birmingham,
Alabama.

7 Uniform Plumbing Code, International Association of Mechani-cal
and Plumbing Officials, Los Angeles, Catifornia.

Reconunended Minimum Requirements for Plumbing, BH 13, U. S.
Department of Commerce, l,trashington, Do C.

Plumbing Manual, BMS 66, U. S. Department of Conunerce,
Washington, D. C.

8

9
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10. Code of Practice for Building Drainage CP 301, British
Standards Institution, London, England.

11. Code of Practice for Soil and Waste Pipes above Ground,
cP 304, ibid"

L2.

13.

14.

15.

Code

Code

Code
CP3

Code

of Practice for Water Supply CP 310, ibid.

of Pracrice for Durability CP 3 - ch. IX, ibid.

of Practice for Sound Insulation and Noise Reduction
- ch. rrr, ibid"

of Practice for Precautions Against Dirt and Vermin
cP 3 - Ch. X, ibid.

Frost Precautions for l,trater Services cP 99, ibid.L6.

L7. The Building SEandards Regulat,ions
Noo L897, HMSO, London, England.

(Scotland) - L963,

18. The Building Regulations - 1965, No. L373, ibid.

19. National Building Code of Canada - Part 7, Plumbing Services,
Nat. Research Cor:ncil, Ottawa, Canada.

20 " Trinkwasser-Leitungen in Grundstucken-Technische Bestim-
mungen fur Bau und Detrief, DIN L988, Deutschen Normen-
ausschuss, Beuth-Vertrieb Gmb H, Berlin, Germany.

21, Grr:ndstucksentwasseringsanlagen - Technische Bestimmungen
fur die Bau, ibid.

22. Amer" Standard Approval Requirements of Gas Water Heaters,
USASI ZZL,L).L - L966, U.S.A. Standards Institute, 10 E.
40th Street, New York, N. Y.

23. Amer. Standard Listing Requirements of Relief Values and
AutomaEic Gas Shut-off Services for Hot-Water Supply
Systems, USASI ZZl.22-L964, ibid.

24. Approval Requirements of Electric ldater Heaters, UL-L74,
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., 207 E. Ohio Street, Chicago,
I11inois.

25. Sources for Standards and criteria relating to various
materials, devices, and equipment forming portions of
plumbing systems:

a. National Sanitation Foundation, Ann Arbor, Michigan
U.S.A. Standards Institute, 10 E. 40th Street, New
York, N. Y.

b
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Co

d.

eo

f.

$.

h.

i.

j.

ko

1.

Amer. Soc. for Testing and Materials, I9L6 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Penna.
Canadian Standards Assoc., 77 Spencer Street, Ottawa 3,
Canada.
British Standards Institution, Newton House, L01/113
Pentonville Road, London, N. L, England.
Deutschen Normanausschuss, Beuth-Vertrief, GmbH,
Berlin 30, Germany.
Int.ernational Association of Mechanical and Pltunbing
Officials, Los Angeles, California.
American Society of Sanitary Engineering, 228 Standard
Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
U. S. General Services AdministraEion, Federal Specifi-
cations Branch, Washington, D. C.
Office of Products Standards, National Bureau of
Standards, I^lashington, D. C.
American lrlaterworks Association, 2 Park Avenue, New York,
N. Y.
Federal Housing Administration, H.U.D. Department,
trIashington, D. C.

26. Miscellaneous Sources of Information pertaining to Plumbing
and/or Sanitat,ion in housing:

a. Uo S. Public Health Service
b. St,ate Department of Health
co Amer. Public Health Association
d. Amer. Soco of Sanitary Engrg.
eo National Sanit,ation Foundation
t" U. S. Department of Agriculture
g. Uo S. Department of the Army
h. U. S. Department of the Navy
i. U. S. Department of the Air Force
j. National Bureau of St,andards
k. British Building Research Station
1. Swedish Building Research Instltute
rno Amer.LlaEerworks Assn.
flo University of Iowa
oo U. S. Department of Labor
po National Safety Council
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5"1.5. Possible Trade-Offs or Compromise Between Performance Require-
ments in Relation to Plr:rnbine

5.1.5.1 a

Exchange between requirements for Venting and Water1)
consurnpti.on. That is , more stringent. requirements in
relation to water demand or consumption based on more
efficient uLilizatlon might permit a relaxation of
requirements for venti.ng, with consequenE overall cost
reduction, conservation of resources, and a cont,ribution
Eo polluLion abatement. Also more stringent require-
ments for water demand or consumption shoul-d yield bene-
fits in noise control-.

2) Exchange between requiremen ts for \^raste transDortat,lon
system (drainage system) and gas-rellef system (venting
svstem) " That is, more stringent requi-rements on slzing
and configuration of drainage system might permit a
relaxation of requirements for the venting system, with
the strong possibility of overalL cost reduction in tal1
buildings for 1ow-cost housing.

3) Exchanse between olumbine r prI1r1 remen ts for sanitarv
drainage above gror:nd and r:nderground, so as to permit the
use of oxidizing. recircula ine- waste-disoosal- svstems
that r.TouLd not require public. sanitary se\^rerage systems.
Such systems mlght, be entirely self-contained on the
premises, or limited to on-site installation to serve
a small number of buildings. Surplus waste water
rendered safe by on-premises or on-site oxidation might
be discharged to Ehe soil on-site, or to a public storm
sewer or local strearn. Reduced quantity of waste water
and reduced BOD of the effluent would reduce cost of
public sewerage works, and contribute to water conserva-
tion and water-pollution abat.ement.. Surptus waste
water might be used for irrigation purposes.

4) Modification of plumbing requirements so as to permit
the use of incineration Lechniques for fecaL and solid
kitchen wastes. This would require an exchange between
requirements based on certain plumbing criteria, as well
as between requirements for pLumbing versus requirements
for fire safety and air pollution control. A net saving
might be achieved in terms of construction cost, water
conservation, and water-pollution abatement.
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5.L.5.2 Trade-off oossibilities between plumbing requirements
and other buildine requi.rements.

1) Modification of plumbing-system design requirements to
avoid the necessity for piping within walls might be
advantageous in regard to simplificat,ion of wall-system
requirements, yielding a more economical sol-ution overa11.
Depending on the buil-ding construction method employed,
it might be more advantageous to modify piping system
design requirements to avoid piping both within wall
panels and floor panels. In either approach, resort
might be had to exposed branch pipes, with risers enclosed
within adjacent pipe shafts not a part of the wal1 or
floor system. Decorative removable shields could easity
be provided to cover the otherwise exposed piping after
fixtures were set.

2) Modificatj-on of plumbing requirements to avoid necessitv
for circular conduits of the larger diameters in favor
of ovat or rectangular conduits might permit relaxation
of thickness requirements for wall and floor panels ln
which conduits may be have to be placed.

3) Modification of plumbing requirements to avoid the
necessity for gravity drai-nage, in favor of vacuurn or
pressure drainage, might make it feasible to relax
archi.tectural requirements relating to space allowance
for drain pitch. This might also permit the relaxation
of requirements for wall and floor panel thickness in
respect t.o panels thaE must include drainage piping, due
to the smaller diameter of drain piping required for
pressure or vacuum drainage.

4) Modification of plumbing requirements to permit the use
of mechanical. illumination. electrical- walI- floor. and
ceiling systems that provide for ttcoretr units constructed
either on-site or manufactured in modular form and
assembled on-site.

s) Modification of plumbins uirements to oermit the use
of other sub-systems of buildins to provide for a modular
aooroach usins complete manufactured b athrooms- kitchens.
and laundrv-utilitv rooms tha t could be assembled on-site.
The trade-offs might be as between plumbing requiremenEs
for jointing, pipe sizes, secondary ventilation, etc.,
and other building sub-system requirehents for panel
design, joining and sealant methods, and dimensional
control.
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Recommended Research Programs

Among the more important research progr€rms needed are the following:

Collection of hydraulic l-oad data under service conditions,
in order to provide a rational, reallstic method for calcula-
ting design loads and formulating test loads for use in
evaluating performance of unusual water distributing systems
and drainage systems.

b. Application of data obtained in (a) to the development of test
methods for evaluat,ion of the hydraulic performance of unusual
or simplified drain-waste-vent (DI^IV) systems and water-distri-
buting systems.

c. Development or setection of measurement techniques for evalu-
ating plumbing nolse, and study of insEallation technlques for
reducing noise.

Collection of data on performance aspects in relation to
incinerat,ion of fecal matter and solid food waste, and the
development of criteria for evatuating such equtpment.

Development of improved test methods for evaluating hydraulic
and/or thermal performance of pl-r:mbing appllances, appurtenan-
ces, flxEures, and pipe flttings

Devetopment of data on corrosion and limtng in water distribu-
tion piping, and on foullng and deposition in drain piping.
From this, develop recommendatlons on the management of such
delet.erious actions to reduce maintenance and replacement
costs; and to aid in the seLection of mat,erlals, in the
evaluation of pl-umbing equipment performance, and in water
control.

c Collection of data on behavlour of plumbing materials in fires,
in order to estabLish crlteria for fire ratlngs and recommenda-
tions for protective measures in installation.

h. A study to provide data on performance of, and test methods
for evaluating, joints and connections for piping systems
with parti.cuLar emphasls on applicatlons of industrlal-ized
units for mulEi-story work.

i. DevelopmenE of performance tests for resistance of piping to
bursting, fire effects, impact, puncture, crushing, deflection,
chemi.cal attack, dimensional stability, and corrosion, without
parEicular reference to the type of material.

a

d

e

f
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j. Development of improved tests for evatuat,ing wear in hydro-
mechanical assemblies utilized in plumbing appurtenances and
appliances.

As to relative importance of the recommended programs, items a, b,
and i are probably of the greatest importance. Perhaps the most
difficult and costly item would be item i.

h t
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AREAS OF NEEDED WORK IN RELATION TO PLIJI"IBING RESEARCH AND

TEST DEVELOPMEM, IN SUPPORT OF ADEQUATE STANDATI.DS,.

Essential
Require -
nenEs **

Need Explanation or Example

2 Standards for water consumption effi-
ciency of fixtures, appliances, etc.;
Standard procedure for si-ziog water
piping; Standard meEhod for determining
residual pressure in in-situ evaluations,
or in mock-up installaEions.

Sanitary operation with minimum representative
consumption and min. peak demand of water; sLze
on representative basis of probable user demands,
velocity, temperature, and chemical content of
water; field Eests needed to establish ability
of insEallaEion to satisfy essential require-
ments of sanitary functioning of equipment.

3 Standard procedure for sizing water-
heating equipment and hot-hrater
distribution piping.

User demand for hoE water (peak instantaneous
and hourly) is important element of procedure
for selecting water heaters and sizes of hot-
water piping.

I
N)
@
!
I

4 Updating and expansion of stds. for
devices to protect against backfLortr; SEd.
procedure for backflow and cross-connec-
tion control.

Rules for installation and Eests for evaluation
of devices not adequate for new devices and in-
stallations; US$I Stds. over 20 years old.

5 Standard procedure to evaluate volume and
temperature control of hoE-and-cold water
mixing faucets and valves.

No test method in general use in America;
essential to rational evaluation of safety
aspects of Ehese devices.

7 Std. procedure to evaluate flooding or
overflow potential of sanitary drainage
systems in-situ, or in mock-up insEal-
lations.

No Eest method having general acceptance; essen-
tial Eo evaluate unusual designs of DWV systems.

:k The term t'standards'r is used herein to refer broadly to specifications and codes-of-practice.,
as well as generally accepted standards on materials, devices, and equipment; and may
refer to test nethods also.

* Numbers in this colurnn refer to t.he correspondingly numbered essenEial performance require-
ments lisEed in Table 1 of Section 5.1.

NOTES:



2

8 Standard procedure to evaluate adequacy
of gas barriers in-situ, or in mock-
up insEallaEions.

test method having general acceptance; essential
evaluate unusual design of DWV systems.

No
to

7t 8 Stds. for design and installation of
sanitary drainage systems with
simplified venting.

No code-of-pracEice recommendations in America re-
lating to special, cost-saving simplified vent
sys Eems.

9 Standards for noise conErol in
plumbing.

No detailed, std. installaEion rules prescribed in
American practice; control of noise needed through
installat.ion and design rules, use of special shock-
arresting or pressure-reducing devicesl stds. for
performance and installation of devices needed.

1

l.J
@
@
I

11 Std. procedures for hydraulic sizing
of gutters, leaders, conductors, and
f lat roof collection systerns.

Updating of hydraulic capacity basis needed, along
with greater utilization of hleather Bureau data;
utilization of storage for leveling out of temporary
storm peaks, for flat roofs.

L2 Stds. for plumbing equipment. and instal-
lation to minimize physical conEact with
potentially contaminaEed surfaces.

Need for design of bathroom and kitchen facilities,
laundry room faciliEies, to reduce chance of physi-
cal contact between users and potentially conEami-
nated or contaminable surfaces; concerns fixture
shapes and types, work surfaces and their location,
door hardware, water control valves, etc.

13 Stds. for installation and design that
provide for convenient access for main-
tenance and servicing, and that avoid
excessive need for mainEenance.

Present-day code prescription specifications need
reworking and up-dating, so that they might take the
form of a separate code-of-pracLice or a standard
for mainEenance and servicing potential.
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t4 Std. procedures for simulative tesE-
ing in relation to evaluation for
durability of materials or function-
ing of systerns or equipmenE. Evalua-
tion of probable effects of abrasion,
impact, corrosion, chemical attack,
thermal failure, delamination, radia-
tion, dimensional instability, staining
aging, wear.

Approach: Develop essential requiremenEs relating
to durabiliEy wirhout particular regard to materials
- for example, a single Eype of test for chemical
resistance of drain-\^7aste-vent (DWV) pipe should be
applied to all candidate materials, and should suit-
ably simulate service exposure conditions, with an
allowance for accelerative effect if a satisfactory
tine-effect correlation can be established.

Olher needs in this area include: test methods for
evaluating resistance to thermally-induced breakdown;
corrosion; aging; dinensional instability; and wear.

15 Std. procedures for simulative test-
ing in relation t.o fire safety of
plumbing rnater ials.

Devise tesEs Eo evaluate fire-load contributionl
smoke and toxic-gas conEribution; resistance to
collapse in fire; develop a code of practice for
installation that will reduce hazards due to fire
exposure of plumbing.

I
I..J
@
\o
I

t7 Std. rules of installation to assure
structural adequacy of plumbing system
and avoid undue weakening of other sub-
systems of building.

Concerns hangers and supports; trenching and excava-
tion procedures; attachmenE neans; cuEting, boring,
or noEching of structural members; allowances for
setElenent, thermal movement, etc. A standard code-
of-practice for insEallation seems needed here.



5.1 6 ESSENIIAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS OF BUILDINGS THAT HAVE RELATIONSHIP TO HEALTH

Req uirement Pertinent Building System Elements

Potability of water Drainage, plumbing equipment, water source, water distri-
bution in building.

Control of generaEion, emission or trans-
mission of harmful gases and particulate
matter.

Drainabi 1 ity

Adequacy of water quanEity and rate at
outlets.

Avai1. of hot water

Cross connection and back flow control.

Vermin and rodent rnanagement.

I lluminat ion.

User comfort and convenience compatibil-
it.y - -dirnens ional and conf iguraEion
aspects.

--thermal, psychometric, and air move-
ment aspects.

heating, ventilating, air-conditioning,
access systems, fire and smoke-control

Plumbing,
shafts,
ment.

SETVICE
manage -

r
l.J
\o
O
I

Plumbing, waste disposal, rainwater disposal.

heat ing.Plumbing,

Plumbing, heating.

Plumbing, heating, air-cond., wasEe disp., storm drainage.

Plumbing, heating, air-cond., r^raste disp., ventilating,
service shafts, access systems, wa11s, floors, ceilings,
roofs.

Lighting (artifical and natural)

Plumbing, walls, floors., access systems

HeaEing, air-cond., ventilating

Plumbing, floors, walls, ceilings, roofs . aLr -cond.,
vent i lat ing.

Control of l,l.oisture condensation.



Req uiremenE

Control of leakage, spi1lage, or overflow
of deleEerious liquids; aerosol
generation conErol.

Resistance Eo soiling.

C leanabil ity.

Minimization of contamination by contact
wiEh unsanitary surfaces.

ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS - Continued

Pertinent Building System Elements

Plumbing, waste disp. , air -cond., heating, rainwater
disposal.

Plumbing, floors, walls, waste disposal.

Plumbing, floors, wa11s, waste disposal.

Plumbing, wasEe disp., food-services systerns, access
sys tems.

A11 systems named above, insofar as their functional
characteristics are pertinent. to health.

t
l.J
\o
H
I

Durability and maintenance potential.

NOTE: While primarily safety-related rather than health-related, the following requirements are
recommended:

1 Snow and ice management, in relation to roofs, access systems,
and site links.

Slipperiness control in relation to plumbing, floors, and
acces s sys terns .

2



5.2 FOOD SERVICES

5.2.0 Executive Summary

Present Standards

Food service equioment and faeilities for 1ow-ineome housing differs
from that fsr speculator housing in that the equipment to be
furnished must respond to actual needs rather than to buyer appeal to
help setl the house. This creates a problem in that there are no recog-
nized standards describing actual user needs for food service equipment.
Present practice in guide specifications such as FIIA Minimum Property
Standards is to spe1l out specific items to be furnished. Similarly
many building codes require minimum equipment items. Trade association
standards, USA standards, and federal specificaEions for specific equip-
menE items are available for reference which offer performance require-
ments and test procedures in varying degrees, but do noL indicate what
sizes, capacities or performance levels are needed bya range cf occupancy
groups. For example, USA SEandard B38, noo under revision, contains test
procedures, methods of measuring stze, etc. of refrigerators, but does
not suggest what size or type is required; AHAI,I Standard HS-1 for auto-
matic dishwashers does suggest capacity ratings in terms of defined'rplace
settingsrr but includes only limiEed test procedures; Federal Specification
hl-R-l01e(3) describes tests for electric ranges, but does not indicate how
many elements, or how much oven space is needed; similar variations in
technical coverage are Eypical of most oEher item standards now in use.

Suggested Short-Term Investigations

ExisEing capability of home economics personnel, equipmenE designers, and
housing planners should be convened to prepare guidelines, based on
available information and expert judgment, describing user needs in low-
income housing for the following elements of food service:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
o

10.
11.

Adequate cooking facilities
Food preparation surfaces
Basic utensils and storage for uEensils
Water supply
AdequaEe food storage
Food serving, dispensing, dining facilities
Cleaning facilities
Waste removal facilities
ProtecEion from rodents and vermin
Optimum physical arrangement
Adequate lighting and ventilation

Another program irhich can be started promptly is the systematic revision
and analysis of the many available specifications and sEandards for food
service items to determine irmnediate needs for revision and improved
test methods Eo meet the user requirements now recognized and those to
be established.
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Consideration should be given to the feasibility and acceptability of
using comnnrnity food services to minimlze individual equipment needs.

5.2.1 Rationale for Performance Requirements - User Needs

The need for food in adequate quantity, quality and variety to nourish
life is basic. The user needs to which attention is direcced in this
discussion relate to only one parE of Ehe process of providing food for
occupants of low-income housing, that of describing the requirements for
the elements of housing needed to effect the sEorage, preparation, and
serving of food and maintenance of such facilities in a safe and effec-
tive manner. Not included are requirements for the selection of food
(for variety, food value, nutrition, viEamin content, etc.) or for its
preparation (cooking, flavoring, seasoning, etc.), these factors being
conErolled by the predilections and capabilities of the occupant.

It is recognized that there are many customs and desires of different
groups or variet.ies of people which may alter Ehe requirements for food
service facilities, and other parts of this broad study (such as rural
poor, Indian, etc.) may identify some of these speciat desires.

The question of group or couununity food services as compared with individ-
ua1 food services in each dwelling uniE must be considered. It seems
1ike1y that the majority of dwelLing units for lold-income houslng for
the near future at least. will be oriented around the family group and
that individual food service facilities will be Ehe present option. Many
conrnunity-type feeding arrangements already exist, however, and the
designer of future housing should noE ignore this concept. Day-care
centers, central-kitchen meal services for young, old or dependent persons,
cafeteria-type facjlities for dormitory housing, are examptes of such food
services for existing group housing. Particularly if large structures
with many dwelling units, such as high-rise apartments, are considered,
the opportunity is present to provide central food-service facilities,
with possible attendant reduction in the multiplicity of indlvidual
facilities. The feasibility, and acceptability, of cenEral vs. inriivldual
food-services needs to be studied before devoting much effort to the
specialized needs of a central facility.

trihile the purposes of food-service systems are the same for central vs.
individual kiEchens, i.e., to provide food for the occupants, the respon-
sibilities and involvemenE of the occupants is quite different. For
example, in the central facility, all equipment and labor must be provided
by the operator, whereas in the indivi<iual facility, each occupant usually
provides much of the food service equipment and the building operator only
the major items.
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5.2.2 Generalized Perforrnance Requirements

During the prospective useful life of the housing, the food service
system must provide the following facilities for the occupants of the
housing to use in satisfying their needs and hospitalities:

1. A means for cooking food by sirrnering, boiling, frying,
baking, and broiling.

2. A means for preparation of food for cooking or serving.
3. A means for serving food and drink.
4. A means for cleaning and washing food service equipment.
5. A means for disposal of associated waste materials.
6. A means for storing and preserving the food supplies before

use, and the leftovers of meals.
7. A means for storing dishes, flatware, utensils, and other

related food equipmenE when not in use.

5,2 3 Additional Performance Reouirements for Currently Used or
Knovm Solution

Expanding on the general requirements in 5.2
used solutions, the performance requirements
fo11or..,ing.

2, and considering currently-
must incorporate at least the

2
2

4
5

I

9

Adequate cooking facilities.
a. stove
b. oven

Food preparation surfaces.
Basic utensils, and storage-space for
Potable r"Tater supply.
AdequaEe food storage
a. refrigerator
b. freezer
c. dry storage
d. liquid storage

all utensils.

6

a

8

tn

11

t2
13

Food serving and dispensing facility.
Dining facility and utensils.
Cleaning faci lities .

Waste removal facilities
a. garbage
b. kiEchen trash
c. liquid wastes

ProEecEion from vermin and rodents.
Optimum physical location of food storage, preparation,
dispensing areas, and optimum arrangement of food service
items to minimize lost motion.
Adequate lighting.
Adequate ventilation.
Otheir
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2

1)k For all practical purposes, cooking of food refers to a heating
process. The principal variant is the type of fuel--wood, coa1,
Basr oi1, electricity (resistance, induction or microwave)--and
fuel selection will be made on the basis of overall project design
considerations. Regardless of the type of heating, safety of the
user is a specific requirement and must include protection from
burns, scalds, cuts, impact, shock, contamination, fire, toxicity,
and others. Performance requirements to meet user needs for
temperature control, temperature distribution, durability, appear-
ance, cleanability, and size (capacity) should be described, wlth
regard to the type of heating appliance. A stove and oven is
customarily furnished with housing.

)3 Preparation of food involves utilization of equipment of many
degrees of sophistication. A determination has to be made of the
devices and facilities to be furnished as a part of the dwelling
unit. In current practice this is done rather arbitrarily,
usually along I'customary practicer' lines. Minimum food-preparation
surfaces and uEensil-storage areas are normally specified in the
building design but are seldom described in performance language.

Kitchen water supply, both hot and cold, along with a slnk, is
normally required by an applicable housing or plumbing code, as
well as being included because of customary practice. Performance
requirements should be developed for these items, as for many
other food service elements, based on better analysis of real user
needs than exists at present.

Adequate food storage is one of the major kitchen needs and is
seldom described in performance language. If is customary to
furnish a refrigerator, usually with a freezer section, and some
minimum shelves and cabinets based on guide specifications v*rich
have usually been developed along "customary practicer' 1ines.

Food dispensing and serving facility and dining facility are
usually developed by Ehe occupant utilizing furniture and utensils
of his own. The need for improved performance requirements in this
area relative to Ehe building relates to space, and equipment
orientation. For cormnunity- feeding facilities specialized re-
quirements for dispensing and serving equipment must be developed
in relation to the size of the facility.

4

5

6

7 facilities in relation to food service normally relate
for r,rashing food, utensils, dishes and food serving and

,rlhese numbers refer to llsted items above.

C leaning
to means
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and handling equipment. It is difficult to determine whether a
well-designed sink with hot and cold water adequately meets this need,
or whether performance requirements should require, for low-income
housing, such devices as automatic dish washers. In any event perfor-
rDance requirements need to be developed. One aspect of kitchen
design for which performance requirements are needed is that of
means for keeping the kitchen itself clean--walls, floors,
shelves, work surfaces, eEc. Protection from vermin and rodents
must be considered in developing performance requirements for
kitchens.

Adequate waste removal facilities are vital to effective kitchen
operation. The waste removal process must be convenient to use,
free from odor, readily maintained, and adequate for the dernand.
Automatic garbage disposal units connected to the building sewer
may appear to be a luxury item for low-income housing but may be
an effective means of minimizing the garbage disposal problems.
Incinerators or other refuse collecting means must be convenient to
use, safe, effective, and not be a nuisance or hazard to the
surrounding property or atmosphere. If trash and garbage
receptables with scheduled pick-up are employed the performance
requirements for the system must recognize the separate responsi-
bilities of both the occupant and conununity.

9. See No. 7

10. See No. 6

ll ,t2. With regard to lighting and ventilation of kitchens, customary
solutions are entirely empirical. In other sections of this report,
needs for development of perforrnance requirements in these areas
are discussed in more detail.

5.2.4 Existing Standards

A number of organizations considered to be likely sources of existing
standards for food-service requirements for low-income housing were
contacted as a part of this limited investigation. Some of the contacts
were:

American Home Economic Association
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Farm Housing
Home Economics
National Association of Home Builders
Cornell Center for Housing and Environmental Studies
University Home Economics Groups
App liance llanuf acturers
Consumer Testing Groups
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In general the reply from these and other individuals, after the
distinction beEween performance requirements based on the userrs
needs and performance requirements for systems or devices which are
solutions for these needs was emphasized, was that, in effect, no
standards or recognized performance requirements directly based on
user needs could be singled out for reference.

Many standards or guides such as FIIA Minimum Property Standards, DOD

Family Housing Guides t etc4 were cited, as were numbers of 1ocal or
state codes, and others. A11 of these, on examinaLion, are in fact
specifications for minimum devices or facilities to be provided, not
performance expressions of user needs. This is not to say Ehat these
specifications lack basis in good judgement or that they were not
based on analysis of user needs. It is likely that, if the needed
research is undertaken to determine or define user needs, many of these
traditional or empirical developments of specification solutions may
well be shown to meet the user needs or performance requirements.
Appliance rnanufacturers and home builders claim to have criteria for
determining what is needed in the way of food-service equipment but
acknowledge that corunercial sales features exert the major effect on
design, sizing, appearance, etc.

Many standards, specifications, recortrtrended practices, test methods,
rating procedures, etc., exist for equipment and are in use. It must
be emphasized that in practically every case, these standards address
themselves to the performance or construction of a given device or
system, not to the evaluation of the degree to which the device or
system meets a user need. For example, test procedures are available
for and in use to evaluate size, performance, and oEher characteristics
of refrigerators, but not to determine what size of temperatures are
required to meet the needs of various family groups.

Organizations producing standards,
service systems include

etc. , for devices used in food

American Gas Association
Edison Electric Institute
USA Standards Institute
U. S. Department of Agriculture
U. S. General Services Administration - Federal Standards

and Specification
U. S. Department of Corunerce - Product Standards
Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers
National Fire Protection Associatioril Safety of
Underwriters Laboratories J Devices
Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association
Institute of Appliance Manufacturers
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and

Air Conditioning Engineers
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National LP-Gas Association
State and Local Codes
National Sanitation Foundation

Other groups such as

National Association of Home Builders
Mobile Home l"lanufacturersr Association and
Trailer Coach Association

include reference to food service equipment in documents referring to
the overall dwelling design.

Many of the standards-producing groups coordinate efforts. For
example, many documents are issued both by a sponsoring group and also
as a USA Standard.

Because lists of these documents are readily
groups or can be supplied by NBS, the titles

available from the various
are not given here.

1

5.2.5 Standards Needed

From the preceding discussion it follows that standards, expressed in
performance language, and directly relating to user needs must be
developed for practically all aspects of the food service system.
From comments of the several organizations identified above, it seems
likely that many of Ehe necessary studies, surveys, analyses, etc.,
needed have been made and if coordinated could produce valid performance
requirements which will satisfy user needs.

5.2,6 Future Research

Determination of existing research and coordination to produce per-
formance requirements directly expressing user needs for food-
service systems in low-income housing.

It has been suggested by some of the organizations contacted during
this investigation thaE a conference of individuals with background
in the home facilities design field should be called to explore the
development of performance requirements. Mr. Alexander Kira, of
the Cornell Center for Housing and Environmental Studies, whose book.,
I'The Bathroom-Criteria for Design" deals with research leading to
user performance requirements for the bathroom, expressed Ehe
opinion that such a conference, perhaps under HIID sponsorhip, would
be a good starting point. He confirmed the apparent lack of
research-based performance requirements for many elements of housing
design, including food services.
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Review and analysis of the value of the many equipment
standards, specifications , eEc,, available and in currenE
use. Time limitations of this investigation precluded
such review and analysis for this report.

3 Development of test procedures to support new performance
requirements for both direct relation to user needs and
for performance requirements for devices and systems.

5.2.7 Possible Trade-offs

Combination of functions in kitchen area of the dwelling unit, such
as laundry and food services, increased use of "built-in" devices
may result in irnrproved utiliEy with lower cost and space requirements.
Many research projects in home economics, schools and extension
services groups can be examined for such innovation possibilities.
Such review and coordination may be a justified area for future
research. Extensive bibliographic material has been cited by the
organizalions contacted and can be made available if such a review
is implemented.

2

l.
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5

3 ENERGY SOURCES

.0 Executive Sunnnary3

There are approximately a dozen different types of fuel or sources of
energy available for use in buildings. However, the predominant types
used in houses are gas, fuel oiI, coal, and electricity. There are
existing test methods and specifications for measuring and describing
the requirements for these fuels that are related to safety, convert-
ibility, controllability, ease of distribution, cleanliness, reliability,
combustion and disposal of waste products. These are already in use.

The use of other fuels or energy sources such as wood, gasoline, solar
energy, nuclear energy, and pressurized fluids is confined to special
applications or circumstances that have revealed an economic benefit.

The most promising avenues for research are in more efficient utilization
of fuels based on (a) more economical cent.ral generation, (b) more
economical distribution from a central source or within a building,
(c) developing more efficient combination systems using more than one
energy source, (d) combining all energy production into one on-site piece
of apparatus or (e) improving Ehe diversity of usage among many appliances
or many buildings.

Objective techniques for evaluating the overall cost of energy generation,
distribution, and usage in a large building have not been standardized so
the economy of different fuels or energy systems could be effectively
compared. Such an evaluation system is needed for design purposes.

5.3 1 Rationale f or Perf ce Reouirements

In connection with the study for this project of use of electricity
in low-cost housing, it was pointed out that Ehe user does not, in fact,
need elecEricity--he needs heat, light, power, etc.--which may be
obtained through the use of electriciEy. As a practical matter, it is
recognized that electricity will be used Ln most, if not all, housing.

Other energy sources must be considered. These other sources, in
company with suitable mechanical systems can meeL definable user needs.
These other energy sources include:

Wood (and other fibrous natural materials)
Waste materials
Coal (of numerous grades and quality)
Oil (of numerous grades and quality)

The different grades identify quickly with specific groups of user needsl
for example, kerosene may be used in stoves or small space heaters, No. 6

fuel oil is normally adaptable only to larger, complex energy conversion
systems.

1

2

3

4
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

L2.

Gasol ine
Gas, natural or manufactured
Gas, liquified petroleum, such as propane. butane, etc"
Solar
Water, wind
Nuclear
ElecEriciEy. In the sense that electricity is usually delivered
from an off-site utility source to the user on his dem.rnd, it
can be considered as an energy source. Depending on the nature
and type of housing involved (urban, remote rural, high-rise,
etc.) electricity wil-l be produced on- or off-site through
utilization of one of these other energy sources. In
this sense electricity serves primarily as an energy-transfer
or energy-conversion stage to perform some directly-related
user need.
Fluids under pressure for power, motion, heat transfer, such as
hot or cold brine, steam, compressed air, etc., as could be
distributed from a central facility. (Most of these will result
from on-site conversion from another energy source).

5.3.2 Generalized Performance Requirements

The performance requirements relating to energy (or fuel) usage become
directly involved with the devices or mechanisms for converting Ehe
energy into the form or effect desired by the user.

Recognizing this, the generalLzed performance requirements for the various
energy forms can be described. In many cases, two or more forms of energy
may be combined wiEhin the housing environment to accomplish a needed
function. For example, oil burned in a boiler heat.s water which is then
circulated through a number of individual dwelling units to provide heat.
Depending on the point of reference, the oil or the hot water may be
considered as t.he energy source.

Regardless of the means for utilizing energy, the energy to be used for
housing, taking into account the devices for utilizing it, must meet the
f ollowing requiremenEs .

1) Safety. It must be capable of being supplied (or stored) and
used in such a manner as to noE cause harm to Persons or proPerty
by temperaEure, f1ame, toxicity, contamination, explosion, shock
(electrical), impact, weight, radiation, excessive noise, vibration,
cutting or macerating actlon.

2) Availability. IE must be available on demand (either from on-site
st.orage or off-site source), in adequate quantity, at acceptable
levels to meet the minimum need. The source of supply must be
dependable both in terms of quantity and quatity, and in response
to demand.

3) Convertibility. Because the energy, in most cases, is not needed
as energy buE as some function of energy, it must be capable of
effective, safe, efficient conversion Eo produce the desired function
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4) Controllability. Together with the related converting
devices it must be conLrollable as to rate, safety limits,
force limits, capacity for performance of che desired
function, and effectiveness.

5) Dislribution. Assuming adequate availability at the entrance
to a building, it must be capable of effective and safe dis-
tribuEion to the points of use within the building.

6) Cleanliness. The use of energy must be accomplished in such
a manner that the supply, storage or use of the energy, or
disposal of waste producEs, is clean enough to be acceptable
from safety, maintenance, aesthetic, or legal sEandpoints.

7) Cost. When all factors are considered--raw fuel cost, trans-
portation, storage, distribution, equipment cost, operational
efficiency, etc.--it is possible that a number of energy forms
or conversions may be utilized within a single structure to
achieve the besE cost effectiveness.

5.3.3 Specialized PeEFormance Requirements

Each different form of energy, or combination of energy forms, presents
special requirements for safe, effective use. In most instances the
overall accePtance cannot be evaluated without simultaneous consideration
of the devices for storage, transmission or conversion of t,he energy
into an effect in direct or indirecE response to a user need.

A1l forms of energy which require on-site storage must be capable of
safe storage. The mdterial must not deteriorate in storage so as Lo
become unusable or dangerous. Procedures for replenishing the supply
must be practical and safe.

Energy forms which involve on-site combustion must be capable of safe
containment of the combustion process and the combustion waste products
must be handled in a manner which does not endanger the surrounding per-
sons, property or envi.ronment. If the waste products are discharged into
the atmosphere, the effluent must not contai-n elements of radioactive,
chemical, or particulate nature detrimental to the environment or in
excess of legal requirements which may be applicable. The energy conversion
systems which have liquid or solid wastes must provide for safe, practical
removal from the site.

Energy conversion systems, including the devices required, must be
capable of responding to both normal and abnormal conditions (overload,
overtemperature, overpressure, failure of one component, etc.) without
violating acceptable safety limits.

Energy utilizing systems which involve distribution within Ehe normally-
occupied portions of the housing unit must provide for adequate transmission,
proper safety to occupants and the building, and effective control. The
special needs for electrical distribution are described in another part
of this report.
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It is recognized that all available forms of energy can conceivably
be used somewhere in the broad range of multi-family housing but in Ehe
sense of state-of-the-art, a few energy forms predominate. These will
be described in more detail in the following special-requirements refer-
ence to Ehe previously listed forms of energy:

1) t{ood (and other fi brous natural materials) " Use of these materials
will probably be limited for most multi-family housing. In some
rural areas, ready availability and local custom may result in
its use. Storage, reasonably protected from weat.her and infesta-
tion by rodents, is needed. Wood-burning systems are usually
manually-controlled which requires protection from overtemperature
and proper venting of combustion products. If fireplaces are
provided suitable stacks must be included.

2) Waste materials. As used here this refers to large-scale systems
such as gas generation from sewage treatment plants, solid fuels
prepared from communiEy trash collection, etc. As such they may
be of marginal interest to this project.

3) Coal. Many factors indicaEe only limited use of coal for new
multi-family housing. Delivery and storage problems, cost of
air pollution protection equipment, cleanliness of storage and
ash removal facilities, fire-rate controllability are among
these factors. For sma11 manually-controlled systems the same
safety precautions are required as for wood.

4) Oil. The several grades of oil constitute a major energy form
for use in multi-family housing. While kerosene may have limited
application, iE must be considered with concern for safety,
particularly where manual filling of small tanks is required.
FueI oil grade Nos. 1 and 2 are widely used in residential oil-
burning equipment (Uo. 1 used primarily in pot-type or vaporizing
burners) and can be used in larger systems. Safe vented storage
must be provided with provision for minimizing storage deterioration
of the fuel. Protection against corrosion or other deterioratlon
of the sLorage vessels must be provided. Means for removing water"
and other contaminants (resulting from handling and storage) from
the fuel must be included in the system. Burners and burning
systerns must be equipped with means for protection of persons
and property against, fire, explosions, toxicity, shock, chemical
damage due to fuel leakage, odor., smoke, noise, vibration, dirE,
and air pollution. FueI must be selecEed from acceptable speci-
fication grades to obtain adequate performance. Proper storage
temperature must be provided. Other details of oi1 burning
systems are described in the section on mechanical equipmenE.
For the larger installations utilrzing the heavier grades (Nos.
4, 5, 6) the requirements are similar. Additional provisions
are required for heating the fuel to expedite handling and pre-
heating for effecEive firing.
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6) Gas natural or manufactured. This fuel is a ma jor energy
source for multi-family housing. It is rrormally supplied on
demand from off-site storage or pipe-1ine systems. With
proper burners it can be burned directly in occupied spaces
for cooking and smal1 capacity space heating. Larger capacity
space heaters, waEer heaters, and all furnaces must be stack-
venEed. FueI specifications, usually rerluired by public law,
must be adhered to. As with other combustion sysrems, safety
requJ-rements of fire, explosion, etc., must be conside-red.
Because the fuel is distributed through parts of the occupied
space, connectiorrs must be teakproof under al1 reasonable
conditions of use. In many locations, strict cocles pertain
to gas piping. Larger systems using engirres driven by natural
gas are used to provide power, cooling arrd heating"

7) Gas, liquified petroleum. Propane and butane are Ehe principal
gases of this type used for multi-family housing, usually in
areas not serviced by utility gas 1ines. Cooking, $rater heating
and space heating apparaEus is available for use wiEh this fuel,
and smalL engines can be operated. The safety precautions
pertaining to distribut.ion and burning of natural gas also per-
tain to these fue1s. In addition the srorage contaiRers and
handling equipment must be selected in strict cr:nformance to
safety and other performance requirements. The storage vessels
must be protected against physical damage and kept j-n a well-
venLilated place (usuaIIy on the building exterior). Pressure
regulators and tank connections must be kept in good worki-rig
order.

B) 9-"1... Much experimental attention is being direcred to systems
using solar energy to heat water, provide space heati.ng, and
produce power. At the present state of the art, it is not likely
thar wide use will be made of such systems for multi-family
housing. Careful attention will be given to such systems for
possible future consideration.

9) l,Iater. wind.
0) Nuclear. At the present time, these energy sources are used,

in varying degrees, to provide power for producing electricity.
Some wind-powered water pumping may be used. As far as multi-
family housing is concerned, the electricity produced by such
systems is the energy form to be considered,, the same as if it
were produced from coa1, Basr or oi1-powered sysEems.

11) Electricity. The disEribution and utilizaLion of electricity
and the specific requirements therefor, have been discussed
in considerable detail in another section of this report.

Fluids under pressure.
heating facilities may
in multi-family housing

1

In some locations., central povrer or
be used to cool, heat or provide power
. Steam, hot or cold brines, compressed

t2)
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aLr, waEer (under pressure for power) are used. The speciaLtzed
requirements for utilization of such energy sources arL related
to the safety, dependability, adequacy of suoply, rate of response
to demand, and effective conversion.

13) Chemical or other. Not directly related to multi-farnily housing.

5.3.4 Exist,ine Standards and Soecifications

Many standards and specifications related Eo the use of energy are con-
cerned with requirements for storing, Lransmitting, or utilization of a
particular t.ype, or installation of the system, rather than the character-
istics of the fuel itself. Standards and test methods for various fuels
have been developed by groups such as AGA, EEI, API, ASTM, SAE, the
Federal government and others. For example, ASTM Materials Specifications
for Fuel Oils, D-396-60T, provides test methods and a grading sysLem for
fuel oils with respect to many of the properties important to utilization.
This Standard classifies fuel oils relative to viscosity (important to
ease of flow and atomization), flash point (ease of ignition and safety),
pour point (important to outdoor storage), water and sediment (related
to fouling and corrosion), sulfur (related Eo atmospheric pollucion and
corrosion), ash (related to wear of purnps) and distillacion temperatures
(importanE to vaporization). Likewise, the proximate analysis of coals
deEermines the percentage of moisture, volatile matter, f ixed carbon., srrl.fr.:-
and ash which are of interesE to the user in relation to parti,:,.r1,ir , p3s
of fuel-burning equipment. Other important properties of coalt^, 2.Te screei'
sizes, ash softening temperatures, friabilit-y. caking propertit:s, and the
qualities of the volatile matter. Most of these properti-es ar(, related
either directly or indirectly to the general performance requirements for
safety, convertibility, controllability, distribution, cleanliness, anC
disposal of waste producEs stated hereLofore. Specifications arrd other
purchase documenEs use these pararneters to obtain fuel character:istics
suited to the combustion or conversion equipment in which it is t-o be
used. The properties of fuels, and characteristics of the various gradee
are readily obEainable from the industry groups concerned with tre
furtherance of use of their respective types. Typical of organizations
are:

American Gas Association
Edison Electric InsEiEute
American PeEroleum InstituEe
National Oi1 Fuel InstituLe
National Coal Association
National L-P Gas Association
American Society for Testing and Materials

5.3.5 Future Research

Selection of a fuel for housing is made on the basis of several fact,ors
(safety, availability, eEc.) wiEh expected long-term cost as one of the
most importanE. Effectiveness of uEilization directly affects cost so
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that, in planning ahead for future housing, it is incumbent on those'v/ho
will select fuels to encourage research and development of improved
means for energy distribution and utilization. Some of the areas to be
investigated further include:

1) Improved means for large-unit generation and
electric power, such as nuclear power planrs.
1ow loss transmission, etc.

transmission of
mine-heat plants,

2) Improved means for: central plant generation of sream, hot water,
or other fluids combined with effective underg::ound distribution
to individual buildings.

3) Development of improved methods for treating fuel to reduce or
eliminate air pollution as a consequence of its use.

4) Development of fuel-using systems which utilize higher percentages
of available energy, such as those which provide water heatirrg or
absorption refrigeration operation using exhaust gases from power
units for other purposes, such as on-site generation of electric
POwer.

5) Improvement of heat-pump types of heating devices.

to minimize Lotal porder neecis (insulation,6) Improvement of buildings
thermal storage, etc.).

7) Integration of sysEems to conserve energy, such as heating r,uith
lighting, use of heat-conservation systems, air inlet-exhaust
heat exchangers, air quality control devices to reduce ventilation
needs, central station vs. independent heating/cooling, etc.) and
diversity of usage among appliances and among buildings.

B) Consideration of optimum utilization of various fuels in combina-
Eions such as gas-oil standby, and on-site generaEion to provide
standby or peak-shaving power.

9) Development of improved means for utilizing low-grade fuels and
for utilizing fuels derived from waste materj-a1s"
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5.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

5.4.0 Executive Summary

The National Electrical Code (NFPA No. 70, USASI CI-1965) is generally
considered to be the f rstaEe-of -the-art'r for the installrrti i.n of e1 ectri-
cal wiring and equipment in buildings. Partly by perforrnance require-
ments, buE mainly by specif ication-type language, the NaEicnr-r1 Electrical
Code describes the methods for distribution of electriciEy with adequate
capacity for permanent, semi-permanent, and portable appliances and
devices without excessive voltage drop and wiEh reasonable safety anci
assurance of durability. Reliability and continuity of service are not
discussed in the National Electrical Code. The FHA l"linimum Property
Requirements follow the National Electrical Code with minor exceptions.
Further study is needed of emergency lighting requirements. This subject
is discussed somewhat in NFPA No. 101-1967, the Code for Safety to Life
from Fire in Buildings and StrucEures.

Five areas of research on electrical systems are identified, including
a study of the economics of elecErical sysEems in 1ow-income housing,
greater use of permanent lighting fixtures, better integration of elec-
trical distribuEion wiEh other building systems, the economics of on-
site power and heaE generation in apartment structures, and a study of
the diversity of electrical usage within buildings and among buildines,

5.4.1 Housing Problems in the Area of Electrical Sy;tems

Electricity is the mosE widely-used source of energy for powe,r an,l light
in dwellings today. Its use as a primary source of space heating is gro\.v-
ing. The characEeristics of the electrical service to dweltings are highly
standardized in the United States, but there are significant variations
in other countries. The most. inflexible characteristic is €recJuencyl onlv
somewhaE less flexible are the voltage characEeri.stics. The high J evel of
national sEandardization in distribution technology Ehrough the National
EI ectrical Code and in Ehe characteristics of f requency and vcitage lro'.ri,'-l c s

both Ehe benef its of mass production and al so some inhibition l:o i nncvs. j r-:r
and development. The development of on-site generation in 1arp3e residerrtial-
and commercial structures as a part of the so-ca1led "tota1 energy'r systemrl
provides an opportunity for new concepts in electrical charact:eristrcs ar'd
distribution technology. Ilowever, such innovations would tend to be
inhibited by the unavailability of appliances with the required electrical
characteristics, by the requirements of existing codes, and by pos,, lbl r-:

use of exist.ing electrical distribution systems for emergency or stan,lb,
purposes.

5.4.2 Significant Performance Requirements

The perforrnance requiremenEs for an electric system

1

2

Distribution of needed capacity without loss
acteristics beyond some sEipulated 1i.mit.
Adequate capaciEy to a variety of devices at
including diversity considerations.
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Adequate placement of convenience outlets for portable devices.
Adequate switching and overload protection.
Reasonable safety with respect to fire, electric shock, md
other safety considerations rel-ated to exPosed equipment.
Adequate reliability with resPect to continuity of service and

deterioration of system components.

5.4.3 Existing Standards

Compliance with the essential characteristics of the National Electrical
Code is a requirement in most jurisdictions. The Minimum Property Stand-
ards of FHA deviate in small detail from the National Electrical Code.

The National Electrical Code contains requirements, which are partly per-
formance and partly solution, for the s.ifety of electrical distribution
systems within buildings. It appears Eo be also a solution to the quan-
tity requirements of such a system. Its coverage of this aspect is quite
complete; the basis for this is that insufficient electric power will
result in hazardous conditions. For permanently installed electric equip-
ment (such as permanently installed st,oves and air conditioners), the
NEC requires sufficient elect.rical capacity for their successful, re1-iab1e,
and safe operation. That is, electrical requirements are going to be at
least partially determined by whatever utilization equipment is to be
used. For lighting and portable appliances, the NEC requires sufficient
electrical capacity for their estimated use and overload protection in
cases where their use exceeds the capacity of a circuit.

5.4.4 Research Reconrnendations

Promising research progrzlms are as follows:

1. A study of electrical needs and the economics of electrical
systems in low-income housing, including greater use of permanent
lighting fixtures, the distribution of energy for portable devices,
use of fluorescent lighting, the integration of electrical distri-
bution with other building systems.

The effectiveness and economics of on-site power generation.

Effective ;.ntegration of natural and artificial lighting.

The diversity of electrical usage within buildings and among
buildings.

5. Emergency lighting requirements in residential properties.

3

4
5

6

2

3

4
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5 . 5 MECHANTCAL EQUTPI'IENT

5 .5.0 Executive Sunrnary

A large number of standards and test methods are in use fo,: e..raluating
the performance of various types of heating, air condittorr,n.., and venEi-
lating equipment, especially in small and medium sizes. Ti':s': have been
prepared and issued by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating,
and Air Conditioning Engineers, the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
InstiEute, the National Warm Air Heating and Air CondiEioning Association,
the American Gas Association, the InstiEute of Boiler and Radiator Manu-
facturers, Ehe Air Moving and Conditioning Association, and other organi-
zations. For the most part. Ehese standards confine themselves to measure-
ment of capacity, efficiency, safety, control, and other operating
characteristics of the equipment itself. A few provide guidance or rules
for insEallation that help Eo atEain effective application of the heating
or cooling effeet in the building, but none assure any specific quality
or uiriformity of environment.

A similar situation exists for air cleaning equipment, odor control
equipment, laundry equipment, waste disposal equipment, and acoustic
conLrol deviees except that there are fewer standards and test methods
in these categories of mechanical equlpment.

In the United States there has been 1ittle effort expen,led ii:r r.,.. c,: ', ,1

or describing user requirements in the areas of sensory environmeni:. j.-r
buildings or for the service sysEems that meet the daily livint r.ec,.ls oi
the family. In general , specif ications for the mechanical system:: hav<r
been based on the characteristics of the available equipment. Ttie <ieve1-op-
ment and evaluation of equipment has taken place in the engineeri-ng and
market analysis departments of the manufacturers where a mixtur: oi sales
appeal, utility, and engineering ingenuity is broughE to bear on the
equipment design.

For 1ow-income housing where a maxirmrm of cost-effect.iveness is sorrght
in the applicaEion of mechanical systems, a direct eval-uation of use:
requirements should be undertaken. A start could be made by assemkrlrng
experienced people from organizations in direct contact with the user
such as large department store or chain store managers, procureii'rent
personnel in government housing agencies, home economisEs frorn t-i;e II"5.
Department of Agriculture, and personnel from market analysis Ce;,artmentts
of manufacturers to review existing knowledge and studies on Lisr.:r needs.
This effort should be supplemented by new programs aimed at determ:'-ning
user needs directly by field surveys, laborarory studies, and the use o1.

prototype installations in selected residences. There are soTne existin5r
studies and analyses that have been completed thett could be used as a

basis for performance speclfications for certain kinds or components of,
mechanical systems, such as criteria for alr duct materiaLs, and criteria
for sanitary plumbing fixtures.
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The newly created Comsumers Standards Board of USASI
in the development and promulgation of standards for

should be utilized
user requirements.

A model national heating and air conditioning regulation based on perform-
ance should be developed. This regulation should cover health, safety
and physiological requirements. Such a performance regulation would
significantly improve the state-of-the-art in meeting user needs without
inhibiting innovat,ion or competition. Since no such regulation now
exists the difficulties r^/ith esEablished proprietary interests in
existing regulations would be avoided in the development process.

5.5. f Rationale for Performance Requirements User Needs

Many people who work regularly with the design, selection or operation
of mechanical equipment or systems for housing are familiar with performance
requirements. It became apparant early in this limited-time investigation
that, for the most part, the performance requirements \,/iEh which most of
these people were familiar related to the ability of the equipment in question
to'meet some designated requirement for capacity, load, durability, reliability
or other criterion, rather than the ability of the equipment to perform some
function directly described in terms of the user need. Eor example, a direct
requirement for thermal environment (a user need) calls for a certain temperature
to be maintained in a house. The performance requiremenE for a treating system
to be installed in a house has to be expressed in heating capacity units, such
as Btu per hour at specified conditions. In between the two levels of performance
requirements is the process by which it is determined that the heating system
installed in a certain house will be able to maintain the desired temperature
at specified conditions. Similar examples can be shovrn for al1 groupings of
mechanical systems. A typical pattern for these relationships is, for
example, that the occupant does not need electricity--he needs the things
that electricity can do for him, he does not need a certain type of sewer
system--he needs the facility a sewer system can provide, etc. Once it is
determined what the user needs in the way of light, heat, por./er, etc.,
performance or operational requirements can be described which an electrical
system must meet to provide the needs. Similarly, waste removal needs of
the user must be described before performance requirements can be developed
for a sewer system. It appears certain that, where the present procedures
are followed for combining various systems in a house in response to defined
user needs, there will continue to be a need for performance requirements for
systems to meet the selected values which have been determined as capable
of meeting the separately-described user needs. Eventually perforflrance
requirements and test procedures directly related to user needs can be
developed to determine if a given device or system meets these needs. It
is this objective toward which this investigation is directed.

Tlrere are many mechanical systerns in present day housing, and
problem areas in need of study for development of performance
can be grouped inLo several categories:

the
r equir ement s
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a Large versus sma1l buildings.

A two-family house will have different equipmenE requirements
from a large building such as a high-rise apartment. LIell-designed,
high quality conservatively rated, understressed central equipment
for a high-rise building may well prove to have the loirest long-
ter-rn cost whereas lower quality, planned-replacement equipment
may be the best for the separate small buildings.

b. Many separate systems

Each dwelling has several- definable systems for diverse
purposeS such as cooking, air conditioning, waste removal, etc
each having individual performance requirements.

c Interrelationships of elements of systems.

One piece of equipment may be a part of several systems. For
example, a motor-driven garbage-disposal unit installed in a kitchen
sink is, at one time, an integral part of the food preparation system,
the ph:mbing system, the lraste removal system, and the electrical
system.

d. Type of occupancy grouping.

It is probable that most low-income housing will be orienEed
around the family group, each having generally independent
facilities. It must be recognized that, even where individual
dwelling units are customary, there are many community-type
facilities already considered normal, such as recreation areas,
certain food facilities, laundry facilities, Iobbies, elevators,
etc., with particular regard to large buildings many more of
facilities take on the community aspect, such as central air
conditioning systems (for heating, cooling, air cleaning,
ventilation) serving many separate dwelling units in one or more
buildings, communication systems, trash-removal systems, laundry
facilities, etc. It is also possible that conrmunity quarters for
sleeping and living areas will be used more in the future for
groups of children, elderly or dependent people.

5.5.1.1 Types of Mechanical Systems

The following partial list is included to indicate the variety of
separate mechanical systems in multi-family housing. Items o, b, and c are
identified here and discussed in detail in subsequenL parts of this section.
Items d through h are covered in other sections of the report, and Items i
through n are listed for identification only and are not covered in detail
in this report.
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a. Environmental

Included in environmenta1 systems are those which provide
heating, cooling, humidity control, air quality and motion, and
ventilation. Although it is not treated here as a mechanical
system, the building itself plays a large part in respect to the
thermal environment, and acoustical privacy and noise control.

b. Laundry

Laundry facilities for multi-family housing range from a
laundry tub to automatic washers and dryers in each dwelling unit,
and from laundry tubs to automatic washers, dryers, and dry
cleaners locat.ed in central facilities for common use by occupants
of several dwelling units.

Waste Removal

L

c

e

f.

g
o

h

Effective waste removal sysLems are essential to satisfactory
living conditions. Several systems coexist including water-borne
wastes to sewers (toilet wastes, bath water, dish water, kitchen
liquid wastes, garbage disposal discharge, Iaundry \,nater, etc. ) ,

garbage (receptacles, incinerators, etc.), air-borne wasEes
(ventilation systems, combustion products, etc.), solid wastes
(trash, ashes, packing material, Iarge discarded items, etc.).

d. Transportation (in premises)

Eood Services

E'lumbing

Light ing

Energy

Although the various forms of energy are discussed in another
section, it is significant to note here that utilization of energy
requires equipment or devices to convert the energy to usable
forms to accomplish a desired function. Frequently the energy
forms are converted more than once, for example, in on-site
generation of electric power, gas or oil usually is used to fuel
an engine-driven generator, the exhaust gas used to heat water,
which is in turn used Eo heat the building (or provide domestic
hot water), and the generated electric power is used to operate
a pump to deliver the heated water and for a multitude of other
purposes. Distribution of energy through a building involves
supporting systems such as the electrical distribution system,
domestic hot water system, and gas distribuEion system, which
are described in other sections.
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i. Security

Protection from intrusion and provision for privacy t'equire
access (doors, windows, skylights, etc.) to the inCivrdual dwelling
unit under control of the occupant. In groups of houses, or in
high-rise apartments the security systems interrelate with connnunity
services such as guard forces, closed circuit TV, protective
lighting, alarrn devices, etc.

j. Comrnunications

Doorbells, annunciator devices, alarm circuits, integral
telephone circuits, central TV aerials, etc., are examples of
communication systems requiring consideration in multi-family
hous ing .

k. Cleaning of Premises

Design of buildings to facilitate cleaning is the first step
in developing a cleaning system and cleanability is provided by
proper selection of surfaces, shapes, materials, accessibility,
etc. Central vacuum systems are being installed in both l.arge :rrrd
small buildings. Carpetrfurniture and floor cleaning machinery
is available and should be considered for us'e in maintenance of
the larger buildings. Features such as reversible windows to
facilitate cleaning should be developed.

L. Utilities

For any building there are usually several systems of utilities
which connect to the building, such as water, sewer, electric power,
fuel oil, telephone, coaxial cabIe, fire alarm circuits, and others.
Some of these items are included in other discussions in this report

m. Independent Appliances

Depending on the Eanner of providing certain operational
facilities in low-income housing, it is possible that there couLd
be arrangements for a system of providing packaged pieces of
equipment, such as air conditioners, heating levices, teler.ision
receivers, humidifiers, air filtering units (for pollen, etc.),
cleaning machines, washing machines, clothes dryers, etc., on
loan, rental, or progranrned replacement basis, perhaps as a function
of central housing management. If this is a possibility, these
performance requirements can be developed and used for procurement of
the individual pieces of equipment.
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n Materials Handling

Occupants of low-income housing are 1ikeLy to be away at work
during normaL delivery hours. A system for providing safe storage
of large mai1, packages or other delivered articles until- they can be

claimed by the occupant should be considered, and will probably have
to be automatic because personneL is not likely to be available
for such purposes.
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5.5.2 General Performance Re uirement s

5.5.2.1 Environmental Systems

Under any combination of climaEic conditions and interior use 1ike1y
to occur during its useful Iife, the heating, air conditioninp; and ventilating
system shall be able to provide and maintain within the liviag zor.e of alI
occupied spaces in a building, the following conditions of thermal environment:

A combination of dry bulb Eemperature, relative humidity, mean
radiant temperature, and air motion within the comfort range of
the occupants;

Control of the rate of change of temperature, relative humidity,
and mean radiant temperature within the physiological tolerance
of the occupants.

Provision of a supply of air of sufficient purity for the biological
needs of the occupants, the combustion needs of fuel-burning
equipment, the control of gaseous and particulate contaminants in
the occupied space, and to meet the health and housekeeping needs
of the occupants.

a

b

c

A11 elements of the environmental system sha1l function in a

e-ffective and reliable manner, free from hazatd and nuisance
and property.

safe,
to persons

5.5.2.2 Laundry Systems

Laundry equipment shaIl provide safe, sanitary and effective means of
adequate quality and capacity to thoroughly wash and dry clothing, bedding
and other washable fabrics, of types and quantity normal for the class of
occupancy without undue delay so as to meet the reasonable needs of the
occupant(s). The location of such equipment shall provide a comfortable,
well-1ighted, adequately ventilated environment and reasonable security for
the user. The equipment shall function without hazard or nuisance to persons
and property.
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5.5.2.3 lrlaste Removal S s tems

Under any reasonable conditions 1ike1y to result from maximum

occupancy, v;aSte removal systems sha11 provide safe, sanitary, and

effective means for removal of all types of waste normal to the living
habits of the occupants. The systems shall be convenient Eo use and shall
function in a manner free of hazard or nuisance to persons and property.

5.5.3 Currentl Used or Known Solutions

5.5.3.1 Environmental Svstems

A heating and air conditioning system is comprised of the heat generating
apparatusrthe refrigerating apparatus, a distribution system for delivery
of the heating or cooling effect to the occupied spaces, a disposal system
for waste products, and a control systern Eo regulate the operation of the
system. The function of the distribution system is to divide the heating
or cooling effect among the several occupied spaces in proportion to the
overall requirements of these spaces, and further to introduce Ehe heating
or cooling effect into the occupied spaces in a manner that will counEer-
act undersirable asymmetry inthe radiation and convection conditions in
these spaces. The function of the control system is to provide safe oper-
ation of the equipment, but principally to adjust the rate of production
of the heating or cooling effect to exactly offset Ehe requiremenE of the
occupied spaces by either a modulaEed or intermittent operation of the
generation equipment.

The thermal environment in a room is usually asyrnmetrical wiEh respect to
thermal radiation and air temperature. A typical room has one or two
exterior walls containing windows through which solar heat enters on sunny
days for some exposures, a vari-able amounE of outdoor air leakage, and it may
or may not transfer heat through the ceiling and floor surfaces. In suc.lr
a room, 80 to 100% of the Eotal heat transfer occurs through the exterior
wal1 surfaces resulting in (1) large surface areas either colder or warmer
than the air temperat,ure and (2) , major movement of cold air downward
toward the floor in the winter or r^/arm air upward toward the ceiling in
the sunrmer along the fu11 length of the exterior wa11s. The exterior wa1l
surfaces, including the windows, create a non-uniform radiation exchange
with the occupant, and the vertical movemenE of air near the exterior wal1s
produces a vertical Lemperature from floor to ceiling and a horizontal air
temperature gradient from the exEerior wa11 to the interior wal1. The
major performance requirement for the distribuEion system is to compensate
for and counferacE this asyfimetrical air and radiant temperature pattern
in a room or building.
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A wide variety of heating and cooling elements have been used for heating
and cooling rooms ranging from all-convection syst.ems, to radiant panels
covering one or more entire room exposures, to elements which combine
radiation and convection in different proportions. I,lany universities,
manufact.urers associations, and the National Bureau of Standards have
studied the effectiveness of various heating and air conditioning systems
in providing low air temperature gradients and satisfactory mean radiant
temperatures in simulated or acEual dwellings. None of these studies has
rated the various systems with respect to their abil ity to compensate for
Ehe 'rcold-wal1rr effect or the vertical and horizontal air temperature
gradients in occupied spaces, nor have performance requirements been
standardized fot these parameters. Nevertheless, the general principles
involved in an effective system are known and tentative performance require-
ments could be drafted.

The ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Standard 55-66 and all the other docrrnents
identified in Ehe Executive Surmnary of Section 4.3 on Thermal- Environment
oversimplify t.he description of the thermal environment in a building
during either the surruner or the winter season. The air temperature
gradients and tne non-uniform mean radiant teoperatures are completely ig-
nored in all but the ASHRAE Standard. It is probable that few, if any,
existing systems can provide the environmental conditions described in the
ASHRAE Standard. AddiEional pararreters of environmental control that are
not covered by performance requirements in the FHA Minimum Property Stand-
ards or other procurement standards are retated to permissible alr vetocities
in t.he occupied space and the permissible rate of change of temperature and
humidity.
A11 available fuels are used, several types of heaE exchanges are used,
several means of heat distribution, various Eechniques for ventilation,
filtering, odor removal, etc., are in use, There is no clear policy
regarding cooling of housing. The degree of sophistication of environ-
mental systems is largely determined by the ownerrs willingness to pay and
the skil1 of his designer and installer. For larger buildings each instal-
lation is now an individual design and is influenced by cost. Procedures
for determining the required size of air conditioning or heating systems
are) for the most part, based on those outlined in Ehe ASHRAE Guide a,rd
Data Book, or on procedures developed by leading equipment manufacturers.
Computer programs are being developed to make system and equipment type
selecEions as well as to determine the cooling and heating loads. ASHRAE

has a task group currently working to develop a standard compuEer technique
for heating and cooling load determinations which are based on real-weather
Eransient conditions and for predicting energy usage. Much work needs to
be done to establish real user needs for environment in housing. Some of
the questions which mrst be answered are: (1) Is cooling to be provided?
(2) Is air filtering to be provided and if so what leve1 of performance?
(3) Is odor control equipment justified? (l+) I^lhat is the basis for cost
estimating of various systems, parEicularly for large buildings? (5) How
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well do the various distribution systems really work? (6) IIow can long-
term reliability be obEained? (7) How many zones are needed? (8) I,tlhat
control system is the best suited to a particular installation? There
are, of course, many more--not new quesEions but sEi1l without recognized
or standard answers. In general, then, the current solutions are, for the
most part, the use of guide specifications like the FIIA Minimum Property
Standards, or a requirement for inside EemperaEure, with the equipment
selection determined by cost.

5 .5 .3.2 Laundr stems

Tne Erend for housei-rold laundry machines is definit.ely moving Eoward
instaliation of automatic washing machines and dryers, if not in each
dwelling unit then available as a central facility within reasonable distance
of each dwelling unit. Many central facilities have coin-operated machines.
Dry cleaning machines are being provided in some housing facilities. In
some areas convenient commercial self-service laundry facilities are
satisfactory. Because of typical plumbing codes, laundry tubs are customarily
provided for each dwelling unit or group of units.

5.5.3.3 In/aste Removal Systems

Four types of waste musE
the typical house:

be acconmodated by the waste removal systems in

a

b

Liquid-borne wastes from toilets
sinks, lavatories, laundry tubs.
system is almost universal.

shower sta1Is, bath Eubs, kitchen
Discharge into the house sewer

c

Garbage. Use of elecLric motor driven disposal units discharging
into the house sewer is a principal current solution. Use of
central incineratOrs or refuse-collection points on each floor of
larger buildings and use of covered receptacles for scheduled
community pick-up are alternative systems. Individual household
fuel-fired incinerators are betng introduced.

Solid lraste materials, including trash, paper, discarded household
items, etc. Conrnunity pickup from individual receptacles or from
refuse-collection rooms on each floor is the principal means for
removal from the site. This study does not consider the ultimate
disposal problem.

Air-borne wastes. These include exhaust from combustion devices,
incinerators, clothes dryers, house-venting systems, range hoods,
central vacuum cleaning exhausts. Direct discharge to the outdoors
is the current solution. Air pollution requirements may affect this
solution, particularly in regard to incinerators and combustion devices.

d
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5.5.4 Existing St,andards

5.5.4.1 Environmental Systems

There are few, if any, existing standards which describe in performance
language the required performance of a complete environmental system. There
are many standards in use which treat of a part or component of such a system
The ASHRAE Guide and Data Book is the principal reference for broad coverage
of design, equipment selecEion, testing and rating of elements, and, in
conjunction with the ASHRAE Comfort Standard, provides a basis for developing
performance requirements for environmental systems from user need to
installation of the system. This is not to say that it is the ilbest"
reference for any one part of the overall selection process. Leading
manufacturers such as Carrier and Trane have developed different techniques
and methods for load determination and system selection which are widely
used. Trade associations such as Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute, National Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Association,
American Gas Association, and National Electrical Manufacturers Association
have issued design procedures for selected types of systems. ASHRAE is the
sponsor of USA Standard 89, Safety Code for Mechanical Refrigeration, which
is used as a basis for many building code requirements. Several trade
associations such as ARI , Air l"Ioving and Conditioning Association, Institu'r,
of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers, AGA, and many others have dcvelopcd
certification procedureswhere performance and ratings in varying degrees are
certified within the industry. The General Services Administration issues
many federal specifications and standards for individual types of equipment
and related materials. Iu1any Product Standards pertinent to the field are
issued by the U. S. Department of Commerce. Safety aspects of equipment of
many types are covered in standards of the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.,
A.G.A., National Fire Protection Association, and others, many of which are
issued as USA Standards. Boiler inspection services exert strong influence
on safety aspects of heat and pressure elements of environmental systems
Ehrough insurance connections. American Society of Mechanical Engineers
codes for fired and unfired pressure vessels and piping are widely cited in
developed codes and standards. Many groups such as the American Society for
Testing and Materials, ARI, Steel Boiler Institute, ASHRAE, Society of
Automotive Engineers, and others, have developed testing andlor rating
methods for many specialized classes of equipment. These various sources
of codes, standards, and test meEhods are cited here only as examples of
the very targe number of individual references available and in use.
It would be redundant to list all here by name and title, because tists
are readily available from the various organizations or could be compiled
by NBS. Chapter 70 of the 1967 ASHRAE Guide and Data Book, Systems and
Equipment Volume, lists many applicable codes and standards and organizations
producing them. Guide Specifications such as issued by DOD and !-I1A and many
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staEe and local codes make use of numbers of these available standards
to describe acceptable equipment. It is important to note that improved
methods for calculating heating and cooLing loads based on real-weather
data, and uniform computer procedures for selecting equipment and pre-
dicting energy usage, are being developed at present. Much work remains
Eo be done to develop requiremenLs based on user needs for ventilation,
odor controt, humidity control and air cleanliness of environmental
systems Eo augment the start made Eo\,,7ard comfort requirements as described
in the ASHRAE Comfort Standard.

5.5.4"2 Laundry SysEems

Selection of t.ypes, capacities and sizes of automatic laundry equipment
to meet the needs of various housing occupancies is largely a matter of
the experience or general practice of individual builders or occupants.
No recognized standard for making this selection was identified by any
of the organLzations contacted in this limited-time investigation. Many
building codes permit installation of automatic washers and dryers but
usually require only a specified number of laundry tubs for each dwell-
ing unit or group of dwelling units.

The AssociaEion of llome Appliance Manufacturers (a meqger grouP
including the former Home Laundry Manufacturers Association) has devel-
oped rating and testing standards for domestic washers and dryers.

Several USASI SEandards cover performance and/or safety aspects of
both domestic and larger laundry oevices, includinC C13.11-f965 (UL 560),
Z8.L-I96L, ZZL.5"l-L962, and 22L.5.2-L962. Federal specifications for
various items of laundry equipment include 00-D-7J5a, 00-D-7JBa,
00-D-750a, 00-D-755a, 00-D-L297 , 00-E-990a, 00-L-1rIi, 00-L-lr3b ,
00-T-760a(1), 00-W-0020a, 00-W-25a, 00-!{-50b, and 00-W-00860b. A11 but
the last perEain to equipment larger than household sLze.

5"5.4 .1 tr{aste Removal Svstems

a. Liquid-borne $rastes.

Standards for this group are discussed in the Plumbing Section
of this report.

b. Garbage

When garbage disposal units are installed, garbage removal
becomes a part of the liquid-borne \,r'astes systems. The alter-
nate methods of garbage removal are use of individual fuel-
fired incinerators in each dwelling unit, use of a central
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building incinerator, or use of covered receptacles for pickup
by a community service. USA Standard 22L.6-1966, Approval
Requirements for Domestic Gas-Fired Incinerators, and Incinera-
tor Institute of America Incinerator Standards set safety and
performance standards for certain domestic and central
incinerators, respecEively. Because the garbage collection by
pickup is a management service, standards relative Eo this
method are limited to acceptable containers and design of
collection rooms or stations. Those details are typically
described in buildings codes and in guide specifications such
as FHA Minimum Property Standards. Federal specification
RR-C-82c(1) gives requirements for zinc-coaEed ash and
garbage cans.

c. SoIid Wastes

Household trash such as paper wrapping materials, packaging,
and oEher combustible materials can be disposed of in in-
cineraEors as described above, and the same standards apply.
Where incinerators are not used, trash pick-up is a conrnunity
service and standards relate to the containers and collection
points as described above. Disposal of large items, such as
furniture is generally a management responsibility.

d. Air-borne Wastes

The principal area requiring standards in this method of waste
removal relates to air pollution, values for which are EypicalIy
established in building codes and guide specifications. Pro-
visions of the Federal C1ean Air Act include recommended
limits for combustion system discharge.
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5.5.5 Standards Needed

5.5.5.1 Environmental Systems

Further development of user requirements is needed for most aspects
of environmental systems, along the Lines of the new ASHRAI Thermal
Comfort Standard, and including odor control, air cleanliness, f.ight,
acoustical, and humidity needs for occupied spaces in housing.

Well-developed test, methods are needed to evaluate in-place or as-
installed performance of environmental systems. A method is needed for
evatuating the ability of a heaEing or air conditioning system to distrib-
ute heating or cooling effect adequately in time and space to compensaLe
for the non-uniformity of air temperature and radiation exchange in
residences, measured against the physiological needs of the user.
Methods for evaluating long-time reliability potential, maintainability,
and operational efficiency of environmental system equipment are needed.

t
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5.5,5,2 Laundry Systems

Better deEermination is needed of the user requirements for laundry
equipment which is to be furnished as a part of multi-faimly housing,
with regard to type, size, capacity and operation characteristics.

5.5 .6 Future Research

5.5. 6.1 Environmental S stems

Laboratory and field studies to evaluate ner,r heating and cooling load
deLermination methods under development should be undertaken.

Programs should be strengthened to develop computer techniques for heating
and cooling load determination, equipment selection, and predicEion of
energy usage.

Necessary laboratory and field work should be undertaken to develop
methods for field-Eesting of installed environmental systems.

5.5,6.2 Lrlaste Removal Systems

Evaluation of new trash collection systems such as the Swedish central
vacuum system should be made.
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5.6 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

5.6.0 Executive_lg1nrn4ry

Stairs, ramps, hal1ways, doors, and elevators are 1ikely to continue to
be the methods used in houses for horizontal and vertical movement of
people and materials. The dimensions, design, speedrstc. of these com-
ponents are generally dictated by the raEe and distance of movemenE
needed under fire conditions, by the rate of movemenE considered reasonable
under normal use conditions, and by the size of the longest object to be
moved by the particular transportation component.

The important specificafions and requirements for elevators and other
EransportaEion systems are conEained in five model building codes, a code
of the National Fire Protection Association, several USASI Standards.,
the Minimum Property Standards of FI{A and a book on vertical transportation
by Strakosch. These sources are listed in Part 5.6.10 of this section on
Transportation. Most of the requirements in the MPA code, the model codes
and USASI Standards are written in specification language alEhough some
performance language is used. These provisions deal principally wiEh the
fire emergency situation and with the size of object that must be movable
through the system. One USASI Standard deals specifically with the
requirements for handicapped people. The FIIA Minimum Property Standards
contain the best set of specificaEions relative to the capacity, speed,
and number of elevators required in apartment buildings.

It is believed that a research study of transportation needs in apartment
buildings might lead to a saving of 20 percent in cost of transportation
components. Such a study should include investigations of entrances and
doorways, hal1s and corridors, stairways, and elevators and involve the
disciplines of fire protecEion, architecture, sociology, and the scheduling
parameters of elevators. Simplification and standardLzation of elevators
for 1ow-income family apartment dwellings should provide significant
savings.

5.6.1 Rationale for Performance Reouirements

Transportation has since the beginning of time been a recognized need
of people. Satisfactory means for people to get themselves and their
personal belongings to and from and within their living units appears
to be obvious and needing no further explanation.

5.6.2 Generalized Performance Reouirement Statements

With reasonable time limits, with reasonable safety, with reasonable
comfort, and with reasonable reliability, people need to be able to:

1) Move between their
the building their

living units and public areas outside of
living unit is located in.
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2) Transport furniture, groceries, and other personal belongings
between t,heir living uniEs and outside public areas.

3) Move themselves and
their living units.

transport their personal belongings within

5.6.3 Additional Performance Requirements for Currently Used or Knovrn
Solutions

Transportation within buildings is being classified into two basic
categories as follows:

1) Facilities which permit people to walk or move portable
vehicles vertically or horizontally. (Examples of portable
vehicles: wheel chair or shopping cart).

2) Permanent building facilities which move people horizontally
or vertically. (Examples: elevator, moving walk).

5.6.4 Facilities which Permi IP e,oo 1e- to Walk or Move Portable Vehicles

SEairs, ramps, doors, hallways, and other unobstructed horizontal surfaces
are Ehe facilities which are being referred Eo. These facilities are
necessary for fire emergency purposes. An evaluation of this category of
building facilities indicates that fire emergency conditions would im; cs,-
the most severe performance requirement, with the possible exceptlon of
the requirement on trsize of objectsrr discussed below.

Fire emergency conditions, as well as those associated with tornados,
earthquakes and floods, will dictate all 'rpeople capacityrr requirements
for these facilities concerning the rate of movement of people. Require-
ments concerning rate of movement of materials will be considerably less
severe than requirements concerning rate of movement of people and there-
fore need not be considered. Architectural safety requirements of, these
facilities, such as rise and tread of stairs should also be considered
under the condition of their severest use, which is the fire emergency
condition.

The one non-fire condition performance requirement, which may or may not
govern the size of doors, width, and other architectural considerations
of ha1lways, ramps, stairs, and other unobstructed horizontal surfaces is
the requirement concerning Ehe moving of some size of an object (such as
a sofa) into and out of and within living units.

5.6.5 Suggested Performance Requirements

An object wit.h cubic dimensions of A x B x C sha1l be capable of beir-rg
transported from outside of a building to rooms within living units
classified as X, those rnrith cubic dimensions D x E x F shall be capable
of being transported to rooms classified as Y, etc. X would be living
room, Y would be bedroom, etc.
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5.6.6 Permanent Building FaciLities lrrhich Move People or Materials
Horizontally or Vertically

Transportation equipment which moves people or material is too complex
to be considered strictly in performance terms.

The functional requirements of a building transportation system could
possibly be expressed in measurable performance terms. An attempt to
identify functional performance requirements for bui l-ding transportaticn
systems will be made after detailed discussion of the types of transpor-
tation systems now in use and discussion of the need for vertical and
horizontal transportation.

However, it is inconceivable that safety requirements for a radically
different type of building transportation system could be written before
at least the basic principles of such a system have been developed or
identified. The basic safety performance requirement, of course, is to
provide reasonable protection against any type of applicabl-e hazard. A

listing of presently knovm hazards, of course, could be made. However,
with few exceptions, these are not measurable at this time, and will not
be for many years.

5.6.7 Tvoes of Buildins Transoortation Systems Now in Use

The following types of building transportation systems are now in use:
(1) elevators, (2) dumbwaiters, (3) escalators, (4) moving wa1ks,
(5) private residence inclined lifts ("Stairclimbers"), (6) manlifts,
(7) conveyors. A11 seven of these transportation systems are used for
vertical transportation (between floors). Moving walks and conveyors
are also used for horizontal transportation.

5.6.7.L Horizontal Transportation

No horizontal building transportation system (which carries people
or material-s) is now in general use in any type of high, medium,
or low-cost housing. At the present time there appears to be no
compelling reason to consider horizontal transportation in housing,
particularly Iow-cost housing.

5.6.7 .2 Vertical Transportation

Vertical transportation is necessary for housin
X floors or Y feet above ground level. 40 or 5

c
0

units more than
years ago X and Y

were generallysnthe order ofrr5 floors" or "50 feetrr. Today they
are generally on the order of "2-l/2 floorst' or tt25 feet'r where
rrfreedom is the market placetr, is in effect. For people whose
income might be considered |tupper, middle or abovetr,rrx and Yrl
i^rould probably be l-ess than ttz-lf 2tt and "25".

I^Ihatttt''and/or "t''i" for low cost housing is, of course, a matter
of judgment. It may vary in different localities or for various
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reasons. It is, however, a basic decision whict, radically affects
the type of housing built in a given location. Vertical transporta-
tion (which for all practical purposes means "elevators") is a

costly part of any building. Generally, in apartment building,
elevators cannot be economically justified on the basis of "X*1"
or "X+2" floors. Generally it means that fairly high-rise buildings
must be bui1t.

5 6.8 Feasibilitv of Transportation E quipment Now in Use

Before the feasibility of any transportation system can be determined,
it must be evaluated in terms of needed functional performance. It is
firmly bel-ieved that all of the above-mentioned transportation systems,
except elevators, would not be feasible under any conceivable performance
requirements which might be developed. However, evaluation of these
transportation systems to determine this seems unnecessary because all
of these transportation systems cannot be used in a low-cost housing
area for safety reasons. One assumption has been made which is "trans-
portation systems will be readily accessible to unsupervised children".

l,lanlifts can now be safely used only by trained, fairly agile people,
such as car parking attendants. It is universally accepted that these
devices cannot be used by the general public.

Dumbwaiters must be limited to certain dimensions (4 ft. high, 9 sq.
ft. floor area). They do not have many safety features which are re-
quired on eLevators and it is understood that people are not to ride
on them. They could not be used where accessible to children because
children couId, and would, ride on them.

Private residence inclined lifts (rrstairclimbers") are permitted only
in private residences (not in hallways leading to a number of apartments)
Such devices could not be safely used in areas accessible to the general
public, and particularly in areas accessible to unsupervised children.

This means that elevators form the only known safe means of vertical
transportation in low-cost housing. The use of elevators in public
housing have posed speciaL functional and safety problems because of the
crime, vandalism, and mischievous habits of children and adults who live
in this type of housing. A systematic study of such problems in public
housing units might provide information which would be valuable in the
design of elevators for future low-cost housing.

5.6.9 Generalized Performance Requirements for Vertical Transportation
Svstems

Under specified conditions:

1) Vertical transportation systems, when buildings are above certain
heights, should be capabl-e of transporting people and materials
between the various floors of the building:
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a) with some limit on waiting time and some limit on
travel time or with some limit on the combination of
v/aiting and travel time,

b) at some minimum capacity rate (such as people per
minute) ,

c) with reasonable comforts,

d) with reasonalls safety including:

fire prevention qualities,
el-ectric shock prevent ion qua lities ,
without falling or acc.elerating or decelerating
beyond some amount,

(4) physical hazard prevention qualities.

e) with reasonable reliability,

f) carrying materials of X-Y-Z dimensions and tr'I lbs.

In addition, this system must interface with other building functions
and components and not create hazards or other undesirable conditions
such as:

1) Fa1-1-ing hazards into unprotected hoistways.

2) Means for the passage of smoke or fire.

3) Excessive noises.

5.5.10 Publications Concernins Buil-di ng Transportat ion

1) Code for safety to life from fire in buildings and structures
(NFPA No. 101-1967) National Fire Protection Association,
60 Batterymarch St., Boston, Mass. 02110.

2) BOCA Basic Building Code, Building Official Conference of
America, l-313 E. 60th St", Chicago, I11. 60637.

3) Southern Standard Building Code, 1116 Brown-Marx Building,
Birmingham, Ala.

4) Uniform Building Code, International Conference of Building
OfficiaLsr 50 South Los Robles, Pasadena, Calif. 91101.

5) National Building Code, American Insurance Association, 85
John Street, New Yerk, New York 10038.

6) New York State Building Construction Code Applicable to Multiple
Dwellings. Building Codes Bureau, 393 Seventh Ave., New York,
New York 10001.

( 1)
(2)
(3)
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7) American Standard Specifications for Making Buildings and
Eacilities Accwssible to and Usable by the Physically
Handicapped , UASAT A117 . 1- 196 1.

8) American Standard Safety Code for Elevators, Dumbwaiters,
Escalators, and Moving Walks, USAST Al7.l-1965, Arnerican Society
of Mechanical Engineers, 345 E. 47th St., New York, New York 10017.

9) Minimum Property Standards for Multifamily Housing, Federal
Housing Administration, Washington, D. C. (FHA No. 2600).

10) Vertical Transportation: Elevators and Escalators by
George R. SErakosch, Otis Elevator Co. Published by
John Wil.ey & Sons, Inc. L967.

Publications 2 through 6 are five of the best knovrn model building
codes. Partly in performance language but mostly in solution language,
all of these publications quite thoroughly describe requirements of
transportation facilities described in la. Publication 1 contains
sirnilar type requirements for this type of transPortation facility.
These publications are a1l- mainly concerned with the rrfire emergency"
situation but obviously consider other aspects such as the rrsize of object'r
that should be movable within buildings. The requirements of these six
model- codes differ but, in actuality, the differences are not great.

Publication 7 is the best available
handicapped people.

source concerning requirements of

Publication 8 governs nearly the entire production and installation of
elevators in the United States. Its emphasis, of course, is on safety.
One recent code change, which was made primarily because of experiences
in public housing projects, requires that top emergency exits in
elevator cars be openable only from the top of the car^. This requirement
has helped greatly in solving performance requirements retated to vandalism.

Publication 9 is listed because it contains one of the best known
sections concerning specifications relative to the capacity, speed and
number of elevators required in apartment buildings. These specifications
are not of a performance type according to the definitions adopted in this
report.
Publication 10 is not a code, standard, or set of minimum requirements.
It contains explanaEions concerning the various factors now used in
elevatoring buil-dings, including residential buildings. Its reconrnenda-
tions are, in general, consistent with the FHA minimum property require-
ments and this book is highly regarded in the elevator industry.

5 .6. l-1 Reconrnended Research

A study of building transportation needs in apartment buildings for low-
income famities is reconnnended for .early implementation. Such a study
could possibly save up to 20 percent of the costs of building transpor-
tation costs, which would mean savings of up to 4 percent in building
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construction costs. Such a study should involve i.nvestigations of
entrances and doorways, hal1s and corridors, stairways and elevators,
and deal with the disciplines of fire protection, architecture, sociology,
and the scheduling parameters of elevators.

5.6.L2 Elevator Costs

Because of the large market for apartment house e1evators and because
pressures on costs (to the exclusion of service, decoration, etc.) in
residential construction is extreme, rrstandard elevatorsrr at lower
costs have been developed for this market. (Examples are 2000 and 2500
lb. elevators at 500 fpr.). These elevators are of specific capacities,
sizes, speeds, and incorporate specific features and constructions
which are sold in I'standard packages". Lower cost equipment such as
single slide doors (which are considered too inefficient for most
conrnercial buildings) are used where possible. A building must be
designed to incorporate one of these standard packages if they are to
be used without expensive modifications.

There could no doubt be economies in elevatoring large numbers of
subsidized apartment buildings if facilities for elevators were
standardized by HUD. The elevator industr:y should be consulted in
establishing these standards. The elevator industry would extensively
cooperate on such a project.
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B. 4 RESEARCH RECOMMENIIATT 0iTS

B.4.1 T}IE CONCLPT OF A PTIASIJD PROGRAiI

Where so much needs to be done, itrd when the funds to
undertake the work are limited, there are two approaches
possible to the design of a research program. The first
would be to list all of the research projects that need
to be done in some order of priority and begin worxing
through them. The second would be to begin with a series
of phased programs which began with limited funds in as
many areas as possible and built out from the initial
work into broader and more conplex problems. We are sug-
gesting a phased program in areas which we believe to be
of highest priority (based on our professional judgement)
either because they can show early results (Tom Rogers
concept of "grabbing the nickels") or because they are
needed as a basis for an intelligent longer range program.
In Section B-5 we present our arguments on why we believe
a more elaborate rank-ordering technique or a priority
scheme based on costs and benefits is not feasible at this
tine.
We outline in the balance of the chapter several different
programs within th
areas where availa
physical criteria

concept of a phased program. In those
le knowledge is limited, like the pscho-
r the determination of user needs, w€
hase of exploration and elaboration on
attempted and what can be accomplished.
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first year which can be extended and broad
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he directions that we need to go are relatively
ile in areas like safety we will need a better data
rder to be more certain of the range of needs.
proposal for a technical information network

a first phase of designing the network. This design
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hase, which includes an evaluation of alternatives, would
e followed by the implementation and operation of such a
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to sone popularly held beliefs it is not entirely clear at
this point in history just what kinds of research will
produce the best results. We hope we have demonstrated
that focusing exclusively on attempts to cut-costs for
existing housing products is not clearly the most strategic
direction. A phased program will buy time and wisdom
about future directions.
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8.4.2 A PROGRAM OF DEVELOPING PSYCHO-TJI{YSICAI, ]RITERIA

BACKGROUND:

A person responds to his surroundings inside a builcling almost
entirely through his senses of vision, hearing, smell, and
touch; the physical effects of vibration; and the physiolosical
effects of temperature, humidity, and air motion. llost of
these stimuli are transmitted to his body by physical pheno-
mena that can be measured by existing instrunentation. I'lorv-
ever, the interpretation of these stimuli by the individual
has not been explorecl sufficiently in most disciplines to
permit description of the range of response, the sensitivity
of response to various parameters, the integration of
various stimuli, or the response norms in terms of their
measurable physical parameters. Perhaps more experinen-
tation has been carried out on the relation of temperature,
humidity and air notion to comfort than on any of the other
sensory parameters. Yet, even in this area, the thermal
comfort scale is a five-to-seven-step descriptive scale
ranging from hot to co1d, basecl on sornelhat over-simplified
laboratory data, and no specific health interpretations
have been assigned to various combinations of the three
pararneters of temperature, humidity, and air motion. Thus,
the physical measurements that can be made of the various
environmental pararneters have not been converted, for the
most part, into any kind of gracling system using even
qualitative words such as satisfactory, acceptable, objec-
tionable, stimulating, etc.

Some of the parameters of a buil ding environment that are
evaluated by the human sensory system are: light, co10r,
contrast, psttern, shape, distance, area, volttme, sounri,
pressure, movement, vibration, texture, friction, or1or,
temperature, radiant energy, hunidity, velocity, irnpact,
mass, thermal conductivity, densitv, and frequency. Thus
it can be appreciated that the human body is a very complex
sensory system.

In terms of housing, some of the more important environmen-
tal parameters that need ftrrther research are noise and
vibration control and acoustical privacy, thermal comfort,
and visual comfort and privacy. These disciplines are
psycho-physical in nature, i.e., they itrvolve the relation
of mental and physical phenomena. Therefore, an assessment
of the degree to which the environment in a dwelling will
be satisfactory to most people will depend on the physical
stirnuli transmitted by the environment to the occupant,
the interpretation that his senses make of tirese stimuli,
and a means for measuring both the stimuli and the response,
preferably in quantitative terms by instruments, btrt perhaps
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necessarily by statistical analysis of qualitative reactions
by the occupants. Research must go forward simultaneously
on all three of these aspects of sensory environment to have
the rnaximum usefulness, because they are so inextricably
related to each other. The following research proposals
seek to advance the knowledge of sensory environment in
some of the more urgent areas for low-income housing. Some
are related to the characteristics of the structure alone,
and others to the interaction between the occupant and the
structure.

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the research studies in the disciplines
related to sensory environment is to provide better under-
standing of the res
as interpreted by t

manent artificial lighting
the practicability of buil

ponse of human beings to their housing
heir senses, and to develop quantitative

neasures of this response through instrumentation or statis-
tical means as a basis for performance requirements. It
is postulated that cost reductions can accrue from some of
these investigations in addition to improvement of the
effectiveness of housing, e.9., increased use of per-

in lieu of movable lighting,
ding on 1ow-cost real estate

external noise penetration is controlled, and the use
smaller heating and air conditioning systems if zoning
the heat capacity effects of houses can be adequately

if
of

and
anaLyzed.

PROPOSED STUDIES:

A. Standards for Daylighting and Artificial Lighting

Investigate the parameters of lighting which are related
to a sense of safety and satisfaction to the house
occupant, such as gloom, contrast, orientation;-- and
develop standard measuring procedures for these para-
meters.

Carry out field studies in illumination in housing
coupled with survey questionnaires of users.

Study effectiveness and economics of fixed versus
movable lighting sources in 1ow-income housing.

Develop a technique, using scale models, for evaluating
effectiveness of artificial and daylighting systens.

FY 1969
FY 70, 71, 72

$5o,ooo
$100 ,000/yr.

Cost:
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B. Stttd o f Sul> ective ll:s onse to Acotr:tical
nv ronment

Need and Background:

The user requirements for acoustical privacy and noise
control are generally recognized, but the question
asked immediately relates to the levels of pertormance
of structures required to satisfy the occupants. For
the lack of comprehensive answers to this question,
structures are sometimes "overdesigned" acoustically,
often at great expense, but most commonly, provisions
for acoustical privacy are either ignored or dismissed
as too expensive.

Studies of subjective reactions to acoustic stimuli
such as aircraft noise, industrial noise, and others,
have heen ancl are being conducted. Studies of the
sub_i ective response to the acoustical environments
of business offices have been conducted also. In the
U. Ii., very litt1e information, however, has been
obt:rined relating the subjective response to the
acoustical environments in residential housing to
leve1s of performance that can be measured objectively.

Objectives: The o
responses to acous
construction, and
to the results of

Approach and Scope:

1) Conduct
s imi 1ar
U.S.A.

ectives are to study subjectivc
ca1 environments in residential
the degree possihle, relate these

jective measurements.

a literattrre search to obtain results of
studies conducted in Europe, sncl the

bj
ti
to
ob

2) Examine the feasibility of ohtaining subjective
response to acoustic stinuli and degrees of
acoustical privacy in psycho-acoustic laboratories.
The approach would be to subject a panel of
observers to controlled degrees of simulated
accustical intrusions and attempt to determine
their response of reactions to the intrusions.

3)

Cost:

Conduct "in-depth" interviews with occupants of
dwellings wherein the degrees of acoustical privacy
and details of the environment have been documented
obj ectively.

FY 69 $7S,OOO
FY 70 $r00,000
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C. Prediction and Measurement of the amic Thermal
er ormance o u1 r"ngs

A digital computer program would be developed for
calculating the thermal response of a building or
rooms or zones of buildings on a dynami"c basis takin
into account the heat capacity of the building inter
and contents, for purposes of design, pr€diction of
interior thermal conditions with or without various
degrees of heating or cooling, anel comparisons of
alternative designs.

Approach: Several concomitant. steps are required to
accompl i s h the objective:

1) Development of the mathematical procedures for
the calculation, and its incorporation in a com-
puter program 

"

2) Preparing a means for introdrrcing data describing
a particular building into the computer program
with minimal hunan effort and cost, as for example,
by use of FOSDIC.

3) Preparing, wit,h the aid of the U. S . Weather
Bureau, standard or representative weather
data tapes for computer inpr:t on weather condi-
tions throughout the yearr or in periods of
extremes, for sel.ected areas of the country.

4) Ultimately, a trial should be made of the pre-
dictive value of the program either in a
selected building, or by l.abora'rory tests of
a prototype building.

In applying a cornplex computer program to the prediction
of the dynamic thermal behavior of a building, some
uncertainty as to input data is bound to exist; for
example, 2s to actual details of construction and work-
manship, or as to the extent and location of air exchanges
between the building interie r anrl exterj or.

g
I or
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It ap
the d
by re
effec
Devel
exist
build
their
exis t

pears possible from preliminary studies to determine
ynanic thermal performance of an existing building
latively simple means, which would include the
ts of workmanship, air leakage and other factors.
opment of a method of measurement applicable to
ing buildings would enable determining by how much
ings of various types and constructions differ in
thermal response characteristics. In addition,

ence of a feasible method of measurement of this
characteristic of a building wouLd make it possible
to write and use a thermal performance specification
for a building. This project would develop a method,
and instrumentation and procedure, for measuring the
dynamic thermal response characteristic of existing
buildings.

Approach: The dynamic thernal performance of a building
ressed in terms of a thermal attenuation fac-can be exp

tor, defined as the ratio of the standard deviation
of the interior air temperatures to the standard
deviation of the outdoor temperatures for the same
period of cyclical weather. To determine the attenua-
tion factor, hourly temperatures indoors and outdoors
would be observed for a period of one or more days,
with the building "floating" on the weather, (i.e.,
with no heating, cooling, or energy input, or, with
a constant rate of input). The attenuation factor
woilTtl-ffiude the combined effects of exterior wal1
and window heat transfer and air infiltration, and take
into account the heat capacity of the building interior
and its contents.

ESTII{ATED TIME AND COST: FY 69 $165,000
FY 7o $rOO,ooo

D. Studies of Comfort in Non-Uniform (Non-Adiabatic)
EntiionmentS

The ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Standard 55-66 and all other
so-ca11ecl "performance specifications" set forth the
requirenents for thermal environment in over-simplifie<1
terms. Only the ASHRAE Standard takes any cognizance
of the disparity between air temperature and mean radiant
temperature in a dwelling and recognizes that horizontal
and vertical air temperature gradients may exist. Even
this standard deals with this asymmetry indirectly. No
known heating or air-conditioning system fully compensates
for the inherent non-uniformity in thermal environment
created by the heat loss or heat gain of a typical dwelling.
The various mechanical systems differ significantly in
this respect.
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For 1ow-income housing where a maximum of cost-effectivene s
is sought in the application of heating and air conditioning
systems, a direct evaluation of user tolerance for non-
uniformity is needed. A research study should be initiated
pronptly to evaluate user needs in non-uniforn thermal
environment. This should be conprised of field surveys,
field measurements in selected dwellings, laboratory
studies in a test building with controlled outdoor
environment and typical thermal asymmetry, and physio-
logical studies in idealized facilities such as the
Kansas State University climatic facility. It is already
known that some of the existing
not provide adequate user confo
standards against which to make
acceptances. The environmental
suited to studies o
staff for properly
able at an early da

simplified systems do
Tt, but these are no
determinations of
chamber at NBS is ideally

ft
gui
te.

The estimated cost for carrying out these studies is
$60,000 in FY69 and $100,000 per year in succeeding
years.

his type, and the professional
ding such a study will be avail-
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8.4:3 A PRU,I'LAM I.OR PROVIDING A FRAI'IT,IORii F'OR USER NEEDS

NEED:

There are two nethods presently used for developing performance
requirenents for housing. The first is to develop statements
of USERS NEEDS-those "satisfactions" the user needs from
housing. The second method is to use existing hardware
configurations (or systems) as models, and to abstract from
these their inportant and desired performance character istics,
Both methods can be developed into performance specifications
used to procure housing. The second method however, is
very limited in solving those parts of the housing "problem"
which have to do with better housing or cheaper housing.
Since it does not go b6?kT- the user to?dEfine his needs
and thereby assure his satisfaction, it is doubtful-Ttr-at
it can be instrumental in producing significantly better
housing for this user. Since it uses existing hardware
systemsasamode1,andabstractsitsEffiristicsand
then casts thEfin performance language, THE HARDWARE THAT
CAN BE PROCURED FROM THIS SPECIFICATION MUST BE VERY LIKE
TI{AT WHICH WAS TtlE ORIGINAL MODEL, and if the range of innovation
is so limited, the cost reduction opportunities are also
I imited.

It is for these reasons we should go to the USER to deter-
nine his needs. He cannot articulate certain needs, and
therefore professionals must construct a way of determining
those needs. If these can be clearly stated WITHOUT REGARD
T0 THE HARDWARE SYSTEMS WHICH PROVIDE THEM the way would
open to assuring his satisfaction from his residential environment.
By involving industry in e creative manner through permitting
alternate routes to needs satisfaction we open the way to
significant cost reduction. Further, by clearly stating
needs without regard to solutions, w€ permit a range of
trade-offs which might also yield cost reductions.

OBJECTIVE:

To develop a
develop a ri
is germane,
relationship
and to whom
can be ilEliEr
develop. IT
A SHORT TERM

ful1 statement of USER NHEDS, we must first
gorous framework to point out what information
how it may be manipulated, wheiE-Tt falls in
=6- other information, when-Tffis applicable,
it pertains. I f an abs6T-utely rigorous framework
oped such information will be nnuch easier to
IS THIS FRAMEWORK WE PROPOSE TO DEVELOP AS
EFFORT.
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APPROACH:

We propose to develop the framework as already described in
Section B.2:3 & 4 of this report, and to continue work on the
user needs which has been the first atternpt at such a defini -
tion. We acknowledge that a m6ffiigorous framework may be
found to develop such infornation than we have proposed, and
sense that a continued developnent will point to those areas
which are not sufficiently rigorous.

The framework has not been tested for information dealing
uith user psychology and sociology. We propose to do these
in conjunction with the already partially
developed physiology framework. The "TEAM" will be expanded
to include the behavioral scientists and the systems analysts
of the Technical Analysis Division of the Institute for
Applied Technology. The first output will be a framework
for developing user needs. As statements defining physiology
become "crisper" we expect to be able to develop criteria
from all available sources so these user needs statements may
be utilized in the design of buildings before ALL the research is
done. In psychology and sociology, quantified criteria may never
be available-- in its stead will be substituted evaluative tech-
niques and/or judgement. The franework for developing USER
NEEDS for Physiology, Psychology and Sociology is a short term,
high priority research element which leads to "a longer
tern" performance requirements for low-cost housing. The
longer term project will be structured to yield usable
"spin-off" in six month increments for its duration.

LEVEL 1 RESEARCH PROGRAM: A FRAMEWORK FOR USER NEEDS

FUNDING: $60,000 FY-69
DURATION: 6-LZ months

LEVEL 2 RESEARCH PROGRAM:
PSYCHOLOGY Al.lD SOCIOLOGY

USER NEEDS STATEMENTS FOR PHYSIOLOGY,

to follow Level 1 research program
FUNDING: $r50,000 FY-70
DURATION: 1 year

LEVEL 3 RESEARCH PROGRAM: CRITERIA AI'ID EVALUATIVE TEIIXIQUES.
FOR PHYSIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY,

to run concurrently with Level 2 research pro ram and utilize
)development of psycho-p

FUNDING: $360,000 FY-7
DURATION: 3 years

hysical criteria (8.4:
0, 7L, 72
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B.4 .4 STRUCTURAL DLSIGN REQUIREi'rL,N'iS

BACKGROUND:

The load-bearing capacity of structures and structural elements
has been determined in the past by either the "worlring stress"
method or the "ultimate strength" method. Either method
can be applied to structural systems of different degrees
of complexity, depending on the state-of-the-art in structural
analysis. In the former method, the safe working stress
is related by a safety factor to the stress that would cause
failure or permanent deformation, whereas for the latter
method the design load is related by a safety factor to
the combination of loads that would cause collapse. In
both procedures, there is need for better information on
the values of live loads and the combinations of loads likely
to occur from wind, snow, seismic effects, and live loads;
and in both procedures a house or building system needs to
be considered as one structural entity rather than as an
assembly of sub-components. It is considered 1ike1y, that
savings in materials and costs can be realized for low-
income housing by a more thorough determination of loads
and their probability of occurrence, and by investigating
the composite or system performance of buildings.

OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this proposal are:

a) a short-range effort to develop a first set of
structural performance specifications based on the
latest accepted design information for wind 1oad,
snow load, seismic load, live loads, etc.

b) a longer-range effort to develop better information
on loads based on "statistical probability of
recurrence" and to develop performance tests and
performance requirements for complete residential
building systems related to strength, static and
dynarnic deflections, and inelastic deformations.

APPROACH:

It appears feasible to develop a first set or interim set
structural performance specifications based on the latest
formation in USASI Standard A58-1955, Minimum Design in
Loads for Buildings and Other Structures, and on the FIIA
Mininum Property Standards for live loads and dead loads;
on the latest information on wind loads, snow loads, and

of
in-

seismic loads developed by a subcommittee of USASI A58, but
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not yet published: and on the design information on combined
loads containecl in the AISC Cocle and ACI Code. There would
be significant gaps in thi.s interim specification with
respect to dynamic deflections, creep under sustained load,
performance of fu11-scaIe structures, human tolerance for
vibration, sonic boom, fire loads, and other performance
characteristics. These underdeveloped areas of technical
knowledge would be the suhjects of research with special
emphasis on low-income housing and potential cost saving.
The more important of these research investigations relatecl
to low- incorne housing are believed to be:

1) Survey and evaltration of live loads in multi-family
housing, including statistical analysis of frequency
of occurrence of loads.

2) Study of the prohability of combined loading in order
to determine criteria for load reduction.

3) Study of wind effec-ts on buildings in terms of dynamic
deflections, resonant frequencies, vibration of cladding,
window panel s , etc . , ancl the clevelopment of vibrat ion
testing proceclures and equipment.

I]STIN1ATED 1'I}{IJ AND COST:

It is estimated that the short-term development of an interim
set of structural performance specificatjons could be accom*
pl ished in 6 - ti months and is in cluded in th e funding p ropos ed
in 8.4.8.

The studies of live 1oads, combined loads, dynamic deflections,
and vibration testing procedttres, are multi-year programs"
These research prograns should be financed at a rate of
$250,000 during the first year an<l $400r000 per year there-
after. Some of the programs would be conpleted in as little
as 2 years, ancl others would require 3-5 years.
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B.4. 5 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS F()R. PLUMBING

BACKGROUND:

The FHA Minimum Property Standards, as well as plumbing codes
n general, tend to inhibit the introductionand standards

of new plunbin
of the prevail

1
g
i

materials, equipment, and systems
ng reliance on specification-type o

i.,eCaUSe
r pre-
ing,
ent or

scription-type language, and on requirements limit
excluding, or requiring specific materials, equipm
systems.

Recent studies have indicated that it is possible to intro-
duce the perfornance concept into plumbing specifications,
codes, and standards to sone degree, and that this can
facilitate the orderly introduction of innovations. There
is considerable evidence that cost-savings can be realized
in plumbing systems both by a better analysis of actual
hydraulic loads on waste and vent systems and by research
on the perfornance of simplified and innovative systems
for drain-waste-vent functions and water distribution.
A suitable proving ground is necessary for trials of
innovations found tentatively acceptable from a consideration
of potential performance. It is believed that HUD can" provi,1r:
such a proving ground, provided that IIUD has access t,o a
competent body of experts and adequate laboratory facilities
to aid in making sound prelininary evaluations of promising
proposals in advance of field trials.
OBJECTIVES:

1. Introduce performance language into specifications
such as the FllA MPSrs for plumbing, insofar as
possible, based on existing technical information.

2. Provide needed new technical data and recommendations
on test nethods for plunbing, oriented to the per-
formance concept.

Provide criteria for use in evaluation of innova-
tions that might be proposed under a performance
specification for plumbing.

Provide recommendations as to the need for evaluation
for promising novel plumbing materials and hardware
through laboratory and field testing, and conduct
appropriate technical investigations relating thereto.

5

4
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APPROACH:

Z, Develop instrumentation and investig
as required, and carry out essential
tain missing technical data required
complete performance specifications

I Utilize applicable findings and recommendations in
the literature, to inprove existing specifications
for plumbing through a greater use of the perfor-
mance approach.

ati
st
to

for

ve procedures
udies to ob-
support or
plumbing.

3. Work with HUD, its advisory body or bodies, and
national standards organizations in the application
of data and recommendations developed in 1. and ?,.

OUTPUT:

1 Field evaluations of the performance of promising
simplified or new plumbing systems, to be performed
concurrently with essential supporting laboratory
tests.

of
bi
on

z Improvenent of the accuracy and usefulness
for predicting peak hydraulic loads on plum
tems, through theoretical work and collecti
analysis of field data.

methods
ng sys-

and

3 Selection or developnent of suitable test methods to
aid in the evaluation of hydraulic, acoustical,
thernal, structural, and durability performance
of plunbing materials, conponents, and systems to
the extent that is feasible in view of the limita-
tions on the state of the art.

4. Cooperation with HUD, its advisory groups, and national
standards bodies in the inprovement of the evaluative
art in relation to perfornence specifications for
plumbing.

5. Maintenance of a technical infornation center for
plumbing and plurnbing standardization,

6. Maintenance of a principal laboratory facility for
servicing an "agrement" - type body that HUD might
turn to for recommendations as to performance of
specific innovations, etc., in the plumbing field.

ft
fe
pa
St

7 Recommended revision o
based on application o
to be carried out as a
on Writing Performance
cal Information.

he FHA MPSrs on plumbing
xisting technical information,
rt of Research Proposal B.4.8
andards from Existing Techni-
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SPECIFIC TASKS- -SHORT-RANGE PROGRAI,I:

An investi
of selecte
tems in a
support ing

Outfitting
type essent
program ind
above.

gat
ds
fie
te

I ion of hydraulic and pneumatic performance
ingle-stack and small-vent drainage sys-
1d situation, together with essential
sts in the laboratory.

a plumbing laboratory facility of the
1 to the servicing of an Agrement-type
ated under Item 6 of "Type of output"

z Selection and/or development of theory, instrumenta-
tion, and procedures for collection and utilization of
data on peak hydraulic loads on plumbing systems; also
recomnendations for a comprehensive program adequate
to meet the need.

of
ia
ic

3

As a part of
servicing of
state of the

It is estimated that proposals 1, 7,

in one year at a total cost of $200,
projects should all be implemented d
of the program. Itens 4, 5 and 6 sh
the second year at an estimated cost
and might require 2 years to complet

4 Research Proposal 8.4.9, to provide prompt
requests for information on the current
art in plumbing standardization in the

USA and Western Europe. Maintenance of this activity
could be expected to extend indefinitely, depending
on the continuation of a need.

5. An investigation to establish performance requirements
and identify or develop test methods essential to evalu-
ate water-conserving and incinerator type plumbing
fixtures and sanitary waste-disposal systems.

6. A study to develop performance requirenents and tests
relating to plumbing systems for the kitchen and
laundry areas.

TIME AND COST ESTI},IATE:

and 3 could be completed
000. These three
uring the first year
ould be i
of $200,

a

lemented in
0 per year

mp
00
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B.4.6 GENERAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING

BACKGROUND:

The large annual incidence of fatalities, 20 to 30 thousand,
and the millions of incapacitating injuries that result from
accidents in the home, indicate the necessity for measures
designed to elininate the hazards or mitigate their effects.
Congress has, for example, seen fit to require the development
of safety measures for automobiles because of an annual rate
of 50,000 fatalities and recently passed legislation for fire
safety. We are separately implementing a progran of fire
research based on this recently enacted legislation, but in
the other areas of safety we believe much needs to be done.
For low-income families safety hazards might well be increased
by attempts to reduce costs in inappropriate ways. In order
to recognize and deal with this important area of performance
a national program is needed since no single manufacturing
sector can be given the responsibility.
We recognize that
of sone action of
done to help avoi
by attention to t
to
in
to
th

an accident
the victim,

d such accide
he design req

work with the Department of
developing better home acci
this progran. We know enou

e need to concentrate on the

in the home is often the result
but we believe much can be
nts or mitigate their results
uirements of houses. We propose
Health, Education and Welfare

dent statistics as an input
gh now, however, to recognize
avoidance of fal1s.

e the highest
ies concordant
at low

OBJECTIVE

One objective of the project should be to provid
possible level of safety in residential occupanc
with the overall objective of providing housing
cost. Some performance requirements for the provision of
safety can be met through proper design with little or no
added cost to the construction. Features falling in this
category are the avoidance of small changes in level in walk-
ways, and the elimination of sharp or pointed projections and
transparent surfaces on structual elements or installed
equipnent in or adjoining hazardous substances or objects
falling into irresponsible hands, ild rnaking storage areas
openable from the inside will prevent some of the cases of
suffocation of children now occurring.

APPROACH AND PROJECT OUTLINES:

Falls, both on a single level and from one level to another
constitute the greatest single cause of accidental casualties,
accounting for about 40 percent of home accident fatalities
and perhaps as many as 7 million incapacitating injuries.
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This area is one where research appears tr offer pCIssibilities
for reducing the incidence and effect of the hazard. A
principal cause of falls is the slipperiness of walking sur-
faces. An examination of the standards and data available
to implement a requirement that floors and walkways (interior
and exterior) shall not present a hazard of falling caused
by their slipperiness, indicates that a research project
should be instituted along the following lines.

1 Development of a standard, and generally acceptable
method of determining the slipperiness of floors,
including the development of any necessary test
equipnent or devices.

Determination of the quantitative criteria for
slipperiness that will provide the requisite leveI
of safety.

Exanination of flooring and walkway materials for
their performance under the above requirements
including the effects of surface abrasion on t
slipperiness characteristic, and the durabilit
the material in resisting abrasion, the effect
moisture on the surface, and for materials for
terior use, the effect of weathering of the surf,ace.

Another large cause of casualties is falls on stairs, a
particularly fatal accident to the older segment of the
population. The necessary research here is as follows:

1 Deternination of requisite slipperiness factor (as
outlined for flooring in general).

Z. Examination of dimensional requirements
relative to the user needs, and especial
needs of the user group suffering the mo

r stairs
to the
accidents.

5 Investigation of light (artificial and natural), shadow,
and color as they affect visibility and recognition
on stairs, landings, and spaces leading to stairs.
Study of the possibility of providing a light source
that would provide adequate visibility for stairwells
fil1ed with smoke.

2

3

he
yof
sof
ex-

fo
1y
st

4
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TIME A}'ID COST ESTIMATES:

Tentatively, the times necessary for the above investigations,
and the costs that would be accrued, are as follows:

A two year program designed to produce recommended criteria
and test methods, in the following phases:

.First six months: data gathering and in depth
analysis of existing safety requirements related
to falls: NBS

HEW
$30,ooo
60,000

90,000

90,000

.Development of criteria and test methods for
slipperiness of walking surfaces: L-L/2 yr;

.Development of criteria and test methods to
avoid hazards on stairways: L-L/? yr;
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B.4.7 A CONTINUING SERVICE FOR EVALIIATING HOt!trNG
INNOVATIONS

NEED:

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has e
continuing need for technical infornation to provi.''e solu-
tions to a broad range of technical problerns, particularly
those dealing with housing innovations. Solutions may
require information ranging from that readily available
from the expert to analytical results derived from special
laboratory tests.

OBJECTIVE:

This program will establish an open communication line
connecting the decision-makers at HUD to the applied
scientists in IAT, enabling HUD to get quick response to
technical problems for which answers are known or can be
developed by laboratory testing of housing innovations.

APPROACH:

A model of the approach envisaged in this report is
"Phoenix" wherein technical experts from IAT assisted" i; iD
in planning a testing program, proceeded to carry out trre
necessary tests in the laboratory, reported these results
to HUD, and planned to conduct field tests at HUD's request.

It is recommended that the "Phoenix" solution be extended
to further evaluation under this project to include acous-
tical properties, environmental (interior) exarnination,
durability, and fire tests.

Under this project other innovative solutions to low-cost
housing would be tested in a manner similar to the "Phoenix"
solution or by other more appropriate tests. Non-routine
testing would be carried out in NBS laboratories. IIowever,
significant amounts of routine testing if developed would
be placed with qualified testing laboratories. IAT staff
could (1) advise IIUD as to where such testing could be
done, or (?) provide the service of subcontracting routine
testing to commercial laboratories.

In addition to evaluating housing innovations, a consultative
and advisory service would be provided to IIUD. Services pro-
vided could be the immediate-answer type by applied scien-
tists in IAT, to ad hoc committee activities, to loans of
personnel for specific tasks. Experience during FY 1968
shows that HUD has need of IAT staff in all of these capacities.
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t simplifies greatly the rapidity
an make and, in effect, eliminates
uthorization.

FUNDING:

For quick response consultation and testing: $200,000 for
FY 1969 deposited by HUD with IAT as a "checking account."
Unused funds would be returned or carried to next fiscal year,

DURATION OF PROGRAM:

Year-to-year basis as required by HUD.
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8.4.8 WRITING PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATiONS FROM EXISTING
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

NEED:

The number of existing performance specifications
housing is extremely linited, but a severe need fc
exists if the performance concept is to be impleme
seeking solutions to the housing problem. In addi
time is limited for the development of perforrnance
HUD, therefore, has a need for an early conversion
fications or knowledge that could readily be state
formance language and, thus, irnplemented in its ot
warerr oriented programs.

for
rt
nte
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st
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low - incorne
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andards.
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OBJECTIVE:

Under this project, existing technical knowledge and specifi-
cations that are nearly in performance terms would be converted
to performance language for inmediate implementation by HUD.

APPROACH:

The NBS-HUD Study of Perfornance Standards for Low-Income
Housing has disclosed many specifications and supporting
technical information that could be converted to perfornance
standards by experts in given fields. Subject areas included
are:

1. Structural Systems: Stability and Strength of Compo-
nents and Materials Used in Housing

Z. Safety

a. Fire Protection

b. Falls

c. General Safety

3. Durability

a. Durability as the Time Dimension of Performance

b. Air, Moisture, and Water Penetration

4. Characteristics of the Interior Environment

8. Acoustics Environment

b. Air Cleaning and Odor Control
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Thermal Environment

Visual Environment

5. Service Systens Within Housing

a Plumb ing

b. Food Services

c. Energy Sources

d. Electrical Systems

e Mechanical Systems

f. Transportation

Under this project, to be directed by the Chief, Codes and
Standards Section, Building Research Division, teams of
technical experts would draft reconmended performance
specifications based upon existing knowledge. The order
of approach would coincide with those areas of most interest
to HUD. Two areas for early output (six months) are: (I)
Translation and/or conversion of "performance" type specifi-
cations now being obtained from other countries (particularly
the French Agrement specifications) and (Z) Conversion of
the recent NBS Report (9817) to FHA on Performance Criteria
for Exterior Wal1 Systems into a performance specification
document. Much of the remaining state of the art specifi-
cations could be converted during the remainder of FY 1969.
These would be transmitted to HUD on a continuing basis,
as completed, throughout the year,

A valuable by-product of this progran would be to sharpen our
focus of future research needed to produce the knowledge and
evaluative techniques needed for improved performance speci-
fications in the above subject areas. No laboratory testing
or research is envisioned under this program.

FUNDING:

$200,000 for FY 1969

DURATION OF PROGRAM:

18 nonths

c

d
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8.4.9 DEVELOPMENT OF A TECFINICAL INFOITMATION NETWORK

BACKGROUND:

Professional communication in the building industry is very
inadequate. Contacts with builders, architects, @rBineers
and research personnel in universities indicate that pro-
fessionals have great difficulty in finding out what research
is going on related to their interests. This situation has
been recognized for some time, but has lacked a cohesive
force for two reasons:

.Within narrow disciplines individual communication has
been relatively good, but interdisciplinary interests
have lacked leadership.

.The bulk of research in building has been done by private
companies with a proprietary interest in the results.

Now that there is developing a broader base of research support
(primarily through the government) and because the research
is often interdisciplinary in character, the need exists to
provide a mechanism of relating the professionals doing
research in the field to one another in order that they can
know whatrs new, who's doing what, and where the trends
are. Professional journals have not served this purpose.

OBJECTIVES:

Our investigations on this project showed that much work
is presently underway that is not generally known, but which
should be applicable to the development of the performance
concept. These areas of work are increasingly moving away
from the single discipline approach such as physics, chemistry,
civil engineering, mechanical engineering, etc. Many of
these projects now involve the liaison of physics, chemistry,
engineering, socioloqy, economics and management. It is
this departure from traditional disciplines which makes
effective communications so difficult. We propose to design
and implement a mechanism which will link the research
activities of the Building Research Division, the universities,
and other organizations in a communications network that
will work to the mutual benefi
in developing the performance
We would not intend this netwo
level, nor to deal with resear
ment not related to advancing
performance concept.

of all organizations involved
ncept as applied to buildings.
to operate at the urban
in specific product develop-

e state-of-the-art of the

t
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rk
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th
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APPROACH:

The concept of a technical information network of this type
is not new. Its application in the field of building, however,
is not a simple problem because of the diversity of interests.
We would plan in the first six months to design a network for
this purpose after consultation with universities, other
government agencies, the Building Research Advisory Board
of the National Research Council, the Building Research In-
stitute and the Science Information Exchange of the Smithsonian
Institution. The Institute for Applied Technology of which
we are a unit, includes a Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information. This activity is largely a research
re
in
co
with
we ar
conce
resea

between IIUD, NBS, and
building research. Th

her government agencies who sponsor
first six months effort (the design
quire funds of $45,000 of which we are
5,000. The cost of the continuing
only estimate at this stage to be

ate I"IUD I s
,000 per year.

port and document distribution service, not a current research
formation network. We see, however, the possibility of
mbining a network of professionals such as we envision

ad
eb
pt
rch

istribution service provided by the CFSTI. Because
oth within the same organizational unit we see this
as one of definite utility to the professional
er.

FUNDING:

Because the utility of such a network would be for research
related to the performance concept as applied to all building
types, not just housing, hre propose a joint funding effort

of the
asking
networ
on the

network) would
HUD to provide

k operation we c
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e
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beshare of this cost t

order $250,00 0
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r year. We would anticip
between $50,000 and $100
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B .4 . 10 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROPOSAI,S

The research proposals
developing performance
are summarized below:

for continuing aetivity by NBS in
standards for low-income housing

No.

B.4.8.

B.4.9

Program Title

PSYCHO.PHYSICAL CRITERIA
FRAMEWORK FOR USER NEEDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR PLUMBING
SYSTEMS
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING
CONTINUING SERVICE FOR EVALUATING
HOUSING INNOVATIONS
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FRON1 EXISTING
INFORMATION
TECHNICAL INFORMATION NETWORK

TOTAL

Fr*p:sed Funding
FYl 96 9

8.4 .2,
8.4.5.
B.4.4.
B.4.5.

$sso,0oo
60,000

250,000

200,000
150,000

200,000

200,000
15,000

$1,425,000

8.4.6.
8.4.7 .
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B.5 RANK ORDERING OF PERFORMANCE STANDARD NEEDS

In order to establish priorities for research we wish "to
rank-order those performance standards to be developed
in terms of their impact upon construction."

This "impact upon construction" might come about
ways, and we have described five techniques for r
It is understood that the goals of all the partic
in any research program affect the relative impor
placed on projects within the program. The syste
for rank-ordering priorities must be selected wit
goals in mind. There are a number of alternative
structures which strongly affect rank-ordering.
cuss these in the following section B.5:1, Techni
Rank Ordering.

in five
ank-ordering.
ipants
tance
n chosen
h these
goal

We dis-
ques for

In section B.5:2, the Measurements of Costs and Benefits,
we elaborate on the problens and opportunities in establishing
a systen to measure these.

1. TECIJNIQUES FOR RANK-ORDERING

"Impact upon Construction" may be taken to mean any or all
of the following considerations when we concei ve of
"construction" as that entire process which delivers
residential environment to the point of consumption, the
user. From such a conception of "construction" we can
derive five techniques for rank-ordering research, each
based on a different goal structure. They are:

IMPORTANCE TO SOCIETY:
in teTms of satisfying the goals
and institutions who affect housi
by it.

Z. tr{AXII-{UM COST REDUCTION OPPORTUNITY:
in terms of reduction of first costs of construc-
tion and/or total life-cycle costs of construction.

5. I'{AXIMUM INCRI,ASED BENEFITS TO USERS:
who are low-incone urban consumers. It is under-
stood that some goals of such consumers may at
any one time, E9t be consonant with the general
goals of socieEy--A case of sub-optimization.

1
of
ng

all the
or are

people
affected

4 SOCIO-POLITICAL VI SIBILITY :
in terms of the lectorate perceiving
efforts are taking place and produci
results in critical problen areas of

that such
ng beneficialt'construction. t'
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5. SMOOTIINLSS O

assumes that
struction mi
of procuring

F TRANSITION:
one of the ma

ght be a trans
j
1
or impacts on con-
tion f,rom e method

another,
ion with
stem.

rh
to
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residential environnent
and desires to structure such a trans
the least disfunction in the present

These are the primary techniques for rank-ordering. To
each of these must be applied a set of secondary considera-
tions for each progran and projects within programs. These
are:

1. Costs

a. of research and development

b. of applying R G D in "real-world" situations

2. Feasibility
a. of obtaining qualified research personnel

b. of performing research and development

c. of applying R 6 D in "real -r+orld" situations

5. Time

a. to do research and development

b. to apply R 6 D in "real-world" situations

Any rank-ordering should be based on all five primary
techniques and the secondary considerafons of Costs,
Feasibility and Tine. To do this, w€ have further developed
each of the five prinary techniques into the factors necessary
for their use, and described the problems in achieving
such use.

In
to
pro

each of them, there are limitations so fundanental as
reclude their use at this point in time, and on this
lem. Therefore, our rank ordering of research

P
b

program priorities is based upon our professional judgenent
and the available capabilities of research institutions.
The five
are displ

primary techniques, with their factors and problems
ayed in a series of charts which follow.
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1 IMPORTANCE TO SOCIETY

desirable factors in rank-ordering probl ems

1

.,

Clearly established goals of the
Society or a system for establishing
and articulating such goals.

1.a. Any goals which can be stated are at a very
high level of abstraction and not easily
deconposed into operational statenents.

Problem of stating goals satisfactory to
al1 elements in a heterogeneous democratic
society--there are widely varied and con-
peting sub-goals.

b

c Political structure
vated to make clear
electorate.

is not generally
goals statements

moti-
to

I(,
(rl
@
I

d. Value systens of electorate and elected offi-
cials not always consonant.

e. Question of Church/State relationship in
goals I hierarchies.

Competing "establishments . "f

Evaluative
when goals

techniques to know
have been reached

2.a. Lack of criteria
developed Ad Hoc
evaluations.

(other than specially
criteria) to nake

b. Lack of evidence of causative re lat ionship
between system ch ange and goal achievenent.

Evaluative techniques tend to be developed
for sub-optimization of system goals (such
as costs) rather than ful1 evaluations. . .

c

equations involving
such as cultural va
are not developed.

disparate information

a

lues, benefits, costs



-

desirable factors in rank-ordering p rob I ems

5. Feedback systen for continuous
goal establishment

When systems goals are met, there is always
unwanted output or frtle-effects which often
form new "crises" - these in turn demand
new goal establishment.

Getting relevant information from all
parties. Many groups in the SocietFdo not
have easy access to decision-makers, and
further, have difficulty in ascertaining
and articulating their goals.

3. a.

b

I
ls)
(Jt
\o

I



2 . I.4AXI MUM COST - RE DUCT I ON OPPORTUN I TY

desirable factors in rank ordering problems

1 Cohesive data-base for housing costs.
(Necessary input to cost accounting
systen)

Z. Comprehensive system for cost analysis/
cost synthesis (a dynamic accounting
system) which can deal with first costs
and/or life cycle costs.

Described alternative hardware solu-
tions to compare cost.

Present data-collection varies widely in
format since present accounting systems
vary. Contractor-Builder, Owner-Client,
Designer-Engineer have different operating
pattern needs, therefore data differs.
In-use costs difficult to assemble and
pro - rate .

I

z Work currently being done to develop
a system. However it is essentially
on a common method of data-gathering
out the housing process. System not
operational or tested.

such
based
through-
yet

3

I
u)
O,
O| 5. Performance requirements generally examines

the needs of the user, and only peripherally
the hardware which rneets these needs.

Therefore, a large range of Performance-based
alternative hardware solutions to user needs
is not available.

To make then available (or to sinulate them)
for cost conparison implies INVENTION and
is outside the scope of this project.



-

desirable factors in rank ordering p rob 1 ems

4 Positive relationship between
development of Performance
requirements and reduced costs.

4.a To correct our present residential environ-
ment disfunctions through a more clearly
articulated statement of user needs may
not reduce physical hardware costs at all.
This raise in building hardware costs may
well be more than offset by reduced costs
elsewhere. Our present decision-rnaking
and cost-accounting systems do not permit
these conparisons to be made

e.g.: Reduced Welfare and Police costs
as a function of increased quality
(and therefore costs) of the
residential environment.

A fuller discussion of the use of costs as
a measure occurs in the next section B.5:2
the Measurement of Costs and Benefits.

I(,
o\
H
I

,

b There are
dependdT
These are:

areas
on use

of cost-reduction opportunity
of Performance Design.

(1) By more thorough analysis of loads,
overdesign may be revealed which will
permit saving of materials. (Ex. -Live
Load Data, Plumhing Loads, ltJeather
Data)

(2) Integration of function may result in
more economical design and saving of
cost. (Floor-ceiling sandwich,

Integrated structural and
electrical systems)



desirable factors in rank ordering p rob 1 ems

I
(,
Ol
N)
I

(5) A better balance in expected useful
life of various components may per-
mit savings. (Rehabilitation project
in New York.) (Performance promotes
concept of balanced systems.)

(4) More adequate measurement of rates
of deterioration may result in saving
in materials. (Durability relative to
exterior environment and to interior
exposure.)

(5) Trade-offs between less inportant
characteristics and more important
characteristics may allow savings.
(Exterior balconies, stairs, eleva-
tors . )

(6) Broadening the base of competition
among different classes of materials
by performance -based requirements may
reduce costs of adequate systems.
(Sanitary Plumbing Fixtures.)

(7) Permission of integrated systerns,
spaces, or functions, through performance
would generate economies through: low-
ering safety factors, promoting novel,
fuller utilization of space and time,
overlap of functions.

-



3 INCREASED BENEFITS TO USERS

desirable factors in rank ordering problems

1. Defining the user

Clearly stated User needs which
Benefits are to satisfy, or a system
for establishing such needs

3 Clear measures of benefits

User groups are not simply defined, and
change over time. These groups are mobile
and, in a sense, distrustful of being
"studied. "

No fully developed statement of user needs
(for housing) exists, nor a system for their
development. Needs statements must be based
on the users physiology, psychology, socio-
logy and the resources available to satisfy
the needs.

Difficulty of measuring whether benefits
have or have not been received. (We use
Ad Hoc measures.)

Difficulty of refining existing measurement
techniques due to "sluggish" State-of-the-
Art in psychology and sociology.

1

)?

3I(,
o\(,
I

a

b

4

g. Problem of establishing causative relation-
ship between systems "adjustment" and
benefits received. Are other factors
responsible?

Getting relevant information from Users who
are generally distant from decision-nakers,
and who have difficulty in ascertaining and
articulating their needs.

4. Feedback system



4. SOCIO-POLITICAL VISIBILITY

desirable factors in rank-ordering p rob 1 ems

1. Rapidity in response/"speed" 1.a

b

4

The corrective efforts for large-scaIe
physical systems are of longer duration
than political (or decision-makers) tenure
in office. Therefore long-term efforts
must have continuous or short-term visible
"payoff. "

Only short-term results can occur, while
some testing may be long-term for best
results.

2. Visible links between change
"initiators" and change results/
"visible responsibility"

3 Large-scale pervasiveness of
probable change/"size"

Desirability of response to
electorate or affected groups/
t'qual ity"

Schemes become associated with particular
people. Problems of competitive housing
schemes (al1 trying to solve same problem)
prornoted by people in competition for
positions, power, profits, etc. This
type of competition does not necessariLy
lend itself to cost reduction or user
benefits.

2

I
u)
o\I

3 Large-scale tends to "lump"
a norm and does not provide
of response needed.

all
for

users into
variety

4 Maxinun user desirability and maximum socio-
political visibility are not necessarily co-
equal. Users I analyses of their own needs
are not adequate in many areas (safety,
health) and that which is desired is not
always necessary.



desirable factors in rank-ordering p rob l erns

5 User's social transition sinplified

New housing presents new physical solutions
to problems (i.e., Waste renoval, trans-
portation) which may be more complex at
the user level.
User's unfaniliarity with new materials and
new "housekeeping. "

New housing (large volume) destroys stable
community social patterns. May be unavoida-
b1e at scale being contemplatedr urless
great effort is made.

Probable cataclysmic effects on conmunity
services and values if housing (quantity)
problem is solved. . . i.e. , Sorvices, Schools,
TransporEtion, Physical Attenuation from
Centers, etc.

c

d

5

66, Comrnunity functioning unimpaired
t
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8.5.2. TIIE MLASURLMENT OF COSTS AND BENEFITS

The "performance requirements hierarchy" of Section 8.2 is a
compilation of a userrs needs that housing should satisfy.
ilowever, in order that it be useful in directing a housing
program, each of the need statements, and each combination of
them, must be evaluated against various costs and benefits.
It is the task of this section to discuss the "measurement
systems" we have available for this purpose and those that
must be developed to acconpany the range of statements of
what needs housing must satisfy. Many of these techniques
at present have had very little development. Hence what
follows is a list of the range of techniques that must be
developed and an outline of the variables they must encompass.

1. Benefits from specifying performance

When we move from specifying objects to specifying the per-
formance desired of them, our requests allow a larger range
of
wh
of
pe

objects to b
at we want.
certain dime

rform (what 1

e considered as alternative ways to supply
For exanple, if instead of requesting a beam
nsions and materials, we specify how it must
oads it rnust bear and how it shall behave

while supporting them), we allow the supplier to consider
many more alternative routes by which to meet the request.
Specifying how the bean should perform will not itself cause
a cost reduction; rather, it will permit a larger range of
alternatives to be considered. IF:ffiOIG THE-SffifrfEffftlt's
THEEE_TSII_ffoRE- FTTETE,MI.TOf,UTION, THEN, A COST REDUCTION
I\III,I, RESULT' FROM SPECIFYING PERFORMANCE.

A second way cost reductions can result from specifying
performance stems from the way in which the specifying is
done. Any object in the environment, especially a house,
fulfills nany functions, is capable of many perfornances.
Confronted with a description of the object, a suppl.ier
finds it difficult to know what combinations with differing
performances are permissible; but confronted with a descrip-
tion of performance, he knows what issues to consider. A
characteristic of questions that relate to performance is
that answering them forms the basis for judging whole alter-
native configurations, In other words, because [ET5-rmance
specifications demand to be answered on the basis of whole
solutions, the specification devices serve as a context for
defining systenatic relationships between parts of the
environment. Once such a tool is developed it becomes
possible to judge what is_ overall a more efficient solutiog.

Any systen which delineates the consequences of following
alternative routes also clearly displays alternative paths,
can act both as an instrument to evaluate alternatives or
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to suggest them. A nethod used to judge tho relative inportsnco
of providing a p
providing compen
to the provider

lace for recreation inside the home or for
satory recreetion space elsewhere, suggests
that such alternatives be looked at. In short,

If a specifying technique not only spells out a rango of
variables, but also perrnits various rank orderings of the
variables, a second inprovenent in the nunber of altcrnativcs
to be allowed is nade. Not only can we inspect alternativcr
that are called for by a set of specifications, but, uc can
begin to exanine alternativc scts of specifications es vcll.
A iurther expansion or-ouffipEiricEtffiessrry
if it is to be used to nrake such evaluetions of altcrnetivc
sets of variables; sone ray nust E-iGTffiifto neegurc thc
costs and bonefits of alternative specifications as uGll r3
Filffis6il-so@.- 

-

not only does specifying perfornance allows for broader ranges
of cost saving solutiols, but also stinulates the developnent
of innovative alternatives. 

-

2. Specifying and measuring objects

The method for specifying environnents that develops the
narrowest range of alternative solutions is specifying the
physical object itself. In the extrene, one specifies only
a single soLution such as a particular housing product. One
step ienoved is e systen of;FEeffrTilE: the crlsi of objects
(e.9., a 4 bedroom house) in a great deal of physical detail
(such as do the present Mininum Property Standards). Generelly
such specifications are in terns of spaces to be procured (bed-
rooms, kitchens, instead of the activity to be accommodated, their
physical dinensions, their materials, or sometines a particular
construction process. There is an sccepted nomenclature for
describing these. Trade standards cxist which forn the bssis
for materials selection in the construction process. Thc
physical scionces have developed the neasurenent of thc physi"-
cal properties of building elenents to a reasonably sophisti-
cated leve1.

3. Specifying and neasuring perfornance

A quantum junp in the number of alternatives that can be
provided is nade when we specify the performance an objcct
nust have. There are two kinds of such specifications--
either (1) specifying the perfornance the objoct can give, or
(2) specifying the perfornance the user desires. Hencc, b)r
specifying through nore general need statements, uc pcrnit
nore nunerous combinations of particular solutions, Eorc
alternatives, to be considered.

4. Measuring costs and benefits fron performance
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The matrix of "the environment in use" (mentioned in Section B.'
compares needs to the ability of various environmental artifacts
to support them. Neither costs nor benefits result fron such
a yes or no evaluation. Costs are incurred in the
of putting the environmenETnlEo place and operating

Drocess
1t; benetlts

occur by carryin
chart "cost-bene

g
f 1

out functions whereby needs are met.
t relationships rr shows we measure costs by

putting a tine dimension against environmental elements which
describes the steps of manufacturing and operating the environ-
ment; analogously, we put a time dimension against the descrip-
tion of needs to illustrate that the process of functioning
to meet these needs produces benefits. In this instance, we
have illustrated the functions that housing traditionaLly
performs, the processes that one reasonably intends housing
to support to satisfy needs (e.9., sleeping, dining, leisure
activity, etc. ) .

These matrices form only a very rough approximation of what
a cost-benefit tool might be. They are included here to
illustrate the urgent need for, and conplications involved
in, developing such a device. Such a tool is needed not
only to expand the range of alternatives; but more importantly,
to develop ways to relate such evaluative variables, and to
make decisions about environmental programs as using perfor-
mance specifications makes possible to do. What follows is
an attempt to suggest the kinds of considerations to be
added to the performance concepts developed above.

a. Costs

Of the two measures, costs and benefits, costs measurements
have been developed to a much greater degree. In the chart
"Cost Benefit Relationships" costs appeared as a matrix, one
axis of which lists the environmental elements, and the other
the cost of constructing and operating them. This section of
the "cost-benefit relationships" illustration is expanded
in detail in the "cost matrix" chart. Here, the environnental
elements are broken down into a relatively traditional list
of the elements that we call furnishings

As the

porting
t.

services, fabric,
cilTa6?icEd-Tink.link, and site. BuiIdings comprlse serv

[TnF referil6- the foundations and elements that connect the
rest of the building to the site. The fabric includes all
the elements of a building that relate to support and
enclosure elements. The services comprise the life s
elements such as air conditioning, heat, power and li
The site conprises all the elements of housing which are
outside the buildings but within the site of the housing
project. The infrastructure is the provision of the flow of
goods and services outside the housing project but which
are essential for housing and living.

up
gh

t
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Against this axis is displayed the processes by which these
elements are put into place and maintained. There are three
!-aj or divisions : prerequisites, clnstruction, and functioning
These three types ffi EonffilE-to scaEs colnmEn=
surate with other costs by converting initial, capital costs
to a cash flow basis or vice-versa.

Traditionally, the only cost that research in the housing
industry has attacked is that of the process "initial cost-
construction process" for naterials and construction resources
combined. The following is a further breakdown of this cate-
gory, i.e., construction process only by the following compo-
nents of the enffimEfrE fi-t5e-c6Etmatrix.
s ite
link - excav. foundations

fabric
fabric - structural

wal1s, external
wal1s, internal
openings - visual,

acce s s
floors
ce i I ings
roo fs
finishes, decorations

services - access systems
air conditioning,

heat
power and light
conmunications
water
sanitary fixtures
waste removal
installed equipment

NOTE:
These fi
tical bi
of urban areas.

are adapted from a survey done b
high-rise, multiple family dwell

.LZ
L ,406

zz
15.9?

L?
5
0
0
7
0
8

\

6 .32
10.18

7.LZ
7 .92
5.5?
1. s8
s .42
3.62

.sz

.72

.LZ

.42

.3t

.72
,090

100.0?

yF
ing

gures
ds of

HA of hypothe-
s in a number

I
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At present each of these e
independently from the oth
that dranatic reductions c
given that this whole list
of housing, only e small p
fluenced by traditional re
only one category of const

lenents is often researched
ers. Though it nay be posslblc
an occur in any of these crtcgorier,
is only a small part of thc cost

ercentage of the cost nay bc in-
search which concentrates on inproving
ruction at a time.

Reference can be made to Volume II, Appendix C, Docunent B and
Docunent C for further amplification of the Cost Allocation
System.

b. Benefits

There is a very great danger in using this perforrnance matrix
for describing alternatives and then charting only their costs.
If this were all one was able to do with it, alternatives
could only be ranked in terms of reduced costs. While
reducing costs may be a valid goal, it may not necessarily
improve the housing situa
available for evaluating

tion. Yet if the
al ternat iveS-i5ldo

only vardstick1-sts, new progrtas

Perha
of us
to gi

(

ot

In the terminology of this cost-benefit tool, benefits are
described as resulting from needs being net 8s the house
functions. In this cese, we have listed only the functions
that traditionally are considered to be carried out in thc
context of houses. Though this definition seens simple, rtrd
sirnply related to the cost-benefit mechanism being dcvelopcd
in this report, there are many very serious linitations
implied in this description. For example no recognition is
given to benefits such as the security and the quality of
life which do not directly come fron the physical house
or the obvious functions a house performs; rather they
cone through secondary routes, through the econonic, poli-
tical and social structures which form the context for
housing--and whose institutional structures are entertyincd
with that of housing. The description of benefits inplied
in this chart does not show the real relationship betrvccn
these institutions, the elements that produce bencfits fror
housing. It cannot be used to evaluate alternatives thet
involve them.

ps the most difficult problen to solve in finding . uty
ing moasures of benefits is to find an evaluative stendard
ve relative values to a nunber of them. lleny ncasurcs

do exist, but not on connensurS ble scales--and cannot bc
compared, judged, weighed against each other. Since the
act of evaluation involves judging, comparing, such
"measures of benefits" cannot be used to nake eveluations.
We have yet to learn how to "model" in approprietcly conplex
and real terns the relationship between man and cnvironlcnt.
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The need for a process for setting standards in a
expandable way becomes clear when we observe that
of a particular evaluator or user change in react
experiences, new possibilities. Because of chang
character of human goa1s, any system which is set
continually satisfy human goals must permit the g
to change. What we are proposing here is a metho

The question now arises, if the administrators of a housing
program who use this cost/benefit tool do not rank or delimit
the goa1s, on whom will such decisions rest?

changeable,
the goals

ion to new
eab Le
up to

oal structure
d of adminis-

tering a housing program whereby the goals can be changed in
accordance with the users changed desires. In other words,
carrying the performance concept to its logical end, the
user must be the one who decides on'the relative importance
of goals and also what new ones must be considered; and this
must be carried on continuously.

Methods for pernitting user responses have been incorporated
into some existing projects, and promise to a1low for getting
expressions of satisfactions fron users over broad areas of
performance, and reacting to their evaluations. Planning
projects are being developed not to nake specific environmental
changes, but to first organize a small group in a neighborhood
to start spending effort on some environmental problem. This
effort is to stimulate dwelLerrs interest in such problems,
to show that comnunity action can alleviate them, and hence
to stimulate further reactions which in turn lead to more
problern statements and solution efforts. These ilincremental
planning" efforts will not only aim at alleviating environ-
mental problems; it is expected that the increment of
improvement may occur in the work sphere (job creation, skill
training) and others (econonic, political) as wel1.

These desired complications in the measurenent of benefits will
not be easy to obtain. Because they are possible of conception,
a major effort should be made to develop then. We hope that
this will become one of the major concerns of the Urban
Institute.

t
\
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